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CHiIPTER LIII
OVER ' M E : ULLUG-ART

PASS

Ox July roth, 1895, I left Kasligar with Islam Bai, two

servants, and six horses, and did a short stage to the village
of Tokkuz-ak (the Nine IIThites). My other man, Kasim, remained behind in Kashgar as \vatcliman of the court-yard of
the consulate. O n e of the six horses, a little piebald stallion,
was one of those I bought at the forest hut beside the Kliotandaria. It was a splendid animal, always full of go, and yet
as tame as a lamb. For niy o\vn use I bought a big but
excellent riding-horse, and rode him over the mounta;ns and
through the deserts of Central Asia ior more than a year.
Horses are cheap in Kashgar. "ilie five I bought there cost
altogether only I 24 roubles, or betw\leen £ 1 2 and £ 1 3.
'The next day, July I ~ t hwe
, continued our journey tolvards
the southwest, to tlie town of Upal (2000 houses), which is
also a fortress manned by t\vo hundred men, and the place of
residence of two mandarins of inferior rank. It poured and
pelted with rain the 1v11ole day long, so that the ground,
~vhiclimas a reddish ello ow loess, was greasy and slippery.
Thoroughly wet to the skin, we took up our cluarters in a
house near tlie bazaar, and made a big fire at which to dry
our wet clothes. T h e gardens, and rice and other fields,
iwre irrigated by water drawn from a little stream which
flowed tlirougli the to\v11 after racing down the valley of
Ullug-art on the west, and \vhich was partly maintained from
fresh springs. T h e current has scooped out for itself a deep
and tolerably broad trench through the loess deposits. But
in the town its banks were not so precipitous; they rose
gradually by a series of terraces, leaving room close down by
the water's edge for the houses, which were built of sun-dried
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clay and covered in with flat wooden I-oofs. T h e opposite
banks were connected by a nooden bridge.
A short tirne after we arrived at Upal I witnessed an
occurrence which I liad never witnessed before, but which
takes place every year in these rt.gions. After a heavy, continuous rain the water \vliich drains off the adjacellt mountain-sides gathers into a .rid (sudden flood or i~iunclation),
~ v l ~ i cin
l i a few hours completely fills the I-ivcl--bed,and may
~vorlivery great destruction. In these sutldell floods n-e see
the agent \ ~ l i i c hin the coul-se of tirne has eroded the clay
terraces so deeply.
About seven o'clock we heard a distant l~ooming. It canie
rapidly nearer, at the same tirne increasing to a deafeni~ig
roar. Dow11 came the flood, a stupendous nlass of water,
rushing o n with inconceivable violence, seething, foaming,
and siviftly filling tlie river to tlie brim. T h e inhabitants ran
down to the I-ivel-bank,uttering cries of alarm and gesticulating n~ildly. I and Islaln I3ai took our station on a 111.0tected roof. T h e next moment the avenues of \~illowsand
poplars, which lined both banks of the river, n7ere covered by
tlie flood. Tlie ground seemed to >hakc under the irlil~actof
sucli a mass of LI nrestrained water. Clots of dirty foam tossed
about on the tumbling waves. Tlie spray smoked along tlie
flood like a moving slio\\-crof mist. Tree-trunks, any amount
of loose branches, haycocks, and other movable objects danced
along tlie tossing current, drove againit tlie banks, swung
free, got caught i n an eddy and plunged doivn out of sight,
rolled up to the sul-face again, ant1 once lilol-e became the
sport of tlie irresistible flood. T h e bridge was broken down
at the first onrus!~,and i n e p t a\vay, sn aying fro111 side to side,
wllile its timbers creaked and groaned as it rolled oi7er and
over in the water.
,.
I lie flood bore towards the right bank, and inundated the
principal street of the town. It poul-ed into tlie lo~ver-lying
houses, and liept on rising and rising. T h e people n7ho lived
next tlie river calue rushing out of their dwellings, shouting
excitedly and dragging their ho~lsehold possessions after
them, and sought safety upon the higher terraces. Some,
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bolder of heart, began to " cradge " or throw up temporary
ridges of clay, to keep tlie water from entering their liouses
and so xvashing acvay 01- destroying their property. In a
couple c.f n~inutcs the \c~l~ole
of the lower portion of the
bazaar was muclcly water. 'The air trembled with the aweinspiring roar of the torrent. Women were \\lading up to the
waist in water, carrying little children in their ar~iis. Every

A SHOP I4 A J3AZAAli

house-roof was crowded with people.
Those who had
nothing to lose were able to give themselves up without
qualm of conscience to the enjoy~nentof what was truly a
magnificent spectacle. Fortunately, tlie house in which cve
were lodged was a long way from the river, and never for a
moment came in jeopardy.
As soon as everything cvas carried away to places of safety
that could be so carried, the general attention was directed to
the melon-gardens, on the slopes going down to the river.
T h e gardens were trenched all over, and the \crater ran up the
trenches with great speed. All the men of the town rushed

6j6
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off to the melon-gardens, caught up big armfuls of melonsripe or not was all one-and ran with them to tlie foot of tile
terraces, where they thre\v the melons up tu other men, who
piled them up in heaps. I n spite of that, however, a large
portion of tlie crop was washed away by the flood. Jlcanwhile fifteen houses had entirely disappeared.
But 110 doubt the illhabitants of the place would profit from
the disaster? Not in the least. T h e same thing I~appens
every year. For no sooner is the flood past and gone than
the people set to work and build up their houses 011 the very
sarne sites where tliej, stood before. T h e flood had already
begun to subside bjr nine o'clock, and it fell so rapidly that
by the forenoon of the next clay, July 1zt11, tlie river had
d r o p p d back to its ~iornlal condition and was little more
than a rivulet trickling along the bottom of its deeply eroded
channel. Communication had been re-established between
the opposite banks; but the scene presented 1x7as one of
havoc and desolation. As a matter of precaution we stayed
ill Upal the rest of the day.
In the latitude in which ive then were four passes led over
the Mus-tagh or Kashgar mountains, the eastern border-range
of the Pamirs-namely, Ayag-art (the Foot Pass), and Kazigart (named from a Kirghiz sept ?), which we had already left on
our right as we journeyed to Upal; Euru-koss-davan (IYolf's
Eye Pass), ~vhichwas on the left of the road we had come;
and lastly, Ullug-art (the Great Pass), the pass we chose.
T h e last tivo are drained through the same glen, which issues
upon the plains at a place called Orugumali, where the Chinese maintain a Kirghiz lzaraol (post of observation). T h e
IGrghiz in that district belong to the Tavur sept. T h e most
difficult of the four passes is Buru-koss ; it is only used when
tlie other three are snowed up. Ullua-art also is dangerous,
?
and is not used unless the Gliez-daria IS in flood and impassable. Under the most favorable circumstances it i b only
practicable during two months in the year, from the middle
of J u n e to tlie middle of August.
And throughout the
entire tnrelvernontl~enormous masses of snow lie heaped up
in tlie pass.

OVEI< T H E U1,LUG-AK'T
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Upon leaving Upal we crossed a desolate steppe country,
which rose by a slow and gradual illcline towards the entrance of the glen that gave access to the pass. But although
the steppe was barren, it \\-as trenched by several deep and
wide ravines, tlie bottoms of \vhicIi were green with fertile
ineado~vs,where slieel~were
gi-azing in large numbers.
Having traversed the steppe,
we rode in between the grandiose columns of black and
gray clay-slate which mark
tlie entrance to the glen.
T h e ordinary poplar was
common up to tlie end of
our first clay's journep,thoucrh
9
we only saw one solitary ~villow; but after that tree vegetation ceased. T h e features
of the glen were sharply
marked; a little brook of
crystal water ran down it i n
a bed eroded out of thick deposits of conglomerate. A
JII<RCH,\KT OF FAST T U R K I S T I I N
short distance up, the glen
was joined on the riglit by a little side-glen called Yamensara (the I'altry House).
On the afternoon of July 14th the atniospliere suddenly
darkened in the higher regions of the mountains above us.
It began to thunder and lighten, and the west wind drove
the big dark clouds before it like sheep down tlie glen ; and
we were soon journeying through a pelting rain, ~vliichwas
both raw and cold. W e put on our furs and pushed on
despite the rain. T h e path grew steeper and stceper the
nearer we approached to the aul of Ullug-art. IVe could see
it ahead of us, crowning a lofty conglomerate terrace high
on the right- hand side, and commanding an extensive
bird's-eye view of the glen. T h e brook, now greatly swollen
after the rain, raced down the glen, tinkling a metallic song.
\I
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In the afternoon it came on to snow fast, and the ground
was soon covered. T h e big feathery flakes drifted softly,
softly down, like a flock of birds hovering on wing before
settling; and great sullen clouds, heavy with snow, brooded
over the mountains and the glen. I could easily have imagined it was the depth of winter, not the middle of July, the
warmest month of the year. It was the general opinion of
the Kirghiz that after this snow-fall the pass would be impassable for three clays, and if the storm continued it would
possibly be closed altogether for that year. For it was no
unusual thing for horses to be lost on the Ullug-art pass even
in fine weather.
There was nothing for it, therefore, but to wait patiently
until the weather improved; and fortunately we were well
situated for waiting. T h e aul contained two first -class uy
(tents), one occupied by Kipchak Kirghiz, the other by Naiman Kirghiz. There was plenty of pasture close by for our
horses ; and we bought a sheep from our hosts. T h e people,
as well as the occupiers of another aul lying still higher up
the glen, only spend the summers in these elevated regions.
In the winter they go down to the plains at the entrance of
the glen.
W e had decided to abandon the idea of crossing the Ullugart, and on July 16th were just going to start for the Ayag
pass, whither the Kirghiz undertook to guide us by a short
cut, for they considered that pass would be much the easier
of the two, when a man came down from the upper aul and
warned us not to venture by the Ayag-art. T h e pass itself
was practicable enough, he said, but the river Markan-su, on
the other side of it, would be impassable, especially if the
weather was fine, and so we should be obliged to come all
the way back again. H e would answer for it that we could
get over the Ullug-art, and if I would give him 150 tengeh
( & I 14s. 4d.), he and ten other men would carry all our baggage over on their backs. This would have to be done in
any case, because, owing to the excessive steepness of the
path, it was as much as the horses could do to clinlb up and
down free of loads. Accordingly we went up to the higher
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aul, consisting of six yurts of Kipchak K i r ~ ~ l i i z .It was
,.
?
scarcely an hour's ride. I here we spent the night.
At half-past five on the morning of July I 7th the weather
was clear and calm, although a few light cloud skirmishers
hovered above the pass. T h e day before had been sunny,
and the snow on the eastern versaat of the pass had melted
considerably. An hour later we started, accompanied by the
ten I < i r g l ~ i who
~ , on their own account took with t h e ~ nt w o
horses, provisions, and an axe. T h e path went up a steep,
narrow gorge, close beside a torrent which murmured among
the smooth, polished fragments of gneiss and clay-slate. On
both sides the Sorge was shut in by perpendicular conglonlerate strata, which terminated in rounded, dome-shaped hills,
clad with green meadows. Herds of camels and flocks of
sheep dotted the pastures, which were kept moist by the
meltirlg of the s n o m above them Still higher up, the skyline was broken by fantastically shaped peaks of bare rock
and snow-clad ridges. At nine o'clock the gorge and pass
were enveloped in thick clouds, arid again it began to snow,
and snowed on all the rest of the day. In a word, the
weather could not have been worse ; and our Kirghiz shook
their heads ominously.
On our left I observed two small glacier tongues, with
transverse terraces or shelves, and two terminal moraines.
From them issued a couple of rivulets, which went to feed
the brook that flowed down the glen. T h e summits on our
right hand, which were freely exposed to the southern passages of the sun, possessed nothing more than the rudiments
of glaciers. T h e glen grew so narrow that we had to ride in
the brook. T h e path was terribly steep. Every minute the
horses kept stopping to catch their breath. A t last we
reached the foot of the actual pass. 'l'hen zigzagging backward and forward, backward and forward, we struggled up to
the top. T h e snow was fully a foot deep, completely hiding
the loose dihris underneatll, so that the horses frequerltly
~ t ~ ~ m b l e 'The
d . last portion of the ascent was a fearfully
stiff piece of work. All our baggage had to be carried by
the Kirghiz, who took turn about in getting up the heavy

t
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packages. Each box recjuil-ed two Inen; one carried the box
on Iiis back. whilc tlie other supported it and pushed it up
from behind. T h e horses were led up one by one.
I reached the culminating point of the pass at eleven
o'clock, and found there tlie masar (tomb) of Hazrett Ulluw?
art, consisting of a, little heap of stones with staves stuck in
them, to \vliicli pieces of rag were tied. 'The Kirghiz look
upon the saint in the same way that their fellows do upon
the guardian saint of Kizil-art, as lord over the pass and the
wcathcr, as meting out good fortune or ill to the traveller;
his name is therefore constantly upon their lips, especially in
all difficult places and at all critical moments.
While the Kirghiz were struggling with the packing-cases,
and examining the descent on the west side of the pass,
which occupied them a good hour and a half, I took observations on the top of the pass. T h e altitude by hypsometer
was 16,890 feet, and the thermometer registered 31" Fahr.
(-0.6" C.).
T h e ascent had been a tough piece of work; b u t it w a s
nothing as compared with the descent. At first there was a
scarcely noticeable incline; but it terniinated in a formidable precipice, from which rocks of fantastic shape jutted out
through snow. Down between these cliffy projections we
had literally to slide and clamber on our hands and feet, now
with our faces to the rock, now with our backs to it. T h e
snow was two feet deep, and tlie Kirghiz were obliged to hew
steps in it with the axe before they could get the horses down.
Then each horse was cleverly piloted down by two men, one
leading the animal, the other holding on by its tail, so as to
act as a sort of brake if the horse should lose its foothold.
They managed to get them all safely down the first and nlost
difficult part of the precipitous slope, then it was the boxes'
turn. A long rope was tied round each, and, two men holding the rope, tlie box was let slide gently down the face of
the precipice by its own weight. Then came a talus slope at
an angle of thirty-five and a half degrees, littered with loose
d2bri.r. Ilown this the horses were left to make their way
by themselves. My piebald stallioli from the K1iota:l-daria
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stumbled, rolled some thousand feet down into an abyss,
broke his spine, and died on tlie spot. Gllug-art is a perilous
pass, tlie worst I have ever crossed in any part of Asia.
?'lie weather was abominable. T h e witid, from tlie southwest, drove tlie snow about us in blinding clouds. It was
only, by snatches, xvlien the ~ n o \ \ ~ - s t o r m
niome~ltarilylifted,
that I was able to get a glimpse of the magnificent panorama
which lay spread out far clown belo\z our feet. On the left
+

I got a bird's- eye view of a stupendous glacier, its surface
shroudc>tl i n snow. Near its right-hand or upper edge there
was a triangular moraine lake, fed by a stream which issued
between tiyo black, rugged cliff5 from a secondary glacier
above. T h e whole of the slope bet\vcen the base of the
scco~ldaryglacier and the moraiue lake was strewn with
pebbly nlib~i.s,w11icl1, in consequence of tlie heavy rain and
snow fall of the last few clays, liad beco~ileunsafe; in fact, the
~ l l ~ p layer
er
liad already slipped, coml~letelyblotting out the
track. For across that treacherous s l o l ~ elay our path. Time
after time while crossing it we slipped. and had great difficulty in avoiding a fall into tlie moraine lake some 160 feet
below. It was a highly dangerous place, especially so if
sorrle of the large blocks of stone wllich lay higher up had
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stat-tccl rolling down upon us. Here again, therefore, we unloaded the horses, and the Kirghiz carried their loads for
about half a mile.
T h e gigantic glacier of Ullug-art overhung the upper end
of the glen, presenting a slighty convex front between its enclosing cliffs. O u r path ran clo~vr11the slope bet~veenthe ice
and the right-hand side of the glen. \.Ve came to a second
lake, immediately u:lclerneath the vertical glacier ~vall,which
[vah reflected on its surface as on a piece of transparent glass.
Several icebergs were floating on the lake, and its water kept
changing from one shade of light-green to another. T h e
surface of the glacier inclined at a general angle of four
degrees. Both the upper side-moraine, which we had already
passed, and the terminal moraine were clearly distinguishable. A little farther on we came to a third lake, the largest
of the three, and some two miles wide. A t that point we
were again overtalien by a thick, blinding snow- storm, so
that we could scarcely see where we were going to. This
lasted an hour, until we were clear of the steep slopes. T h e n
it cleared; although the snow-storm continued to rage in the
higher regions of the mountains.
After that we made rapid progress down the glen on the
western side of the Ullug-art, the glen growing wider at every
mile and the snow on the mountains around us diminishing
at the sanie time in quantity. A t length, after fourteen hours
in the saddle, we halted between two conglomerate hills near
the junction of the glen with thc broad, deep valley of Sarikkol. Where we camped there was not a blade of grass, and
we only got water by melting snow from a drift which lay in
a sheltered crevice. Lye were now left to our own devices,
for as soon as the Kirghiz had got us safely across the dangerous places they went back over the pass.
'The nest day, July 1 8 t h ~we rode as far as the yeylau
( s ~ ~ m m camp)
er
of bIuji, consisting of sixty yurts, inhabited
by Naiman Kirghiz. They spend the sumtner there, grazing
tlieir sl-reep, goats, yalrs, horses, and camels. O n the 20th we
reached the aul of Chakker-aghil, with six yurts, and there tve
rested beside a little lake of the same name a couple of days,
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a period \vhich I utilized in making observations. T h e name
Chakker-aghil (tlie Shouting Teiit-Village) probably owes its
derivation to the fact that the auls thereabouts stand so
closely together that you can shout from the one to the
other. T h e water in the little lake mas the same color as
the water of Kara-kul, a beautiful blue-green. It was in
part bordered by detritus and sand, in part by reecls and seaweed (algz), and on the west by rich meado\vs and marshes.

T h e Ialte lay, as it were, wedged in the throat of the valley
of Kamelah, and gathered into itself all the drainage-water
of the \.alley.
I pass over our itinerary of the next few clays, only mentioning that the route took us through Uulun-kul, Kara-kul,
Su-bashi, and Gedyack-a11
of them districts that I had
already visited. It was not until the 26th that I broke new
ground, in that we crossed over tlie river basin of Tagharma,
a stream which effects a confluence with tlie Kara-su, tlie
river that drains tlie southern versant of illus-tagli-ata. T h e
conjoint stream then forces its ~ v a ythrough the ~nocrltainsin
a narrow gorge called Tenghi. \Ye travelled through the
defile, which was only short. Farther on tlie united Tagharma-Kara-su, known, lio\vever, by the latter name, Kara-su,
~~ourecl
itself into the Taghdumbash-claria, a stream which,
~ritlialmost incredible energy, has cleft its way through tlie
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massive ~neridionalmountain chains tliat form, so to speak,
the projecting rim or' tlie I'amir plateau. That transverse
valley, know11 as Shindeli -yilga, is, as might be supposed,
close, confined, and wildly picturesque. T h e flood occupies
it entirely, so that it is only in cold winters, when tlie river
is ice- bound, that it is possible to reach Yarkand by tliat
route.
I'revious to the confluence of the rivers we had been going
down the stream. After the confluence we left tile defile of
Shindeli-yilga on tlie left and ascended the upper part of the
Taglicluiilbasli-dal-ia, the track leading toivards tlie south on
the west side of tlie upper stream. T h e road was level and
firm, and frecluently led across rich grassy meadows. Ahead
of u s \vc could see tlie fortress of Tash-kurgau, the goal of
that clay's ~narcli. After passing through the villages of
and Tisnab ( 2 0 3 Iiouses), we entered
Cliusltn~an(45 IIOLISCS)
the lower valley of the Taghdumb~isll. It was bl-oacl and
open, and \\ore a prosperous look, wit13 its cultivated fields
and pasture-grounds, on whicli innumerable herds of sheep,
goats, and horned cattle were industriously grazing. O n
our right was a hinh platform of conglomcratc formation,
?
and on the top of ~t stood tlie ton-n and fortress ~vallsof
l'asli - kurgan (tlie Stone Fortress). T h e situation of the
place put me forcibly in mind of Fort I'amir. ?'he latter,
like Tasli - kurgan, stands on a con~lonlerateterrace in a
wide valley, and ~vith a large river flowing past i t ; and it
also coni~iiands an equally extensive view of its own neighborhood.
Here an extremely joyful surprise awaited me. I fell in
with my friend Mr. Macartney, ~ 7 h ohad been suddenly
ordered t o report hin~self to the head of the English Conimission, nl~pointed to act ~vith a Iiussian Commission of
military officers for the delimitation of the frontier-line of
the two empires on tlie southern Pamirs. I pitched m y
tent beside his, and we spent a right pleasant afternooll
together.
On July 27th, along with Mr. AIacartney, I paid a visit to
the village of Tash-kurgan. Both village and fortress pre-
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sented a ~nelancholyappearance. T h e whole neighborhood
had been violently shaken by earthquakes, lasting from July
5th to July 2otl1, and every house in the place was utterly
ruined; the few which still stood ]lad gaping cracks in the
l~alls,reaching from roof to foundations. But then they
were constructed of materials little calculated to withstand
earthquake shocks-namely,
rubble and coggles, plastered
~vith clay. There were also several cracks in the earth,
stretching from south-southwest to north - northeast. Tlie
inhabitants, as well as the Chinese garrison, were living
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partly in yurts, partly in temporary tents. During the time
the seismic disturbances lasted, some eighty distinct shocks
were counted.
T h e most violent was the first; it was the shock which
destroyed the town. T h e last happened this morning at ten
minutes past eight o'clock. I \lras sleeping on the ground,
as I a l ~ v a did,
~ s and distinctly felt the impact at right angles
to the longitudinal axis of the valley; in other words, it
moved along an east-west line. T h e shock awakened in the
mind an unpleasant sensation of anxiety. Tlie earth seemed
to heave and undulate. A detonation like a distant peal of
thunder was plainly distinguishable. But everything was
over in about a couple of seconds.
After loolting at the damage done by the earthcluake, I
paid my respects to the commandant, Mi Darin, and two o r
three other mandarins, all of ~ v h ~ ireceived
n
me with great
~)oliteness. They had equipped their j u r t with n table,
11 -2
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chairs, and opium couches, and offered me all sorts of nice
things. I took two or three whiffs at an opi-lrn - pipe, but
failed to detect wherein lies its fascination.

I n tlie early part of this work I have dwelt with consider,
able detail upon different parts of the Pamirs. T h e length
to which this book is growing precludes me from describing
this present expedition with anything approaching the same
circumstantial minuteness. Perhaps I may be permitted on
another occasion to relate the results of my 1895 journey in
the southern regions of the Pan~irs. I have still a long distance to travel before I reach Peking. If the reader has the
patience to follow me, I hope to take him over the old caravan-road to Khotan, ivl~icliillarco Polo travelled over so many
getierations ago. W e shall then once more cross the great
sandy desert, and discover cities buried in the sand, and evidences of an ancient and extinct Buddhist culture. We shall
pay a visit to the desolate home off the wild camel, and discover the relic of the Lop-nor of tlie Chinese cartographers.
Thence we shall make a forced march of some hundreds of
miles back to Khotan. After that we shall cross the highlands and plateaus of Northern Tibet to the lake basins of
Tsaidani, and make the accluaintance of hlongols, Tanguts,
and Tibetans ; then proceed through Kan-su, Ala - shan,
Ordos, and Northern China; and finally, after travelling for
tlirec a ~ l da half years, reach tlie goal I had all along in view
-namely, Peking.
IVith all these vast vistas before me, I feel I must quicken
my pace. But I cannot pass on without pausing for a little
to clescl-ibe one Xrery important episode of my 1895 journey
over the Pamirs. But it must have a chapter or two to
itself.

C H A P T E R LIV
W I T H T H E ANGLO-RUSSIAN BOUNDARY COMhlISSION

Il.1~.~ I A C A R T Nwas
E V on his way to Victoria Lake (Zor-kul),
to join the Boundary Commission, and tried to persuade me to
go with him. But as I was desirous of visiting the sources
of the Yarkand-daria, I was obliged to decline his invitation.
Nevertheless we travelled some days in company, separating
on July 30th at Khojet-bai, as we then believed, forever; for
hIr. Macartney was under orders to return to India with the
Boundary Commission. Hence his road lay towards the west,
up the valley of the Taghdumbash-daria; mine towards the
south, up the valley of the Khunser-ab.
Two days more brought me to the northern foot of the
Hindu-kush mountains. There I stayed twelve days, making
short excursions, exploring the valleys of the more important
head-streams of the Khunser-ab, and climbing the pass of
Khunser-ab ( I 5,780 feet),whence I looked clown upon the valley of Kanjut. From the summit of the pass to tlie highest
village in Kanjut was only two days' journey. 'There I observed that the streams from one of the glaciers on the pass
flowed partly towards the Indian Ocean and partly towards
the Yarkand-daria and Lop-nor.
From the same place I endeavored, but endeavored in vain,
to find a practicable path to the upper Yarkand-daria, over the
passes of Uprang, Kara-su, and Ilik-su. T h e upper part of
the Yarkand -daria is likewise known as the Serafsban or
Kaskan-daria. In every quarter I inquired I was given the
self-same answer: I could readily enough reach tlie river in
the course of a few days, but there was no place where it could
be crossed during the summer. T h e deep, narrow gorge of
the Ilik-su had in places been so terribly convulsed by the re-
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cent violent e a r t l ~ ~ u a k that
c s it was iinpossible for any animal,
even for yaks, to traverse i t : it was only practicable to men on
foot. T h u s I had got myself into a sort of inountain czd-desac. T h e only accessible districts ~vhichI had not yet explored were tolvards the nest. Hence I resolved to seek
those portions of the Painirs which lay around the sources of
the Amu-daria.
- Pamir (the
Accordingly we rode up over Taglicluml~asl~
Mountain's Head or Roof of the World), and on August 15th

P A R T O F T H E 1IINI)U-ICIJSH. REAR U P R h N G

surmounted the asso of iyakjir ( I 6, I go feet), an important
hydrographical centre, for frorn it rivers flow in three different directions-the
Panj, also called the Wakhan-daria, a
head-strean1 of the A m u - daria, goes towards the west ; the
T a g l i d i i n a s l - d flo~vseast; and o11 the other side of the
Hi~~dii-l~
several
~ ~ s h ft.eders of the Indus desceild towards the
south.
O n August I 7th we reached Chakmakdcn-kui (the Lake
of the Fire -steel), in ~vhichthe A k - su or hIurghab has its
origin.
Knowing that the Anglo-Russian Boulldary Conlmission
were working at 1CIehman - yolli (the Guest Road), a small
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t r a n s ~ ~ e r svalley
e
situated only a day's journey towards the
northeast, I could not resist the temptation to pay them a
visit. I3ilt I did not like to come down suddenly and without
warning upon the Commissioners ~vliilein the midst of their
delicate labor of defining the boundary from Victoria Lake to
the Chinese frontier ; so I wrote to the head of each Commissiori asking if they had any objection to receiving visitors.
My jigliit (courier) brought back a cordial and pressing invitation from both chiefs. Accordingly, on the evening of tlie
~ g t l i I, pitched my tent at Alehman-yolli, on neutral ground
between the Russian camp and the English camp.
I was already acquainted with the head of the Russian
Commission ; it was General Pavalo-Shveilzovsky, governor
of Fergana, my friend and benefactor. I held myself bound,
therefore, to pay my respects to liini first. I3ut I could not
get to his quarters without passing through the English camp.
Mr. Macartiicy caught sight of me as I was on my way, and
eagerly intercepted me with an invitation to dine with General
Gerard, head of the English Cominission.
'I'liere I was, then, in a pretty dilemma. T h e only way out
of it, the only ~ v a yto preserve my ~iei~trality,
that I could
see, was to plead my old accluaintance with General PavaloShveikovskp, and to elnphasize the unsuitability of my attire.
General Pavalo-Shveikovsky rvelcomed me with open arms.
Lye sat talking until a late hour of the night; and notwithstallding my energetic protests and my hints of wishing to
keep to neutral territory, he ordered an excellent yurt to be
got reacly for me at once, nritli a bed in it, a luxury which I
had almost forgotten the enjoyment of.
The follo~vingmorning I paid a visit to General Gerard,
and met with a similar kind and friendly reception from him.
I was immediately introtluced to the several ~nembersof the
English Commission. T h e sccol~clofficer in command was
Colonel Holdich, a recipient of tlie large gold medal o f tlie
Royal Geographical Society for his ad~ilirabletrigonometrical
and astronomical ~vorkin tlie frontier districts of India. T h e
rest of the staff illclucled Colonel \ZTahab,the topographer;
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Captain hIcS\vinej~,who spoke Russian fluently ; Dr. Alcock,
director of the I~ilperial lluseurn at Calcutta and professor
at the Calcutta University; and my friend Mr. hlacartney,
agent for Chinese affairs in Kashgar. 111 addition there
were three pundits, or educated Hindus, for the topographical field-work.
Alllong the Russian staff I found several acquaintances
from West Turkestan - Colonel Salessky, the astronomer;

Captain Skersky, the new commandant of Fort Pamir; and
the famous topographer Ueiidersky, \vho has travelled in every
part of Western Asia, and who was one of the Russian embassy which visited Kabul in the time of Emir Shir Ali IChan.
General Pavalo-Sh\reiko\~sky'sprincipal assistants were, however, Mr. Panafidin, formerly IIussian consul in Bagdad, where
he and I hacl several mutual friends and acquaintances, and
Colotlel Galkin, who had travelled in East Turkestan and Ili.
Finally, I may mention Dr. Wellmann and four younger officers.
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T h e Russian escort consisted of some forty Cossacks, with
a military band of eighteen performers, besides a crowd of
..
native j~ghitsand caravan grooms. T h e English train consisted of about two hundred Indian soldiers, Hindus, Afridis,
and Kanjutis.
I t \vould mrtnifestly he out of place for me to say a ~vord
touching the momentous labors of the Boundarji Cotnmission.

Besides, they did not directly concern me. I will merely observe that, considering the opposinw interests wliich the two
?
camps represented, it was astonishing upon what a friendly
and confidential footing they were. Both sides were animated
by a frank and cheerful spirit. Englishmen and Russians
were like comrades together. Had I not known the fact beforehand, I should never for one moment have dreamed that
they were rivals, engaged in delimitating and fixing a cornmon
frontier-line. For, of course, it was the object of the Russians
to draw the line as far to the south as they could possibly
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force it ; whereas the Englishmen wanted it as far north as it
could be got.
T h e Russian officers' mess was located in a large, tastefully
decorated yurt; the Englishmen had theirs in an immense,
yet elegant, tent. Invitations to dinner from the one party or
the other were an almost every-day occurrence. A s for me, I
spent one day in the English camp and the next in the Iiussian, and so on alternately, and was on very good terms avith
everybody in both camps. Most of the officers, Russian and
English, spoke French; and, if I may be permitted to say so,
the wntlemen selected to serve on this important and delicate
9
mission were a credit to the two governments which appointed them. A s for me, after my two years of lonely wandering
through the desert regions of Central Asia, it was almost like
a rising from the dead to associate with such notable men,
men distinguished alike for their knowledge, their scientific
attainments, their high general culture.
Shortly after my arrival among them, General PavaloShveikovsky gave a grand evening entertainment. A t nine
o'clock the Englishmen came over wearing their handsome,
yet serviceable, full-dress uniforms. I n front of each of the
Russian yurts was stationed a guard of Cossacks, holding
lighted torches, which shed a wild and tremulous flood of light
across the bank of the Ak-su. T h e guests assembled in the
large reception yurt of white felt. T h e interior was draped
with Oriental clot11 and variegated carpets from Icashgas.
T h e table glittered with bottles and decanters of European
wines and liqueurs; while dotted about among them were
dishes of solid silver, heaped with grapes, apples, and duchcsse
pears from the governor's own garden in hlargelan. W e took
our seats in light and comfortable tent-chairs, lined with rugs
and so forth. IVIlile some of the company played cards, the
majority kept up an animated conversation in different languages. Meanwhile the military band went through a long
programme of Russian melodies, well - known marches, and
" G o d Save the Queen " ; and heard under such circumstances, at such a lofty altitude on the Roof of the World,
the music was especially charming. After supper, the ICus-
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sian general accompanied his guests by torchlight to their
own quarters.
August 29th and 30th were proclaimed holidays; and the
officers got up a tamashah (spectacle, i.e., sports) for the entertainment of the men of their escorts and the Kirghiz of the
neighborhood. T h e first item 011 the programme was a shooting competition at 250 paces. In this some of the officers
took part; and the first prize was carried off by Colonel Wahab, upon whom after that I bestowed the title of Champion
of the Roof of the World. T h e scene around the firing-point
was gay in the extreme, owing to the variety and magnificence
of the various uniforms. T h e 1st Lancers, Hydrabad Contingent, made unquestionably the bravest show. Their uniform was a light bro~vn,decorated with gold braid, yellow
leather bandolier and srvordbelt, tight - fitting breeches,
and a tall nold-embroider' a.
ed turban, with blue points
hanging loosely down. T h e
uniform of tlie 20th Punjab
Infantry was very similar,
except that the turban was
adorned with a black, bushy
plume, and had a gold-embroidered, upstanding centre-piece. T h e Africlis, natives of the districts around
Peslia~var,were tall, handsome fellows, with a martial
A vendetta of a
bearing.
inore than usually stringent
AN AFRIDI SOT,DIF,R
character obtains a m o n -g
their tribes. A murder is
sornetilnes avenged, not only upon tlie nearest blood-relatives of the delinquent, but also upon his distant kin.
;Among the onlookers I observed Gulam Molicddin Khan,
the Afghan I3oundary Commissioncl-, accompanied by his
suite. T h e Emir iibdurrahmall Khan's representative,
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whom I was nearly forgetting, wore a uniform that nras resplendent with gold lacy and ornan~ents.
' I t the end of the shooting colnpetition the two generals
distributed the prizes, consist in^ of a silver cup, cases containing knife,fork, and spoon, klialats, Asiatic clotll, and rnoney
(roubles and rupees). Hereupon General Pavalo-Shveikovsky
invited us all, including the Afghan Comn~issioner,to a splcn-

dicl dqezuzer. Champagne flowed like water, and hcalths were
drunk to all the wol-Id, even to the Crustaceans of the Indian
Ocean, the special favorites of Llr. Alcock.
After dgeuncr \re went out to witness the second half of
the programme, which was of a more lively and varied character. It began with a t~ig-of-war,a team of Cossacks being
pitted against a team of Afl-idis, and then a team of Kirghiz
against a team of Kanjutis. In each case thc first-named
won, although the struggle between the Kirghiz and Kanjutis was both tough and long. T h e excitement among the
onlookers grew intense; some of the officers even were infected by it, as well as myself, though I of course preserved a
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strict neutrality. After that came foot-races, partly on the
flat, partly in sacks, in ~vhichthe winners hopped or, rather,
turned summersaulti o\.er the tape at the winning-post.
There were also three-legged r a c e . T h e Kanjutis gave us
a sword-dance, \vith nlilnlc fights, and combats with the
naked sword, a spectacle \vhich put me in mind of similar
games practised by the Chinese. A t intervals the English
offered various refreshments, among the beverages being
punch.
August 30th was Derby Day on the Pamirs. Some three
hundred horsemen assembled on a piece of level ground at
Ki~il-l-ab.~t,
near by. T h e course was a trifle under a mile.
T h e Cossacki, being matched against the Indian cavalrymen, easily beat them, wit11 a good two minutes to spare.
I3ut H e r Majesty's soldiers had their revenge in the next
event, lemon-slicincr, although potatoes perforce did duty inh
stead of len-ions. The next contest, tilting at the ring, \\as
opened by General Gerard hinisclf. He carried off t ~ 7 oout
of tile three rings, and proved to bc the victor.
Then came a comic interlude, naniely, races between camels and yaks. T h e camels, ul~accustolned to the rules of
sport, burst away in a wild gallop, and, screaming lustily,
dashed in among the spectators, creating a mild panic. ?'he
yaks, on the contrary, took matters wit11 imperturbable placidity; the spirit of emulation could not be driven into them by
any provocation. Two remained stock-still, not~vitlistanding
that the cudgels of the Kirghiz played a lively tune upon
their ribs. O n e turned to the rightabout and marched off in
the opposite direction. Some progressed side~vaysat a jogtrot. Only two \vent stsaic~litdown the course, walking with
?
their accustomed grave, plillosophic calm.
Tlle last event was not pleasant to watch, and must have
been still more unpleasant to take part in. Two bands of
Kirghiz horsemen, twenty in each, took up positions facing
one another at 2 5 0 paces apart. A t a prearranged signal
they dashed towards each other at full gallop. Some few
came through the shock unmoved ; but the greater part went
headlong to the ground, men and horses rolling over one
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another in indescribable confusion. Yet, strange to say, only
one horse suffered any injury. It took all day till twilight to
get through the whole of the programme ; and just as the
gay throng of riders started for their respective camps the
race-course was swept by an icy buran.
T h e combined camp of the Commissioners made a striking
picture. It stood on a patch of level ground, at the foot of a
conglomerate terrace, on
the left. bank of the Ak-su
or Murghab. T h e Russians were quartered in a
dozen large, handsome
Kirghiz yurts; the Englislimen and Indian soldiers in some fifty or
sixty white army tents.
Round about the outskirts of the camp were
the yurts of the Afghans,
Kirghiz,lVakhanlik (men
of Wakhan), and karakeshes (caravan attendants)
of different nationalities.
T h e camp thus presented
a kind of epitome of vaA HIYDU BOY
rious types of Oriental
life, side by side with the
highest civilization of the West. A painter would have
found never-ending subjects for his brush. T h e pencil of a
dilettante like myself was kept hard at work all day long,
for, u~lfortunately,I had lost my photographic apparatus in
the desert.
Both the Russian and the English generals were perfect
patterns and ensamples to their officers and men. Both had
gone through many a stiff brush with the enemy. General
P,zvalo.Shveikovsky had an inexhaustible fund of stories and
anecdotes from the ICusso-Turkish war of 1877-78. General
Gerard was famous throughout all India as one of the most
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daring spirits that ever tracked a tiger.

W i t h his o\vn hand
he had accounted for no fewer than 216 of the kings of the
jungle, a ~ l i ~ r n b eml~ich,
r
considering the relative scarcity of
tigers now in India, must be accounted worthy of the most
passionate lover of the chase. T o General Gerard the tracking of a tiger was what the coursing of a hare is to ordinary
sportsmen, a mere harmless pastime, combining exercise with
pleasure ; ail the same, he had had many adventures and hairbreadth escapes wilich it was very interesting to listen to.

EVLKY
evening at eight o clock the Cossacks nacl rerlglous
service. I'hen there echoed through the thin mountain air
the 1110ving melodies of the solemn malz'tvn (chant) and the
Russian national hymn. Huge Eres blazed all round the
camp, both close in and at a distance, for the various 12siatic
races to cook their suppers a t ; but all fires were extinguished
long before the lights were out in the officel-s' quarters. T h e
moon gleamed out at intervals betn.een the rapidly scudding
clouds, and lit up the broad, open valley of the Ak-su. A
chain of mountains, the Emperor Nicholas 11.'~Range, the
highest s u m n ~ i of
t which is Salisbury I'eak, shut in the valley
o n the north; another range, the Ilus-tagh chain, bordered
it on the south. T h e effect uias enchanting in the extreme
when a cloud came between the moon and the camp, so
that the tents were in the shade, while the eternal snowfields of the distant mountains glittered as though silvered
over.
These desolate plateaus, uninhabited save by a few halfcivilized nomad Kirghiz, had never witnessed such a gathering as that which I have just described, ant1 are hardly likely
to witness anything sinlilar to it again. I imagined the shy
tekkes (wild goats) and wild sheep ( O v i s ~ o d igazing
)
in stupefied amazement from their lofty pastnre-grounds beside the
glaciers over the bustling scenes below, rudely violating the
century - long peace and tranquillity of the Ak-su valley.
LVhere the frontier-line between the possessions of England
ancl the possessions of Russia should fall was to them a matter of perfect unconcern. ?'he jarring interests of men never
invade the solitude of their sublime abodes. They are the
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iul3jects of none; they share their empire with the eternal
S ~ I O ~
alone.
S
AIeanwhile the days flew past like hours, and I was amazed
when September came and I still found myself among that
bright circle of officers of the two most po~verful nations of
the world. Several times I spoke of breaking camp for the
little-known mountainous regions which tower up like fierce,
snow-crowned giants around the head-waters of tlie Yarkanddaria. But every time I sounded that note both of the generous generals, whose personal friend. I am proud to say, I
gradually became, urged that I should remain a few days
longer.
But finding nothing else nroulci do, and as there were important matters calling me back to Kashgar, I determined to
try a little ruse de g u e v ~ e . One fine day I bade Islam Hai
have the caravan all ready for a start, and went to General
Pavalo-Shveikovsky to take my leave of him, telling liini my
caravan was ready and waiting for me. With a twinkle of
mystery in his eye the general answered that if I would wait
just one day longer I should ivitness a remarkable event.
Thus my little plot was nipped in the bud. I stayed on, not
one day longer, but several.
'I'he remarkable event, n~liich,rightly enough, did happen
on tlie follonling clay, was the arrival of a telegram sent by
Lord Salisbury to tlie telegraph station which lay nearest the
northern frontier of India, conveying the important announcement that the British Government accepted the frontier which
the Russians proposed to them.
This intelligence occasioiied tlie greatest rejoicing in both
camps. A t every step I met happy, contented faces. T h e
younger officers even danced for joy. During the following
days the frontier pillars Nos. 1X to XII. mere erected, thus
finishing the labors of the Conlmission. They had defined
and marked tlie frontier between England's and Russia's possessions oil the Parnirs, and had nothing more to do except
to strike camp and return home.
Stay-I am wrong-there was still one thing to be done.
'fhe two commissions had been at work together some
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three months in all. It was inconceivable that thev sllould
separate, perhaps never to meet again, without dining together in each calllp in turn. T o these high and solemn
functions I, although strictly maintaining my neutrality, was
cordially invited; and as public dinners are something of a
rarity in exploration journeys in Central Asia, I did not
scruple to sacrifice two more days to the pleasure of taking
part in them.
T h e dinner in the Russian camp took place on September
I rth.
General Gerard and I were given the places of honor
on the right and left respectively of our host. My more than
plain travelling suit, which was, moreover, woefully threadbare, and which had never at any time been guilty of possessing
such superfluities as collar and cuffs, presented a
glaring contrast to the full-dress uniforms of all the generals,
colonels, captains, and diplomatic agents-laces of the general staff, scarlet facings,
gold
braids, orders and medals for
valor in the campaigns of Turkestan, the Russo -Turkish
'IITar, Burma, Chitral, Afghanistan.
But, then, 1v11en I left
Icashgar
I
had
not
the
remotest
idea
that that s u n ~ ~ n e r
excursion was to bring me into contact with such distinguished company, and therefore had brought no suitable
clothes with me. However, I kept up my courage, and the
warriors flattered me by saying that niy journey across the
desert was a stiffer piece of work than many a hard campaign.
And then the surprises that were in store for us- real
paradoxes of circumstance \vhen you call to mind that all
this happened
at the foot of the Hindu-kush, in the centre of
- Asia ! T h e sakuskn, or ante- table of Russian usage,
- consisted of caviar, preserved meats, Swiss cheese, piit2 dg fois
gras, and allnost every conceivable delicacy, while for dinner
we were served, among other courses, \vitli crayfish soup, lobster mayonnaise, asparagus, and so forth. I h e only t111ng
which failed to make a due impression upon rile was the
gZacbs; I had been completely spoiled for zZ(zc2s by the
glaciers on the Roof of the IYorld.
T h e wines were not from Turkestan, but from the choice
J
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vintages of France. W h a t ! Champagne on the Pamirs?
Yes, even so. T h e first time it was handed round our host
asked for silence, and then proposed a conjoint toast to
Queen Victoria and the Emperor Nicholas 11. T h e next
toast mas drunk in honor of Abdurrahman Khan, Emir of
Afghanistan, who was represented at the table by his general,
Gulam Moheddin Khan, and a mufti (Mohammedan doctor
of laws). With the third toast was coupled the name of
Oscar, king of Sweden and Norway, who also had one subject present at the banquet. A t midnight the official part of
the proceedings came to an end, \vith the Englishmen chairing their host. Their arms were strong, and so it was " u p
to the roof on the Roof of the World." Then, while the
spirit of festivity was still in the ascendant, we had several
humorous speeches and songs, each and every one followed
by a rousing cheer, and, last of all, sung with tremendous
dash and "go," the stirring English refrain, " For he's a
jolly good fellow, which nobody can deny."
'The next day General Gerard gave an equally excellent
banquet, over which the same spirit of jollification reigned,
and at which there was an equally long series of toasts.
With a happy inspiration Captain McSwiney proposed a
toast to the ladies, and son~ebodysuggested the extraordinary idea that I was a fit and proper person to reply on
the ladies' behalf. Being a devoted admirer of the sex, I
was, of course, proud to speak for them. After various
more or less apposite remarks, I came to my peroration,
which ran to this effect: that if the ladies in the distant
lands of Russia and England were as hospitable and as cultivated as their husbands and lovers, whose acquaintance I
had had the pleasure of making, they must assuredly be no
ordinary ladies, but angels from heaven, and their society an
earthly paradise.
A t the close of dinner yet another surprise awaited us.
Immediately outside the bounds of the camp a huge pile of
fagots and other inflammable materials had been built up.
Curiously enough, the fuel had all been brought for the purpose from Kanjut, on the other side of the Hindu-kush. A s
11.-3
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soon as dinner was over the bonfire was lighted, and its leaping flames lit up with weird effect the barren steppe and white
tents which dotted it. Then representatives of the different
races coniprised in the English escort came forward one after
the other and gave an exhibition of their several national
dances. Among these perhaps the most striking was a
sword - dance, which produced a somewhat startling effect
in the red light of the bonfire. W e watched the spectacle
from a semicircle of camp-chairs, while turbaned servants
handed round punch and other refreshments.
Early on the morning of September 13th we were all
photographed together in one big group by the Indian
pundits. After that came the hand-shaking and the "goodbyes." T h e Englishmen went off towards the south, intending to travel to Kasl~mirand India via the Darkot pass,
while the Iiussians turned their steps towards the north.
General Gerard, who was going to England across Russia,
accompanied his Russian colleague. Lieutenant Miles, who
was stationed in Gilgit, was likewise given permission to go
with the Russian Commissioners as far as Fort Pamir. That
day we only travelled rq$ miles-as far as the Kirghiz aul of
Ak-tash. Here we pitched our tents and spent another right
pleasant aft&noon together.
General Pavalo-Shveikovsky pressed me to accompany him
all the way to Margelan. But that I could not d o ; it would
have taken me too far away from the scene of my labors.
Not that it would not have been especially interesting to
travel for a whole month across the P a ~ n i r s under such
unique circumstances, as well as to witness the great reception wl~ichI knew awaited the English general in Margelan.
H e was to be met outside the town by a bevy of maidens
clad in white, who would scatter flowers under his horse's
hoofs, and was to be fkted, and honored with a military concert and display of fireworks. But I withstood the temptation, steeled by the thought that I had not come to Asia for
the sake of pleasure; besides, I already knew the route to be
travelled over.
General Gerard also had his temptation for me. H e cord-
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ially invited me to go with Colonel Holdich and the rest of
the English Boundary Comn~issionersto India. Which drew
me with the strongest fascination, that distant land of fable
and mystic dream, or the society of Colonel Holdich, I cannot say; but this I can say, I have seldom met a nobler-minded, pleasanter gentleman than Colonel Holdich, and I left
him with the desire strong in my heart that we migllt soon
meet again.
But my sense of duty got the upperhand at last. 3ly
road lay towards the east. There was still much exploring
work to be done in the deserts around Lop-nor and in Northern Tibet. Moreover, there was another powerful attraction
in Kashgar-namely, the post from Sweden, which should be
in again by this. I therefore, on September 14th, bade farewell to the two generals and other officers, and watched them
trot out of sight; then, accompanied by my own attendants,
I turned my face towards the silent, solitary ~nountainswhich
border the Pamir plateaus on the east.
T h e doings of the Anglo-Russian Boundary Commission
belong henceforth to history; their labors fill a permanent
niche in the story of the political relations of England and
Russia in Central Asia. T h e territories of the two great
powers on the Pamirs now touch one another; there are 110
ownerless districts, no buffer zone, between them to afford a
handle for political intrigues. Kirghiz and Afghans are not
now allowed to cross the new frontier-line unless they are
provided with a proper pass.
Will that be the last boundary commission appointed by
England and Russia in Asia? It might well be supposed
s o ; and yet-the destiny of Persia is not yet decided. Besides, who knows what the future shall bring forth ? Be that,
however, as it may, it is certain that the members of the
Boundary Commission of 1895 carried away home with them
many a pleasant memory of their stay on the cold, inhospitable plateaus; the which plateaus no doubt, had they possessed the capability, would have been amazed at finding
themselves the objects of so much interest.
I am very proud of having been so fortunate as to have
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witnessed such a signal episode in the political history of
Central Asia, and that not only because of the importance of
the event itself, but also because of the real pleasure vouchsafed me in making thc acquaintance of such an excellent set
of officers and gentlemen.

CHAPTER LVI
OVER 'I'HE: M O U N T A I N S 'YO THE YAKKAND - D A R I A

FROM
Al.; - tash we travelled eastward, and the same day
crossed the Sarik-kol range by the pass of Lakshak (15,240
feet high), and encamped on the other side a t Keng-shevar, a
place garrisoned by eight Tajiks and two Chinese. As far as
a point a little beyond our camp the rocks borderina the
route had been black clay-slates; but after that they consisted
of a number of varieties of gneiss, some of them exceedingly
beautiful in appearance. Consonant with the change in the
rock formation, a marked change took place also in the landscape. T h e very name of the district we had just quitted,
Kara-korumning-bashi (the Head of the Black, Stony Country), indicated a different region. T h e track we were following, which wound for the most part among gigantic fragments
of rock which had crashed down from the mountains above,
led northeastward through the deep transverse gorge of Shindeh, \vliich cut through the eastern declivity of the Sarik-kol
range. Beyond Yarutteck (the Boot Terrace), a small sideglen on the left, the cliffs frowned upon each other at close
quarters, there being nothing more than a narrow chasm between their perpendicular walls. T h e gorge was almost entirely obstructed by huge blocks of gneiss, whose sharp angles
and fresh, clean-looking fractures revealed that they had been
hurled down during the recent earthquake shocks. It was
anything but pleasant travelling. W e frequently rode under
ponderous arches of overhanging rock, full of cracks and
crevices, which threatened every moment to come crashing
down upon our heads. Time after time we crossed the little
mountain-stream, whose blue, limpid water gurgled along between the bowlders of gneiss. A t length we came to the end
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of the gneiss. It was succeeded by granite. T h e gorge of
Shindeh opened out like a trumpet upon the broad, troughlike valley of Taghdumbash. T h e mountain-stream was divided into several branches, so that its water might be led off
to irrigate the cultivated fields. We again pitched our tent
a short distance from the fortress of Tash-kurgan.
W e had now crossed the first of the areat meridional mouna.
tain-ranges, which like bastions fence in the Pamir plateaus
on the east. O n September 16th we crossed the second by
the pass of Sarghak. W e had considerable difficulty in procuring a guide. T h e Tajiks excused themselves on the plea
that they must look after their fields; but the truth was they
dreaded the wrath of Mi Darin, if it should become known
that they had guided a European through such a strategically important pass. A t last we discovered a man who agreed
to g o with us on foot; but before we reached the summit of
the pass he lagged behind, and we never saw anything more
of him.
W e crossed over the valley of Taghduinbash between the
scattered fields and houses. T h e river possessed only onethird the volume it had when I measured it some six weeks
earlier, and the water had become perfectly clear. On the
east side of the valley we struck into a narrow gorge, which
rose steeply, and was dry along the bottom. T h e predominating rock throughout the whole of that day's journey was
micaceous schist. W e climbed up the mountain-side along
a steep, narrow ribbon of a path, which was exceedingly trying to both men and horses. I n some places the rocks were
so smooth we were obliged to roughen them with the pickaxe to enable the horses to get a proper foothold. Upon
reaching the top of the spur-an undulatillg series of rounded eminences-we
saw the valley of Taghdumbash, with its
winding river and its green and yellow fields, far, far below
our feet. Once more the landscape underwent a complete
change. All round us the predominating feature was low
hills, with easy slopes, covered with hard silt, sand, and gravel
dgbris, partly the results of weathering of the clay-slate, which
in this part of the range cropped out but seldom. 'I'hese un-
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dulating, hilly uplands were intersected by several zigzag
canon -like ravines. Not a drop of water was to be seen;
though there were plenty of dry watercourses, sho\ving where
the rains ran down. Our road was not difficult, but went
up and down, up and down, as though it never meant t o e n d ;
and we crossed several secondary passes before we attained
the culminating point of the range ( I 3,230 feet).
From that spot I obtained a broad, general view of the surrounding regions. 'The range on which we stood was coiltinued towards the south in several great snow - covered
mountains, then curved round by the southeast toural-ds
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Tibet, and finally became merged in the Kwen-lun mountain
system. Northward the range we had just climbed stretched
to Mus-tagh-ata, and thus formed a direct continuation of the
Mus-tag11 or Kasligar range. Deep down on the east lay the
glen of the Utcheli, \vhich flows into the Taghdumbash-daria.
Our road I-an down into that glen, sometinles rvinding
among the fantastic spurs and buttresses of the eastern slopes
of the range, sometimes running steeply down an eroded
ravine, and occasionally crossing a minor pass or saddle.
T h e last part of the descent, just I~eforewe reached the glen,
was inconcei~~ably
steep. \Ve encan~pedin the little village
of 13eldir, tvhich consisted of a single liousehold. Its yuzbashi (chief) was, hon~ever,chieftain over sonle filty households, scattered throughout the glen. T h e y xvci-e Tajiksgraziers and agriculturists-and
spent the sumincrs in the
upper part of the glen, but for the winter moved lower down
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nearer the confluence of the Utcheh, a fair-sized stream, with
the Taglidumbash - d a ~ i a . After the confluence the river
turned sharply to the east, and flowed directly into the Yarkand-claria. Close beside the confluence stood the large village of Beldir, which gives a second name, the Beldir-daria,
to the Utcheh. T h e transverse defile by which the Taghdumbash breaks through the range is, as I have already said,
called Shiucleh. I t is impassable because of the perpendicular cliffs which hem it in. T h u s Beldir lies, as it were, a t
the end of a mountain cud-de-sac.
September I 7th. W e ascended the glen towards the southeast. It was sometimes squeezed between the conglomerate
cliffs, then widened out considerably, so as to make room for
patches of cultivated ground, upon which wheat, barley, and
clover were grown, and finally opened out into a spacious
caldron-shaped valley, with an almost level floor and shut in
on all sides by mountains.
This expansion of the glen, called Tang-ab (Persian, Narrow IVater), was planted with several small villages, all inhabited by 'I'ajiks. But the great altitude of the region, and
its harsh climate, compel the people to adopt a mode of life
which in some respects resembles that of the Kirghiz. Most
of them own large flocks of sheep, goats, and yaks, besides
numerous horses and donkeys. Some dwell in yurts and
tents; some-more especially those who live by agriculture
-d\vell in houses collstructed of sun-dried clay and stones,
and covered in with flat wooden roofs. As the Tajiks themselves are Aryans, and speak Persian, so their houses are
very similar to the Persian houses, even possessing in some
cases a bnZa-khaaeh, or " upper house," reached by a flight of
stairs.
September 18th. W e continued our road along the broad
expansion of the valley till we came to the point where it
bifurcated into the two secondary valleys of Lengher and
Shuydun. A road through the former led to the large Tajik
village of Marian, and thence to the Raskan-daria (i.e., the
upper Yarkand-daria). Through the latter ran the road we
took. Crossing the luxuriant pastures, we reached at length
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a rabat (rest-house or inn) at the foot of the Kandahar pass,
and there we spent the night.
T h e next morning tve awoke to a perfect winter scene.
Iluring the night it had snowed heavily, and the ground was
covered a couple of inches deep. From the rabat the path
ascended tlie mountain -side pretty steeply ; but the snow
levelled up the spaces between the stones and made it easier
going. T h e summit or ridge of the pass (16,610 feet altitude)
was as sharp as a knife ; for the broken edges of the green
clay-slates jutted out alinost vertically. T h e descent on the
other side was very difficult, so difficult in fact that the horses
~vouldscarcely have been able to get down loaded. But,
having been warned of this beforehand, we had hired a party
of Tajiks with three yaks, and with their help we got the
boxes safely down. A t the outset the path went straight
down between nasty projecting buttresses of rock ; down
these we simply slid long distances over the deep snow. But
lower down the descent was less precipitous. T h e quantity
of snow on the ground was everywhere much less than on
the western versant of the pass. I he sky, which was clear
i n the morning to start with, clouded over again, and it
snowed hard all the way to the little rabat of Kotchkor-BegBai, ill the bottom of the confined valley of Kandahar. Two
or three Tajik families dwelt in the neighborhood.
During the summer and autumn the flocks graze on both
sides of tlie pass; but for the winter they move down to the
district of Tong, \vhither we now directed our steps. In
winter, too, the pass of Kandahar is cl-enerally preferred, if only
a.
it is at all practicable. A s a rule it is deeply buried in snow,
and the Tajiks trample down a path by driving yaks on before then^. If the pass is absolutely impassable, there is no
other way of reaching Tash-kurgan except by going right
round through Yarkand and Tagharma.
'The snow continued to fall in big, feathery flakes all the
evening, and drifted together in loose snow-drifts. T h e air
was cold, moist, and raw, and the darkness a darkness that
could almost be felt. O u r Tajik neighbors made first-class
wheat bread, and some of the young girls came to my tent
?.
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unveiled and offered me a few pieces. I accepted it, and rewarded them with sollie strips of cloth from Kashuar.
?
September 20th. When \lie awoke in the morning it cvas
still snowina, and it snowed right on till eleven o'clock in the
5'
forenoon. The weight of the snow pressed so heavily upon
m y tent that the men frequently had to sweep it off, till I
became literally encompassed by walls of snow. When we
started again, we were joined by two young wompn, riding
yaks. They were going a short distance down the glen to
fetch fuel. I hey were uncoinmonly pretty and merry, and,
their hair being black and their eyebrows collspicuously
marked, they put me in mind of gypsy lasses. They helped
us with our caravan animals as though it \\rere a perfectly
natural thing to d o ; and their silvery voices, as they cried to
them and urged them on, echoed musically against the steep
mountain - walls. Their clothes hung about them in scanty
rag" it made me shiver to see the thickly falling snow melting on their coppery broivn bare necks and bosoms.
A short distance below our camp the glen contracted into
a defile, wrhich, owing to the fallen stones and hutre fragments
a.
of rock, and the torrents of clear cool water which brawled
atlloilg them, made the road both narrow and difficult. l i r e
repeatedly crossed and recrossed the stream, in many places
not without imminent risk of a bath. But just as often the
path skirted the edge of the conglomerate terraces, the clay
matrix of which had become softened by the melting snow,
so that the ground threatened to slip away from under our
feet.
Eventually the glen widened out every now and again,
making room for groups of birches. A t one of these places,
callcd 'I'ersek, our guide said there were no trees lower
down, and if we wanted fuel for a night-fire \ye must stay
where we were. T h e tent \\.as therefore pitched underneath
some fine hanging birches, whose foliage had already turned
yellow. It was a particularly nice place for night's campi n g ; the only drawbacks were the gloomy, frownilia sky and
?
the thick veils of mist which wreathed the summlt of the
mountains. I he two y o ~ l n gwomen and our guide gathered
7
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up their bundles of fuel, loaded it on the baclts of the yaks,
and returned to their lonely cabins up the glen.
September 21st. We still continued our descent, the path
being excessively steep, stony, and uncornfortable. Shortly
after leaving our night's quarters we came upon a gigantic
fragment of granite, bearing a curious resemblance to a
colossal mushroom or petrified poplar. It had tumbled down
from the mountain above and stood in the middle of the
glen, which was for the most part shut in by mountains that
turned their transversely fractured faces towards it. Clumps
of birches, ~ i l dbriers, and junipers were dotted about here
and there.

CHAPTER LVII
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KASHGAR

WE made our next camp in the village of Ixngher,
among fields of wheat, barley, and clover. T h e population mere Tajiks; but, curiously enough, most of the geographical names in that district were Jagatai (Turki). T h e
pass of Arpa-tallak, which we were to cross in a day or two,
serves as a religious boundary bettveen a predominatingly
Sunnite population on the east and a predon~inatingly
Shiite population on the west of it. Both sects, however,
live on the best of terms with one another; there is nothing
cf the enmity between them which keeps the (Sunnite) Turks
and the (Shiite) Persians at such deadly variance. They
intermarry with one another, and are in constant communication backward and forward. T h e only tribute they pay
to the Chinese is certain quantities of fuel and forawe; but
3
when Yakub Beg was master of Kashgar, the fiscal irllposts
laid upon them were almost oppressive. Nevertheless they
are said to have preferred his rule to that of the Chinese;
he was a Mohammedan, like themselves, and he was their
own pan'sl'zah (king).
T h e rainy season in this valley coincides with the summer, and the quantity of rain that falls is often so plenteous
that the river cannot be forded.
T h e recent earthquakes had brought most of the houses
t o the ground. One man who lay ill in bed died of terror;
another, who was riding along the glen, was crushed by a
fragment of rock which crashed down the mountain-side upon
him. T h e glell nras both wild and picturesque, the mountain
scenery being on an imposing scale ; consequently the people
who inhabit it were frank, cheerful, and liberal-minded.
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September 22d. m7e rode through a string of eight villages, each consisting of several houses with court-yards, surrounded by cultivated fields and gardens, in which walnuts,
apricots, peaches, apples, melons, and other fruits were grown.
After the barren mountain regions which we had left behind
us it was pleasant to catch the scent of freshly cut corn. We
saw neither yaks nor camels in that district, only cattle, donkeys, horses, sheep, and goats.
T h e prettiest village was Tong, its luxuriant orchards and
picturesque houses contrasting agreeably with the naked
mountain-walls of the background behind it. T h e chief of
the village, Hassan Beg, was a typical old man. H e reminded me of a worn - out professor, being extraordinarily
absent-minded, and yet constantly talking away in half-tones
to himself. A t Kandalaksh, a village a short distance lower
down, we put up at the mill-bashi's (chieftain of n thousand
men), and established ourselves on his balcony, where all the
dignitaries of the place came to pay us their respects.
T o n g lies only a mile or a little more from the Yarkanddaria. T h e river is known there simply as Daria (the River),
or also as Tongning-dariasi (the Tong River). Tlie names
Kaskan and Sernfshan are only applied to the upper portion
of the stream. I n summer the river is so swollen that it
cannot be crossed by any means whatever. Hence the inhabitants only travel to Yarkand in the autumr, and winter.
T h e journey takes a man on horseback about three days.
Traders from Yarkand visit the valley with clothes, sugar,
tea, and other commodities. Hassan Beg and the villagers
thought we might possibly get across the river, but the
old man begged me to remain with him that night, so that
everything might be prepared for fgrrying us across in the
morning.
September 23d. Vl'hen we came clown to the river I was
astonished to find that the side valley of T o n g was broader
than the principal valley upon which it debouched. T h e
enormous volun~esof water which pour off the mountains
towards that quarter have cleft their way irresistibly through
the massive mountain-chains, and present views of signal
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grandeur 1)otll ul) and down tlie defile by which they break
their \\ray through. From the marks on the cliff side I observed that the river was at that titne I I i feet lower than its
highest level [luring the summer. All the same, a hollow
roar echoed against the mountain-walls as tlie flood, still of
considerable volume, rolled its greenish, muddy waters along
its deeply eroded channel.
,.
I he river stopped our way. W e must get across it somehow. O n the river-bank we found half a dozen suchis (water
men) n1aiting for us in wide swilnming- drawers, each man
having a tz~dum(inflated goat-skin) tied round his chest.
They had lashed together a sad (ferry- boat), which looked
anything but trustwortliy, seeing that it consisted of an ordinary stretcher supported by a dozen tz~lurns. T h e horses
were unloaded. Some of the provision-boxes were placed
on the " ferry-boat." One of our horses mras yoked to i t ;
then one of the suchis led him carefully down the polished
rounded stones immediately under the bank, while his comrades balaliced the boat. T h e horse soon lost his foothold
and disappeared, all except his head. T h e suchi then threw
his right arm round the animal's neck, while with his left arm
he sivatn and steered. 'I'he whole party were speedily caught
in the current and \vent swirling down at a giddy pace, tlie
suchis swiniminv with all their might. T h e right bank iin3
mediately opposite to us presented a face of vertical cliffs.
To~vardsthese the swimmers pressed with desperate energy,
striving to make a little sheltered bay immediately below
them, in which an eddy circled over a shallow, sandy bottom.
A t that spot the ferrymen cautiously landed their charges.
Half a mile below the ferry the river made a bend, and the
current swept over towards the left bank, forming a series of
boiling rapids. Hence the anxiety of the suchis to get across
the river before they were caught in and drawn down by the
suction of the cascade, for once in the rapids it would be impossible to escape being dashed to pieces among the rocks
and crags.
After the baggage was ail taken over in four separate
journeys, it came to my turn. I had waited impatiently,
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with something of the same feeling a youth has who wants
to bathe and yet cannot swim. T h e raft oscillated unceasingly on its inflated skins, and every moment threatened to
capsize, especially when it got among the tossing eddies ; but
that the suchis were on the alert and maintained its balance.
I preferred to dispense with the horse, and bade four of the
men take hold of the four corners of the " ferry-boat." T h e
next moment we were in the grip of the torrent, and away
went the raft like a mad thing. I was not accustomed to
that mode of travelling, and everything seemed to be turned
the contrary way on. T h e opposite cliffs seemed to be rating u$ the stream, and the perspective appeared to be constantly changing, like the views you get from the windows of
an express train. Plying their arms and legs with well-practised skill, the swimming ferrymen forced the raft out of the
sweep of the current, and at length we made the comparatively smooth water of the bay and landed.
O n the return journey, back to the left bank, the "ferryboat" was driven some distance down the stream, and had
to be dragged back to the point of embarkation by a horse.
T h e other horses that still remained were swum across, each
with a suchi to help him. Islam Bai preferred to cross in
the same way, but he turned giddy and confused, lost his
bearings, spun round two or three times in thc middle of the
river and forgot which way he was going, and very nearly
drowned his horse through forcing his head down too low
in the water. H e drifted down the river, and I was on tenterhooks lest he should be swept among the rapids. But, luckily,
he managed to reach the bank. I was thankful to have all
the caravan, horse and man, safe and sound on the right
bank of the Yarkand-dal-ia. I paid the suchi one hundred
tenveh (22s. 6d.), besides a present of a cap and a knife to
?
their leader; and they were more than satisfied.
T h e river usually freezes towards the end of December,
and in those places in which the current is not too strong
the ice is wont to be thick. It is then possible to ride along
the ice up the valley to the village of Kichick-tong and the
side valley of Chepp, which leads to the pass of Korum-art
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(the Stone Pass), in the mountain-chain that overloolts the
river on the right. I he summer flood begins in the end of
May and lasts three months.
Having safely crossed the Yarkand-daria, we reloaded and
continued our journey down the stream by its right bank.
But we had not advanced far before the road appeared to be
blocked by a projecting spur, which shot perpendicularly
down to the water's edge. But the Tajiks have hewn out a
ledge or sort of cornice-path round the face of the spur-a
work which probably dates from a remote antiquity; but the
outside edge had crumbled away, so that the path sloped
towards the abyss, at the bottom of which the river foamed.
T h e path had been mended with stakes and branches and
slabs of rock, but the boxes with which the horses were
lade11 constantly scraped against the rocky wall ; besides, in
some places the path was so narrow that the horses were
quite unable to get along with their loads. One of them
only escaped going over by the merest shave; he sturnb!ed
in one of the narrowest parts, and would unfailingly have
been precipitated into the river had not Islam Uai flung himself upon him in the very nick of time and so preserved his
balance, while the rest of us hastily freed him f r o ~ vhis boxes.
After that I had all the baggage carried over the dangerous
places.
We halted at Kurruk-lengher (the Dry Rest-house), situated
in the entrance of the valley of the same name. It was a
charming village, being encircled on all sides by gigantic
cliff - walls, while itself enibo\vered in parks and groves of
leafy trees, among which the poplar, with its tall, straight
stem and spreading crown of foliage, was the most conspicuous. T h e gardens and fields were dependent for water upon
the rainfall in the mountains around, so that the crops were
not seldom a failure.
September 24th. We rode up the glen of Arpa-tallak, and
in a violent hail-storm pitched our camp in a field near the
village of Sughetlik (\iTillow Village), and on the following
day crossed the pass of Arpa-tallak (12,590 feet). T h e path
would zigzag up the declivity, ~vhich was pretty steep and
?.
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diversified by gently rounded knolls overgrown with grass.
Patches of snow still lay on the slopes facing north; everywhere else the ground was sopping wet from rain and snow.
T h e horses constantly slipped and slid on the slippery clay,
so that we had anything but a pleasant ride, especially as
there was a deep precipice on one side of us.
From the sun~nlitof the pass I perceived, to the west, the
range which we crossed by means of the Kandahar pass.
Eastward was a panorama of mountain - crests, which died
away into a yellowish haze in the far, far distance, where the
desolate desert plains of East 'Turltestan began. On the east
side of the range we were crossing there was no snow. Every village we passed after that was inhabited by Jagatai
Turks; so that the Arpa-tallak pass forms a religious as well
as a climatic and ethnographic boundary. T h e track led
east-northeast as far as the village of Unkurluk (the Ravines),
where the people were engaged in thrashing their harvest.
It was a very simple operation. T h e corn was spread out on
the ground, and ten oxen, harnessed abreast, went round and
round a pole in the middle, and so trod out the grain. Rlaize,
wheat, and barley are the crops principally grown; and the
fields are only sown every other year.
Septetnber 26th. W e rested in the well-cultivated, well-inhabited district of Utch-beldir. T h e next day we emerged
from the mountain labyrinth, and at the village of Kusherab
once more crossed the Yarkand-daria, which was 85 yards
wide, and had a maximum depth of IO$ feet. T h e current
did not flow at the rate of more than 14 feet in the second,
so that we had no difficulty in crossing by a large ferry, which
took the whole caravan over in a single trip, and that without
our having to unload the horses. W e encamped in the village of Kachung, a place of 2 0 0 households. There, in addition to the ordinary cereals, rice n7as grown.
'The next day's journey took us through the village of Yararik, which is supplied with water from a large canal, fed by
the river, and thence northeastward to the village of Lengher.
On our right stretched the boundless plains and the desert;
on our left were the outermost ramifications of the mountains,
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dimly outiined in the dust-laden atmosphere. I t was a landscape which reminded me of the sea at home, as soon as you
have left the outermost rocks of the Skargard.
In our last day's march we passed through the villages of
Kok-rabat, Kizil, Yanghi-hissar, and Yappchan, and on October 3d once more reached Kashgar, where I was welcolned
by Consul-General Petrovsky with the same hospitable friendship as before.
Down in the plains it was still warm and close, and the
sudden change of temperature laid me low with a violent
fever, from which I did not recover until the middle of November.
T h e losses I had sustained during that unlucky desert
journey were now replaced. I found awaiting me from
Fuess, in Berlin, a case containing a set of first-class aner o i d ~ ,hypsometers, psychrometers, and thermometers, all in
excellent order, thanks to the care with which they had been
packed in Berlin, and afterwards looked after by the Swedish
consul in Batum. Besides, three loads of supplies had arrived
from Tashkend, embracing several needful things, such as
clothes, tinned foods, tobacco, etc.; so that I was quite as
well equipped as when I first started my series of Central
Asian explorations.

ACROSS T H E DESERT O F GOBI T O L O P - N O R

FKORl KASHGAK TO KAKGrZLIK

As soon as I had recovered from the attack of fever, and
could get my new caravan properly organized, I left Kashgar
for the last time. A'Iy departure made some stir. 'The great
Shang Dao Tai hin~self in august person came, with every
circumstance of pomp and parade, followed by his train of
Chinese friends and servants, to pay me a farettlell visit. My
caravan of nine horses and three men, under command of my
trusty Islam Bai, started on the morning of Ilecember 14th,
1895. I myself, accompanied by two servants, followed them
at noon on the same day. It n7as precisely five years before,
to the very day, that I first set eyes on Kashgar, the last outpost of European civilization in the centre of Asia.
There was quite a crowd assembled in the court-yard of
the consulate to see me off-Consul-General
Petrovsky and
his hospitable wife, the Polish nzissionary Adam Ignatieff, fifty
mounted Cossacks and their two officers, and, lastly, all the
native secretaries, interpreters, and servants. After a last
farewell to my host and hostess, in whose hospitable house I
had spent so many happy and instructive hours, I vaulted
into the saddle, and we set off at a gentle trot through the
bazaars, followed by the Russian officers and their Cossacks,
and the old Pole. T h e soldiers sang as they trotted along,
and their cheerful voices echoed loudly through the narrow,
confincd bazaars. A t the Swedish mission-house we stopped
a moment, while I said good-bye to Mrs. Hogberg and her
children. H e r husband joined my covt2ge on horseback.
When, shortly afterwards, our good friend the Russo-Chinese
interpreter, Yan Ualoi,caught us up in his blue cart, it can be
imagined what a gay, though mixed, procession it was which
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filed along the broad highway to Yanghi-shahr, enveloped in
clouds of dust. A t Yanghi-shahr farewells were said. When
I cried with a loud voice, Good-bye, Cossacks," they all answered in unison, " God grant you a safe journey, sir!"
iifter that I was alone among pure Asiatics, my right-hand
man being Islam Bai. And yet, as soon as the Cossacks'
songs had died away in the distance, and the battlemented
walls of Kashgar had disappeared below the horizon, I drew
a sigh of relief at the thought that now I was on my way
horne. Nor was my jubilation greatly damped by the recollection that I still had to cross one-half the continent of Asia,
and travel nine or ten thousand niiles before I could hope to
set foot upon the quays of Stockholm.
I caught up rny caravan in Kizil. Instead of keeping to
the principal highway which led to that place, a road I already knew, I chose the desert road, so as to get a glimpse of
the saints' tombs-Ordan-Padshah
and Hazrett-Begim.
I allowed twenty-three days for the journey of 320 miles to
Khotan. That gave me both time and opportunity to pick
up an intimate knowledge of the road, which is not only a
highly important highway, but in many respects one of the
most interesting roads in Central Asia. But the length to
which this book has already run prevents me from describing
it in detail. Still, the many fresh observations and discoveries
I made, and the detailed diary I kept, will not have been
wasted, for I hope to deal with the subject again on some
subsequent occasion. My journeys in Central Asia have
proved so rich in exueriences that a single Look cannot suffice to record them ail. Moreover, a large portion of my material is of such a character that it must be sifted and arranged
before being published, and some of it will involve a considerable amount of historical research ; and all that is work which
takes time.
T h e route to Khotan has been travelled over either wholly
or in part by several European travellers, among whom the
best known have been Johnson, Schlagintweit, Shaw, Forsyth's expedition, Grombtchevsky, Pievtsoff, Uutreuil de
Khins, Littledale, though these are by no means all. But I
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do not think I shall be too assuming, if I claim that I have
gathered a more copious stock of information about the road,
and the places I passed through, as well as about the branchroads which strike off from it. All this would require a small
volume to itself, so that 1 refrain from dwelling upon it, but

A DERVISH TEI,I,ING STORIES

must hasten on to describe the districts in which I had no
forerunners. I will confine myself, therefore, to a few incidents of the journey.
On December 20th we rode through the double gates of
Yanghi-shahr, the Chinese quarter of Yarkand, and shortly
after that through the Altyn-darvaseh (the Golden Gate) of
Kovneh-shahr (the Old Town), or the Mohammedan quarter
of the same city. T h e two quarters lie within half a mile of
one another, connected by the great highway from Kashgar
to Khotan. T h e space between the gates forms one long,
broad bazaar, covered in with wooden roofs, and late of an
evening is the scene of a lively traffic by the light of flaming
oil lamps. In fact, the road resembles an interminable tun-
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nel, lined on both sides with stalls and stands ; and the
crowds, the shouting and noise, as well as the long strings of
camels slowly piloting their way tl~rou,ah the throng, announced that we had entered the precincts of a big city. As
a matter of fact, Yarkand, with its dependent villages, possesses a population of I ~ O , O O O ,and is thus the largest city in
East Turkestan.
T o reach the house which the aksakal of the Andijanlilts
had prepared for us, we had to thread our way through a
perfect labyrinth of crooked streets and lanes of the &lohammedan quarter.
W e stayed two days in Yarkand, partly to give the horses
a rest, partly that I might see something of the town and its
environs. Accompanied by the aksakal, 1 rode over to call
on the amban. His yamen, or official dwelling, was a much
more imposing edifice than that of his colleague in Kashgar,
being approached by not less than three lofty and picturesque
gates, ornamented with sculpture and variegated colors. In
the court-yard we found a great number of native suitors and
litigants assembled, desirous of putting their cases before the
amban and getting the decisions of Chinese law upon their
several complaints. There were men from the adjacent villages, camplaining of a deficiency of water in their irrigation
canals ; servants complaining that their masters had not paid
them their wages in full ; thieves awaiting a magisterial inquiry, and their consequent punishment.
T h e amban, Pan Darin, was a big, fat old gentleman, with
a gray goatee beard. He received me with a polite and
friendly smile, and graciously inquired after my plans. In the
evening he sent me presents of forage, maize, and wood for
burning ; the next day, when he returned my visit, I presented
him with a revolver. 111 my round through the city I saw
the principal maclrasas and mosques. T h e largest was the
Kok-~nadrasa(the Blue College) ; its fisl'ztak or arched f a ~ a d e
was decorated with blue and green tiles, which, however,
were not to be compared to the simplest specimens of the
same kind of ornalnentation in Bokhara. Its court-yard contained the tombs of several saints-e.g., hlakhtuin Assam,
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Shah Allbas Khojam, Khoja Danyar, I<hoja Khutbuddin
I<hojam, Khoja Aberdullah Khojam, Khoja Burhan-eddin
Khojam, and several others. T h e ren~ainingniadrasas were
still smaller, and possessed not one trace of architectural interest - the A k (the White), Yeshil (the Green), Khalik,
Knsim Akhun, and Ueda~vletmadrasas. T h e last mentioned,
~ v l ~ i cwas
h built by Yakub Beg, boasted of thirty-six columns
( S U ~ U ~and
Z ) a veranda (ayvnn).
T h e Nevrus-dung (New Year's Hill) on the northeast of
Yarkand offered a bird's-eye view of the city. T h e hill was

STREET I N A CEYTRAT, ASIAN TO\VS

.

crowned by a minaret, consisting of nothing lnore than a
roof supported on two or three wooden pillars; from it is
caught the first glimpse of the new moon, which releases the
faithful Mohammedan from the enforced fast of Ramadan.
T h e hill star~dsjnst inside the city walls, which are thin and
crenellated, but in bad repair. They are built of sun-dried
~ terbricks, and undulate, with many bends, up and d o w ~the
races w h ~ c hoverlook the ancient bed of the river, but at the
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same time form a rough circle. Looking across the city from
the top of the hill, ycu see an intricate mosaic of square and
oblong house - roofs, with scarcely distinguishable narrow
lanes winding between them. T h e only relief for the eye is
afforded by the bazaars, gardens, and a few isolated ivillows.
O n the outside the walls are surrounded by a perfect labyrinth of cultivated fields, ravines, and irrigation canals ; while
towards the northeast the most conspicuous feature is the
Yarkand-daria, creeping its sinuous course across the desert
on the way to its far distant outfall into Lop-nor.
Although the city gets its drinking-water fro111 the river,
the largest in Central Asia, yet, by reason of pernicious
management, the water is actually little better than poison.
I t is conducted from the river by means of canals, and is
stored up in reservoirs inside the city. There it stands and
stagnates, and becomes gradually polluted by every sort of
refuse and impurity. These reservoirs, or hauz, are in fact
nothing more nor less than centres of infection, and nurseries
for the propagation of bacteria. T h e people bathe in them ;
they wash their clothes in them, and abominably dirty some
of them a r e ; they wash their dishes in them; they toss into
then1 the scraps that are left over from their meals; they
leave them unfenced and unprotected against all sorts of
nuisances; and yet this is the stuff they drink. T o crown
all, the reservoirs are only replenished when the malodorous
mud at the bottom begins to be exposed.
One consequence of this gross neglect is an affliction called
boghak, which attacks an extraordinarily large percentage of
the inhabitants of Yarkand. A sort of tumor shocvs itself on
the front of the throat, generally upon " Adam's apple." In
the most favorable cases it is as large as a man's closed fist,
and in every case gives its unhappy bearer a strangely unnatural, and even repulsive, appearance. It is certainly no
exaggeration to say that 75 per cent. of the settled population of the city are afflicted in a more or less degree with this
tumorous growth. In most instances it remains until death.
If, therefore, in any other town throughout Central Asia a
man is seen walking the streets with a bq44ak, he may con-
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fidently be pronounced an inhabitant of Yarkand; and contrariwise, if you observe a man in the bazaars of Yarkand
whose throat is free from the disfiguring tumor, yo11 may
fairly presume he is a stranger from Kashgar, Khotan, or
some other town of East 'rurkestan. I he people make no
attempt to combat the affliction, although in some few cases,
probably in consequEnce of change of residence, the growth
is said to disappear of itself. ?'he Hindus are reputed to be
r.

acquainted with a remedy against the disease; but as both
tlicy and the Andijanlilts (people from Lliest Iurkestan) only
drink well-water, they do not suffer from the disfiguring tumor.
'The following legend is current ivith regard to this disease.
\Vhen Sale11 Peygambar was travelling through Yarkand,
certain thieves stole his camel and cut its throat, and left the
carcass lying on the bank of the Yarkand-daria. T h e n the
holy man solemnly cursed the entire neighborhood, slvearing
that the inhabitants should be tormented with 60~ghnkto the
very end of time. Ever since then the river-water has been
polluted by the dead body of the camel.
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There is a colony of some forty Andijm ('l'l'est Turkestan)
merchants i n the city, who import clntl~,caps, Itl~alats,sugar,
matches, and so forth, and export wool, felt carpets, and other
native commodities. They make large profits, and dwell together in a fine semi or guest-house, which was built twentysix years ago. But neither the people of Yarkand nor the
Chinese give them a good word. It is easy to tell them on
the street, by reason of their neat attire and their dignified
bearing; and their houses are distitlguishable by their cleanly roc,ms and well-kept court-yards. T h e Afghans and Hindu
merchants likewise have their own separate serais.
T h e city is divided into twentv-four mahadhhs, or quarters,
each governed by a yuz-bashi (chief of a hundred men), \vho
has two or three 022-bashis (chief of ten men) under him, and
sometimes more. Besides these officials there are a great
number of begs, whose duty it is to maintain order in and
around Yarkand.
O n December 23d we were ferried across the Yarkanddaria. Althougl~it was the middle of winter, the river had a
volume of 3280 cubic feet in the second, or a decrease of
2 1 2 0 cubic feet in the second as compared with the measurement I made at Kusherab in the end of September. T h e
entire district as far as Posgam was watered by irrigation
canals branching off from the right bank. Beyond Posgan~
the fields were irrigated from the Tisuab.
'Travelling through continuously well-inhabited, well-cultivated districts and a long string of villages (all of which I
entered on my map), we reached the town of Kargalik on
Christmas E v e ; but there was neither snow nor fir to recall
the significance of the day. T h e people, however, showed us
all tlie good-will that we are wont to associate with the holy
season. W e put up at the house of a merchant from Koltand,
in Fergana, and in the evening he entertained me to a firstrate dastarkhan, embracing apples, pears, raisins, almonds,
a11d divers kinds of sweetmeats, presented on a dozen dishes.
It was like a Christmas table, except that everything lvas
placed on the floor. A little later on tlie ten begs of the
town came in Chinese holiday attire and pigtails to bid me
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welcome to Kargalik; and lastly, I received from the amban
(Chinese governor), Li Ilarin, a number of useful presents,
such as sheep, rice, wheat, maize meal, fuel, and forage for
my horses. As soon as m y guests were gone and my journal
for the day had been written up, I hurried into bed to drown
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the memories of the day in the oblivion of sleep, for they
crowded in upon my mind with especial importunity in that
I was alone.
T h e amban of Yarkand was politeness itself; but he was
easily outdone by his colleague of Kargalik. I11 fact, the attentions of the latter were tiresome. Before I had an oppor11.-4
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tunity to pay my respects to him, he called upon me, on
Christmas-day morning, before I \vas a\vake; and when I rcxurned his visit and was riding across the yamen court-yard,
I was received with a salute of three guns. T h e honor nearly cost me a summersault, for my horse was not accustolned
to such demonstrative welcomes. T h e amban was an agreeable little old Inan of some fifty years of age, and of gentlemanly manners, with a small, gray, ivcll-cared-for mustache,
and bia round spectacles. H e invited me to stay to dinner
P
with him. After dinner I sketched him ; then to my astonishment in tripped his dainty young wife, 011 her tiny goat'sfeet (scarcely two inches iol:g), and in her turn begged me to
make a sketch of h e r ; she wanted to send her lilteness to
her parents in Pcking. I was, of course, only too happy to
coll~plywith such a flattering request.

CHAPTER LIX
ALONGSIDE T H E DESEK'1' OF K H O T A N

I LEFT Kargalik the next day, and the amban's courtesy
went the length of sending a beg to act as my escort and
relieve me of all trouble during the journey. T h e town
possessed five gates, the same number as Yarltand, and as
we passed out of the eastern gate the cannon again boomed
forth a farewell salute. It did not take us long to get past
the last village and reach the sterile plains. Hitherto the
road had been plainly marked like a bright strip through the
fields ; henceforward there was no road. T h e track of each
caravan is blotted out by the next storm that comes. T h e
Chinese have therefore erected guide - posts all along that
part of the route which crosses the desert. They stand at
intervals of about a hundred yards, so that you can generally
see six or seven at any one time. ii'hile a sand-buran is
blowing they are of little use, but directly the storm has
ceased they render excellent service; indeed, they are then
indispensable. I t is said that some travellers who have been
so unfortunate as to miss their way have never been heard of
again. T h e custom of erecting these poles reminded me of
AZarco Polo's words : " And at sleeping-time a signal is put
up to show the direction of the next march.''
'The road ran over a flat, barren plain all the way from the
oabis of Uesh - arik (the Five Canals) to the caravanserai of
Kosh-lengher (Two Stations). T h e serai and willows of the
latter place were visible a long way off, and in consequence
of a mirage appeared to be lifted up a little above the dark
line of the horizon. T h e serai was a first -class building,
erected in the beginning of Yakub Beg's rule, of gray-green
bricks, and enclosing a square court-yard paved with large
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paving-tiles. T h e four sides contained ten guest-rooms for
travellers, all of them paved with stone, ,vhile the daylight
found admittance through an aperture in the vaulted roof.
Alongside this splendidly solid brick structure-a
remarkable contrast to the clay hovels in which we were accustomed
to put up-were several outhouses and stables, built of ordinary clay and covered in with timber roofs. Immediately on
the southeast of the station there was a large kall (reservoir)
surrounded by rows of fine willows. There water is collected
off the mountains and stored up against the hot season, when
everything is parched up.
From Kosh-lengher it is reckoned one and a half day's
journey to the beginning of the desert proper, which is
known under the names of Takla-makan, Jallat - kum, and
Adam-ollturgan-kum, or the Sand that Slayeth Men.
This region is characterized by a strictly continental climate
-that is, the winters are harsh and the summers oppressively
hot. T h e burans begin t o blow towards the end of March
and continue till the close of summer. It is estimated that
there are on an average fifteen "black burans " every year.
They almost always occur in the afternoon, scarcely ever in
the morning or during the night. A s a rule they only last
about a11 hour, and are rather more frequent from the west
than from the east. Their violence is almost inconceivable;
they drive across the open, level plains with a force that is
absolutely irresistible. Sheep grazing around the villages
are sometimes swept bodily away, or get separated from the
rest of the flock in the dust-haze. This has given rise to
certain peculiar local enactments: for instance, if a sheep
goes astray from the flock when the weather is still and fine,
then the shepherd is responsible and must make good the
loss to the owner of the sheep ; but if a sheep gets lost during
a storm, then no man is responsible. If straying sheep d o
damage to a man's field or crop, and the mischief is done in
fine weather, the owner of the sheep must recompense the
injured party, but not if the mischief is done during a buran
or under cover of the haze of a dust-storm.
T h e custodian of the serai told me that ravens and other
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birds are often blown by unusually violent burans all the way
from Kargalik to Guma, or from Guma to Kargalik, and not
selciom are dashed against larger fixed objects and killed.
T h e followi~lglegend illustrates the effect which these windstorms produce upon the native imagination. Many hundred
years ago a holy man d u g a well near the station of Chullak,
which is now completely filled up again with sand. W h e n
tlie holy man got down about eighty fathoms, the earth opened
underneath him and vomited forth a terrific wind, which swept
tlie holy man right up to heaven, and since that time all the
winds and storms have come out of that well. Another
apothegm is more rational, in that it is based upon actual
observation. For instance, it is said that if the last buran
came from Kargalik, then the next will come From Guma;
but tliat it is either the same buran going back again or else
one that is hurrying to find tlie first.
Our next day's journey took us to Chullak-lengher (the
Cripple's Serai), so named from the fact tliat a long time ago
a n old woman, wlio had no feet, used to sit by the wayside in
that place begging. T h e caravanserai was like that at Koshlengher, and had a reservoir some 95 yards square, and, when
full, 24 feet deep in the middle. W h e n I saw it there were
only about nine feet of water in it, and it was protected against
co~itaminationby a glittering covering of ice. T h e serai was
built on a hill, and commanded a sheer unbounded view
towards the east. 'The plains stretched away like narrow
ribbons, one behind the other, fainter and fainter, until they
melted into the horizon. Earth and sky did not meet in a
sharply defined line, but blended together in a yellow !laze.
T h c entire distance between Kashgar and Khotan has been
divided by the Chinese into pofai (2;-mile distances), like the
road betiveer, Knsligar and Ak-su. Hence the Mohammedans also measure distances by potai, not, as in other districts,
by Lash (stone), yolZ (road), and chnkcvem (shout -distances).
T h e potai are indicated by flattened pyralilids of clay eighteen
or twenty feet i n height, and there are on an average ten such
intervals, or " miles," between every two stations. But no two
potai are of the saliie length. I measured some of them and
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got the following rcsults: 4068;, 4032$, 3830 yards respectively. What method of measurement the Chinese followed
when they erected these '' mile-stones " I do not know; any
way, it cannot have been a very accurate method. A t the
rate we usually marched it took us three-quarters of an hour
to traverse a potai.
O u r next station was the pleasant little town of Guma, an
oasis in the desert well supplied with water. T h e route between Chullak-lengher and Guma ran across dreary steppes
and barren plains. December 29th we spent at Guma, and
the following day went on t o the village of Muji. 'Thence,

A POTAI, O R

" MILE-STONE,"

O N T H E ROAD T O ICIIOTAN

on the last day of the year, we made a flying excursion in
quest of a kovneh-shady (ancient city) which I had been told
was to be found in that neighborhood.
W e reached the ruins, which were scarcely a potai distant
northeast of the caravanserai, across a barren steppe. They
consisted principally of a number of tombs ranged along a
series of clay terraces. W e opened up two or three of them.
T h e y were backed on the outside with planks and posts, but
the interior was choked with dust and sand, from among
which we unearthed a few bleached bones and skulls. T h e
shape of the latter, as well as the position of the tombs with
respect to Mecca (their bebdeli), proved them to have belonged
to Jagatai Turks. Some of the skeletons were wrapped in
rags, but they crumbled to pieces the instant they were
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touched. My examination of the site led me to the conclusion that the place had been used as a burial-ground at no
very distant date, probably not Inore than two or three liundrcd years back. Judginv from the traces of houses and
b.
walls in the immediate vicinity, I concluded that the former
inhabitants had been driven by the encroaching sand to
migrate farther to the south. Retreats of this sort, Inen
flying before the persistent invasions of the desert sand,
must have been going on for thousands of years; and there
can be little doubt that there are many strange things buried
under the sand of the 'I'akla-nlakan Ijesert.
That this reaion was once the seat of a very ancient civ?
ilization is indicated, among other things, by the innumerable quantity of fragments of clay vessels and burned briclts
which lie scattered alonp both sides of the great caravan
.'
route, and which the natlve inhabitants allege have come
from an ancient city to which they g i \ ~ ethe name of Nasar.
Occasionally, too, old coins are found, and rings, and articles
in bronze, and a multitude of fragments of glass. Some of
these last, of a light-blue and green color, I brought away
nlitli me.
'I'he sight of these innumerable shards and fragments of
glass lying scattered about the surface of the ground produced at first a curious effect upon my mind; for, \vlien n7e
dug down underneath them, \Ire found nothing but sand
and dust. No doubt their presence is to be accounted for
by the action of the wind, which bloivs away the sand and
dust but leaves these objects behind, partly becausc oi
their shape, partly because they have a greater specific
weight. For thousands af years the wind has gone on
scouring away the superficial layers of the desert, and all
the time these fragments of glass and earthen-ware have no
doubt been gradually sinking lower 2nd lower, until finally
they have come doivli to their present level. U nresting,
slo~vlybut ever surely, the implacable wind excavates and
levels up the dreary expanses, TI$ aboriginal illhabitants
tlicmselvc's have obserired tfiat the erosive action of the
\\rind is incomparaI.~lygreater than that of \irater.
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T h e different varieties of shards or crocks pointed to the
following types of vessel: spherical bowls with two handles,
some placed horizontally, some vertically; round pitchers
with a some~vhatenlarged neck; e g g - shaped jars with a
long, narrow neck; thick cups of blue burned clay, as hard
as a stone. Some of the fragments of bricks were enamelled
in light green. T h e pieces of glass appeared to have belonged to small bottles and dishes, and to lotus leaves used
for clecorative purposes.
011January I , 1896, we rode as far as Sang-uya, a little
village of 1 5 0 houses. Steppe and desert alternated all the
way, and the villages were in reality so nlany oases. In
some places the road ran so close to the desert that it was
easy to make out the sand-dunes. T h e mighty mountain
masses of the Kwen-lun on the south could only be seen
when the atmosphere was clear. A t Muji, where they were
known as the Dua-tagh, we were able to distinguish then],
looming up in the far, far distance like a faint blue wall ;
but at S a n g - uya we were unable to perceive them at all.
During the hot season, when tlie burans rage and the atmosphere is thickly impregnated with dust, tlie traveller may
journey from one end of the road to the other without the
least inltling that one of the greatest mountain ranges on
the face of the earth rears itself up immediately to the south
of him. T h a t RiZarco Polo never mentions a syllable about
the range need therefore occasion no surprise.
T h e oasis of Sang-uya is very fertile, and produces wheat,
maize, barley, melons and watermelons, grapes, apricots,
peaches, apples, mulberries, cotton, onions, and other vegetables. T h e yield is amply sufficient for the needs of the
place ; indeed, there is not seldom a surplus for export to the
other villages in the neighborhood.
January 2d. There was a tolerably fresh breeze all day
from the east-northeast, and the dust trailed off in a thick
cloud behind the caravan. Nevertheless the atmosphere remained very clear, and the Llua-tag11 or Kwen-lun mountains were plainly visible capped with snow. Immediately
on the other side of Sang-uya we again entered upon a deso-

late ~vaste-a level steppe, with a few scattered tamarisks,
poplars, and reed-beds.
Half-ivay to Pialma, \\llierc I r e intended to stop the night,
we passed a little lengher (rest-liouse), wlierc it1 return for a
small gratuity an old man furnishe\ wayfarers \vith water,
drawn u p i n a 1111cketfrom a well r jo feet deep. Pial~rla
was said to have 2 0 0 lro~lsesand about one thousand inhabitan ts.
On tlie follominq day we travelled through tlie same ~ o r t
of dreary coullt1-y as far '1s the solitary ilk-lengher (the

White R e s t - house or Serai), situated five or six nliles ( 2 . t
potais) from the edge of the desert. It was only very seldom that we met other travellers; ant1 those we tiid meet
were generally either small parties of merchants from Khotan, encumbered with no more baggage than they could
conveniently carry on their siding-liorses, or peasants travelling from one oasis to another, sonietimes driving in front of
them a feiv donkeys laden with seed or vegetables.
Like a11 the oases along this I - ~ u t eAk-lengher
,
was situated by the side of a [vatel-course going from the south to
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the north; but it very seldom contains water-only, in fact,
after heavy and continuous rains in the ~nountai~is.T h e
oasis depends for its supply upon a well sunk 126 feet
down tl~rough the clay. 'I'his formation, yellowish brown
in color, contains sprinklings of rounded, polished stones,
not exceeding two inches in diameter, and consisting partly
of hard, fine - grained, blue - black slate crossed by delicate
white veins, and partly of red and greenish -gray granite.
,.
I he well is cleaned out two or three times a year; for lumps
of clay fall ill from the sides and stop the inflow of the
water. A man is let clown with a rope tied round his body,
the other end of which is drawn across a horizontal roller
resting on two short posts at the top. T h e mud and sludge
are sent up in a wooden bucket, and emptied out all round
the well mouth. T h e top of the well is protected against
the sand-storms by a \vooden roof, provided with a hatch or
flap. At half-past three in the afternoon the temperature of
the water at the bottom of the well was 55" Fahr. (12.79" C.),
while the temperatul-e of tlie air was 37.2' Falir. (2.9' C.) at
4.30 '.hi.
T h e water was saline, with a bitter flavor, and undrinkable except wit11 tea and sugar. In this connection I
may mention that the kvell at Kizil (between Yanglii-hissar
and Yarkand) was 119 feet deep, and that its water was
sweet, \itit11 a constant temperature of 59.9" Fahr. (15.5' C.).
T h e inhabitants, however, misled by the alternations of tlie
temperature of the air, asserted that in summer the water is
cold, but in winter warm.
January 6th. After riding about 4; miles (nearly two
potais) we came to a belt of sand-dunes, high and continuous, in the middle of which there was a ridge of clap, with
some poplars growing on it, and poles with tughs (offerings
of rags) set up to indicate that there was a liiasai- (saint's
tomb) close by.
At the eastern end of the ridge were some wooden houses,
the largest of them having a projecting roof supported on
pillars. I he masar, one of the most attractive I have seen
anywliere, was called Imam Khakir, after the saint nlho lies
buried within i t ; though the [lame Kum-rabat-pashahim ( M y
P
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King's Serai in the Sand), or simply Kaptas-masar (the Pigeon
hlasar), ib more commonly etnployed. For the peculiar feature about this holy tomb was that it afforded shelter and food
to several thousand beautiful pigeons, of every possible variety
of color - yellow, white, brown, green, speckled, and so on.
T h e r o o ~ i ~inside
s
the serai were provided with an earthen
floor, raised benches, and enclosures and perches in the walls;
and these apartments the traveller shares with the pigeons,
some of which are, maybe, sitting on their eggs or brooding
their young, while others fly in and out of the narrow door
openings or window apertures. Outside, on the ridge of the
roof, on the rafters, on the eaves, everywhere, they sit in close,
serried rows, like beads on a rosary. In every direction you
hear their cheerful cooings. ?'he gentle birds betray not the
slightest alarm at the presence of the strangers who share the
house-room with them.
Fragments of skin \yere hung from poles fixed to the gables
of some of the houses, to scare away the birds of prey. T h e
lcgzghevchi, or "custodian of the serai," assured me that if a
hawk or other bird of prey dared to molest one of these sacred pigeons it would inst:ntly fall down dead. H e had recently seen an illstance of it himself. A hawk seized a pigeon, but was forced by some unseen power to drop its prey,
and then the next instant the marauder fell dead.
It is an ancient custonl that travellers who journey past
the tomb bring with them a supply of maize, however little,
to give to the pigeons; a gift which is likewise regarded as an
offering made to the shrine of the saint. 'The corn is stored
up, so that the pigeons are always fed regularly; for the tomb
stands in the midst of a perfectly sterile region, where not a
blade of anything grows, nor do the pigeons ever fly away
from the place. W e brought a bag of maize for them from
Pialma. T h c men put the bag down in the court-yard. I
took a porcelai~l botvl and scattered the corn all over the
ground, as far as I could fling it. What a flapping of wings,
what a w h i s t l i n ~of the air, what joyful cooings! T h e courtb
yard seemed to be alive with pigeons ; they settled down like a
veritable cloud. Some of them even came and perched on my
I I .-6
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shoulder and on my head ; others went and helped themselves
at the bag and out of the bowl. I was obliaed to stand per?
fectly still lest I should trample on them. They did not betray the smallest trace of fear.
I stayed there an hour enjoying the unusual and charming
spectacle. 'Then, having drunk fro111 the acliacent well, which
came to within 6J feet of tlie surface, while its water had a
tenlperature of 35.9' Fahr. (2.2' C.), we contini~edour journey
towards the well - cultivated and thickly inhabited tract of
Savvah; a place that, with its dependent villages, is administered by a min-bashi (chief of a thousand men) and eleven
yuz-bashis (chief of one hundred men). T h a t night mre slept
in the village of Milleh, the yuz-baslii of which exercised authority over 260 families.
O n January 5th there only remained one day's journey to
Khotan. T h e road improved as we drew nearer to the town.
W e travelled along a magnificent avenue of poplars, fifty feet
broad, which ran through a brinht and varied landscape of
a.
villages, cultivated fields, and irrigation canals. We passed
through numerous large villages, e.g., Kum - arik, Slieidan,
Gulbagh, A k - serai, Chinakla (which possessed a masar
shaded by a poplar 280 years old), Supa, Shunla, Borasan,
Besin, and Tosanla. Then we came to the gate of Yanghishahr (the New Town), and immediately afterwards entered
the principal bazaar of Khotan. Early in the morning of the
same day the amban sent his interpreter, together with the
aksakal of the West Turkestan merchants, to meet me.
These officials conducted us to a large, good-looking house,
situated in a quiet and peaceful part of tlie city. I t was the
most comfortable house I had yet seen in East Turkestan;
its walls were of \vood, and were perforated with picturesque
openings, and had a tastefully decorated roof.

CHAPTER LX
C I T Y A N D OASIS O F K H O T A N

KIJOTAN
is a city of extreme antiquity. T h e beginnings of
its history are lost amid the dim obscurities of a rernote and
legendary past. Some of the principal notices of a more
strictly historical character are cited in Chapter L X I I .
Hence, after merely mentioning that the name was first made
known in Europe through the travels of Marco Polo, the
Venetian, I pass on to say a few words about its condition
and products in modern times, i.e., at the epoch of my visit.
For generations, nay, I might say for marly centuries,
Khotan was especially famous as the place whence nephrite,
or jade, was obtained. It occurred partly in the solid rock in
the valleys of the rivers Kara-kash and Yurun-kash, partly in
polished pieces out of the bed of the Yurun-kash. Jade (in
Chinese yZ-tz'etz, in Jagatai Turki Lash-tash) is in China esteemed among the greatest of rarities, and is used in the
manufacture of small fancy boxes, bottles, cups, mouth-pieces
for pipes, bracelets, etc. One of the gates of Peking was
called the Jade gate, because this precious mineral was
brought into the city through it.
At the present time Khotan is an insignificant totvn, containing within its walls scarcely more than 5000 Mohammedans and 500 Chinese. Apart from jade, its most important
products are silks, white felt carpets, hides, grapes, rice and
other cereals, vegetables, apples, melons, cotton, etc. Its silk
carpets are remarkable for their beauty and fineness. T h e
Chinese place them on the table on occasions of ceremony ; in
West Turkestan they are hung on the wall.
Khotan is really the name of the entire oasis, embracing
some three hundred villages. T h e town itself is, however,
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generally called Ilchi; the oasis contains also t\vo other
towns, namely, Kara-kash and Yurun-kash. T h e trade with
China is carri?d on partly along the Khotan-daria, through
Ak-su and Turfan, partly by way of Yarkand and SIaralbashi; o n the other hand, scarcely any of it passes Lop-nor.
Trade with Russia goes by way of Kashgar; the AngloIndian trade by way of Leh, in 1,adak. In the bazaar of
Khotan there are merchants from all parts of Asia-Chinese, Afghans, Hindus, West Turkestanis, and even Nogai
Tatars from Orenburg.
I stayed nine days in Khotan. I he ambail, 1,iu Darin,
sho\ved me genuine hospitality; alld every time I rode in or
out of his yamen (official residence) he honored me with a salute of three guns. T h e very day of my arrival we exchanged
the usual visits of ceremony and gave one another presents.
I went to see him many times afterwards, and soon discovered that even accordintr to European ideas he was a man
?
of honor-generous, uprlght, and just; and a real tie of friendship grew up between us. I-Ie was a man of seventy o r so,
tall, with strongly marked features, small, intelligent eyes, a
thin white mustache, and a very meagre pigtail. Of all the
Asiatics with whom I came in contact on this present journey, Liu Darin is the one I like best to remember, and whom
it would give me greatest pleasure to see again.
O n this occasion, as well as when I got back to Khotan
the second tirne, Liu Darin often invited me to his house.
There, in company with the chief mandarins of the town, I
dined on delicacies which would have delighted even a
European gourmand. Among the dishes which were never
absent at his big dinners was soup made of the edible swallows' nests, which is remarkable for its aromatic flavor. I
always looked forward to Liu Darin's good dinners as a
change in my homely and monotonous bill of fare-rice, mut,.
ton, and bread. I hey were something very different from
the appallingly high ducks and ham steeped in molasses to
which our friend the Dao Tai of Kashgar treated us, no
doubt with the very thrifty idea that, " a s they never eat anything, it doesn't ii~uchmatter what we put before them." But
r .
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a t Liu Darin's I ate like a Chinaman, and felt \\re11 after it ;
which is more than I can say of the Dao Tai's dinners.
Of the present Ilchi there is not much to be said. It is a
place of no interest, a mere labyrinth of poor, insignificant
houses, with narrow streets and alleys between them, such as
I had seen in Yarkand. There were seven madrasas (theolowical colleges), twenty mosques, and a number of masars
h.
(sa~nts'tombs) belonging to the orthodox Mohammedans.
Of the masars, the c h i d was the Altyn Busrugvar masar.
There are saints' tombs of the same name in Yarkand, Aksu, and Turfan. All are said to have been erected to the
memory of the sons of Khoja Isaki Vali, whose own tomb is
at Chira, and one of the most venerated in the country. Pilgrims always go there before visiting Imam Jafer Sadik's
tomb, in the sandy desert near where the Niya-daria loses itself in the sand. T h e Mesjid-i-Jami, or principal mosque, had
a really beautiful colonnade, and the Hazrett-i-Sultan, like
most of the religious monuments thereabouts, was built by
the great Yakub Beg,
As in all Mohammedan towns, the bazaar was the centre
and main artery of the life of the place. Off its streets
branched a number of incredibly narrow, crooked, dirty
lanes; but at intervals there were open squares, with tanks
or ponds shaded by trees. In the middle of the town, close
by the bazaar, there was a so-called Komzeh-sejt$otai (old clay
pyramid), with ruined tower and m7alls, a surviving relic of
Haji Padshah's or&, or castle. This point overlooked the
town, giving a good bird's-eye view of its square roofs and
court-yards, as well as of the fields outside the walls. A s
they were at that season under water, and were separated
from one another by ramparts of earth, they looked like the
brightly polished squares of a chess-board. T h e distant horizon was closed by a dark line of avenues and gardens belonging to the neighboring villages.
There were two bazaar-days a week, when the countryfolk
came in with their produce for sale. T h e wornen also took
part in the trafficking, and even when sitting in the bazaars
were always unveiled. Hut they might just as well have kept

their veils before their faces, for they were indescribably
ugly and dirty, apd covered with vermin, after which I often
saw them unbl~~sliinglymaking chase. As a rule veiled
~ v o m c nwere an exception. T h e moral standard of the place
\\.as deplorably low, and infectious diseases very common.
Some forty odd West Turkestall merchants lived in Khotan and exported wool, carpets, felts, etc., and imported, as
also did the Afghans, woven n~aterialsand a variety of colonial produce. '170bacco and opluln are cul t i n t e d in pretty
large quantities. I he cultivation of silk, too, has reached a
high level. I he produce is sent partlv to Intlia and West
Turkestan, and is partly worked up on tlie spot for further
manufacture into carpets. Hides and sheep's wool are also
importa~ltarticles of export, and are for tlie most part sent
to West Turkestan, by way of Kasligar and N ~ I - i n s k .
An old 'l'atar, Mohammed Kafikoff, from Orenburg, ~ v h o
had lived tell years in Kliotan, Ii'~ving built liimself a comfortable house close beside the bazanr, oivnild a factory for
tanning ancl for cleansing wool. It collsisted of an eliormous
magazine-tent and a small temporary house built in the Russian style, both standing beside clie Yurun-kash. T h e old
man told me that he pulled the whole thing clown every
February, to make tlie people of Kliotai~l~elievethat lie was
about to give up b ~ ~ s i n e sand
s return home ; with the result
that they hastened to sell their slrins as quickly a s possible
atid at low prices. I3ut when &lay came he built the factory
u p again, ancl lie had gone on doing this for ten years.
IVlien I expressed my astonishment that the people of Khotan had not yet discoveretl the trick, he answered that they
\Irere too stupid a ~ l dtoo indifferent.
011 January I 1t11 I made an excursion to tlie village of
Kalta- kulnat (Short Sand), situated 2 3 potais (64 miles)
northeast of the town, T o reach it I had to ford the river
Yurun-kash and pais through the town of the same name,
wliicli is only a quarter of an hour from Ilchi. On tlie other
side of Tam-aghil (the Stone Village) tlic desert began, with
ccczsional sand-dunes and ravines left behind by tlie stream.
After that the ground became excessively stony, and I soon
7
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perceived we were riding along an old river-bed. It could
not have been made by any other stream than the Yurunkasli, \vliich some time or other must have flowed tliel-e, and,
in opposition to the general tendeticy of the rivers in those
regions, has since shifted its course to the west.
'This disused river-bed is one of the places that yield the
largest supplies of jade. Everywhere the ground was cut up
by trenches six or seven feet deep, a few feet broad, and at
most thirty feet long, although varying somewhat as regards
size according to the amount of work done in them. T h e
material which is thrown up out of the trenches consists of
round, polished stones, sand, and clay. It is among these
stones that the jade is found. Very often a couple of months
or more will pass without anything being discovered; then
all of a sudden, in the course of a few days, the digger becomes relatively rich, or at any rate does a very good stroke
of business. T h e prices of jade vary very much, according
to the color of the stone and its purity and freedom from
flaws. Yellow or white pieces, with reddish-brown marks,
are considered rare ; also a roughness on the surface called
gush (flesh) increases the value. T h e plain green jade, on
the other hand, does not fetch much. Two beautiful pieces
were offered me for IOO and 140 sahr (£9 and A12 10s.)
respectively, but the low state of my funds did not permit
me to purchase them.
A little village of wooden and clay huts has grown u p on
the spot, and is supplied with water by a special arik. 'The
ground is divided into clearly marked lots, so that each mining clainz has its owner, thus obviating disputes when a good
find is made. lLIost of the miners are Chinese, though the
hlohammedans also try their luck occasionally. Order is
maintained by a beg.
My 5tay in Khotan was pleasant in every way. 'That I
obtaiued no news of the camel that was lost in the desert
did not disturb nic much, as I had everything I needed in
the way of equipment. My boxes were packed, and kept in
a large room in \\~Iiicha bright fire burned continually ; and
my Inen were lodged in rooms just outside. I brought with
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me from Kashgar a certain Mirza Iskender in the capacity of secretary.' With his help I collected, translated, and
noted down during tlie journey the names of every place and
every geographical feature, not only along our immediate
route, but also as far away from it as niy various informants'
knowledge extended or I myself could glean data. Uctween
Kashgar and Khotan I thus marked o n nly map over five
hundred names, of tvliicl~only a fen1 of tlie most important
were known to previous travellers. .It Khotan we dl-e\v up a
systematic map of the three hundred \.illages of the oasis, and
of thcir situation with regard to the innulnerable irrigation
canals, which are led from the Kara - Itash and tlic Yurunkasll, and point northivarcl like fingers.
This is a matter which is wont to be neglected by tra\rellcrs
pusliing on in forced marches, but is a stuclv destitute neither
of interest nor of importance. I11 the first place, it affords
excellent linguistic practice. Eight hundred names, each consisting as a rule of a noun with its qualifying word-for
instance, Kara-kash (Black Jade)-furnishes a very extensive
vocabulary ; furthermore, the place-nan~esare always characteristic, in that they give some ided of the products or the
position of the place; fiually, among eight hundred such
names there arc not iml~robablya few which by their nlcre
sound involuntai-ily carry tlie mind back to a long-forgotten
epncli, ancl thus point the way to impoi-tant historical discoveries or questions.
I n connection with this I must just say a. word or t\vo
about the importance of asking questions. Persotla1 observation 111ust of coul'se always rank first. Hut if a traveller passes through a place in the summer, lie can have no
idea as to its snoivfall in the winter ; and if he happens to be
there on a clear clay, he cannot lcnow without asking whether rain is frequent. I always nslzed the same qucstions in
n the place, its
the saine order -namely, the ~ ~ o p u l a t i oof
products, saints' tombs, mosques, legends, whethcr spring or
autumn sowing was customary, or both, whether che same
grouncl was used twice in the sarne year for different kinds
of cereals, or \vhetlier the gruond produced only one crop in

the season, or even in every second year; about trade and
intercommunication, roads, the distances to the desert and
to the mountains, the origin and voluliie of the water in the
rivers, the time ~vlien they usually froze and when the ice
began to melt, the system of irrigation and the local regulations connected \vith it, the wells, prevailing \tinds, frequency
of burans, rainfall, snowfall, etc.
One question paved the way for another, and the whole
thing took me from two to three hours; after that eilerything n7ascarefully written don~n. Wlicrever there were human beings to question I never turned in before midnight,
,.
hours after my men were snoring soundly. I he answer I
got to a particular question was sometimes the cause of my
entirely abandoning an already conceived plan. For instance, I should never have risked crossing the desert a second tiliie had I not received informatioil ~vhichmade a successful issue of the enterprise almost a dead certainty. But,
as I have already observed, space forbids my recapitulating
more of the great mass of material I collected in this may.
T h e iline days we spent in Khotarl passed rapidly in w o r k
of this Icind and in preparations for my impending jourlley
through the desert.
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C H r I P T E R LXI
BOKASAN AND 1'1's AlZCH&,OLOGICAL

KEhIXINS

ON January gth, 1896, I made an excursion to the village
of Borasan, about three miles \vest of Khotan, one of the most
important sites in Central Asia for the discovery of remarkable antiquities. T h e surface of the earth consists there of
yellow loess-clay, as geologists call the loose soil which the
wind has drifted up, in layers twenty-five feet thick, on the top
of the hard, stony, conglomerate strata which form its basis.
Through this soft upper material a stream, partly fed by
springs, has cut its way down to the underlying conglornerate, having carved out a deep trench or cafion, with vertical,
broken walls. I n spring and summer, when the snows melt
on the northern versant of the Kwen - lun mountains, the
stream swells to the dimensions of a river, and undermining
the loess terraces, washes them away. In the autumn, after
the summer floods are over, numerous relics of ancient industry, witnessing to a high degree of artistic skill, are
found in those places where the torrent has swept away the
crumbling loess. Small articles in terra-cotta, bronze images
of Buddha, engraved gems, coins, and so forth -these are
the objects which come to light. - T o the inhabitants of
Khotan these things, unless they are made of gold or silver,
are valueless, and they give them to their children to play
with. But to the archzologist they possess an extraordinarily high value; for they exhibit proofs that the ancient arts
of India, as refined by the influence of Greece, penetrated
even to the very heart of Asia.
As I have just said, it was in the beginning of January
I visited Borasan. T h e stream was at that time nothing more than a paltry rivulet, the springs by which it is fed
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k i n g then congealed by the winter frost. T h a t season's
harvest of antiquities had been already gathered in by the
inhabitants of Khotan, for they never fail to make their annual search for gold and other treasures. T h u s I found but
few terra-cotta objects myself. T h e collection which I
brought home with me, numbering 523 items, exclusive of
coins and old MSS., was acquired partly by purchase in
Khotan, partly through employing natives to search for me
during the time I was making my expedition to Lop-nor.
My attention was first drawn to these antiquities through
seeing them in the house of Mr. Petrovsky, in Kashgar. He
had obtained a good many of them from West Turkestan
merchants \vho were travelling through the city. But he,
too, had also employed intelligent natives to collect for him ;
and in this may was become the owner of a very valuable
collection of Borasan antiquities, which has been shortly described by Mr. Kiseritsky in the Journal of the Imperial
Russian Archzological Society." The terra-cotta objects
are executed with a high degree of artistic skill in fine
plastic clay, and have been burned under a n intense heat, a
fact evidenced by their being frequently of a brick-red color
and by their extraordinary hardness.
Broadly speaking, they may be divided into two groups(i.) those which have been fashioned under a naturalistic or
purely imitative impulse; and (ii.) such as are the products of a
more highly developed or inventive artistic sense.
T h e first class, of which a specimen is depicted on p. 745,
seldonl tell us much, nor do they throw any real light upon
the period at which they were made. W e do learn from

* T h e observations which I here venture to offer upon this subject must
be regarded as being of a preliminary and tentative character. 1 propose
t o leave the detailed description of my collection t o a competent specialist.
This present chapter is based upon Mr. Kiseritskp's paper, which deals
with precisely similar objects, derived from precisely t h e same site, and
Kunst
upon the lucid and able work of Griinwedel, entitled B~rr2~ihiFfi:rche
in I'lrtl'ieu. In the next few pages I draw so frequently upon both these
sources that I mention them here once for all, and with full acknowledgments.
11.-7
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them, ho\vever, that the people who anciently dwelt in Borasan, like their successors, the modern inhabitants of Khotan, used the Bactrian or two-humped camel, as well as the
horse, both for riding and as a beast of burden. T h e dromedary was equally unknown to them as to the present population of Kl1otan. T h e proper home of the latter is Persia:
it is there that its geographical range touches the geographical range of the Bactrian camel. T h e camels in the illustration which carry neither rider nor burden, and are unprovided \vith reins, can hardly be meant t o represent wild camels; for I have reason to believe that the wild camel, which
now exists in the deserts to the north of Khotan, is the descendant of tame camels \vhich lapsed into the wild state at
a date subsequent to the flourishing period of Borasan art.
O n the other hand, a Chinese chronicle states that in the
year 746 A.D.-i.e., in the time of the 'Thang dynasty-ambassadors came fro111 Khotan to the Emperor of China, bringing, among other gifts, " a wild camel, which was as fleet of
foot as the wind."
Nevertheless, the naturalistic group is not altogether without importance. Certain of its characteristic objects tell us
whence the men calne who made them. 'This applies more
particularly to the representation of human beings and apes.
A t the foot of the illustration on p. 749 we see the head of an
ape, which has plainly served as the neck of a pitcher or jar,
and resembles the ape Mactzcus grhesus, which ranges over India U P to the southern base of the 1-Iimalayas. h4y collection
contains about forty images of apes, maup of them represented as playing the guitar. But these are exceeded in interest
by the heads of human beings, whicl~from certain indications
(which it would take too long to particularize here) are easily
distinguishable from the heads of Uudclha. T h e greater portion of them, which are about two inches high, 11al.e belonged
to statuettes, and exhibit the characteristic features of women,
the manner of wearing the hair being displayed urith extreme
nlinuteness of detail. A single glance is enough to show
that the type of feature is Indian. Here are the same almond-shaped eyes, the same dignified curve of the eyebrow,
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the same full cheeks, slightly arched nose, barely perceptib!e
projecting chin, and frecluently, too, the same manner of doing
up the hair, as are exhibited in the representations of women
on the reliefs of Barahat and Sanchi (Bhopal), and on the
cliffs of Amaravati, in India. T h e last-named are assigned
to the period of Asoka, King of Behar, or the period when in
matters of art India stood under the influence of Persian
models-that is to say, the beginning of the third century B.C.
T h e characteristic head of a man, about 44 inches high, in
the middle of the picture, with its long, narrow, well-ordered
beard, the straight eyes, both in one line, and the big Roman
nose, points to a very different type from the Indian ; in fact,
it bears a strikina likeness to the portraits of the great kings
P
of the Achzmeniar, dynasty of Persia depicted on the ruins
of Persepolis. But the lona ears and the stigma or mark on
e
the forehead have nothing in common with these unambiguous Persian traits, but are peculiar to Indian artistic ideals.
T h e so-called iyna,represented in so many images of Buddha
by a gem between the eyes, owes its origin, according to
Grunwedel, to the erroneous idea that people whose eyebrows
meet so as to form a single straight line are exceptionally
talented. It is reasonable to suppose that the figure in the
picture was intended to represent a Persian king or hero, and
was painted by an Indian artist; or else that it was intended
to represent a great personage of Borasan, and was executed
by a n artist who worked under the dominance of Persian
ideas.
I t is a fact that during the Achzmenian period Persian
artistic ideals did exercise a great inflbence upon Indian
architecture and sculpture; although it is equally the fact
that the Indian artists preferred to adapt their Persian models
to their own iconographic ideas, or, in other words, localized
them and acclimatized them. A t what date the political connection between Persia and India began we do not know
with any degree of certainty, any more than we know at what
date it terminated. But what we do know with absolute certainty, seeing that we are told it by the cuneiform inscriptions
of Bisutun (or Behistun) in Western Persia-inscriptions writ-
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ten in three languages, Persian, Medo-Scytliian, and Babylonian, and interpreted by Brugsch-from these we know that
Darius, son of Hystaspes the . i c h ~ m e n i a n who
,
reigned from
521 to 485 KC., counted among the thirty-two satrapies of his
empire the two tributary peoples of the Hindhu, who dwelt
along the river Indus, and tlie Gandhara, an Aryan tribe located south of the Cabul river. I11 the beginning of his reign
the areat king (Darius) was mainly occupied with the sup?
pression of numerous rebellious vassals; but, that task accomplished, he set himself, according to Herodotus, " t o explore vast regions in Asia." One of the exploring parties
sent out by him, under command of Skylax of Karyanda, a
town of Caria, sailed from Peultelaotis in the land of the
Pactyans (Pakhtu, Afghans) down the Indus, then round
Arabia and up the Red Sea to the Gulf of Suez.
Herodotus tells us that the S a m , or Scythians, as well as
the Caspii, paid a yearly tribute of 250 silver talents to the
Great King. T h e S a c x (Saki) dwelt in the region now known
as Krtshgaria; in that region there are numerous geographical
names still extant witnessing to their presence there in ancient
times, such as Saki, Soku-tash, Toltkusak, and others. By what
route the taste for Persian standards of art reached Borasan
it is difficult to say; nor is that a matter of vital importance.
There can in any case be little doubt thst that part of Central
Asia was in direct comn~unicationwith Gandhara (Gandara),
as also that from the remotest antiquity there was a traderoute connecting Merv via Kara- teghin with Khotan, the
capital of the Seres.
My collection contains also numerous representations of
lions' heads; and they, like several of the ape pictures, exhibit a strong tendency towards anthropomorphism. Their
shapes seem to indicate that they were employed to decorate
jars ; hence they occupy an intermediate position between the
purely naturalistic or imitative group and tlie higher inventive
groups. T h e two large heads (p. 753) belong distinctly to
the latter group. In this type of figure Kiseritsky recognizes
reproductions of the mythical nacional hero of Babylon, Izdubar (or Gizdhubar); on the other hand, it is difficult to shut
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one's eyes to the striking resemblance they bear to the ancient Greek satyrs.
Anlong the products of the higher inventive art the griffins
(see p. 7 57) occupy a position of especial interest. They may
be regarded as the succesiors, or developments, of the ancient
~ ~ u t z f oGarucla,
f
or the fantastic winged bird which is so familiar in the ancient native art of India.; it is the creature upon
which the Indian deity Visl~nuloves to ride. But t:lcj~likewise possess unmistakable kinship with the eagle - clawed
griffin of Greek ~nythology,as it was depicted about the third
century B.C.
Trventy-two years ago the German scholar, Curtius, after
careful stutly of such m a t ~ r i a l sas were then available, arrived
at the conclusion that Greek art made its influence felt in India in the third century KC.; and, in his opinion, the occasion
which led to its introduction across the Indus was the victorious campaign of Alexander the Great, follocved by the
founding of the Hellenic killgdoms on both sides of the Indus after the death of Alexander-ie., in the period of the
Hellenic Diadochi.
Griiuwedel distinguishes two periods of Indian art in antiquity: ( I ) T h e older, which sI1on.s the predominance of
Persian ideals, dates from the time of Asoka, or the third
century 1i.c.; to this period belong the artistic finds of the
famous sites of Basahat, Sanchi, and Arnaravati, together with
several others. ( 2 ) T h e second period is that which he calls
the period of the Ganclhara monasteries, or the Grxco-Buddhistic period. Between these two Vincent Smith interpolates
the Iudo-Hellenic school.
It is very probable that the terra-cotta objects which are
found at Eorasau date from the time when .4lexander's successors were founding their kingdoms o n the northern frontiers of India. T h e neighborhood of Peshawar seems to have
been the centre from which the ideas of Greek art became
\videly disseminated, even reaching, as we have seen, as far
as Kliotan
In I<hoLan i llad the good fortune to procure a number
of images of Buddha, cast in bronze and copper, and like-
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wise unearthed at Horasan. 'l'hese, there can be no doubt,
belong to a later age, after the influence of Greek artistic
standards was completely swaimped by purely native ideals.
I am inclined to assign these bronzes to the fourth or fifth
century of our present era. T h e y exhibit the same characteristic attributes as quite modern representations of the god.
T h e illustration on this page depicts a bronze image of
Buddha of a different type, but likewise brought to light at

BRONZE BODIIISATTVAS FROM BDRASAN
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Borasan. It is a product of pure Indian art of an antique
period. A n especial interest attaches to this shield-shaped
object. A t the first glance the bronze would seem to consist
of seven distinct images of Buddha, one at the top and three
a t each side. In the ancient as well as in the modern religious art of India it is a quite common design to represent
Gautama Buddha surrounded by seven bodhisattvas. T h e
bronze we are now considering might be interpreted as such

G R I F F I N S F R O M NORASAN
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a design, tlie figure at the top being Buddha, with six, not
seven, bodliisattvas at his side. But Gautama is always represented on a larger scale than hi. attendant incaniations, and
in tlie bronze all six figl~rcsare tlie same size, and lzrger than
tlie seventh. I-Ience the subject of the bronze must belong
to another category.
'' r4 being," writes Griinwedel, " wliose spc.cial snttva, or
attribute, is bodhi, or tlie gift of recognition, gi\ es utterance
in tlie presence of a Uuddlia, and while ill the act of doing
some piousdeed, to tlie desire that in a later reincarnation
he may be a Buddha. According to tlie teaching of Buddhism, Gautama Siddhartha (the Buddha) himself gave utterance to a desire of this nature in the presence of a former
I3ucld1ial and was preceded by six such Buddhas, each of
nhoni in his o\v11 time was the Light of the LVorld and the
all-embracing Predicate of Perfect Truth (L>harnia). Tlie
good decds ivhicli Buddha performs cause hini at each fresh
reincarnation to make a continual hislier advance through
successive grades towards absolute perfection, until finally, in
the heaven at 'Tusita, lic resolves to assume a fresh incarnation in human shape, so as to show sinners tlie way of salvation, and at last enter himself into tlie bliss of Nirvana."
T h e bodhisattva of the present gelierntions is hlaitrgya, or
hlaiclari, to give 1ii111 the narne by ~vhiclilie is known to the
hlougols. I visited his great temple at Urga on m y way
home in the year 1897.
Tlius we see that Gautama had six predecessors, or bodliisattvas, and will be succeeded by yet another, who will be
the last this present world will have. Now the seven figures
on the bronze shield represent the six bodhisattvas who preceded Gnutanla, and tlie one that is still to corne-namely,
illaidari ; I,ut Gautania Siddhartha himself is wanting. That,
however, is easily accounted for. Though Gautania himself
is absent, tlie aureole, or rayed circle, which, like a nimbus or
cloud of glory, surrou~idshis head, is clearly visible. Tlie
figure of 13uddIia himself, which was cast in a separate piece,
has simply been broken off (13. 756). IVhen complete it
almost certainly had the same appearance and shape as the
-
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image of Mucldha del~ictecl on the left in the illustration
below. T h e aureole, or wheel with spoltes, " of which none
is the last," played an important part in the religious spmbolisni of the Aryas of the Velia; indeed, it was regarded
by the Buddhists as a typical symbol of the Vedic religion
in general. In the Kzg- Vida the wheel is frequently em-
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ployed as a metaphor for poetic similes For instance,
Sakra, the God of Thunder, ~viththe lightning in his hand,
rules all men, even as the rim of the wheel holds the ends of
the spokes in its grasp" (Griinweclel).
Of the three illu~trations shown above, the middle one
represents a Buddha with a lotus leaf for a background
and the stalk of the lotus flower unrler his feet. In all
probab~litythe picture exhibited several similar leaves and
stalks. If that were ho, we should have a representation
of a bodhisattva, a variation of the subject depicted o n the
shield.
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,
to which these antiquities were discovered,
is, as I have already said, a very ancient town. T h e Sanscrit
name for it is Kustana. Tlie word is not identical, as many
believe, with the Mongol hliote~t (a town.) In the second
century B.C, the Chinese called it Yii-tliien. In his Nistoive
de Za KlLe de Kliotnfz, Abel R6musat ~ ~ u b l i s h etranslations
d
of several important passages relating to the place from the
Chinese chronicle, Ttzi-Lhs~zg--i-tz~?z~~-tshi.
From these passages we learn that the Emperor Wu-ti, of the Han dynasty,
who reigned from 140 to 57 u.c., \va\ the first Chinese monarch who sent emissaries to Kliotan. Under the Emperor
Ming-ti, in the year 73 A.D., tlie town was conquered by tlie
Chinese, and since then, except for longer or shorter periods,
it has been more or less closely dependent upon tlie Chinese
empire, perhaps at no time more closely than at the present
day
T h e chronicle already quoted contains, under the dynasties
'Tsi~i, Liang, Wei, Chow, Suy, arid ?'hang-i.e.,
for about
two centuries o~irvardfro111 the year 397-several interesting
notices of Khotan and its inhabitant,.
" It is a rich, populous, and flourishing kingdom." " They
are greatly devoted to the religion of 13uddha.l' " Tlie
women share in the feasts and gatherings at wliicli strangers
are present. They wear their hair in plaits, and ride camels
and horses in the same fashion as men." " All the inhabitants of that region have deep-sunlc eyes and big noses."
" By character the people are gentle and considerate of others,
but they are also crafty, flattering, and merry, as well as cer.
elnonious in their manners. ?VIien they meet they greet one
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another by touching the ground with one knce. They use
seals of jade (nephrite), and when any of them receives a letter
he touches his brow wit11 it before o ~ e i ~ i t it.
l g They divert
the~nsclvcs,dance, and sing, but are also \veil skilled in the
laws and in justice, and in the obser\rances of their creed."
" They burn their dead, and afterwards gather the bones
together, bury them, and above the grave build a 'chapel '
to Feo-tho (i.e., 13uddha)." Very probably these " cl~aljels"
contained bronze images of Buddha like those show17 on
pp. 756 and 760.
\Vl~at is of special interest to us is the ulldoubted fact
that their industrial arts had reached a high degree of developnlent. One of the numerous embassies which were sent
from Khotan to the Emperor of China carried with it, among
other gifts, a number of glass vases. In several partsof East
Turkestan, and not at Kllotan only, 1 discovered numerous
fragments of glass, \t~I~ich
plainly belonged to small plates,
mugs, cups, and ornaments of lotus flowers. Hut at the
present time the art of making glass is entirely unlcrio~vnin
East Turkestan. T h e chronicler further tells us that the
Khotanese were skilful fabricators of copper tankards and of
textiles. Moreover, they all used seals; of such I found
about a score a t Khotan.
According to the Chinese chronicle already quoted, about
the year 400 A.D. S h i F a Hian went to Khotan in order " t o
seek after the prescriptions of the law," and described a
religious festival, which he calls " t h e carrying round of the
gods." " O n the first day of the fourth month," thus runs
the Chinese traveller's account, '. the town n7as put through a
great cleansing. I he streets, market, and driving-ways were
sprinkled with water. T h e gate of the to\vn was hung wit11
carpets and perfumed draperies, and a great number of ornaments. T h e king and yucen and the ladies of the court
came and took their seats under the a;vning (or baldachin)
outside the gate. Kill h4a Ti, the chief lama of the temple,
walked in front of the image of Buddha; but when it arrived
within three or four Zi (about one mile) of the town, they got
ready a four-wheeled carriage, thirty feet high, and fashioned
r.
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like the ordinary travelling carriage. This was decorated
with divers kind\ of valuable ornaments, ribbons, and banners,
and upon it the image of Buddha was placed, between two
images of Pho-sa, and surrounded by other images of the
gods, all hung round about with a quantity of ornaments of
gold and silver and marble. i6'hen the image came within
a hundred paces of the gate of the town, the king took off
his tiara, and put on a fi-esh robe, and walked out of the gate
and went barefoot to the image of Buddha, bearing perfumes
and flowers in his hands. A s soon as he came near to the
carriage, he cast himself down on the ground, and laid the
perfumes and flowers at the feet of the god. A s the carriage
containing the image of Uuddha passed in through the gate
of the town, the queen and her ladies, who were waiting i11
the pavilion outside the gate, flung flowers over the god and
over the carriage. There tvere as Illany carriages as there
were temples, one for each, and fourteen in all. One day
was set apart for each procession, in such wise that the
first procession took place on the first day of the fourth
month, and the last on the fourteenth day of the same
month. When the carrying round of the images of the
wods was finished, the king and the queen returned to their
a
palace.
" A t the distance of seven or eight Zi (about two miles)
west of the town, there was a monastery called the new royal
temple. 'l'hey had been at work upon it for the space of
eitrhty years, and three kings had taken care for the building
9
of ~ t . Its height was, maybe, about 2 5 0 feet. It was adorned
with paintings and inscriptions engraved upon metal, and
covered with gold and silver, and embellished with divers
kinds of precious ornaments. Its highest part went up into
a tower. They have likewise built a temple to Ijuddha, the
buanls of which were ornall~ented~viththe most precious
carvings in wood. T h e columns, the gates, the windows and
their openings, were all covered with plates of gold. Separate rooms have been built for the priests, and they were
extraordinarily beautiful and ~velldecorated."
T h u s we learn from the Chinese chronicle that about the
11 -8
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year 400 Khotan was a city of some magnificence, and the
seat of a vigorous and flourishing cult of Buddha.
In another place the same chronicler tells us that there
were many temples and towers round about the town, and a
large crowd of temple servants of both sexes. T h e great
quantity of images of 13ucldha which have been unearthed
from the loess terraces of Borasan, some of which I discovered nipself, bear witness to the credibility of the Chinese
traveller. Even at the time of his visit Uorasan, tlie Birasana
of Indian writers, had beyond question been fo1- centuries a
focus of Uuddhism and a centre of pilgrimage in great favor
with the faithful. And the same deductions may be drawn
from the terra-cotta images, n.hic11 are at least seven hundred
years older; in fact, they date back to a time before there
was any connection between China and Khotan.
But since the fifth century the town seems to have gradually declined in importance. T h e chronicles speak indeed of
the embassies nrhich the kings of Khotan sent to the emperors of China ; but nothing 1iloi-e is said about magnificent
festivals.
W e also possess a legend about an image of Buddha, dating from the year 632, and n.hich at that time existed in the
town of Pi-ma, west of Khotan (possibly to be identified with
T h e image in question was twenty
the existing I'ialnia).
feet high, and was carved o ~ l tof sandal-wood. It possessed
certain wonderful properties, among others that of continuously emitting a bright licrht. In former times it was taken
9
to the town of Ho-lao-lo-k~a,whose wealthy inhabitants gave
themselves u p to luxurious living, and neglected their gods.
T h e n there came a rahn;l~,or learned man, seeking to worship the image. Hut tlie inhabitants of the place grew wroth
tvith the rahan, and buried hini up to the lips in sand. But a
pious man, who venerated the image of Buddha, conveyed
food to him in secret. 'IIThen the rahan went his way, he
said to tlie pious man ~ v h ohad saved his life, "Within seven
days there shall come a rain of sand and earth, and it shall
\vholly bury this city, so that every man within it shall die, save
thou only." Thereupon the rahan disappeared, and the pious
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man went and warned his kirlslnen ; but they all laughed hinl
to scorn. Then he went and hid himself in a cave; and on
the seventh day, after midnight, there fell a rain of sand ~vhich
l~urieclthe whole city. After that the pious man crept out
of the cave and went to P i - m a ; but he u7as hardly come
there ~vhen the image of Buddha transported itself thither
after him.
A s an instructive parallel to the legends which are in circulation at the present day about the buried cities of the
Takla-makan Desert, I will cite a passage descriptive of the
unhappy city of Ho-lao-lo-kia. '' I t is now nothing more than
an exteniive mound of sand. Several princes from other
lands have often desired to dig out the site, and carry off the
precious treasures and other objects which lie buried there.
Uut every time they try to dig the sand anray a violent wind
arises, setting up whirlwinds of smoke and a thick mist, which
sweep away the path and lead the workmen astray into the
desert."
A nian in Khotan told me that once he found a buried
city in the desert, and in the houses there were dead bodies
of people in positions ~vlrhicl~
seemed to prove that they had
been overtalzen by death suddenly, being enlbeclcled in the
sand in the same manner as the inhabitants of Pompeii were
smothered in ashes. Strangely enough, the belief is generally current in all that region that the city rvas sanded up
by a single sudden catastrophe-a
sort of revolutionary natural occurrence.
Now these legends and chronicle stories are not mere
dreams or creations of fancy. They rest upon an actual
substratum of truth; for in the Taltla-makan Desert (as I
shall preselltly relate) I shortly afterwards discovered two
ancient Buddhist cities buried i n the sand. But in their case
the process of sanding up must have gone on for thousands
of years.
Further, there exist also, from the same year, 632, accounts which state that the inhabitants of Khotan possessed
chronicles, and that their writing, laws, and literature were
derived from India. This statement is interesting in the

-
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light of the MSS. which I discovered, and which are probably not of Indian origin.
T h e same Chincse traveller whom I have just quoted, Shi
F a Hian, also journeyed in the seventh year of the reign
of the Emperor Thai' Tsung, of the 'l'hang dynasty, fro111
Kliotan to Lop - nor. Speaking of this journey, he states
that travellers going that way pass through the tonw of Niyang (z'.e., Nipa), so as to avoit1 going astray in thc marsh ;
Ni-yang marking in that direction tlie limits of the coulltl-y
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of Kiu - sa-tan- na, Khio - tan, or Kho-tan. This is the first
time the name Khotan occurs in the Chinese chronicle.
But the remarkable fact is that the Chinese traveller knew
Niya, a town which is not even mentioned by Marco Polo
six I~undredyears later. And yet at the present day, six
hundred years after Marco Polo, the Chinese traveller's description of Kiya and its situation agrees in all particulars
with the actual state of things, as I myself was able to verify.
On the other hand, Marco Polo's Pein, which ought to be
in the same region, cannot be identified.
Further on tlie Chinese traveller ~vl-ites:" If you go east
. therefrom (i.e., from Niya), you enter the vast expanse of fly-

i n s sand, so called because the sand is constantly moving,
and because, when it is driven by the wind, it forms waves
and hills. In that sand tlie traveller's track becomes blotted
out, so that many go astray, and, lost amid those boundless
expanses, where nothing meets the eye that can guide them,
they perish of weariness ; and this we know from the heaps
of bone. \vhicl~ you see in several places. In that sand
there is neither water nor green gro\ving thing; but a hot
wind often rises, which talzes away the breath of both nian
and beast, and not seldom is the cause of sickness. You
hear almost always shrill whistlings or loud shouts; and
when you try to discover whence they come, you are terrified to find there is nothing that ha3 occasioned them. I t
often happens that men then get lost, for that place is the
abode of evil spirits. After a thousand li you come to the
ancient kingdom of Tu-lio-lo. It is a long time since that
country was changed into the desert. All its towns lie in
ruins and are overgrown with wild plants."
hlarco Polo's description of the desert of 1,011 is so like
that of the Chinese traveller that one is almost tempted to
think that he borrowed from it certain of his impressions.
It is, l~o~vever,
extremely interesting to learn that, so far
back as I 2 jo years ago, the country to the east of Niya was
quite as much of a desert as it is now. A s for the ancient
kirlgdonl of Tu-110-10, and its buried cities, I will merely
state that, according to tlie Chinese rules of transliteration, T u - h o - l o is the same word as Tukhari (or Tolzhari),
and that Tukhari was used to indicate the people who in
the year r 57 B.C. dwelt at Bulunghir-gol, but subsecluentlj
migrated to West Turkestan, xvl~ere the existing name of
Tokharistan perpetuates their memory. Further, the word
TLI-ho-lo is the same \\lord as Takla; and there can be
hardly a doubt that the towns which I discovered, and
which the indigenous inhabitants call, as indeed they call
the entire desert, Takla-makan, were inhabited by this people. Finally, the little vil!age of Toklila, near Khotan, the
place in which the inhabitants of the buried cities found
refuge from the invading sand, also keeps alive the name, if
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not the me.mory, of that once po\verful people, a race who.
according to Klaproth and Vivien de St. Martin, were of
Tibetan origin.
'To return to the Chinese chronicle Tai-thsifzg-z-tu?zg-tshi.
After the year 632 it makes no further mention of the worship of I3udclha at Kholan. It does, ho~vever,contain other
notices of Khotan. For instance, in the year 964 it is said
that the people of Khotan venerated the spirits ; and in the
years 1094-97 that the inhabitants of Khotan, Arabians,
Romans, and other people, rewularly sent tribute to the Em?
peror of China. 'The Arabians had concluered the town
many years before that. T h e Arab chieftain Kuteybeh Ibn
lLIuslim took Kokand, in West Turkestan, iri the year 71 2 ;
and then passed on and conquered the whole of East 'Turkestan, and thence spread abroad the faith of Islam. Chronicles, called teskcveh, which narrate these events, are preserved at the tombs of the holy imams. I was fortunate
enough to acquire one of these teskereh from the tomb of
Imatn Jafer Sadik, north of Niya. But it cost the Arabs a
contest of twenty-five years' dilration to overcome the people
of the oasis of Khotan and force them to embrace the new
faith. Possibly the magnificent temple, described by the
Chinese traveller in the year 400, was then levelled with the
ground, for the Alohammedans abhor the temples of idols.
And anything they spared would most certainly have perished when the oasis was devastated and the city captured
by the &/Iongo1 hordes under Jcnghiz Khan in the year
1220.

However that may have been, it is incontestable that at
the present day IChotan does not possess a single relic of
ancient architecture, nor does it appear that any survived
even in the time of ilIarco Polo. He passed through the
town in the year I 274, and merely states that '' the people
are subject to the Great Kaan (i.e., Kublai Khan, the first
lLIongol Emperor of China), and are all worshippers of Mahommet. There are numerous towns and villages in the
country; but Cotan, the capital, is the most noble of all, and
gives its name t o the kingdom. Everything is to be had
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tlicre in plenty, inclucling abundance of cotton (with flax,
hemp, ~vlleat,wine, and the like). T h e people have vineyards and gardens and estates. They live by commerce and
manufactures, ancl are no soldiers."*
This brief account of the famous merchant of Venice
holcls good even at tlie present day, wit11 the one exception
that tlie present lord over Khotan is the Chinese (RIanchu)
Emperor, K\vang Tsii.
hlarco Polo tells us that in Kashgar and Yarkand he encountered Christians of the Nestor~an and Jacobite sects,
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"both of whom had their own churches " ; but he is silent
as to the existence of such Christians in Khotan. Now
among the objects which I found at Khotan was the extreinely interesting ancient niedal tlepicted above : it proves
that in former times Christian niissionaries did find their
way as far as I<liotan. In all probability it was the badge
of some Roman Catholic ilio~iasticorder. On the obverse
there is a figul-c of a monk cro~vned11y the nimbus, worshipping a crucifi~,ancl surrounded by the words s. A N D R E A
AVELIN.; on the reverse is tlie figure of a woman, St.
Irene, also crowned by the nirnbus ant1 holding a palni or

* Y U L E ,The Book of
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laurel leaf in her hand. With the saints' names to help us,
it ought not to be difficult to deter~nine the age of the
medal. Nor is this the only Christian emblem I discovered
in Khotan. I also brought home a rniiliature seraph or
angel in gold, a copper cross, and several Byzantine gold
coins.
God grant that the time may come when within those very
ancient walls, which have witnessed the successive supremacy
of the three predonli~lant religions of the world, the Cross
shall supplant the Crescent, even as Gautamn's temple was
forrnerly levellcd with the ground before the green banner of
the Prophet !

C H A P T E R 1,XIII
T H E BURIED CITY O F TAKLA-MAKAN

O N January ~ q t h1896,
,
I left I<hotatl~vithasmall picked caravan, consisting of four men and three splendid male camels ;
I also took with me two donkeys, to try wliat their staying
powers would be like in a forced desert march. 'The men
were Islam Bai and Kerim Jan, from Osli, and tlie t1vo hunters,
Ahmed illerghen and Kasim Akhun, who helped 11s last year
after our shipwreck in the desert of Talcla-niakan. Hitter experience had taught me that for a journey through the great
desert nre ought to be as lightly equipped as possible, and
therefore, on this occasion, I only took such things as were
absolutely and indispensably necessary, the result being light
burdens for the three magnificent camels. If this time we
should be compelled to abandon tlie caravan, tlie loss would
be tlie less serious.
I left my heavy baggage and the greater part of my Chinese
silver at the aksakal's house in Khotan ; hence sooner or later
I should be obliged to return thither. \re took provisions
for fifty days; but we were absent four and a half months,
and, consequently, during the greater part of tlie time had to
make tlie best of what t h e country afforded. hly first plan
was to explore Przhevalsky's Masar-tagh, and afterwards proceed east~vardthrough the desert to the Keriya-daria, with
the object of visiting on the way the ruins of an ancient town
wliich I had heard spoken of i n I<liotau. T h e return journey
was to be made southward, up tlie bed of tlie Keriya-daria,
and through the to~vnof Keriya, back to Khotan. How this
modest plan grew and developed into a formidable enterprise,
resulting in extremely important and unexpected discoveries,
the reader ~villlearn in the follow in^ chapters.
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Unfortunately, I omitted to take m y Chinese passport with
me, and it1 consequence came pretty near finding myself in a
fix; but this also ended well. According to my original plan
I never dreanled of coming into contact wit11 Chinese mandarins.
My instrunlents and other things required one box, the
kitchen appurtenances another; and to these must be added
several Rurc/ci~zs(double wallets of canvas), containing flour,
bread, rice, dried vegetables, macaroni, sugar,
tea, candles, lanterns, a
kettle and saucepan, and
divers other articles and
provisions. Lastly we
took furs and a large
goat -skin sleeping -bag
for my own use, some
felt carpets, two hatchets, two spades, one ketme?^ (a Sart spade or hoe),
ancl arms and ammunition. Tents arid beds
came under the head of
luxuries.
Throughuut
the whole of this jourar17 IIITIE-CAMEL O N THE J O C R K E Y
ney I slept, like my
F R O ~ I ICIIOTAN T O LOP-XOR
men,on the bare ground,
\vrapped
in
furs,
not.xvithstanding that it was the clepth of winter ancl the temperature went down as low as -7.6q Fahr. ( - 2 2 " C.). Uut then
we were able to procure an abundance of fuel, and spring
was comlllg on.
hIy new friend, Liu Darin, thought three camels were too
few, and at his own expense desired tn strengthen the caravan
with two more, and two or three additional men. There was
nothing I dreaded more than a cumbrous and heavy equipm e n t ; but I had the greatest possible difficulty to persuade
lli1n to abandon his purpose. \Vhen we rode out of the toivn

tlirougl~the ill;-su-dar a,eh (the A1;-su gate), notllincr \vould
?
do but he must liastcn on in advance as far as the \rlllage of
Hazrett - i - Sultan, where he ordered a large rcd tent to be
pitched, quite opclr on the side next the road, but provided
with rul awning upheld by poles ; \I hile its interior \vas furnished, in the Chinese mannel-, with chairs slid a table upholstered in red cloth. Here, u~iclerthe gaze of an enorn;ous
crowd of people, we convel-sed for a while, and smoked and
drank tea, before parting. 71'lien I mounted my splendid rididz-camel, and t o the ja11g1i11gof the animals' bells set off
towards tlic 1101-th,following the left bank of tlie Yurun-kasli.
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For four days \ve travelled through a barren region and scattered \\roods as far as I s l a ~ i ~ a b athe
d , last inhabited village;
there \vc: crossed the river on the strong ice.
I n the neighboring village of Tavek-kel, 011 the right bank
of tlie river, we gave tlie calnels a day's rest, and made our
final pi-eparations before striking illto the desert. T o the east
stretched the barren sand in a belt half as broad as tlie portion
we crossed the previous year between the last lake at the foot
of tlie nlasar-tngh and the Kliotan-daria. It was a much less
dangerous jo111-ney;for we kne\v that the sand was not so
deep, that we could always get water by digging clown to it,
ancl that we should find plcnty of tamaribks and poplars. ]Ire
e ~ ~ g a g e ctwo
l guides in tlie village, who had several times
\visited the buried city in search of gold ancl other valuables,
and who for fair I-emuneratiou promised to conduct us tllitlier.

O n January 19th we left the river and steered due east betweei; the sand-dunes ; which for the first few days were comparatively low-not more than six feet or so in height-and
there was still a scanty herbage. O n the third day the dunes
increased to fifteen and thirty feet high, and formed a network running east and west, north and south, with their steep
sides to the [vest, south, and south\vest, and with pyramidal
dunes piled up at the poitlts of intersection.
A s n rule our marches only lasted five or six hours a day,
as we were anxious not to overwork the animals. Every time

we encamped the same routine had to be gone through. Two
of the men set to worlc without loss of time to dig a nrell;
two of the others dug u p tamarisk roots for the fire; while
Islam prepared my dinner, and Kerim Jan busied himself with
the cainels and their pack-saddles. My work was to sit down
on my carpet, with my furs and felt boots on, and write down
my notes, sketch and measure the sand-dunes, their angles of
inclination, their height, their direction, and the like. T h a t
done, I went to the well, which by that time was generally
nearly ready. T h e first few days we found drinkable water
at depths of 7 ft. 10 in., 6 ft., and 5 ft. 6 in., with a temperature varying between 48.2' and 53.6" Fahr. (go and 1 2 " C.).
T h e ground was frozen to a depth of 84 inches. In the third
well the water was as fresh as river-water. Strange lo say,

we found both here and near the Yarkand-daria and the
Ughen-daria that the nearer the well was to the river, the
salter its water.
W e soon learned to know whether it was worth while digging or not. LLTherever a live tamarislt (yudgun) or poplar
(togyak) grew, or the ground consisted of sand moist near the
surface, there was pretty certain to be fresh water at a depth
of about six or seven feet. It was only at such places that
we encamped. Each day, when our march was drawing to a
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close, I sent a man on in advance to choose out the most
suitable spot to encamp in.
hlean~vhileas we advanced the sand-dunes grew l~igher,
and also became more barren. O n January 22d the dunes
were forty feet in height. Here again we encountered the
same curious accumulations of sautl that we found in the
western part of the Takla-makan Desert--that is to say, huge
massings of the sand-dunes in a north-south direction, parallel
to the two rivers, Khotau-daria and Keriya-daria. In the depressions between them lve generally found tamarisks, likewise stretching i n narrow belts from north to south, and indicating the places where the water came nearest to the
surface. These so-called davnns, or " passes," can hardly be
distinguished, except by changes in the perspective. A s we
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mounted the imperceptible incline on the west side of a davan,
or accumulation of sand-dunes, the eastern horizon appeared
to be quite near, and we could only count about a score or so
of sand-dunes ahead of us. But when we reached the top of
the passnTewere able to see over a vast expanse of the desert
ocean, and could count the sand-duncs by the hundred. A t
the top of every pass, therefore, nre made a short halt, to see
which direction offered the best chance of easy progress. If
from that position we were able to observe a tamarisk, tve
steered straight for it. Again and again it \vould be lost to
sight behind the sand-dunes, but just as often tvould reap-

T H E BAZAAR ,QTTiZVEK-KEI.

pear. Even when it seemed to be quite close to us, we invariably had a long tranip before we reached it.
On January 23d the dunes rose u p to nearly fiftv feet. I n
a depression we nevertheless found tn70 poplars with parched
and cracked trunki, but the branches still alive and ready to
burst into leaf. But that consunlmation was not vouchsafed
to them ; the camcls and donkeys ate them u p greedily. For
the animals this journey was a regular banting cure; for, as
it happened, it was the carnels' ruttiilg season, when they have
less appetite, hut are all the tnore inclined to fight. After
the first few days, honrever, they became tarno and docile.
By noon we reached a depression running from north to
south and abounding in &iiffrA-i.e., dead forest. Short tree
stems and stumps, gray and brittle as glass, branches twisted
like corkscrews from the drought, and sun - bleached roots
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were all that remained of the former forest. Beyond doubt a
river ran there some time or other, and it could be none other
than the Keriya-daria; for, as we have already seen, the East
'Turkestan rivers invariably incline to shift their channels towards the east. A few of the poplars were still alive, the last
survivors of a dying race, the last outposts on the edge of the
murderous sands, left behind and forgotten, as it n7ere, when
the forests which acconlpany the rivers followed the Keriyadaria in its movement towards the east.
For us, however, this strip of dead forest possessed great
significance. My guides Itnew that the ancient city in the
sand, which they called Takla-makan, was situated near its
eastern border. ' A s they said, judging fro111the features of the
country thereabouts, that we ought to be near it, and as we had
already come across some fragments of pottery, we decided to
halt and dig for water; and came upon it at a depth of 6 ft.
7 in. I then sent the two guides to try and find the ruins.
Meanwhile the other men took one of the calnels and fetched
a big load of wood from the dead forest, and that evening
and that night we made two glorious fires. And we had
much need of them, for the temperature generally fell a t night
to somewhere between 5" above and 4" below zero, Fahr.
(- I 5" and -- 20' C.).
O n January 24th we left the camp to take care of itself,
while, with the inen travelling as usual on foot, and carrying
spades and hatchets in their hands, I rode my caniel bareback
to the ruins, which were now in our immediate vicinity.
None of the other ruined sites I visited in East Turkestan
in the least resembled the curious remains we were now about
to explore. A s a rule the survivals of ancient towns in that
region consist of walls and towers of sun-dried, 01- at least
burned, clay. In Takla-makan, however, all the houses were
built of wood (poplar); not a single trace of a stone or clay
house was discernible. They were also constructed in quite a
different way. Although the ground-plan in many respects
resembled that of the modern houses, most of them were
built in the shape of a small square or oblong within a larger
one, and divided into several slnall rooms. T h e only por11.-9
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tions that survived were posts six to ten feet high and pointed at the top, nrorn away by wind and sand, cracked and
hard, but nevertheless as brittle as glass, breaking readily
when struck.
There were hundreds of these ruined houses; but I was
unable to make out the ground-plan of the city, nor could I
trace the streets, bazaars, and squares, because the whole of
the site, ivllich occupies an extensive area from two to two
and a half miles in diameter, svas buried under high sanddunes. T h e only houses which were visible above the allengulfing ocean of sand were those that were built upon
original rising ground, or now starid in the depressions between the sand-dunes.
Excavating in dry sand is desperate work; as fast as you
dig it out, it runs in again and fills up the hole. Each sanddune must be entirely removed before it will give u p the secrets that lie hidden beneath it; and that is a task beyond
human power-nothing except a buran can do that. All the
same I succeeded in making a sufficient number of discoveries to derive an idea of the general character of the an'cient
city.
In one of the buildings, which the men called Bud-khaneh
(the Temple of Huddha), the walls were still extant to the
height of about three feet. They consisted of Itamish (reed)
stalks tightly bound together in small hard bundles and fastened to stakes, and were plastered with a coating of clay
mixed with chaff, making a tough, solid, and durable building material. T h e ~valls,which were quite thin, were plastered outside as well as inside, and were decorated with a
nulnber of paintings, executed in a masterly manner. 'I'hey
represented female figures, somewllat airily clad, kneeling
wit11 their hands folded as in prayer. Their hair was tivistecl
in a black knot on the top of the head, and the eyebrows
were traced in a co~ztinuousline, with a mark above the root
of the nose, after the fasllion customary among the Hindus
of the present clay. W e also found pictures of men with
black beards and mustaches, in whom the Aryan type was
clearly distinguishable at the first glance; they \irere dressed
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in the same manner as the modern Persians. Resides these,
there were figures of dogs and horses, and boats rocking on
the waves-a strangely impressive picture in the heart of the
arid desert - ornaments, running borders of ovals, each enclosing the figure of a seated woman with a rosary in her
hands ; and, above all, lotus flowers in profusion. See the two
accompanying plates.
T o have carried away the wall, just as it was, was of course
utterly out of the question. I t will last well enough; but the
plaster and the paintings peeled off at the least touch. I
therefore copied the latter, taking the dimensions and noting
down the colors. In digging on the outside of the wall we
discovered a piece of paper, written in what were to me undecipherable characters, although many of them were quite
well preserved. Near the same spot we also discovered a
life-sized human foot modelled in gypsum. Like the paintings, it was executed with unusual refinement of taste, and
had plainly belonged to an idol, an image of Buddha. T h e
men's supposition that we were in an old Buddhist tetnple
was not improbable. T h e commanding position of the ruin
on elevated ground and the praying figures alike supported
their view.
A s there was nothing more to be found there, we attacked
another building. T h e outer surface of its walls was destroyed,
and only a few of the posts still remained; but these were
sufficient to show from the square holes and marks near the
top that the house had consisted of two stories, or like the
Persian houses, and like many of the dwellings in Khotan,
Kargalik, and Yarkand, was provided with a bada-khnneh (upper house).
In that place the sand was quite shallow, and by pure
chance the men's spades unearthed a number of gypsum figures in relief, each from four to eight inches high and flat at
the back, showing that they had served .as wall decoratiom.
They represented images of Buddha seated, against a background of lotus-leaves or a wreath of flames; women standing
with one hand outstretched and the other laid over the breast,
dressed in long, voluminous mantles, with hanging sleeves

and open a t the neck so as to show a necklace. T h e faces
were nearly round, and the hair was gathered up in a knot
on tlie top of the head. Tlie ears were very long, witli hanging lobes, as in Buddhist images of idols at the present day.
T h e eyes were almond-shaped and oblique; and at the back
of the head was a ring resembling a halo. Other figures represented women with bared breasts, holding a bow - sliapcd
garland over their heads. 'I'hen there itrere friezes of divers
kinds, fragments of pillars, beadings, and flowers - all in
plaster. Of each of these I took a s e l e c t i o ~ ~some
;
of tlle~n
are shown on p. 785.
In some of tlie other houses we also nlade discoveries,
though of less importznce. Tlius we found a long piece of
carved wooden cornice, tlie pattern of which I copied, a silkworm chrysalis, the axle of a wheel, wliicll appeared to have
belonged to a spinning-wheel or some inlplement of that kind,
fragments and handles of earthen-ware pitchers, a well -preserved single helix or wooden screw, and a n~illstoneof porphyry more than six feet in diameter, \vhicli was of course
at one time driven by running water.
Among the sand-dunes there were several traces of gardens.
'Truncated stems of the ordinary poplars still stood in rows,
marking the direction of ancient avenues. Nor were indications wanting that here apricot and plum trees had formerly
lived and thrived.
'Tlie xi~allsof this God-accursed city, this second Sodom in
the desert, had thus in ancient times been rvaslied by a powerful stream -the Keriya - daria--and its houses and temples
been watered by nun1erou.s artificial canals. Close to the
city, and along the banlzs of tlie river, luxuriant woods tossed
their quivering leaves in the breeze, n i the), still do beside
the existing Keriya-daria; and in the hot summer clays the
leafy apricot-trees gave cool shade to the inhabitants. T h e
streams were
enough to 112xke millstones revolse.
Silk \\Tas cultix~ated,and horticr~lture and the industries flourished. Tlie people who dwelt there manifestly knew how to
decorate their liornes witli good taste and a sensc of artistic
fitness.
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A t what period was this mysterious city inhabited? When
did its last crop of russet apricots ripen in the siin? When
did the sour green leaves of its poplars yellow for their last
fall? When was the trickling hum of its millwheels silenced
forever ? When did its despairing people finally abandon
their dweliings to the ravenous maw of the desert king?
W h o were the people who lived here? Ilihat was the
tongue they spoke? Whence came the unknon7n inhabitants of this 'Fadmor in the wilderness? How long dicl
their city flourish, and whither did they go when they saw
that within its walls they could no longer have a safe abiding-place ?
These are questions which I cannot definitely answer now.
I can only refer to what I have said above in the chapter on
the History of Khotan, reserving a full discussion of the
many difficult and interesting cluestions arising out of my
discoveries there for some future occasion.
This city of Takla-makan, for that is the name my guides
gave to it-we will retain the name, for it is instinct with a
wealth of mysterious secrets, of puzzling problems, which it is
reserved for future inquiry to solve-this city, of whose existence no European had hitherto any inkling, mas one of the
most unexpected discoveries that I made throughout the
whole of my travels in Asia. W h o could have imagined
that in the interior of the dread Desert of Gobi, and precisely in that part of it which in dreariness and desol a t'ion
exceeds all other deserts on the face of the earth, actual
cities slumbered under the sand, cities wind-driven for thousands of years, the ruined survivals of a once flourishing civilization? And yet there stood I amid the wreck and devastation of an ancient people, within whose dwellings none had
ever entered save the sand-storm in its days of maddest revelry; there stoqd I like the prince in the enchanted wood,
having awakened to new life the city which had slumbered
for a thousand years, or a t any rate rescued the memory of
its existence from oblivion.
However these questions may be finally answered, one
thing comes out as unquestionably true. Such highly de-
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veloped artistic feeling as is evinced in the pictures I have
described never existed among the Turki races who now inhabited East Turlzestan. There cannot be a doubt that the
city was of Buddhist origin. tVe may therefore conclude a
pyZbvi, and without fear of contradiction, that the city is older
than the Arab invasion led by Kuteybeh Ibn Muslim in the
beginning of the eiuhth century. Most of the saints' tonibs
*.
which from time to time I have had occasion to mention are
memorials of that proselytizing campaic~n. I have already
P
quoted the Chinese traveller, Slli F a H ~ a nwho
,
in the seventh century A.D. visited the Tukhari (Tokhala, Talzla, Taklamakan?), who dwelt east of the I<hotan-daria, south of the
'Tarim, and soutliwest of Lop-nor. If along with this historical testimony we consider the inferences that may be drawn
from the archzological data I collected, and from the observations I made regarding the rate at which the sand-dunes
move, we may form an approximate calculation of the time
which the sand has taken to travel from the city southwest
to the region in which the last sand-dunes are now met witli
alonw the northern foot of the Knren-lun mountains.
a.
Neither the fact that the wooden cornice with its carvings
was in a state of excellent preservation, nor the fact that the
camels and donkeys consumed witli relish the kamisli (reeds)
of which the \vails were constructed, will warrant the conclusion that the city belongs to a comparatively recent epoch.
T h e slow rate at which the sand-dunes move militates effectually against ally such suppositio~las that. hloreover, as I
have already mentioned, the fine, dry desert sand possesses a
certain power of conservinn organic matter.
?
In the region of the burled city the prevailing winds come
from the northeast and east, and are particularly violent in
April and hlay. It is in these ri~onthsthat the greater number of the kara-burans, or " black sand-storms," occur, which
carry on their wings such vast
of sand and dust as
to make day as black as night. In March and June come the
snrik - buvnms, or " yellow sand - storms," w11ic11, although less
violent, nevertheless possess an enormous carrying capacity.
During the other months of the year the wind blows less
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frequently and with greater variableness. O n January 25th,
with a tolerably strong southwest wind, I found that the crest
of a sand-dune travelled 44 inches to the northeast in the
space of forty-five minutes. T h e wind changed in the night,
and the top of the dune then returned to the southwest,
travelling 352 inches in nine hours. Assunling that in every
year there are on an average twenty-four days in which the
wind blows with hurricane violence towards the southwest,
and that on each sucli day it blows almost uninterruptedly,
so that a sand-dune will travel six to seven feet, it would travel
altogether about I 60 feet in the course of the year, and \vould
therefore require a thousand years to reach the point at which
the desert sand has now arrived in its journey towards the
south. A t the same time, it must be borne in mind that I
haye assumed the greatest possible number of burans in the
year, and hence have obtained a rninimum estimate for the
age of the city. Then, again, the sand-dunes do not move directly south, but to the southwest, a circumstance which increases the probable age to some 1500 years. Finally, we
have to take into account the less violent wind ~vhichblows
in the opposite direction, which probably adds yet another
five hundred years to the age of the city. Hut I shall be able
to return to this subject at greater length, and with exacter
data, after I have worked out the meteorological observations
rvhich I brought home wit11 me. W e inay further pretty confidently assert that the inhabitants of the town were Buddhists and of Aryan race. Perhaps it is they who have given
rise to the many legends about the people of Tokta-rashid
Nokta-rashid, against whom Sultan Arslan (Ordan Padshah) is
said to have fought. It may be that the city flourished at
tllc same period as Borasan.
A t this point I may perhaps conveniently interpolate a
few facts about the individual sand-dunes. T h e base is
orioinally half -moon shaped, with the convex side gently
a.
sloping to the windward, and a concave steep side to leeward.
A t each end in the direction of the wind the dune sends out
a horn or wing, which gradually tapers off, becoming lower
and ]nore pointed by degrces. When the dunes run into one
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another continuously, their original form is departed from;
they merge into each other and coalesce with their neighbors.
I11 spite of that, however, they always preserve the same
structural formation. Ilaily and hourly during a long desert
march you cannat detect any deviation in this respect. O n
the sheltered side their angle of inclination is always thirtythree degrees, and from this they vary very little indeed. O n
the windward side, on the contrary, they incline at all angles
from twenty degrees to o n e ; sometimes they are even vertical, or overhang the foot, sloping as much as ten degrees
i;rzside the top outer edge. If you disturb the sand at the
base of the dune on the leeward side, fresh sand trickles
down from the top, and a groove gradually shows itself running akt the way up from the bottom. This marks the line
at which the sand is packed closest, owing to its being exposed to the greatest wind-pressure. Hence, as soon as the
groove has worked its way to the s u ~ u m i tof the dune, it is
easy to discern a double inner structure-namely, two series
of strata, one parallel to the windward side, the other to the
leeward. This structure, which corresponds to the lines of
cleavage in a crystal, runs right through the dune from t o p
to bottom. T h e fine delicate rippling of the surface is merely
secondary and superficial, quite independent of the inner
structure. I t travels at ~ n u c hgreater speed than the sanddune itself. With a moderately strong wind it will move g &
inches in the hour. These ripplings on7e their formation t o
the drift-sand, which, swept along by the wind, impinges
upon the summit of the dune and trickles down o n the leeward side, where the sand is always loosest, since it settles
through its own inherent weight, and is not consolidated by
the pressure of the wind. It is impossible for camels t o
climb up the leeward side of a dune. When such an obstacle
confronts you, you have no choice but to a o round it. In the
?
level spaces between the dunes the sand is also loose, so that
the camels sink in to a depth of seven or eight inches. W e
always aimed, therefore, to keep as much as possible along
the crests of the dunes ; there the animals only sank in half
an inch or less.

-

'The davans previously mentioned consist of itltlumerable
sand-dunes heaped together, one on the top of the other, and
appear to stretch across the entire breadth of the desert.
Each davan, with its accompanying depression, has a breadth
of about a mile and a quarter. A section of the whole in
profile would give an undulating, denticulated line, the denticulations being the sand - dunes and the undulations the
greater upswelli~lgsof the surface. T h e latter are probably
due to the original contours of the desert, such as they existed
prior to the irruptiorl of the sand. In this part of the desert
the great upswellings run north and south; hence it is not
improbable that they have been determined by the courses of
ancient rivers, or that the sand has accumulated along the
strips of land that mere never inundated by the rivers when
they changed their beds.

. CHAPTER LXIV
A CUKIOUS SHEPHEKI) RACE

OURguides, being now superfluouc;, were sent back. They
returned over our trail, resting at the wells we had dug. I
continued my journey with the four Inen who started with
me from Khotan.
O n January 25th we crossed eight davans, running to
eighty feet or more in height, though towards evening, when
we halted, we found water at a depth of six feet.
T h e next day the sand was heavier, as we worked our way
across eight davans. Beyond the eighth we came upon a
nuinber of tamarisks and dying kamish (reeds) in a depression, and were tempted to make a halt, although we had not
gone far. T o the east there was a huge davan, looking
through the haze like a distant mountain. W e held a council of war; it was decided to see first what lay beyond the
formidable davan. It was as much as 130 feet high, and was
the biggest we had so far encountered. A t sight of it the
men became very much depressed. T h e camels tramped
aloncr at a slow, sluggish gait, but the donkeys lagged a long
9
way 111 the rear.
A t last we reached the top. But, to our amazement, there
no longer was any davan ! Still, we could not see far ahead,
for the atmosphere was laden with dust from the last storm.
Shortly afterwards we observed the track of a fox and found
a dead wild duck. Tamarisks and other desert plants were
more numerous. T o our unspeakable delight the sand-dunes
became lower and lower. W e saw the footprints of men
and of horses. W e emerged into the open, where the tall,
bare poplars faced us in serried lines of forest. W e discovered a deserted hut, merely a roof resting on its up-
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rights. That night we encamped on the banks of the
Keriya-daria.
T h u s we had successfully crossed the strip of desert and
reached the river, whose luxuria~ltvegetation was a delightful
sight to eyes which for a full week had rested upon nothing
but yellow ~ ~ e l l sand.
o ~ v A t the spot where we halted for the
'<
night the rlver was 105 feet broad, and covesed with a substantial sheet of ice, through which we hacked a hole, that
proved rnore prolific than the ~vells\Ire llad lately dug in the
desert. T h e camels were given their fill of the icy cold
river-water. W e killed our last sheep, built up a n enormous
log-fire, and were all in the best of spirits, despite the fact
that the dust-laden atmosphere obscured the view and shut
out the stars above our heads. T h e hut had evidently been
visited the day before, judging from the remains of a campfire, and the fresh tracks, which the wind had not yet obliterated. But we saw nobody.
O n the following day, January 27t11, we directed our
course northward, keeping along the left bank of the Keriyadaria. O u r chief concern no\v was to find some one who
could give us information about the river. It had never
before been visited by a European, and its course north of
the town of Ke;iya was merely marked on our maps ~vith
a dotted line. 13ut not n soul was visible. W e plodded
on hour after hour, sometinles through thick poplar nroodb,
sometimes through thickets and fallen bl-anches, and dense
beds of yello~v,withered kamish ; sometimes malting detours
among the sand-dunes, wherever they approached so close to
the river-bank as to con~pletelysupplant the forest
I he glittering river of ice wound away to the north with
innumerable shal-p turns, sometimes spreading out into lakelilte expansions, so that the opposite bank became lost to
sight in the haze. W e frequently crossed forest-paths, which
disappeared again in the undergrowth, and saw innumerable
spoor of \vild boar, hares, foxes, roe-deer, red-deer, and the
tracks of tame sheep, and s o n ~ e t i n ~ eeven
s
the imprint of a
human foot; but the forest was as silent as the grave-not a
sound did we hear. All the sheep-tracks and foot-paths of
r .
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the shepherds went towards the south. W e began to be
afraid it was the time of year when the shepherds drive their
flocks nearer to Keriya, and that we should not meet any of
them.
When the day, and with it our march, was nearing its
close, we passed, a short distance from the river, a bed of
reeds surrounded on all sides by primeval forest. There we
were agreeably surprised to hear the bleating of sheep. A
large flock was grazing peacefully among the tall kamish.
There must be people somewhere in the vicinity. W e
shouted; we whistled. There was no answer, nobody appeared.
I sent all four men into the forest, each in a different direction, \vhile I stayed behind with the camels. At the end
of a good half- hour Ahmed Merghen came back accompanied by a shepherd and his wife, ~vlio,terrified by our appearance, had fled and hidden themselves in the underwood.
'They were soon reassured, however, and showed us the way
to their sattma (reed hut), which was not very far away.
There we spent the night. T h e poor shepherd was crossquestioned unmercifully. In fact, I thorocrghly turned him
inside out, exhausting the \vhole of his not very extensive
stock of knowledge about the things of yesterday and to-day,
and storina them all up in the pages of my diary.
?
" W h a t is your name ?" I asked ; and was told in answer:
'' Hussein and Hassan."
When I remarked that the double name seemed rather
unusual, the nlan explained that Hassan was really the
name of his twin.brother who lived at Keriya, but that he
himself always used both names, as they were twins. Hussein then told me that to the north, as far as the river
reached, were shepherds, camped with flocks and herds, but
at long intervals apart, and they belonged to rich bais in
Keri ya.
T h e separate flocks ranged between three hundred and
two thousand sheep. T o each shepherd is assigned a particular district, beyond which he has no right to trespass,
and in which he lives the whole year through, wandering
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from one \voodland tract to anothcr, and stopping ten or
twenty days at a tinle at each axkid (sheepfold), according as
thr. pasture holds out. For instance, our friend Hussein
(and Hassan) 11ad the run of thirty aghils situated within
two days' journey of one another. T h e o\vner of his flock
lived in Keriya; and every spring and autumn came to
shear the sheep and count them, as well as to bring maize
flour and other necessaries to the sl~epherds. Husseiu himself only went to tonn every other year. From Kotchkaraghil (the ram-fold), the point where we struck the river,
Keriya n7as distant only four days' journey. Farther down
the river there were shepherds -\\rho had only been to Kel-iya
once in their lifetime ; nay, we actually met a man, thirty-five
years old, \vho had never been there, and could not conceive
what a town or bazaar was like. Most of thcm, however, do
visit the town from time to time.
The forests of the Kerija-daria below the t o ~ v nwere inhabited by about a hundred and fifty people, constituting a
o n the
conlmunity apart, cut off from all c o m ~ ~ ~ u n i c a t iwith
oiitei- world, far from all roads, inaccessible to every authority, surrounded on all sides by the grim silence of the desert.
T h e shepherds never see a human being, except their
nearest neighbors and the bais jo~~i-neying
to their aghils
-.
lower down the river. I hey are thel-efore half wild and exccssively shy, born ancl bred as they are in the depths of the '
primeval forest. T h e only things they ltnow anythiilg about
are the vatc chino and lceeping of their sheep, how to shear
P
them, hoiv to d r ~ v ethem to the pastures, how to cut down
young trees and branches for them, iuilk them, and in due
scason separate the lambs from their mothers. They also
make maize bread, build their sattmas or reed huts, diu wells
5'
when the river gives out, or cvhen the! are at a dlstaucc
from it, and other simple occupations of the kind. T h e
hetmen (a Sart spade ~viththe blade fixed at right angles to
the shaft) ancl the bnltn (axe) are their most important tools.
I n fact, they always carry the latter on their backs, pushed
through their girdles.
I t had surprised me to find that the shepherds of the
11.710
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Khotan-claria lived alone, leaving their wives and children
at Khotan; and I thought to myself that were I a shepherd and married, I should take good care to have my wife
with me out the rein the woods. But Khotan-claria is, we
learned, a thoroughfare, though not a very frequented one,
which the Chinese sometimes use, and the shepherds were
afraid of the license with ~vhichthe Chinese sometimes treat
the native women.
It is otherwise beside the Keriya-daria. There there was
no road, and the shepherds had their families with them.
Hussein and his better half, who tvas childless, in their loneliness reminded me somewhat of Adam and Eve, except that
they were clothed from head to foot in sheepskins.
With regard to the river, Hussein told me that shortly
above Keriya it is distributed through numerous ariks (irrigation canals) to the fields in the district, so that the river
almost disappears. It is no doubt partly for this reason that
none of the travellers who have been to Keriya-Przhevalsky, Pievtsoff, Grombtchevsky, Dutreuil de Rhins, Littledale - have thought it worth .cvhile to explore the river.
With the exception of Pievtsoff, they have all delineated its
course on their maps far too short.
Below the town were many copious wells, formed by the
overflow from the ariks. These again serve to feed the
river anew. For this reason the n2tives say that the river
gets larger the farther it goes, although it might be expected
that the reverse would be the case; but the assertion is of
course only partially correct. In June and July, when the
ice and snow melt on the mountains of Tibet, the flood
comes down and fills the river to the brink ; but it is nevcr
so swollen but that it can be forded in several places. T h e
flood which goes past the irrigation canals is called nk-su, or
L' white water," because it comes from the melting snows ; in
contradistinction to Kara-su, or " black water," which comes
from natural springs. T h e water sinks rapidly in the autumn, and by the end of November freezes in large detached sheets, which become piled up one above the other,
so that the river looks larger than it really is.
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A t the time of our visit the river was in this, its winter
stage. It was expected that if the atmosphere remained
clear and still the ice would break up in twenty days' time,
otherwise it would be longer. LVhen the thaw sets in it
causes a spring flood of considerable volume. After that
the bed is dry for a couple of months, and the shepherds are
obliged to dig for water for the~nselvesand their flocks. To
be brief, the Keriya-daria exhibits precisely the same characteristics as its neighbor, the Khotan-daria, though in volume and length it is far inferior.
Hussein afterwards went on his way to the south and we
to the north, marching along a dry channel which the river
abandoned fifteen years ago in favor of a new bed which it
ploughed through the sand two iniles to the east. This it
now follows for a day and a half's journey, although it again
exhibits a tendency to trend to the east. T h e belt of forest
and reed-beds still remains beside the abandoned channel,
living 011 its soakage water. But the time will come when
the roots will fail to reach down far enough ; then the sand
will get the upperhand and the forest will die down, forming
strips of kottek (dead forest), like those we observed near the
ancient buried city. Meanwhile new woods will grow up beside the newly made channel.
011the evening of January 28th we met near Kurruhadhi7z (the Ilry Bed) three more shepherds, with a flock of
400 sheep. These men enjoyed the right of killing twenty
sheep a year for their own sustenance ; to which were added
as extras all those that were mutilated by wolves or wild boar,
or those which broke their legs or in any other way became
disabled. Fifteen a year was the average number they
counted upon getting in this way. Allowing for this, it
required three years for a flock of 400 sheep to increase to
550, but as the bai's forest pasturage was not able to support
more than 400 sheep, sixty or seventy were sold off every
year in Keriya. These and the two shearings of wool in the
year constituted the bai's profits from his flock. In Keriya
a first-class sheep cost about three and sixpence, and even a
fairly good one could be bought for a little over a shilling.
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AFTERa day's rest we pushed on again, still in a northerly
direction. W e now always took a man with us to guide us
through the woods. W e often rode through primeval forest,
in which the trees were large and stood close together, and
where the camels had great difficulty in malting their way
thl-ough the underwood, while I had to keep a sharp lookout
to avoid being swept off my carnel by the hanging branches.
O n January 30th m7e passed the point where the nen7 riverbed again reunited with the old. 'There the river reached
the noble breadth of a hundred and ten yards. T h e ice was
fourteen inches thick ; in some places as bright as a lookingglass, in others thinly sprinkled with dust.
For the space of ten days the atmosphere remained charged
with fine dust, whicil, lifted by the wind in the early part of
the year, floats about in the ail- a long time before settling
back to the earth again. Every year at this season the atmosphere beco~llesdust-clouded in this way-a very unwelcome visitation to the shepherds, for it is so fine that it feathers every blade of grass as nit11 a light down, causing the
sheep to have strangles. I t settles on everything, coloring
the yellow sand-dunes white, so that tracks made across them
appear as dark lines, even at a great distance.
On February 1st the river began to show a Inore marked
tendency to trend to the northeast. I had already conceived
the idea of crossing the whole of that part of the Desert of
Gobi fron. south to north, and trying to reach the T a r i ~ n
River. It was therefore rather disturbing to observe this
deviation of the stream to the rigl$, for it might possibly
beconle more pronounced the farther we went. T h e river
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inight even turn eventually and flow parallel with the Tarim,
nlaking direct for Lop-nor, which of course it could never
reach ! Each day the problem became more exciting. Would
the expedition succeed, or should we be compelled to retrace
our steps the u7ay we had come?
Yugan-kum, the district we reached that day, answered
well to its name of the " Mighty Sand," for the river was
o\-erhung by high barren sand- dunes, which presented an
almost perpendicular face to its channel. On the south,
however, they were bordered by a steppe, where we again
found shepherds. One of the111 accompanied us as far as the
wooded tract called 'Tonkuz-basste (the Hanging \Vild Hoar).
,.
I here two shepherd families were living like savages, camping in the open air round a fire. They were surrounded by
a number of small children, whose only garment was an open
fur coat. 'Thev \liere in charge of three hundred sheep grazing near by, but had also other live-stock-namely, a cock,
three hens, a pigeon, and a couple of dogs. 'Their household
utensils, consisting of wooden dishes for baking, milking, and
meals, were strewn about the ground. 'They kept their drinking-water in skins and \vooden tubs, the latter hollowed out
of the stems of poplars, and their flour in bags. I also ob(copper cans), knives, a pair of scissors,
served a few hz~fiz~pns
wooden spoons, a datnra (two-stringed musical instrument),
felt carpets, a, cooking-pot, a horse-hair sieve for sifting flour,
and a few articles of clotlling. Two of the men wore the
most extraordinary foot-gear I had hitherto seen-naniely,
the foot of a wild camel, with its hoofs and everything complete. T h e shepherds and their families were easily tamed,
and even submitted to being sketched.
Two of thcse shepherds told me that a day's journey to the
northxvest there was another ruined town buried in the sand.
They called it Kara-dung (the Ulack Hill), because the tamarislcs cvllich grew on the sand-dunes close by looked black in
contrast wit11 the yello~vsand.
February 2d and 3d were sacrificed to a visit to the place.
On the way thither we made an interesting discovery~lamely,that we were riding in the dry bed of a river,
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which ended among the sand - dunes in the vicinity of a
little pool of salt water called Sisma- koll.* Here again
the river had deviated to a inore easterly course ; but at one
time it manifestly flowed close past the ruins of the totvn.
This town was built on a smaller scale than the other, but
its buildings belonged to the same epoch. I found tlle same
style of paintings on the plaster, though in less good preservation, the same style of architecture, and the same building
materials. One structure, quadrilateral in shape, with its
opposite sides 279 and 249 feet long respectively, resembled
a caravanserai. I t was built round a court-yard, in the middle of which was a smaller square house. In another house
the beams of the substructure were extraordinarily well preserved. I did not make any discovery of unusual interest,
but studied the manner in which the houses were constructed, the beanls joined together, and the fireplaces arranged. I found, however, the axle of an ads (cart), showing there had once been roads there that could be driven on ;
and there were a vast number of shards from earthen-ware
vessels.
These ruins are known to the shepherds and hunters of
the Khotan-daria. lLlp Inan Kasim, the hunter, had been
there once before. I t took him five days' travelling from the
Khotan-daria. But, curiously enough, none of these men had
ever thought of extending their journey one day farther to
the east, where they would have found water in abundance,
people who spoke their own language, sheep, bread, and
evervthing they needed. As they only took, on a donkey,
bread and water sufficient to last ten days, they had consey ~ ~ e t l t lonly
y
been able to stay one day among the ruins,
\"here they spent the time, as usual, in searching for treasure.
Both the forest-dwellers beside the Khotan-daria and those
beside the Keriya-daria were thus in the habit of visiting the
place occasionally, yet they had never met each other! For
this reason the former did not know of the existence of the
Keriya-daria; neither had the latter ever heard of the Kho-

*

"

Kiill" is t h e same word as

"

kul," and means "lake."

tan-daria. Uotll alike called the place by the same name, and
for the same reason, the contrast bet~vecnthe black patches
of tamarisks and the yellow sand-a proof that geographical
nomenclature. even it1 that remote and isolated region, is not
meaningless.
1lnvi11gexanlined the ruins of Icara-clung, we returned to
the Keriya - daria and continued our journey. As cve advanced the river became more irregular, and shed off, as it

SUUSTI<UCTIJI<E O F A IIOUSE
In the second ancient town of the desert west of the Keriya-daria

were, a number of side-arms \vhich formed marshes. Neal'Tonlcuz - basste it divided into two branches, which lo~ver
down, toxvards the north, gradually diverged. T h e shepherds told me that seven or eight years ago the currelit
flowed almost entirely through the right or eastern branch,
but subsequelltly returned to the left branch, in ~vhichit was
flowing at the time of my visit. This year, ho~vever,the
winter water had begun to creep back into the eastern arm ;
atid they expected the s u ~ n ~ l i efloods
r
would folloiv it. 'Thc
two channels thus alternate xvith each other. Every year
the sediment \vhich the stream brings down settles a hand's-
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breadth thick at the bottom, thus raising the bed and driving
tlie water to seek a lonrer level in the other channel. A t the
extremity of the eastern branch, which was accompanied all
the way by woods, there were several small salt lakes, situated
four days' jo~lr~iey
from the forest region of Katak.
I call attention to this alternation in the river's bed because
it inay serve to illustrate the ease with which streams change
their cliannels in this level country. We were destined to
find the same conditions at Lop-nor, only that i n the case of
the Keriya-daria it is a river which shifts its bed, whereas at
Lop-nor it is a lake which changes its situation.
O n February 4th we were the guests of the shepherds who
live in the woods of Arka-cliatt (the Farther Island, or strip
of land between two river-beds). T h e next day the physical
conditions of the country assumed a very different aspect.
O n both sides tlie river sent off innumerable branches, which,
generally mere ribbons of ice, sonletimes cut off entirely from
the main stream, wound away into the woods, and disappeared.
T h e belt of woodland as well as the reed-beds became gradually broader, so that cve seemed to be marching across a sort
of tropical delta. S o far as the eye could reach there was
not a sand-dune to be seen. How far would these, for us, so
favorable coilditions continue towards the north ? Were these
woods connected with the forests of the Tarim ? These questions were c o ~ ~ t i n u a lin
l p my mind. Every day we came across
shepherds, who did not know how far the river went. O n the
evening of the 5th we encamped at Chugutmek with four
shepherds, who were in charge of 800 sheep and six cows.
A t Sarik-keshmeh, a place we reached on February 6th,
the river was still 260 feet broad, and looked as if it would
continue another 500 miles. It is worthy of note that the
powerful current of the Khotan-daria, which in summer conveys such large quantities of water right through the Taklamakan Desert to pour thetn into the Yarkand-daria (which
unites with the Ak-su-daria to form the Tarim), dies away during the winter to a narrow ice-bound ribbon wliich fails to
reach as far as Buksem, the point where I struck the river
last year after that terrible march across the desert. This is
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due to the fact that the Khotan-daria is fed exclusively by the
melting snows and ulaciers oi northern 'Tibet; whereas in
?
both autumn and w ~ n t e rthe much sn~allerKeriya-claria receives important additions from springs.
Nevertheless our river, which had hitherto been such a
splendid guide to us through the desert, did come to an end,
worsted in its fateful struggle with the desert sand. For

upon reaching the woods of Katak on February 7th we
learned that the river only continued another day and a
half's journey to the north ; beyond that stretched in every
direction the eternal sand.
At Katak we halted a day with a forest-man, Mohammed
Bai, a coinical old fellow who had spent his whole life in the
woods, and did not know wllether the country belonged to
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Yakub Beg or to the Chinese. 'These people never pay any
taxes, and therefore never come in to con tact with the Chinese
authorities. Probably the Chinese have no idea that the woods
of the Keriya-daria are inhabitecl. Otherwise these natives
would assuredly be tasecl like all the rest.
'l'he water which was the11 Ao~vingpast Katak mas said to
be only ten days old. It flowed underneath the ice as through
a pipe, and froze on piece by piece, so that the ice stretcl~ed
like a long tentacle towards the north.
I was astonished to hear that three years previously a tiger
had come up from the river to the sattmas (shepherds' reed
huts) at Katak, and carried off a cow. illohammed Bai and
his shepherds brought back the remains to their carllp-fire in
order to save the hide, and then' went off and drove their
sheep into the folds. I11 the mean time the tiger reappeared
and resu~nedhis meal, althougll the cow was lying close to
the fire. \i\'llen he went away the shepherds saw by his trail
that he had gone down-stream, i.c., north\vard ; but after a
few days he came back and struck across the desert towards
the east. It is very seldonl tigers are seen in those parts.
'This was very encouraging nen-s ; for I thought that possibly
the tiger might have come froin Shah-yar, on the Tarirn, £01in the n7oods there tigers are conimon. I3ut the old man was
doubtful about i t ; and told us that to the north the sand was
high, and that, even if there did exist a river called the Yarkand-daria, or Tarirn, it would certainly take us two or three
months to reach it. 1)uring the thirty-five years lie could
look back through, the current of the Keriya-daria had certainly never diminished; but he had remarked that the sand
had increased, and encroached inore and more upon the
woods. According to XIohammed Z3ai the desert on the
north reached to the end of the world, and it took about
three montl~sto get there.
Although quite cut off from the outer world, witli his
wife, his sons, and their children, NIohammed 13ai was a Mohammedan, and punctually said his prayers; for, "if I did
not," he explained, " the wolves and wild boar would soon
annihilate my flocks."
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These forest -men pray daily to Hazrett-i - ICIusa (Moses),
who is said to have been a shepherd himself, and is their
patron saint. On the other hand, they do not know the
names of the months or clays of the week. But their mothertongue they have not lost -for your native language follows you, like the influenza, to the uttermost ends of the
earth. I t sounded pretty much the same from their lips as
it did anywhere else in the country; slight dialectic variations
and a greater paucity of diction being the only differences
observable.
IVhen I aslted these people whether they did not esteem
themselves lucky to be left in such absolute freedom, and,
above all, at having no dealings with the Chinese officials,
they ansn~ered that they thought the wolves and wild boar
were just as great enemies as the Chinese.
O n February 9th we pushed on northward again. T h e
river, ~vhichhad been nearly 280 feet broad near Katakthis, however, at a lakelike expansion-now
shrank to fifty
feet, and wound through the impenetrable forest in a hesitating manner and by a series of sharp turns. T h a t evening
we again encamped in the ~vilderness,for we had left the
last of the shepherds' huts behind us. A t that point the
river had dwindled down to little more than a brook some
fifteen feet across, with a volume of not more than tkirty-five
cubic feet of water in the second.
After our last guide left us the day before to return to
his own place, we had followed the rapidly failing stream,
sometimes through tamarisk thickets so dense that we were
forced to cut our way through them wit11 our hatchets, sometimes through small kan~ish- beds or across sand - dunes
sparsely overgrown with vegetation.
I t saddened me ~ v h e nwe at length reached the point
where the stream died away in the sand, under a sheet of
soft ice, the river finally giving up its desperate struggle
against the desert. All the same, the dry bed served us yet
one day longer. It was narrow and deep, being generally
reached by the summer floods, and its banks were occupied
by primeval forest, so thick that nothing short of fire could
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effectually clear it. A t intervals there were tunnels throligh
the thickets, along n.liic11 the ~vildboar penetrate to the river
for the purpose of uprooting the reeds that grow in its bed.
r.
I he landscape reniinded me in some respects of the creels
winding ariiong tlie dark date-palms at Ijasra (Hussorali), on
the Shatt-el-Arab.
O n the evening of February 10th we encamped in the
river-bed, and, digging for water, found it at a depth of six
feet. 'I'hcre for the last time we heard tlie wind I-ustling in
the leaves of the poplars, which mrere still left hanging sere
and yellon. fro111 tlie previous autumn. O n every side the
eternal sand lowered u l ~ o nus. Once raore we were about to
confront its a~vfulpon-ers of destruction.

WHERE 'I'HE \IIIT,D CAhlEL 1,IVES

IN my castle-building mome~ltsI had often conceived the
wish to see a wild camel and possess its skin; but never,
even in 1 1 - 1 ~wildest dreams, did I imagine I should make
such close and intimate acquaintance with that remarkable
animal as now proved to be the case. Although I had seen
a stuffed specimen in the Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg, brought home by Przhevalsky, and knew that Littledale and Pievtsoff and his officers had shot them, I could
never help thinkinm of the animal with some degree of scep?
ticism, and always lmagined it enveloped in a sort of mystic
glamour.
Lest, after this solemn exordium, the reader should be deluded into thinking I am a mighty Nimrod of the gun, I
must hasten to explain that I have never shot a wild camel
in my life. I11 the first place, I am no sportsman-a fact to
which I owe the advantage of havitlg had time for many
a scientific observation that othertvise would not have been
made; secondly, I am short-siahted, which entails the great
?'
disadvantage that the quarry 1s out of range before I have
got a glimpse of i t ; and, thirdly, even though I had been a
sportsman, I should assuredly have hesitated to send a ball
into such a noble creature as thc wild camel. Then I always have the feeling that there is nothing very clever about
taking a life which you have not the power to give back
again ; and, failing that power, it appears to me yuestior~able
how far a man has the right to kill unnecessarily.
As, however, we were now approaching the special haunt
of the wild camel-namely, the most inaccessible parts of the
Desert of Gobi, I naturally was anxious not to lose the op11.-I I
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portunity of getting a skin, which I hoped would eventually
reach Stockholm. My own shortcomings as a sportsman
were more than counterbalanced by Islam Bai and the two
men from the Ichotan-daria, who were all keen hunters, and
were consumed with desire not only to see this animal of
which they had merely heard, but also to assail it in its
desert home. In fact, the wild camel was our chief topic of
conversation all through the forests of the Keriya-daria.
My wise friend, Ahmed the Hunter, declared positively :
" T h e y are descended from the tame camels kept by the
dwellers in the ancient towns "; and let Przhevalsky think
what he may, I have a suspicion that Ahmed is right. If I
may judge from the collectiol~of terra-cotta camels which I
discovered at Borasan, and \vhich are probably two thousand
years old, the camel was even then regarded as the chief domestic animal of the country; and what is more reasonable
to suppose than that the buried towns in the Takla-makan
Desert maintained communication with China and India by
means of t h e m ? When the sand advanced, smothering the
vegetation and filling up the cllannels, these ships of the
desert no doubt found opportunity to free themselves from
the tyrannical yoke of man. In their freedom they have increased to such an extent that they are now found in numbers both in this and in other parts of the Desert of Gobi.
T h e supposition is perhaps bold, but to me it seems probable, that if we could trace the wild camel's pedigree, we
should only have to go back a hundred generations or so in
order to reach the tame camel. And for this belief I will
now adduce a few reasons.
Przhevalsky met with the wild camel in the Xltyn-tagh
and near Lop-nor ; and from the observations he made concluded that "all the present wild camels are strictly descended from wild ancestors; but they ha1.e presumably some
time or another been crossed with tame camels, which have
escaped from captivity. T h e latter - if indeed they were
capable of reproduction-must have left an offspring which
in the succeeding generations has become more closely
identical with the wild type." Dr. E. Haiin has also ex-
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pressed a similar opinion in his book, Die Hausthieve (Our
Ilomestic Animals).
Now this supposition naturally applies only to the camels
which Przhevalsky himself encountered. H e cannot possibly
refer to the camels in the neighborhood of the lower Kerivadaria, fol the sufficient reason that he had no idea of their kxistence. H e circumscribed the distribution of the wild camel
in the following manner: " It is the unanimous opinion of the
inhabitants of the Lop-nor region that the real home of the
wild camel is the desert of Kum-tagh, east of Lop-nor. It is
also found along the lower Tarim and in the Kurruk-tagh.
Along the Cherchen-daria it is rare; still farther west, towards Khotan, it is not found at all."
Dr. Hahn writes: " T h e deserts of Central Asia may be
regarded as the home of the wild camel. All desert animals
are widely distributed. I t is therefore fair to assume that the
wild camel at one time inhabited the whole of the vast desert
which stretches from the western borders of Further India
and North Persia up to ;\iIongolia. Where, and when, and
by what race, the camel was first tamed is absolutely unknown. Probably it was by nomad desert tribes who occasionally, perhaps, tilled the soil in the oases, but for the most
part lived by hunting."
Although Przhevalsky's description of the wild camel
agrees on the whole with the appearance of the camels that
frequent the desert north of the Keriya-daria, the latter cannot be unconditionally relegated to the same category, seeing
that they apparently inhabit a limited region, and that there
is no connection between them and the camels of Lop-nor.
What is true in the one case is not necessarily true in the
other. Around Lop-nor wild blood may predominate ; north
of the Keriya-daria tame blood predominates. In any case,
the difference between the tame and the wild camel is, from
a zoological point of view, almost negligible. Here again I
may quote Dr. Hahn : " T h e wild camel differs from the tame
camel nlerely through the absence of fat under the humps,
which is thus a characteristic of the domestic animal." For
my own part, I found that the three wild camels we shot had
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quite respectable stores of fat under their humps, though not,
indeed, in quite such large quantities as in the tame camel.
,.
I he first time ive heard the wilt1 camel of the Iceriva-daria
mentioned was at T o n k u z - basste, on February 1st. 'I'he
shepherds thereabouts had not, indeed, seen them themselves; but they had sornetimes ol~servcdtheir tracks in the
sand whicli approached the edge of the forest. After that

not a day passed without sometl~ing being added to our
knowledge of their characteristics. hlany of the shepl~erds
farther down the river had actually seen them either singly
or in herds of five or six. l'hey told me they rese~ubled
their tame kindred to a hair, \iTereof the sarne size, moved in
the same way, and exhibited the same habits. T h e ruttingseason, too, was the same - namely, January and February;
and even the impressions of their feet in the sand n7ere precisely alike.
I was told that the wild camel was excessively shy, and that
as soon as he obser\ed he was being followed he fled like the
wind, and did not stop for tn70 or three days. He had a positive terror of the smoke of a camp-fire; and the shepherds
declared that no sooner did he scent burning wood than lie
went off altogether, and kept away a long time. Once, a
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long time ago, somebody brought a couple of tame camels
down the river, but even after they were freed from their
pack-saddles the wild camels avoided them like the pest, apparently considering them enemies quite as dangerous as
tigers and wolves. 'The shepherds declared further that the

wild camel ilotices at once the pea and cord in the tame
4
camel's nostril, with which he is disciplined, and immediately
scents his congener's burden, whether flour or meal or
sheep's - wool, or whatever it may be, and notices that its
humps are flattened and its hair chafed by the pack-saddle.
Although I am not a zoologist, I will nevertlielcss venture
the supposition (which, however, I was in a position to modif y later on) that these very qualities are simply traits of ata-
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vism, proofs that the mild camel was at one time tame; and
that the generation which now wanders so freely among the
sand-hills of the Desert of Gobi still retains an unconscious,
instinctive terror of everything that recalls the slavery of
their forefathers-the
time when they stood bound by the
carnp-fire, when the tyrant man bored a hole through their
nostrils with an awl, and when their humps were pressed
and their hair chafed by his cruel burdens.
Mohammed Bai, the last shepherd we met near the river,
who had spent all his life in the desert and forest, was as
familiar with the habits of the wild camel as he was with
those of his sheep. In fact, the ten or twelve persons of his
little aghil lived chiefly on the flesh of the wild camel during
the winter months. H e had shot three that year in spite of
a wretched g u n which would not kill at more than fifty
paces, so that he was obliged to conceal himself in the eye of
the wind and patiently wait until a camel came within range ;
for the moment the wild camel scents danger he sets off as
hard as he can gallop, and does not stop for one or two days.
T h e previous year the old man contrived to capture a young
one, not more than a week old. T h e whole of the spring
and summer it grazed with the sheep, and became quite as
accustomed to people as any tame camel. Then it unfortunately died.
I t might perhaps be inferred that the ease with which the
wild camel becomes used to men is but another trait of atavism, were it not for the contrary fact that the tame camel
quite as readily forgets that it has been the slave of man.
When my caravan came to grief in the Takla-makan Desert
the previous year one of the camels succeeded in reaching
the Khotan - daria alone, and ranged the forest for several
days uncontrolled. When Ahnled the Hunter found him
the animal was half wild, and fled in terror at his approach.
A s a rule, however, the tame camel is a cantankerous and
unamiable beast at the best. I-Ie never becomes so domesticated as the horse. If you attempt t o pat him you run the
risk of being kicked, and if you stroke his face he utters a
discontented scream and emits a foul-smelling mucus. The
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camel I rode during this expedition was an exception to
this rule: he and I were on the most cordial and confidential
terms. But, then, he had found out that I never did him any
harm or touched the rope in his nostril.
I was further told that the wild camel lives in the deepest
part of the desert, and knows the depressions in \vhich a few
~ o p l a r sand tamarisks grow sporadically. In summer the
river flood travels a considerable distance beyond the last
human dwellirin and so tempts the wild camel to come
a'.
down to drink in herds and get a good meal of kamish.
In winter, according to Mohammed Bai, he does not drink
a t all.
H e avoids the forest and never enters the jungle-like undergrowth, for there his view would be restricted, and in case
of a surprise he could not get away with sufficient rapidity.
H e loves rather the open wastes of the desert. If the tame
camel is the ship of the desert, then assuredly the wild camel
is the Flying Dutchman, who sails and sails and never
founders, not even in those terrible places where the tame
camel suffers shipwreck.
O n February 9th we had our first intimation of his presence, in that we found a tuft of hair on a bush. T h e next
day, in the dry summer bed of the river, we came across numerous fresh tracks and droppings. O u r hunters were more
excited than ever, made long detours on the outskirts of the
desert, but returned with nothing, except that they had seen
a herd of seven head disappear into the desert.
'I'he following legend regarding the origin of the wild
camel is current among the shepherds of the Keriya-daria :
God sent apevesh (spirit) from heaven to earth, and there he
was changed to a dz'va7teh (dervish), and was bidden go to
Hazrett Ibraham (the Patriarch Abraham) and ask that he
would give him, a poor man, animals from his flocks and
herds. For twenty days Abraham gave the dervish a thousand animals daily, the first day sheep, the second day goats,
then yaks, horses, camels, and so forth. T h e n God asked
the dervish if Abraham had fulfilled his request, and the
dervish answered that Abraham had given him all that he

possessed, so that he was now a poor man. Then God ordered the dervish to give all the animals back to Abraham ;
but the latter hesitated to take thern, saying that what he
had once given he would not take back. 'The dervish carried Abraham's answer to G o d ; and God commanded all
the anilnals to be homeless, and to wander about the earth
without an onrner, and any man that was so minded might
freely take them and kill them. Then the sheep became
arkharis (~vildsheep), the woats tekkes, kiyik, and maral; the
a.
yalis fled to the nlounta~ns and became wild yaks; the
horses were changed to khulans (wild asses) ; and the camels
sought refuge in the desert.
O n February I 1t11 we marched through a transitional
region, in which the river-beds became less distinct, the forest gradually ceased, the tamarisks grew rarer and the sand
higher, although as yet it did not cause us any difficulty.
Every nocv and again we sighted a solitary poplar growing
along the line of the river-bed, now, however, choked with
sand, while between them stood rows of dead tree-trunks as
brittle as glass.
Over country of this description we pushed on all day.
T h e tracks of the wild camel were now so common that we
no longer paid any attention to them. I11 the afternoon we
reached a tract where the old bed of the river was more
easily distinguishable and the tamarisks more abundant than
in other places.
Kasim, who always went on ahead with his gun over his
shoulder looking for the best road, stopped all of a sudden,
as though he had been struck by lightning, and, crouching
down like a cat, signed to us to stop. T h e n he crept in
among the tamarisks with the noiseless stealth of a panther.
W e at once became aware of a herd of wild camel two hundred paces away.
I alrvays had my field-glass ready to hand, and was therefore able to follow the hunt that ensued from beginning to
end. Kasirn was armed with his primitive flint-lock, Islam
Bai, who followed after him, had the Russian Berdan rifle.
LtThen Kasim fired the camels started, gazed a few seconds

attentively in the direction from which the danger threatened, t l ~ e n turned right round and went off towards the
north at a trot. They did not, howe~,er,travel very fast; possibly they had not recovered from their surprise, or did not
quite understand what it ~ v a sall about. I he camel at which
Kasim shot went off at a slow, heavy, clumsy trot. \tie ran
after the ani~naland came up with him the moinent after he
fell. H e was still alive; but a knife-thrust in the neck put
an end to his sufferings.
T h a t evening the camp was all excitement, bustle, and
talk. W e bad almost given up hope of even seeing a wild
camel, and yet there one lay-I had almost said as large as
life-before us.
I of course examined the creature from top to toe. It
proved to be a twelve-year-old male, about the same size as
our tame camels. T h e hair was short, except on the underside of the throat, the neck, the top of the head, the humps,
and the outer sides of the upper part of the fore legs, so that
in comparison with our domestic camels he looked rather
bare. H e measured 10 feet 10 inches in length from the
underlip along the belly to the root of the tail ; was 7 feet
in girth between the humps; the soles of the fore feet \Yere
8a inches broad and 8: inches lung, and their pads were
coarser and less worn than those of the domestic camel.
T h e hoofs, too, were lonver and Inore clawlike, so that they
P
left a plainer itnpression In the sand tlian those of the tame
camel. T h e upperlip was a little less indented and shorter;
the underlip did not h a n g ; the eye was wilder. T h e humps
were smaller, tnore regularly shaped, and more erect. T h e
humps of the tame camel, on the other hand, in consequence
of the work he does and of his larger secretion of fat, hang
over a good deal. T h e color was brown slightly tinged with
red, a little lighter than the tame camel ; the hair was remarkably fine and soft, and free from flaws.
But there was no time to be lost. T h e sun had set and the
evening was growing chilly: at 9 P.M. eve had 16.9" Fahr.
(-8.4' C.). " W e must save the skin," I said; but Islam remarked that it was a camel-load in itself, and that just nc;w
c.
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we must keep the animals as lightly laden as possible, partly
because n7e had the desert before us and partly because we
had to carry ivater. There was a moment's pause of doubt,
nrhich was cut short by Kasim, who had shot the camel,
roundly declaring that the skin should go with us even if
he had to carry it himself.
T h e work was now redistributed. Islam and Ahined
skinned the camel; Kasinl found out the most likely place
to set to work to dig a well; while Kerirll Jan looked after
the camp generally and tended the camels, which were kept
tied up that night in case they night take a fancy to go off
and join their wild kindred. Meanwhile I got 111y own supper ready, and, as usual, ~ v r o t edown my notes and ~vorked
out the day's route.
Late in the evening we all assembled round the fire. T h e
camel's skin was so heavy that it took three men all their
time to drag it to camp; the head and feet, it is true, were
not yet cut off. T h e men still had several hours' work beside the fire before the skin was all off and ready t o be
spread out on the ground and strewn with warm sand. T h e
latter process was repeated several times during the night ;
the sand absorbed the moisture, so that the skin decreased
very considerably in weight.
T h e well-digging, on the contrary, came to a less satisfactory conclusion. Kasim d u g away indefatigably; but at the
depth of 10feet 6 inches the sand was still relatively dry, so
that the task was given up.
We therefore made up our minds to stay where we were
the whole of the following d a y ; for we had learned by dearbought experience that it is fatal to venture far into the
sandy desert without water. W e . resolved we would not advance more than one day beyond our last well. When we
could no longer find water we would retrace our steps, although there is nothing I dislike so much as returning over
the road I have gone.
All search the next morning, February 12th, for a more
promising spot for a well was fruitless. Kasim, therefore,
set t o work again courageousl~r upon the old one, and at
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the depth of 13 feet 8 inches actually succeeded in getting
water. Its temperature was 56.7O Fahr. (13.7' C.), although
the surface of the ground was slightly frozen. W e let down
a roughly made ladder to the bottom of thc well, and with a
bucket hauled up the water, ivhich trickled very slo\vly out
of a stratunl of sand between two strata of clay. First of all
the camels and donkejrs were allowed to drink their fill ; then,
during the course of the day, four goat-skins were filled ; so
that we were able to strike camp again on the 13th with a
clear conscience. T h e camel-skin, after its treatment with
warm sand, mas sufficiently light for a donkey to carry, although I must admit he always lagged sadly behind.

CHAPTER LXVII

TI~I~OU
dead
G I woods
I
and past solitary dying poplars we
made our way northivard, over the rudimentary sand-dunes.
F o r another half-day's march we were able to distinguish
plainly the old river - bed, although the water no longer
reached it. 'The sand - dunes, however, increased in height
from twelve feet to twenty, and then to twenty-five. Vegetation became sparser, while both east and west the barren
sand-hills, rising up like mountain-ridges, approached quite
near to the desiccated river-bed.
Immediately after we yuitted the river-bed, we saw on our
left a herd of six wild camels quietly grazing and resting-a
big tnale, two young ones, and three females. Strange to
say, they allo~redus to approach xvithin two hundred yards,
so that I was i n a position to get a good look at them and
observe all their movements, particularly as the sun was
h i ~ band the atmosphere clear. T h e big male camel was
lying down quietly beside a poplar, and the others stood and
gazed at us with fixed attention and wonderment, but without sho\ving any inclination to flight.
As we were travelling at a slow rate, Islam Uai was enabled
to creep round them to within fifty paces. But the aiii~nals
soon perceived there was danger in the air. T h e big male
got up, and the herd moved slowly off towards the northwest,
thus crossing our route and passing the tamarisk behind
which Islam was lying in ambush. Islam fired, and the male
camel, after going three paces, fell. Mihen we came up with
him a few minutes later lie uras dead. T h e ball had entered
the neck, making a wound so small that we had some difficulty
in discovering it, for the flow of blood remained in the hair.
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H e was a magnificent specimen. But the desert was spying upon u s ; tvt' durst not tarry, even to save a second wild
camel's skin. 'The men, however, cut the fat out of the
humps ; it proved a \velconie addition to our rice - pudding
(pillau). \Ve also took a good supply of the hair for tuiisting into ropes, for we needed some.
T h e humps on this camel were much more developed.
T h e anterior hump rested on seven spinous processes of the
dorsal vertebrze; the posterior hump on six. T h e seven
processes were very prominent, whereas the six scarcely
projected at all above the general level of the spinal cord.
Between these apopliyses, or spinous processes, stretched the
tough yellow tendons; and as the fat was merely kept in
place at the top by coilnective tissue, it ~ v a seasy to cut it
out. T h e carcass was allowed to remain ~vliereit was, as
i-lhrned said, a choice dastarkhan (tit-bit) for the wolves and
foxes. T h e first camel that we shot and skinned became as
hard as a lump of ice during the night, and no doubt the
live ones would fight shy of the places where their dead relatives lay for a long time to come.
W e had not gone far before we surprised a second herd of
five wild camels, one male, tivo females, and two young ones ;
these also were incautious. After moving about fifty paces
or so away they stopped and waited until we were quite
near, then they shambled a few yards farther. This manceuvre was repeated three times. Islam shot a she-camel
before I had time to stop him. T h e ball struck her in the
joint of the right fore leg and she immediately fell, dropping
into the posture in which carnels usually rest --that is, on the
callosities at the knees and breast. She turned her head to
the left, opened her mouth, thrust her lips into the sand, and
screamed wildly wit11 pain. Rltliough she never looked up
at us, I fancied I read in her dying glance an expression of
hatred and terror of her ancestors' tyrants, who had now come,
as it were, to punish the camels for fleeing from captivity. Just
as the knife was about to put an end to her torture she died.
I was ashamed at being the cause of this innocent and undoubtedly happy life being taken, and forbade any more shooting.
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O u r experience of the wild camel's shyness did not altogether bear out what the shepherds told us. W e saw no i n dications of either caution or swiftness, but were easily able
to get within short range. Moreover, we found that they
were very easy to kill, falling at the first ball, no matter
where it hit them, whether in the back, neck, or leg. 'That
they were so little on their auard, as well as lean, was no
?
doubt due to the fact of its being their rutting-season.
I t was both interesting and amusing to watch our three
tame he-camels. They got wind of the wild ones long before
we saw them ; and often, long before we perceived any herd,
they would gurgle, and lash their backs with their tails, while
the foam dropped in flakes from their lips. When they saw
the dying she -camel they were half frantic, and had to be
tethered; they ground their teeth and foamed at the mouth,
and their eyes, at other times so placid, rolled with frenetic
excitement.
During the next few days we saw several herds, and sometimes solitary individuals; in fact, we became so used to them
that a t last we ceased to pay them any particular attention.
They were generally browsing on the dry poplar leaves and
tamarislts, and when they turned to flee it was always in the
direction of the high sand-hills. They moved along the tops
of the sand- hills with amazing ease, though their gait was
every whit as shambling as that of the tame camels, and they
dragged their long ungainly legs after them in every bit as
ungraceful a manner. But while the humps of the tame
camel wobble and shake like lumps of jelly when the animal
puts on any pace, those of the wild camel remained motionless and firmly erect. Their scream had the same mournful,
melancholy note as the cry of our camels.
Meanwhile we lighted upon an unexpectcdly happy solution of the water difficulty; on the evening of February 13th
we only d u g five feet and came upon clear fresh water, with
a temperature of 4 2 . 1 ~Fahr. (5.6' C.).
On February 14th we accomplished a long march, although
the sand was sometvhat higher and living tamarisks and poplars scarcer; but there wcre plenty of dead woods all day.
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Sometimes the hard, white stumps were set as close as gravestones in a cemetery, and we were obliged to thread our way
slowly between them. Ilihen the camels' loads scraped against
them, they cracked with a noise like splintering glass. T h e
steep sides of the sand-dunes faced the southwest. O u r range
of vision was curtailed on all sides by high menacing davans,
to which we took care to give a wide berth. Every living
poplar bore unequivocal traces of the visits of the wild camel.
T h e bark and branches were eaten off as high up as the animal could reach. T h e reason we were still marching in the
old river-bed was partly because of the impediments caused
by the dead forest and partly because certain ridges and
ledges of clay, which a t one time evidently bounded the
river- bed, encumbered the spaces between the sand-dunes.
T h e farther we advanced towards the north the more the
original irregularities of the surface were levelled down by
the drift-sand, so that sometimes we were uncertain as to
where the bed of the river was. A camel-track which n e
followed for a long distance led us astray, in that it took us
too far to the \vest. A t our next camping-place, the twentyfourth since we left Tavek-kel, we found water a t a depth of
5 feet 5 inches. I t was quite as good as river-water, and its
temperature was 44.1" Fahr. ( 6 . 7 O C.). By chance we also
discovered, at a depth of eight and a half inches from the
top of a sand-dune, a layer of snow more than three-quarters
of an inch thick. It was covered over with sand and lay
parallel to the surface of the dune. This showed that it
sometimes snows in those regions; also that it blows in the
winter, for the sand-dune had increased nine inches in height
since the snow fell. This was the only time I saw snow in
the Takla-makan Desert.
O n February 15th we lost our way among the sand-dunes,
which sometimes rose to close upon IOO feet in heiwht.
?
T h e lee side of the dunes faced southwest, and the relation
of the height to the distance between the crests of two adjacent dunes varied on an average in the proportion of I to
I 2.8.
Poplars and tamarisks were very rare all day long, but
towards evening we came across another strip of vegetation.
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From the spot where 1i7eencamped we counted forty-two live
poplars. Only one camel-track was visible, and that an old
one, but tracks of hares and birds were not uncommon. Not
far off some hunter from the Keriya-daria liad put up several
poles as a sort of signal or mark, probably to indicate that
that was the limit of their range towards the north. Our
well that evening was 6 feet 3& inches deep, and its temperature 45.5' F a l ~(7.5
.
C.). ?'he ground was frozen to a depth
of five and a half inches; tlie water-carrying stratum of sand
rested on impervious clay.
February 16th. UTe continued our slow march towards
tlie north. Every day I anxiously reckoned the distance we
had travelled, and every evening counted the probable distance
that still separated us from the Tarim. Lire were very anxious
to reach it and say adieu to tlie perilous desert. Lluring the
forenoorl the sand was less high than tlie day before, and we
scanned the northern horizon impatiently for the first glimpse
of tlie forest-belt of tlie 'Tarim. An oasis of some seventy
vigorous poplars tempted us to halt. But Ahmed the Hunter
discovered the track of a panther, and assured me that those
animals seldoni travel more than a day's journey from water.
W e therefore went on again, for it was quite evident the
animal had not come from the south -from the Keriyadaria.
After that tlie sand -dunes rose again to fifty feet; the
region assumed its usual sterile and desolate appearance.
W e only t\vice saw signs of the wild camel. When the
light began to fail we took up our temporary abode round
an isolated poplar, which the camels soon stripped of its bark.
All through this part of our journey through tlie desert tlie
donkeys lived chiefly on the dung of the wild camel. It was
too late to dig a well, but \lie still liad some water left in our
goat-skins. Having found some fuel, we sat round the fire
talking, ivitli a blue-black sky full of glittering stars above
our heads.
T h e men were in splendid spirits, loolzing forward with
hope to the morrow. Kerim Jan loolzed after our five animals. Alimed and Kasim collected a heap of dry roots and
1 O
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branches. Islam crouched over the cooking-pot, with a long
spoon stirring the contents-rice-pudding, with onions, raisins,
and carrots, all boiling together in the fat from the wild camel's
humps. I myself lay on my stomach on my carpet, pipe in
mouth, writing up my diary by the light of the fire. Round
about us the sand-dunes arched their backs in weird silence.
T h e poplars looked lonely and disconsolate in the gleam of
the fire-flames. T h e stars seemed to fix 11s with their bright
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and penetrating glance, as if wondering whether we were some
of the dwellers of the to\vns of ancient days mysteriously
quickened into life again. And, indeed, who knotvs how many
graves of the dead that have slumbered for thousands of years
we trampled on in the countless footsteps n7e took over that
eerie s a n d ? Everything was so silent and still. I t would
have been altogether uncanny but for the fierce crackling of
the dry firewood. In that wonderful country I felt like a
king. R'Iine tvas the march of a conqueror. I had subdued
the land. It was mine; it belonged to me. I was the first
European who trod that unknown, long-forgotten region. It
was a grand thought that came to me by my own fireside.
I dozed off, and slept irnmodel-ately \veil.
Febrilary 17th. T h e landscape still continued the same.
T h e sand was high and heavy; davans appeared again, both
in the east and the tvest. One or two poplars were always
11.-12
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in sight, although they n7ere generally an hour's distance
apart. T h e lines which went from the one to the other still
stretched north and south, parallel with the Khotan-daria
and the Keriya- daria, not with the Tarim; and no other
sign indicated the proximity of this river. Upon reaching
a couple of poplars, where the ground promised water, w e
halted. Water we must have, for we had come to the end
of our own supply yesterday. W e found it at 5 feet 4 inches,
and with a temperature of 41.7' Fahr. (j.4' C.).
February 18th. T h e water took so long to run out that
we were only able to fill one tzdum (goat - skin) before we
started in the morning. T h e ground became heavier and
heavier. One davan was a good I 30 feet high ; ho\vever, we
slowly worked our way over the piled up sand-dunes till we
at length reached the cullninatilig point, whence the northern
horizon was barely visible a t an immeasurable distance. T h e
sand was everywhere absolutely barren, and resembled tlie
western part of the Takla-makan Desert. That day we were
all unusually silent. ilhmed the Hunter only laughed once ;
that was when I pointed down into a yan~ningcircular chasm
between the wings of two sand-dunes, and asked him if lie
would not like to slide down into the pit and fetch up a little
water. Islam ancl I had been in worse case, and our spirits
had their effect upon the others, who were beginning to feel
very downhearted. W e rested at a suitable place and dug a
well. A t five feet deep the sand was moist, but not moist
enough to promise water; so we gave up the 1x11. T h e
water-supply in the goat-skin did for the evening ancl morning. T h e camels were hungry; we gave them their packsaddles to eat. Tc~riceduring the day's march we crossed
the track of a fox, leading first a little way into the desert
and then returning ancl going due 1101-tli,and this served to
keep up our spirits. \\;hat in the world was the fox doing
there? 1,ooking for hares? Probabiy. But it ought to
have been able to find them nearer home. W e also saw a
raven flying i n the same direction. Ahmed thought he had
been to have a look at the two dead camels we had shot, and
was now hastening to the Tarim to fetch his kindred to share
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in the feast. Perliaps he was; all the same, the wind during
the past few days had been in the north !
Ah, well ! Our water was at an end, and the well was dry.
W a s there a similar terrible desert before us, and a similar
ghastly fate awaiting us, as in the western Takla - malzan ?
N o ; this time we would be wiser. LVe held a council of
war, and resolved to risk one more day's march to the north.
'I'he fox could not have come so very far from the T a r i m ;
yet the fox is a wily animal, a dangerous guide, and we made
up our minds to be on our guard against him.
If we did not find water 011 the morrow we were to return
to the well we dug at camp No. XXVII.

C H A P T E R 1,XVIII
T H R O U G H T H E FOKESTS O F T H E TARIM

FEBI~LJ.~~<Y
J ~ T E I . After travelling a couple of hours through
the high sand w e once more perceived signs of vegetation
towards the north - namely, the desert bush saksaul (A~zawhich in the Turki dialect of Kashgar
basis Ammode?~d~on),
and in that of Kliotan kiizwurt.. T h e saksaul
is called sak-sak,
appeared to be supplanting the tamarisk, for the latter was
conspicuously absent. IVe again observed signs of the wild
camel, hare, fox, and lizard. 'I'he ground between some of
the dunes consisted of what the Inen called shov-i.e., damp
clay coated with saline incrustations. Every now and again
we came across the yellow, wind-driven flags and sheaths
of kamish (reeds). 'The Tarim could not be very far
away.
T h e dunes were 2 5 to 30 feet high. From the top of a
davan or pass I at length saw a small patch of kamish, and
there we rested so as to give the camels a meal. Before
morning they had cleared the entire patch. A \{re11 \Ire dug
yielded water (40.3~Fahr., or 4.6" C.) at a depth of five feet;
but it was salt and bitter, so that even the ani~llalsrefused to
drink it.
Ahmed was at least easy in his mind: for he had made the
same observation I had-namely, that the water in the desert
wells always tul-ns salt when you are approaching a river.
A t any rate, it was a good omen on my birthday; for we had
now a sure indication that we were nearing the Tarim. In
the evening we filled several vessels with water draw11 from
the well, and when the morning came melted the ice which
formed on them during the night, and in that way got rid of
a good deal of the saline impregnations. All the same it re-
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quired an effort of will to get a few mouthfuls down, even in
the form of tea.
February 20th. 'The fox did not mislead us more than one
day. Before the morning was over the dunes had sunk first
to 16 feet, then to 6 01- 7 feet in height, while at the same
time they were less closely packed together, and a t length
occurred only intermittently. Tamarisks and poplars began
to appear singly and in scattered clumps; and at last we saw
in the far-off distance the thin dark line of the forests of the
Tarirn. What a glorious sight! All danger was now over.
Then the usual indications began to sho\v themselves-chigeh (rushes), the spoor of wild boar, the track of a horseman,
presurnably a hunter ivlio had recently crossed our line of
march, then the footprints of a barefooted man, in all probability a shepherd. But the most remarkable of all the signs
we observed were the fresh prints of the wild camels' cushioned feet. Perhaps, however, the wild camel haunts the
narrow strip of country south of the I'arim? I do not know.
T h e ground was now level and open, and vegetation became more plentiful, while at the same time the sand-dunes
gradually decreased in number. W e crossed over a dry
river-bed, which went from the west to the east, no doubt a
side - arm of the 'I'arim when the river is in flood. There
was still a small frozen pool in the bottom, and down to it
ran a recently trampled path. We ought to have encamped
there; but we did not. LUe pushed on farther, for we were
under the impression that another hour, or at the most two,
would bring US to the river. T h e forest grew thicker, but
was varied at intervals by open glades. O n e thing astonished us greatly: all the tracks of wild animals went east
and west, and so, too, did a furrowed road inade by the
wheels of an arba (cart). Hour after hour we kept plodding on towards the north. Hut silence reigned supreme;
there was not a token of life. It grew dusk ; we still kept
toiling on. It grew dark. W e searched in vain for the
river; and at last, at a late hour of the night, we fairly stuck
fast in a dense thicket. Wearied out, we encamped in an
abandoned sheepfold, and used up its posts and rails for our
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fire. It was the second night we \Irere without water, and
we were tormented with thirst. T h e men hunted about all
over the thicket, but without success, and had to give it up
and wait until the morning.
February 2 1st. T h e Tariln seemed to flee before us. All
day long we sought for water. IZut though we discovered
innumerable signs of men and horses going in every direction, yet of water we found not a trace. T h e road still led
partly through the primeval forest, in which the trees stood
so thick together that I had to use a stick to ward off the
branches and prevent them from striking me in the face,
and partly through luxuriant kamish steppes; and partly
again across barren sand with scattered tussoclzs of arass
?
and desert plants. T h e desire for water n7as so palnful
that two or three times tve attempted to dig a well, but it
was only labor wasted.
In one place we came across three sattmas (reed huts)
with bundles of reeds stacked up on their roofs. IVe also
observed tracks of men and cattle \vhich could not be more
than a day old. A patch of cultivated ground, and a post
and thrashing - floor, were further evidence of the proximity
of human beings. W e shouted. No answer came. T h e
forest ~ v a sintersected by several dried-up watercourses; but
not one of them contained even the tiniest pool. W e got
deeper and deeper entangled in the interminable forest.
All at once Islam Bai, who was in advance, shouted back
" Su !s z b !"(Water ! water !). And, rightly enough, there was
a large pool in the bottom of a deep winding watercourse;
but it was coated with thick ice. T h e caravan quickened its
pace. T h e men hastened to get out their axes and spades;
and in a couple of minutes they had hewn a hole and were
down flat on their stomachs drinking.
\Ve at once pitched our tent in a grove of grand old poplars. Putting all their strensth together the nlen dragged
forward two or three dry tree-trunks, and when night came
made a couple of huge bonfires which lighted up the forest to a
great distance. Once more we were getting on well ; but we
were even in better form when we heard a dog barking in the
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distance. Ahmed and Kasim hurried off in the direction
from which the sound came, and after being a good long time
absent came back accompanied by three men, whonl I questioned and cross-questioned. Among other things, they told
me that the first river- bed we crossed the day before was
called the Achick-daria (the Salt River), and that the forest
tract wre n7ere then in was known as Kara-dash (the Black
Pool). There were several shepherds in the neighborhood
in charge of some 4000 sheep belonging to bais in Shah-yar.
T h e following day we continued our journey towards the
northeast with a guide, and a t Teress crossed the Yarkanddaria (Tarim), which was I 70 yards wide. Although the ice
was tolerably strong, it bent and cracked under the weight
of the camels. ?'he aniillals were themselves afraid of getting a bath, and were, therefore, led across one at a time.
All the same, they instinctively straddled wide, so as to
spread their weight over as wide a surface as possible, and
kept their heads close d o ~ v nto the ice, so as not to hurt
themselves if their feet did go through. In the village of
Chiinen we once more enjoyed the luxury of a roof over our
heads, although the most primitive imaginable.
Here I paid Alimed and Kasim for the services they had
rendered me, for they were leaving us to return up the
Khotan-daria to Tavek-kel. I had taking a liking to these
excellent forest-men, and was really sorry to part from them.
But they were anxious to get back home in time for the
spring sowir~gs; they were also growing more and more uneasy every day as the distance increased from the districts
they were acquainted with. I gave them not only the money
we had agreed upon, but also the donkeys, and provisions to
last them all the way to Tavek-kel. They undertook to carry the skin of the wild camel to Khotaii, and they executed
the commission like honest fellows. My chief consolation at
parting from them was that I now really needed other
guides, men cvho were familiar with the forests of the Tarim
a n d the intricate river-channels of tlle Tarim system.
O n February 2gd we rode into Shah - yar, having been
forty-one days in crossing the desert of the Takla-makan, a
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journey in which we had made many uncspected discoveries.
I had mapped the Keriya-daria in detail, had proved beyond
question the existence of the wild camel in the desert north
of that river, had discovered a race of shepherds living in a
semi-savage condition, and, most important of all, had discovered two ancient cities. My first journey across the
'Fakla- makan had been disastrous ; the second proved a
series of triumphs. O n the first journey I sought for ruins
of an ancient civilization, and sought in vain; the second
journey clearly demonstrated that the thousand and one
legends of hidden treasures and cities buried in the sand
were not altogether old wives' tales.
While in Shah-yar, a bright idea occurred to me. Instead
of going back by the IChotan-daria, part of which I had already travelled down, \vhy not strike direct for the Lop-nor,
and oet my boating trip on it, one of the principal objects of
?
niy journey, done with once for all? Instantly certain objections presented themselves. Before leaving Khotan I had
not had the remotest idea of taking such a roundabout route
of some 1500 miles. I had only come equipped for an expedition of fifty days. The worst of it was I had not
brought a single map of the Lop-nor with m e ; and I had
left my general Chinese passport behind me in Khotan.
T h e amban of that place had, it is true, given me a local
passport, valid for the province oE Khotan. But I considered it as so much worthless paper, for we were only going
to travel through the desert; and yet, as events subsequently proved, it was really invaluable. Besides, though this was
of little moment as compared ivith the above mentioned objections, we had only our winter clothes and felt boots with
us, and my sketch-books, note-books, steel pens, tea, and tobacco were rapidly running to an end. But cecessity knows
no law. I had Przhevalsky's map of the Lop-nor by heart;
and, moreover, I intended to make a thorough topographical
examination of the entire neighborhood. As for the want of
a passport, I must endeavor to keep out of the way of any
Chinese mandarins who would be likely t o ask me for my
credentials. T h e clothing difficulty could be easily over-
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come: we could make light summer suits for ourselves in
Korla. In the same town we bought skin boots in the bazaar. I got some paper, though of wretchccl quality, in
Shah-yar; nevertheless, it did not impair the accuracy of my
slzetches. Kok-chai, or green tea, was to be had everywhere;
and if the worst came to the worst, I could make shift with
smoking Chinese tobacco in a nargileh, or water - pipe, although the Chinese mix \vith the '' weed " an evil-smelling
oil and clay-dust from a certain hill in China, under the idea
that they thereby add piquancy to the " srnoke." Islam Rai
managed to procure fresh supplies of wheat, rice, bread,
egg" and sugar. T h e camels' pack - saddles were mended.
Then, after a two days' rest in Shah-yar, we were fit and
ready for a venture.
But first a few words about Shah-yar. T h e little town clerives its water supply from the Tian -shan hlountains. A
short distance north of it the river Musart-daria (the River
of the Ice-pass), which flows to the southeast, divides into
two branches; one of them enters the lake of Pasning-koll
(the 1,ake in the Depression), while the other passes within
a short distance of the town, and contributes its water
throuo-11 several arik (irrigation ca1:als). A t the bifurcation
?
there is a dam, which holds up the water in the lake during
the summer and thus tends to prevent inundations; but
when the water is low the dam is left open, and the water
then serves the town, its villages, and cultivated fields.
Shah-yar (the King's Terrace) is ruled over by a beg, two
min-bashis, and several yuz - bashis. T h e first mentioned,
Ternir Beg (the Iron Chieftain), was displeased because I had
not a passport; he tried to prevent me from advancing
farther, and forbade his people to sho\v me the road. Hut
we outwitted him. There is a wonderful magic in Chinese
s e ! In the environs of the town are cultivated rice,
wheat, maize, barley, apricots, peaches, grapes, apples, pears,
melons, cotton, and some silk. T h e products of greatest
commercial importance are, however, sheep, hides, and wool,
which are exported to Ak-su. T e n Chinese merchants and
five from West Turkestan traded in the bazaar; also mer-
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chants from Kashgar, Ak-su, and Khotan. T h e only buildings in any way distinguished from the everlasting low clay
houses were a hhn~tcbnh(prayer-house), two madrases, and a
few caaraanserais.
I need not dwell at lenath upon our journeying through
P
the forest of Tarim, but will confine myself to one or two
episodes, which to some extent illustrate the character of the
region. I and the four men, with the three camels, left
Shah - yar on February 26th. After passing the cultivated
fields of the toivn, we travelled across bounclless steppes,
grazed by multitudillous flocks and herds. A t first our
course was to the southeast; and eventually we approached
the Tarim. A t the place where we struck it, the river was
called the Ughen - daria. From that point we steercd duc
east for several days, keeping between the Ughen-daria and
the Inchickeh-daria.
February 27th. W e were sometimes journeying through
the forest, son~etimes across the open steppe, dotted with
shepherds' camps. bVe encamped in a sattma in the wooded district of Yollbars-bashi (the I'lace where Tigers Begin
to Show themselves). A shepherd told me that the Achickdaria was in that region called the Arka-daria (the Further
River), that it only flows in the summer, and then several
days' journey to the east disappears in the sand. South of
that river, he said, the wild camel was not at all rare, and a
long way in the desert there were ruins of a town which nobody had ever seen, but which everybody had heard speak
of. Its name was Sliahr-i-Kijttek-i.e., the Town in the
Dead Forest--or else Shalir-i-Katak, a place which likewise
haunts the desert between the Yarkand-daria and the Kashgar-daria.
T h e same shepherd also gave me information about the
main stream of the Tarim. H e said that in June its flood
is truly enormous. It then rises every day for twenty days,
until it is 300 fathoms (or 600 yards) wide, and as deep as a
poplar is high-i.e., about 50 feet. I t remains in flood about
a month; then begins to subside, at first slo.vvly, then faster
and faster, until in the end of November the frost comes and
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sets its congealing hand upon it. T h e river, which always
freezes from the bottom upward, and thaws the reverse way on,
from the top downward, remains frozen for three and a half
months. Ten days later on, the shepherd expected the ice
would be so soft and brashy that it would be in~possible to
cross the river on foot. T h e current is lowest in the beginning of May.
February 28th. Every day after leaving the Achick-daria
we saw vast numbers of wild geese ; but at the place where
we encamped to-day, a deserted sattma in a glade of the forest kno\vn as Tuppe-teshdi, they were more numerous than
usual. Every three or four minutes a flock of from thirty to
fifty went sailing past, all going due east, no doubt making
for Lop-nor. Occasionally a group of four or five came lagging behind the maill body. S o long as the sun was up
they flew so high that they looked no bigger than little black
dots against the s k y ; but immediately the sun set they came
down to within sixty or seventy feet of the earth, and seemed
to sltim the tops of the poplars. Then we often heard a faint
gabbling, as though they were taking counsel together as to
which \vould be the most suitable resting-place for the niwht.
Some flocks, however, still kept up at a considerable heGht
durinv the night; probably they had not made such a long
3
day's journey as those which flew lower, and which evidently
meant to settle.
Marvellous creatures those wild geese ! They knew the
geography of the region as well as if they enjoyed the advantage of using the very best maps and instruments. They always flew in a long string one behind the other; and each
flock pursued exactly the same line of flight, over the very
same poplars, and towards precisely the same point of the
compass. Directly we heard them in the distance we knew
over which tree the first in the string would become visible.
,.
1heir instinct of locality is amazing. But no doubt they
have innumerable " sign posts " all along the road. They always corne down nearer the earth long before they settle, as
though they knew the next resting - place was not far off.
Once every year they make the extraordinary journey all the
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way from India to Siberia, and once a year back again, a
journey which it would take a human being a couple of years
to perform, at the cost of no sillall anlount of trouble. It
would be an interesting study for an ornithologist to trace
out the flight - routes of the wild geese and other migratory
birds across the Asiatic continent; a map depicting their
lines of flight would be invested with no ordinary value.
Along the Tarim basin they almost certainly follo~v the
course of the river. Lop-nor is with equal certainty an important rendezvous. Several flight-routes also intersect there ;
and there the wild geese, like the ~vild duck and several
Gmddatoa~es(waders), stay some time. But how do they get
over the lofty mountains, across the stupendous plateau of
T i b e t ? In the parts of Tibet which I afterwards travelled
through, I only observed wild geese two or three times. O n
the other hand, the Sarik-kol valley, and Lakes Rang-kul and
Chackillakden - knl, seem to marl< an important migratory
route. Another well-known flight-route is said to coincide
with the meridian of Kucha as far as the Tarim, and thence
down the river to Lop-nor.
T h e region through which we were then travelling was
known by the general name of Ughen ; but each sattma,
together with the portion of the forest and pasturage which
belonged to it, had a separate name. A s a rule, the houses
were constructed of clay, with a flat boarded roof; but in addition many of the people possessed light, airy summerhouses, with a projecting roof supported by pillars. O n the
whole, howe\~ei-,the shepherds of the 'I'arim led the same
sort of nomadic life as the shepherds of the Khotan -daria
and the Keriya-daria. But they were by no means so peaceful and good-natured: they often viewed us with jealous mistrust, and every homestead was guarded by half a dozen ferocious dogs.
UTith each day we advanced we gained a better insight
into the con~plicatedri~ier-system,and understood its character better. T h e main stream does not confine itself to one
channel ; but in its sinuous course through the forest cften
divides and reunites. A t D u n g - sattrna the Yarkand - daria
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(Tarim) was likewise known as the Yulnulag-daria (the Round
River), and its left-hand or northern branch as the Ughendaria. Gut in different parts of the forest the river nomenclature is extremely confused, and it is scarcely possible to
give a clear account of it without the aid of my detailed
itinerary map. I shall have occasion to return to this interesting hydrographical problem later on.
It was not an easy matter to make progress through the
dense forest, nor even across the open champaign, for there
the reeds stood ten feet high ; but, luckily, we had a trustworthy guide in Islam Akllun, from Shah-par.
O n March 2d we encamped on the bank of the Ughendaria, at a spot where the stream was quite narrow; and on
the follo\ving afternoon beside the clear blue waters of the
Inchickeh - daria (the Narrow River), which flowed with a
scarce discernible movement at the bottom of a deep and
confined channel.
March 5th. '1Ve halted for the day in the forest-tract of
Chong-tokai (the Big Forest), in order to give the camels a
rest ; and there we bought a sheep, and I took an astronomical observation. A t that place the Inchickeh - daria was
called the Chayan, and was twenty-six feet wide and five feet
deep.
O n March 6th we directed our march towards the northeast, acconlpa~~ied
by shepherds of Chong-tokai. T h e forest
grew thinner and thinner, and soon became confined to a
few scattered tamarisks and saksaul bushes, the latter growing on small conical mounds held together by the roots of
the plant. T h e country grew more desolate; small sanddunes appeared at intervals ; and before we halted for the
night we found ourselves in the middle of a barren sandy
desert. 'This detached piece of desert, which extends to the
neighborhood of the Koncheh-daria, contracting, however, to
the south of Kuclla, enjoys no special name, but is generally
called simply Kum (Sand Uesert) or Chol (the Desolate
Plain). Here, too, there are rumors of ancient citics ; but the
reports were, as usual, vague. All I was able to discover were
the blade of a flint knife and sorne fragments of vessels of
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burnt clay. Carrying with us a tzbdum (inflated goat-skin) full
of water, we encamped in a very ancient dried-up river-bed,
overhung by dunes twenty to twenty-five feet high. This
channel made numerous abrupt turns, while preserviilg a
general easterly direction. I t had formerly served as an outlet for one or other of the streams whicl~we had now left
behind us ; thus furnishing another proof of the vreat changes
a.
t o which the drainage channels in those level reglons are subjected.
T h e following day we traversed what remained of the desert, and once more entered the dense poplar forest. There
by means of a bridge we crossed the Char-chak, an arm of
the river some thirty feet broad and ten feet deep. T h e
bridge was constructed of elastic planks, and was ten feet
above the surface of the water. T h e two bigger camels
walked across with their usual calm confidence ; but the
youngest, ~vllichvery often made a fuss, could not be ii~duced
either by fair means or by foul to set foot 011 the bridge. H e
stood like a low utterly heedless alike of the rope in his nose
P'
and of the t h ~ c ksticks which played upon his ribs. \.Ve
were obliged to go another way round, and crossed the river
at Uiyup- serker; there the refractory beast took a lessprecarious bridge in a couple of awkward bounds.

C H A P T E R LXTX
AT K O K L A A N D K A K A - S H A H R

AT length, on March ~ o t hwe
, rode into the streets of Korla.
O u r three camels, ~vhichwere accustomed to the quietude
and peace of the desert, grew restive at the noise and hubbub
in the narrow streets. A troop of boys followed close at our
heels making any amount of fun of me, and I have little doubt I
made a comical enough figure perched up on the top of my
tall camel. In the bazaar I found some merchants from
Russian Turkestan; and their aksakal (or agent), Kul Mohammed, from hlargelan, received me with flattering politeness. H e placed two large rooms in the caravanserai at my
disposal, and I shared them with a cou~ltlessswarm of rats
which jumped and pattered about on the floor round my bed
all night long.
T h e Chinese do not consider Korla of sufficient importance to have an amball all to itself: it is adl-r~inistrativelydependent upon Kara-shahr, and has a garrison of only one
lanza, subject to the authority of I,i Daloi. Nay, worse than
that, the new telegrapll line frorn I'elting t o Kashgar, via
Lan-chow. Urumchi, I<ara-shahr, and Ak-su, does not touch
Korla. And yet the tonill stands on the great commercial
and caravan high\vay between Pelting and Western Asia;
hence many wealthy and distinguished Chinese pass through
it. But to me the most interesting feature about the place
was that it was situated 011 a river, the Koncheh - daria or
Korla-daria, which flows o u t of the Bagrash-koll (Bagrachkoll), the largest lake in Central Asia, in cornparis011 with
which Lop-nor is a paltry marsh.
On March 11th I measured the volume of the Konchehdaria; it 1vas 2530 cubic feet in the second. In the town the
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river was spanned by a wooden bridge, and I was astonished
to observe that it allnost rested upon the surface of the
stream; and yet it was the season of spring when the rivers
of East Turkestan are without exception at their lowest
level, some of them, indeed, like the Khotan - daria, quite
dried up. No doubt the Korla-daria was governed by the
same laws; that is to say, it attained its maximum volume
in the summer. But if so, the bridge must infallibly be
swept away like a chip, and all traffic along the great highway would be suspended. T h a t was inconceivable. I rvas,
however, given to understand that the river has a constant
level; it is always at the same height, never varying more
than two fingers' breadth.
Moreover, as in contradistinction to every other river in
the country, its water was as clear as crystal, a glorious blue,
it became pretty evident to me that the river must be in intimate and even peculiar dependence upon the Bagrash-koll.
Putting aside the insignificant rivulets, which enjoy a merely
temporary existence after a shower, the lake of Bagrash-koll
is only fed by one stream ; but then that is a stream of extraordinary volume, the principal artery of the Yulduz valley,
called by the Mongols I<haidik-go1 or Hadick-gol, and by the
i'vf ohammedans of Central Asia Kara - shahr - dariasi. This
river does partake of the same character as the other streams
of East Turkestan. Durinm the summer its volume is enor?
mous, and its water turbid In consequence of the amount of
sand it holds i n suspension ; in autumn and spring it is of a
medium size; and in winter it approaches its minimum, being covered, like the lake into which it flows, by n thick sheet
of ice.
This hydrographical problem had for me such an attraction
that I was obliged to run up to Kara-sliahr, which stands on
the left bank of the Hadick-gol; nor was I in any way deterred by the fact that the town was the seat of a powerful
amban (Chinese governor), and that I had no passport.
I went thither on March 12th, taking only Ku: Mohammed
with me, and leaving IsIan1 Bai and Kerim Jan behind in
Korla to look after the camels and baggage. It was a ride

of tliirty-six miles. and we did it in six hours; arriving just as
the ice was breaking up, and the bloiigols, or, as the Central
Asian iCloliammedans call tlie~n,Kalmucl<s (Kalmak), were
getting out of their punts to fen-y travellers and caravans
acl-oss the river. Thus I had an excellent opportunity to
measure the volume of tlie river, ~vhichI did on hlarcli 1 4 t h ~
and found it was 1890 cubic feet in tlie second ; that is to say,
d u r i ~ i gthose days there flowed every second 640 cubic feet
inore water out of tlie lnke than flowed zltto it.
'The marlts of the highest level reached by the river clurirlg tlie previous su~ntnei-were still visible. T h e ferry~lien
gave Ine general clata bearing upon tlie seasonal changes of
level that the river undergoes. T h u s I was able to make an
approxirnatc calculation of tlie relative i~iflow and outflow
during the year; and I got as my result that the enormous
quantity of 70,650 million cubic feet mdre flow into the lake
than out of it. Nor, indeed, is this so very astoundi~ig,when
you bear in mind that Lop-nor, ~vllichat the very least receives as much as tlie Bagrash-lioll, does not lose a single
drop through any outflo\v, or by any other means excel~t
evaporation, and that an enormous quantity soaks into the
ground. But then in that region, where the relative moisture
of the air is so very insigniticant, it is evaporation wliicli plays
tlie principal part in maintaining the balance between precipitation and drainage.
IVhat is stranger, ho~vever,is that in winter the lake discharges a larger quantity than it receives. T h e expla~~ation
would seein to be this. T h e large basin enclosed between
the Tian-shan mountains and tlie I<urruk-tagli, a basin which
it takes a mounted man three days to ride through from end
to end and one day to cross, acts as a distributor or I-egulator
of the water, much in tlie same \tray as the second ball in a
scen t-spray.
Finaliy, I may mention that the water \vhich flows into the
lake is muddy, cold, and perfectly fresh ; whereas the water
which flows out is clear as crystal, is some degrees ivanuer,
and has a s o u $ ~ o ~of
z salt in it, all phenomena so simple as to
s t m d in no need of cxplan a t'ion.
11.-13
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T h e large lake of Issyk-kul, in Scmiryechensk, presents a
problem xvhich has been a standing puzzle to geologists,
hydrographers, and travellers. T h e river Chu, a strealm of
some magnitude, flows across the perfectly level plain to within a couple of miles or so of the west encl of the lake; but
instead of entering the lake, as xvould naturally be expected,
it flows on towards the northnrest and pierces the great mountain-range of Ala-tau. Nor does it in any way add to the
volume of the lake except occasionally during periods of very
unusual flood, nnd then it does sometimes send off a small
side - branch. Various complex theories, partly geological,
partly hydrographical, have been invented to account for
this. I, too, have hit up011 a theory xvllich enjoys the advantage of being, at any rate, simple. T h e relation of the
Chu to the Issyk-kul is exactly paralleled by the relation of
the Hadick-go1 and the Koncheh-claria to the Bagrash-koll.
T h e distance between the point where the delta of the
Hadick - go1 enters the lake and the point at ~vhich the
Koncheh - d a r k runs out of it is only 15 or 16 miles. Uetween the two points the lake is shallow and overgrown with
luxuriant reeds; whereas its middle and eastern parts are
deep and free frorn vegetation. h'Ioreover, the Hadick - go1
sends off a long delta-arm to\\lards the Koncheh-daria. 0 1 1
the way to Kara-shahr we passed, at the distance of about an
hour and a half, a dry channel which branched off from the
Hadick-go1 and joined the Koncheh-daria. I inquired into
its character, and was told that every fifth or eighth year the
Hadick-go1 overflows its banks, and a portion of its floodwater nlaltes its way along that dry channel direct to the
Koncheh-daria without passing through Bagrash-koll. T h e
contour of the ground, I may remark, is almost perfectly
level, and its elevation above the surface of the lake trifling.
Assume now that the overflow occurs fifteen times in the
course of a century. Then in the next following century it
may possibly happen thirty times. And so it will go on, increasing in frequency in proportion as the Hadick-go1 pushes
out its delta farther and farther into the lake, until eventually
the river will raise a barrier to its own farther advance, and
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instead of flowing into the lake will pour the greater portion
of its torrent along what is n o ~ van intermittent ~vatercourse,
partly choked with sand and soil. IVIien that result is
brought about the river ~17illno longer flow in its old bed,
but will flow past the lake at a few miles' distance. Thus
we have precisely the sarne peculiar condition5 as those
which obtain at Issyk - lcul - namely, a lake embedded between the lofty crests of the Tian -shan n~ountains,wit11 a
large river flo~vingpast its western extremity so near as almost to touch it, yet without contributing to it one gallon of
water. T h e lake would then decrease in area while the salinity of its water xvould increase, precisely as is the case tvith
the Issylc-ltu!.
Kara-shara (the Rlack Town) fully deserves its name, for
it is without comparison the dirtiest town in all Central Asia.
It stands on the left bank of the river, o n a level, barren
plain, totally destitute of any feature of interest. Nevertheless it is a large town. very much larger than Korla, consisting of a countless number of miserable hovels, courtyards, bazaars, and hfongol tents, surrounded by a wall, and
is the chief commercial emporium in that part of Chinese
Turkestan
Politeness dictated that I should make a call upon the
amban of the place, Hwen Llarin. Accordingly, ~vithmy
local passport in my pocket, I went alone and unsuspecting
to his yamen (official residence). H e was a little old man,
some sixty years of age, with a white beard, who received me
smilingly, and with especial friendliness and politeness, and
offered me tea, pastry, and an opium - pipe. Through the
mouth of a Turki interpreter I told him what had brought
me there; and when I went on to express my rearet that I
h
had not brought a more authoritative passport with me, he
replied, with all the studied courtesy of a Frenchman : " You
are our friend and guest. You do not need any passport.
You yourself are a sufficient passport."
I suppose Hwen
Darin did not think I looked likely to imperil the peace of
the country. Indeed, he ordered another passport to be
made out for me, valid for his own province. Then, a t the
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end of about an hour, I said my adieus and left him ; and in
all probability we shall never meet again. But I shall always
keep a warn1 place in m y memory for the good old m a n : I
can see him at this instant as distinctly as the hour we separated.
I will relate one other incident of my excursion into that
neighbo~hood. 011hlarch I 5th, well satisfied with my little
flying trip to Kara-shahr, I went back to Korla. A s soon as
I arrived Islam I3ai came and told me that, tn7o days pre1.iouslp, as he was sitting beside a stall in the bazaar, talking to
an Andija~i(\Vest l'urkestan) merchant, five Chinese soldiers
rode past. Their leader carried on a pole an emblenl of the
,.
power and sovereignty of K ~ v a n g I sii, Emperoi- of China.
Now it is customary, when the said symbol is borne through
the bazaar, or ~vlieresoeverelse it may be, for everybody to
rise to their feet, and for every rider to dismount, and all pay
obeisance to it as to a Gessler's hat.
Islam Bai, being a Russian subject, clid not consider-and
quite rightly, too-that
he was under any obligation to pay
homage to Chinese sovereignty, and consequently sat still.
Thereupon the Chinese soldiers halted, dismounted, seized
him, pulled off his chapan (cloak), and while four of them
held him n~ithhis arms out-stretclied, the fifth scourged lii111
till the blood ran down his back.
I instantly sat down and wrote the following letter to LJi
Daloi, the commander of the soldiers, partly to procure satisfaction for my faithful attendant, partly to uphold the prestige of the European :
'' During my absence your soldiers have beaten my servant,
a Russian subject. If you can show me any treaty agreement between Russia and China which empowers Chinese
soldiers to do such a thing, I will let the matter drop. If
not, I demand the arrest of the delinquents and their punishment in the public square of this town. If yo11 fail to comply
with this deniand, I shall return to Kara-shahr, and telegraph
a report of the occurrence not only to the IZussian consul in
Urumchi, but also to Fu Tai (the governor-general of East
Turkestan, who also dwelt in Urumchi)."

This peremptory letter produced an instantaneous effect.
1,i Daloi came to me, and \vitli a tearful voice humbly promised that my demands should be complied with. Then he
went away; but soon came back again to report that the
guilty parties coulcl not be discovered, and iiobocly knew anything about the affair. Islam slio\ved his back, ancl said that
the soldier who ~vhippedhim had a deep scar on his left
cheek.
I therefore demanded that the etitire lanza who constituted
the g a r r i ~ o nshould be paraded in the court-yard of the Andijan merchants' serai, where we were staying.
T h e soldiers passed one by one before Islam.
"This is the man!" cried Islarn, as the man with the scar
went past him, and he seized hi111 by the collar ancl dragged
hirn before ldi Daloi. ?'lie latter at once asserted liis authority, and promptly issued his c o ~ n ~ n a n dfor
s the delinquent to
,.
be pu~~islied. Illen ensued a scene which the good folk of
Korla are not likely to forget in a hurry, for they crowded
into the court-yard ancl ellen filled the roofs of the adjacent
houses.
T h e soldier was stretched flat on the ground; tn70 of his
co~nradcsheld his arms, two others held his feet, and a
fifth exposed the nether portion of liis person, and he was
thoroughly punished in the same way in which he had unjustly assaulted Islan~Uai. When I considered he had had
enough I bade them stop, saying the one thrashing counterbalanced the other.
All the same, this occurrence nfas ncither pleasant nor
agreeable. I prefer to travel peaceably and quietly through
the land, but I could not pass over such gross ill-treatment
of one of Iny followers. Nor need the sensitive fear that the
Chinese soldier \vas any the worse either in body or soul. A s
for his soul, let us hope lie was a trifle repentant after lie had
digested liis punishment, and his body would not suffer if
only he abstained from riding hard for a week 01- two.
IVhen, later in the day, I went to I,i Daloi to thank him
for so promptly and satisfactorily meeting me in this matter,
I perceived I \vas the object of a good deal of special atten-
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tion in the town. T h e people in the streets made way for
me. T h e street urchins no longer dared to laugh at me. All
the time, however, I had been thinking of something whic11
fortunately never once entered Li Daloi's head. Had he
only been sharp enough, he would have met my demand
with the counter-demand to see my passport, and to be furnished with evidence that Islam Bai really was a Russian
subject. If he had done that, what could I have answered?
I t would then have been my turn to be deferential and courteous. But, lucky for me, it never occurred to Li Daloi to
ask for the passport.
T h e Mohammedan portion of the town was governed by
three begs, one of whom, a white-bearded old man, had forty
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years before served under Vali Khan Tura, ivho murdered
Adolf Schlagintweit, and the old man had also been in favor
with Yaltub Beg. Kul Mohammed, the alcsakal of the Andijanliks (West Turkestan merchants), had been settled in
Korla for many years; he was living there i l 1877, when
Yakub Beg died in the town. Yakub was waiting there with
6000 men for a favorable opportunity to attack the Chinese.
Kul Riloharnmed gave a different version of the murder from
the usually received account. The conqueror was going that
afternoon to take tea with his confidential supporter, the influential Niaz Hakim Beg of Khotan. This was the man
who at his prince's c o n ~ m a n dbuilt the before-mentioned
caravanserais of Kosh-lengher and Cl~ullak-lengher,on the
road between Yarkand and Khotan. Niaz Beg, who had
quarrelled with his master, mixed poison in Yakub's tea, and
the poisoned cup speedily did its fatal work.
Korla and the fifty-five villages dependent upon it, produce
wool, sheep-skins, fox-skins, cotton, silk, and rice, all of which

are exported to Ak-su and Dural. Other productions of the
same district are wheat, maize, barley, pomegranates, and a
quantity of other fruits. A sweet yellow pear, called nasbet,
which melts on the tongue, is famous throughout the whole
of East Turkestan. 'The wheat is sown in March, and is
ripe four months later; but in those villages which suffer
from a deficiency of water the wheat is sonTnin the autun~n.
Kice is sown in April, and the harvest takes place two
months afterwards.
Korla ranks in the matter of size with hfaral - bashi,
Yanghi-hissar, Guina, and Shah-yar. Its bazaar was nothing
out of the ordinary; but the town ~ c c u p i e da splendid situation beside the crystal stream, whose little eddies circled
round and round underneath its small bridges. Uuildingsites within the town being rather restricted, many of the
houses have been built on piles at the margin of the river.
Several of them were quite picturesque, and through chinks
in the floor you could see the blue- green current gliding
along like oil underneath. T h e temperature was only 41"
Fahr. (5" C.), nevertheless a dozen urchins were swimming
and splashing about in it, and letting themselves be carried
down by the current. I was told that every nian in Korla
can stvin1, and during the hot seasoil they cool themselves
every day in the fresh, cool river.

T H E 1,OP-XOli. I'ROI3LEA1

IN Korla
augmented the caravan by two fresh horses,
replenislied our commissariat-boxes, and engagcd two excellent guides, who led 11s to 'Tikkenlik, a. snlall village situated
on the lower Konclieh-daria at the point of confluence of
two branches or bifurcating arms from the Tarim. 1;rorn
Korla to that village there were three routes. One follo\vcd
the Koncheh-daria, tlie second slcirted the mountains Kurruk-tagh (the Ilry hIountains), and the third traversecl the
stony, sandy desert between the mountains and the river.
T h e first was already sufficiently well kuonn. Of the others
I chose the third, and in the course of the journey discovered
two ancient Chinese fortresses, and a long stsing of potais
(mile - posts) - that is, lofty pyramids of wood and clay
measuring the distance of tile road in Cllinese li' (li=qSg
yards).
J.
This latter clisco\~ery was one of uilusual interest. It
delilonstrated that in former times an important high\vay,
ran between Korla and-well, what place ? T h e high\vay,
which bore to the southeast, ends at thc present time in a
sandy desert. Now in this same latitude of 40" 30' N. the
Chinese maps placed the ancient L o p - n o r ; and, as I shall
have occasion to show further on in my account of this very
interesting journey, the Chinese maps were right.
T h e ancient highway I have just mentioned led, therefore,
there can be little doubt, to the formel- Lop - nor, and was
aba~ldonedafter the lake became dried up in consequence of
occurrences which I shall point out loii7er down. But that
is
this ]~igli\v,~y
fornled an inlportant l i n k of commu~~ication
proved by these very potais, for the Chinese do tiot take the
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trouble to erect such conveniences, even at the present day,
except along the most important caravan-routes.
I'rzhevalsky was the first Europcan 1vl1o visited Lop-nor.
He, hon~ever,found the lake a full degree farther to the
south than it was shown on thc Chinese maps; moreover, he
announced that its water was fresh, not salt.* In consequence of this, he became involved in a controversy with the
German geographer, Baron vo11 Richthofen-a
controversy
which has been awaiting a definite solution ever since
Przhevalskjr's death. Baron von Kichtliofen \vrote a paper
(Proceedings) of the Geographical Soin the Y&hamiZu~z~qe?z
ciety of Berlin, in which with singular acumen he demonstrated that a desert lake, such as Lop-nor, which possesses
no outflotv to tlie sea, must indisputably and of necessity
contain salt water. Now, seeing that the basin discovered
by Przllevalsky contained fresh water, and in view of the
further fact that the Chinese topographers never enter any
geographical feature upon their maps u111ess they have theniselves actually seen it, and yet they had a Lop-nor a full degree north of the position in ~vhich Przhevalsky placed the
lake which he discovered, Von ICichthofen suggested that
Przhevalsky's lake must be a modern formation, which has
come into existence since the Chinese mapped their Lopnor.
I'rzhevalsky .travelled to his Lop-nor by the great highway
which runs between the Konchch-daria and the Tarim, and
could not, therefore, possibly ascertain whether farther to the
east there was or was not a lalte, or the desiccated basin of a
lake, because that question could only be answered by travelling on the east side of the Koncheli-daria ; for there ought
to be on that side a branch flowing from the Koncheh-daria
into the old Lop-nor of tlie Chinese maps. In the controversy
wljich raged between the two great authorities, both parties
were right, as I shall show in what follocvs.
Since Przhevalsky first discovered his Lop-nor. it has been
visited by the follon?ing Europeans : Carey and L)algleish,

* See

Introduction. pp. 1 5 - 1 7
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I'rince Henry of Orleans and 13onvalot, Pievtsoff and his
two officers, ancl the geologist Bogdanovitch, and, lastly, by
Littledale arid his wife. But all these travelled by precisely
the same route as the great Russian explorer, and therefore none of them, with tlie exception of Pievtsoff. has
been able to add anything matel-ial to the masterly and conscientious description of the region ivhich I'rzhevalsky gave
in his account of his first journey (1876-77) to (his) Lop-nor,
and which hc supplemented himself after his second journey
thither in the spring of 1885.
If, therefore, I was to be in a position to determine the
controversy between Przhevalsky and Von Richthofen, as
indeed I hoped to be able to do, I must, above all things,
avoid travelling to the lake by the sanie route that my predecessors had trod, and instead of that must make it lily
special object to visit the spot in which the Chinese geographers placed their Lop - nor, and in ~vhicli,according to
Von Iiichthofen, it ought to bc situated.
Full of high spirits and hopes of success, I left the village
of Tiltkenlik on hIarch 31st, and jo~irne~red
exactly due east.
My companions were Islam Bai, Kerim Jan, and two men
who had a n intimate ltno\vledge of the country, and rvho
told me, even before n7e left 'Z'ikkenlik, that a considerable
distance to the east there was a long chaill of lakes. A t tlie
very outset of the expedition ~ v cdiscovered that the Koncheh-daria eniptied itself north of Tikkenlik into a marshy
lake called hialtak-koll. But o n the other side of the lake it
flowed out again and added its waters to tlie rvaters uf the
two branches of the Tarim before mentioned, and knonln as
Kok-ala. After the confluence the united stream, under the
name of the Kuucliekkish-Tari121 (the Eastern River), flowed
partly into the lake Chivillik - 1<011, and thence back again
into the Tarim, and partly direct to the Tarim, \<liich it
reached at the ferry of Arghan (Przhevalsky's Ayrilglian),
after losing a large proportion of its current by evaporation
on tlie waj..
T h e remaining portion of the Koncheh-daria flo117s eastsoutheast under the name of the Ilek (the River). W e
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travcilecl along the left bank of this streain for three days,
and then on April 4tl1, to my great satisfaction, I found that,
as the Chinese represented, and as Von Richthofen believed,
it does fall into a long, narrow lake, so long that for three
days more we were able to travel along its eastern shore.
I he lake is, however, nocv almost co~npletely overgrown
with hnnzish (reeds), although a few years ago the Lop-men,
or native inhabitants of the region, used to fish there. These
people have different names for different parts of the lake,
and usually divide it into four basins, Avullu-ko11, Kara-koll,
'rayel<-koll, and Arka-koll. But in reality there is only one
lake, almost divided in two or three places by o u t - jutting
peninsulas.
T h e lake, like the Lop-nor of the Chinese maps, was sltuated approxitnately in 40" 30' N. lat. T h e Chinese geographers of the present day still call the region between
Tikkenlik and Arghan by the name of Lop - nor, a name
which is absolutely unknown in the neighborhood of the
lake discovered by Przhevalsky. T h a t lake embraces two
basins, known as Kara-buran and Kara-koshun. T h e name
Lop is given by the Lop-men and all the inhabitants of East
Turkestan-in so far as they know anything about it at all
-to the entire region which stretches all the way from the
confluence of the Ugl~en-dariaand the Tarim to Charkhlik.
In one respect there was a discrepancy. T h e lake 1vhic11
I discovered stretched from north to south, whereas the Lopnor of the Chinese maps stretched from east to west. 13ut
for this divergence, at first sight so surprising, there is a
perfectly natural explanatioa. In the first place, it inust be
steadily borne in ~ n i n dthat the whole of the Lop region
lies at almost the same horizontal level, so that even a slight
change of relative ~ziveaztis capable of affecting more or less
seriously the entire hydrographical disposition of the locality. Now there are two agencies constantly operating to
bring about changes of this nature-namely, the prevailing
winds and the sedimentary deposits of the river Tarim itself. T h e prevailing winds in the Lop region blow from the
east and east - northeast. and sand -storms from the same
F

.

quarters are common in hlarch, April, and Ilay. S o long
as n-e remained in tlie neighborhood of the cluadruple lake
the atnlosphere uJas calm, but no sooner did we leave it
than a buran came on, and continued, with the exception of
a lull of a couple of days, all the time we were travelling in
that neigllborhood.
T h e power and force of these constantly recurring storms
is almost inconceivable; they literally drive back the water
of the lake and heap it up along the n7estern shore. Then
comes the drift-sand of thc desert and fills up the gap left in
the east. Nor was evidence wanting that this lake-complex
forlnerlj~extended farther towards the east than it does at
present. All along its eastern side there 1vas a chain of
small salt lagoons, marshes, and pools, which had been cut
off from the lake by the encroachments of the sand in quite
recent times. Closely parallel with them there was also a
narrow belt of forest, for the most part poplars and tamarisks. I hree stages of development were plainly distinguishable-far out in the desert, on the east, was a dead forest
(k8ttck); then among the sand - dunes which approached
nearest to the east shore of the lake fine living trees; and,
lastly, on the actual shore of the lake, young and tender saplings, the beginnings of a forest. Nocv trees cannot live
\vithout water. Hence, the inference is unmistakable that
the lake has moved westward, and that the forest has
follo~veclthe lake. T h e dead poplar-trees which now stand
far to the east, out in the midst of a dreary waste of sanddunes, imust formerly have stood on the sliore of the lake,
and drawn their nourishment from its waters.
There can llardly be a doubt that this long quadruple lake
is all that re~nainsof the old Lop-nor. T h e Ilelz, which enters at its northern extremity, issues again at its southern
extremity-that
is, from Arlza-koll (the Farther Lake)--and
winds southward with the most capricious meanderings,
leaving about three miles to the east the ruins of the old
Chinese fortress of Merdek - shahr. Then tlie river once
more forms a long chain of small lakes, and finally rejoins
the Tarim at Shirgl~eh-chappgan. T h e largest lakes in this
? .
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string are called Sadak-koll and Niaz-koll, being named after
a couple of Lop-men, whose cabins stand on their shores.
Now it is only nine years ago when these lakes were last
filled with water by the Ilek. Previous to that they were
nothing but desert; although even then the present lakebasins and the river-bed were i n existence, the deepest places
in the latter makin(. salt-water pools, at which the wild cama.
els came down to dr111k. LVhen Przhevalsky returned home
after his second journey (1885) to Lop-nor, he disputed the
existence of any lake to the east of the Tarim. As it happened, he was right, for the dry lake-basins and river-bed
were not filled with water until three years later. O n the
other hand, Von Richthofen was equally right when he postulated the existence of a lake in this very quarter--a lake
which indeed actually existed, though in a c o n d i t i o ~of~ temporary desiccation.
T h e southern Lop-nor-I will retain the name, for it has
become established on the best European maps-the southern Lop-nor, at the date of Przhevalsl~y'svisits, was a lake of
considerable size, so large that from the village of Abdal he
was able to make a boat journey of several days' duration on
its waters eastward to the fishing station of Kara -koshun.
Eleven and a half years later I attempted the very same
boat journey from Abdal, but could only advance for two
short days, and then with great difficulty, because of the
reeds. The fishing station of K a r a - lzoshun was entirely
abandoned, the lake in its vicinity having become quite overgrown.
A t the date of Przhevalsky's visits, Kara-buran, the other
basin of the southern Lop-nor, was a large open lake more
like a sea than a lalte, for a man standing on the one shore
was not able to see across it to the other. T h e name (the
Black Storm) indicates sufficiently that it lies in a region
which is peculiarly exposed to the ravages of the terrific
sand -storms. A t the time I visitod it there was only an
insignificant residuum of the former sealike lake left close
under the western shore; it had become choked with the
sedimentary deposits of the Tarim to such an extent that

J

even the shallon7 dug-outs (canoes) of the nativc fisllern~en
nro~lldnot float on its waters. In summer that fragmentary
residuum is completely cut off from the 'Tarin) and the
Chei-chen-daria, and in consequence the water cluickly turns
salt, and by the encl of the sunlmer has all evaporated. T h e
site of the lake then becomes overgrown \vith luxuriant
grass, and affords rich pasturage for the sheep and cattle of
the people of Charlthlik. i\'llen in the end of April we
journeyed from Abdal to Charlilllik, we travelled over a long
stretch of alluvial ground which, \vhen I'rzhevalsky visited
that region, was covered by the \\later of the lake Karaburan.
In a word, the Tarim contributes to the southern Lop-nor
an incomparably smaller qua~ltityof water now than it did
at the time of I'rzl~evalsky's visits. Even Prince Henry of
Orleans observed the s a ~ n ething, although he visited the
lake only four years later than the Russian explorer. T h u s
the lake is at present undergoing a process of shrinkage.
Froln Chegghelik-uy, where the river deflects to the eastnortheast, its voluine decreases n.it11 amazing rapidity, principally in consequence of the numerous small shallow lakes
along its banks. These are in part nat~ii-al,in part artificial,
made by the fishermen of the region. But in either case the
water which overflon~sinto thein is left to evaporate. 'Thus
they maintain a continual drain upon the river. T h e subjoined table of lneasureinents will corroborate w-hat I ha\.e
just said. I may remark that the distance bet~veen Cllegghelik-uy and Kum-chappgan a~llountsto barely forty miles.
1:reatlth of
streail1

Chegghelik-uy, 5 0 yards
iibtlal,

49
Ku~n-chappgarl,33

RIa\imunl
tlepth

Velo~ityin
the second

Volume in the
iecond

1.7 feet

2530

"

2 0 "

1 . 2 "

2145

"

22i

.38

1775

14

feet
"

"

cubic feet
' 6

"

These measurements were made between ilpril 18th and
April 23d.
i2t I<um-chappgan the river splits up and becomes lost in
a multitude of lakes and n~arshes,the largest of \vliich, iiarne-
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ly, those in the middle, contain perfectly fresh water; while
in the lagoons all round the outsides the water is salt. 'l'he
table above shoivs that the breadth, the \relocity of the current, and its volume all decrease as the river advances to the
east, while the depth increases.
W e have thus found that the quadruple Lop-nor of the
Chinese has become refilled with water during the last nine
years, ~711ereas during the last tivelve years the southern
L o p - nor has dwindled to a series of shallow marshes. Is
not the conclusion, therefore, not merely- -justified, but even
forced upon us, that the t ~ v olake - systems are n~utuallyrelated in an extraordinarily close and intimate 1vl'ay; or, in
other ~vords,as the northern Lop-nor increases, the soutl~ern
Lop-nor decreases, and vice vevs2.
I cannot refrain from pointing to one or two other features which support the theory that the lakes discovered
by Przhevalsky are, geologically speaking, of quite recent
origin.
Each of the streams of East Turkestan \vhich unite to
form the Tarim is accompanied by belts of poplar forest
along its banks. Even the Keriya-daria, which is now cut
off from the Tariin system and beco~ncslost in the sand, is
no exception to the rule. I n places it possessed a poplar
forest so thick as to be quite impenetrable. T h e forest generally begins a t the point where the several rivers debouch
upon the plains, and consequently on the border of the same
climatic region. Now rivers count among the safest and
most reliable means of transport in the geographical distribution of vegetable species. Hence it would be only reasonable
to suppose that in the district in which the tributaries of the
Tarim converge the poplar forest would be more abundant
than anywhere else. Now, as a matter of fact, at the point
of present convergence the forest sucldenly ceases altogether.
T h e last specimens of Pofz~dzbsdivcvszfolL;t which I saw a t
Chegghelik-uy were not more than thirty yeass old. The
banks of both lakes, Kara-buran and Icara-koshun, were totally destitute of every trace of forest, old or new. They
were both entirely surrounded by the barren desert. Close
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to and around the northcrn L o p - nor, on the contrary, I
found both dead and living forest.
T h e explanation of this unequal distribution of forest is
not far to seek : the southern Lop-nor is of such recent formation that the forest has not yet had time to reach its
shores.
These arguments are based upon facts of pure physical
,.
geography. I here are also others of an historical character.
I have already mentioned more than once that the Chinese
cartographers entered upon their maps a larwe lake, surP
rounded by several smaller ones, in 40" 30' N. latitude.
Six hundred and tcventy-five years ago Marco Polo visited
the '. town of Lop." Its ruins, which have nunr almost entirely disappeared, probably lie immediately south of the lake
Kara- buran. If there had been any lake in that neighborhood at the time of his visit, the great Venetian traveller
could hardly have avoided taking some notice of it. True,
he does not mention Yarkand, or Khotan, or the Cherchendaria, a stream which he actually crossed. All the same,
it is a fact which deserves mention that Marco Polo does not
say a word about the existence of a lake occupying the position of Przhevalsky's Lop-nor ; but he does give a detailed
description of the L o p desert - " ~ ~ h i cishso large that the
traveller needeth a full year to cross from the one side of it
to the other."
T h e old chieftain of Abdal, Kunchekkan Heg, a friend of
Przhevalsky, and also my especial friend, is eighty years old.
Both his father, Jehan Beg, and his grandfather, Numet Beg
(the dignity of beg being hereditary in the family), lived to
be ninety years of age. Kunchekkan Beg told me that his
grandfather lived beside a large lake north of the existing
Lop - nor of Przhevalsky, and that where the latter now is,
there was at that time nothing but the sandy desert. T h e
first formation of the southern Lop-nor dates from the year
when Nuinet Beg was twenty-five years old, in consequence
of the Tarim seeking a n e ~ vchannel for itself, and the lake
beside \vhich he dwelt, and in which his forefathers had fished,
dried up. It was he (Numet Beg) who founded Abdal, and

there his descendants still live. ,4ccording to my calculation,
all that lizppened about I 75 years ago, or, say, about the year
I 720.

In the wititer of 1893-94 the Lop region was visited by
P. K. Kozloff, who had previously talten part in the lourneys
of I'rzl~evalsky and Pievtsoff. H e travelled from Tikketllik
along the left bank of the Kunchelzliis11-Tarim, and discovered the lake Chivillik - lioll, \vl~ich I only saw at a distance.
From Arghan he made an excursio~ito the lake of Sogot,
\trhl;h probably is the same as my A r k a - koll. Thence he
travelled by the ordinary road to Abdal, and afterwards
turned tonrarcls the northeast along the southern shore of
I<a~-a-liosh
~111.
I first learned of a t u r a (" gentleman," i.e., European) having
been in the neig11bo1-hood at Tikltenlik, and inquired as accurately as was possible through the natives which way he had
gone, so that I n i g h t not unnecessarily visit the same places
as he. O n e of the most interesting discoveries made by
Kozloff was that of an ancient river-bed, which the natives
called Kurn-daria (the Sand River). It struck off fro111the
Koncheh - daria a short distance north of Tiltkenlik, and
went due east, skirting the southern foot of the Kurruli-tagh.
Kozloff's explorations and my own have rounded off
Przhevalsky's, and materially added to our knowledge of the
entire Lop region. l i r e now possess a detailed, accurate
map of it. But tlie dispute regarding the Lop-nor is not by
any means settled yet. Kozloff has written an article, LopPZOY,
with E;-pecial Reference to Szen Hcdi~z'sL e ~ . t z ~before
e
the Impevial Xz~ssimzGeosYaphical Society 072 I 5 ( 2 7)th October, 1397, in which he attempts to controvert Baron von
1Cichthofen's views and inine with regard to the position of
the old Chinese Lop-nor. Immediately I returned to Khotan, I sent Von Richthofen an account of the discoveries I had
made, and it was printed in the Zeltsch~zytdey GeselZschnft
fiiv E v d k u n d ~zu Berlilz, Vol. X X X I . , 1896, pp. 295-361.
hly paper was accompanied by a note frorn the pen of Baron
von Richthofen, in which, after a brief rksz~nziof the earlier
phase of tlie Lop-nor controversy, he went 011 to say : " Sev-
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era1 travellers have, it is true, followed the course of the Tarim,
but they have all trodden in the footsteps of Przhevalsky.
I t was for that reason Ilr. Sven Hedin undertook to solve
the problem. T h e fact of his choosing a more easterly route
from north to south proves that he had a just appreciation
of the question a t issue. His observations, and the conclusions he has drawn from them, have enabled him to confirm
(Prothe accuracy of my deductions in the Verhn7zdG7c~zZqeu
ceedings) of the Geographical Society of Berlin in the year
1878 (videpp. I 2 I-144)."
Kozloff analyzes the various accounts of the 1,013-nor district-Przhevalsky's,
Von Richthofen's, Pievtsoff's, i3ogdanovitch's, his own, and mine, and arrives at the folloiving result: " T h e only conclusion I can draw from the abovequoted discussion is this, that Kara -koshun - kul is not only
the L o p - nor of my revered teacher, N. M. Przhevalsky, but
also the real historical ancient Lop-nor of the Chinese geographers. A s it is now, so it has been during the last thousand years, and so it will continue to be." This result is all
the more surprising because on the very same page, only a
few lines earlier, he writes thus : " I am entirely of Sven Hedin's opinion, that the ancestors of the present inhabitants of
Lop-nor formerly dwelt beside a lake which lay to the north
of Lop - nor. I t was the lake Utchu - kul, regarding which
Pievtsoff has left us an account." These statements imply a
direct contradiction: they prove that the lake has not remained in its existinv condition " during the last thousand
a.
years.'' But the uncritical character of this talk about the
thousand unchangeable years is best demonstrated by Kozloff's own map. H e there shows the "ancient bed (Kurndaria) of the Koncheh-daria " south of Kurruk-tagh, the '' dry
river - bed (Kottek - Tarim) " 6a miles west of the ineridional
course of the Tarim, the " ancient river-bed of the Cherchendaria " twelve miles north of the point where the Cherchendaria empties itself into the Kara-buran, and the "dry riverbed of Shirgheh - chappgan " eight miles north of Abdal. I
also discovered other ancient river-beds at Kum-cheltkeh and
Merdek - shahr. But the four I have cited from Kozloff are
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sufficient to show that, far from being permanent in its position, the lake of Lop-nor, together \vith the rivers which flow
into it, is, on the contrary, subject to ~ r e a t e rchanges than
P
perhaps any other lake of the same slze on the face of the
earth.
T h e problem is extremely interesting and fascinating from
the scientific point of view; but the length and purpose of
this present book warn me that I must refrain from entering
upon it here. I intend to discuss the question thoroughly in
a subsequent work. In the meantime my able and enthusiastic fellow - traveller, Lieutenant Kozloff, has thrown down
the gage of battle. It will give me great pleasure to take it
up. T h a t will be the second phase of the Lop-nor controversy. We possess all the materials for a solution. I t only
remains to prove wllicll of the two groups of lakes, the northern or the southern, that \vhich I discovered, or that which
Przllevalsky discovered, is the older; whichever is the older
must uildoubtedly be identified with the L o p - n o r of the
Chinese maps. Which of the two parties is right is a matter of little real moment in itself. I trust that national prepossessions will have no weight in determining a question of
fact. T h e essential thing to do is to unravel the truth; and
in so far as it contributes to that end a controversy is always
advantageous.
Thus we have learned, 013 the banks of the " moving " lake,
that the gigantic river-system which drains the vast central
basin of the interior of Asia-embracing the Kizil-su, \vhich
flo\vs down from the eternal snows of the Terek-davan ; the
Kaskan - daria, which is fed by the glaciers of the eastern
Pamirs, the Hindu-ltush, and ~lorthtvestern'Tibet, and whose
current, running with a volume of 5330 cubic feet in the second, we only crossed at the risk of our lives in September,
1895 ; thc Khotan - daria, \vhich traverses the Takla - makan
Desert from end to end, clearing its way wit11 irresistible impetus through the sand-dunes ; the Alt-su and the Taushkandaria, which at the same period of the previous year we \\rere
only able to cross on horseback .cvith the assistance of ten
suchis, or water - men ; the Cherchen - daria, which carries a

portion of the rainfall of Northern 'Tibet clon~nto the plains,
ancl in summer grows so powerful that for a time it stops the
road between lihotari and Lop-nor , and, finall)., the I<onchehdnria, \vhich, summer and nrinter, day and night alike, has a
steady flow of 2490 cubic feet in the seco~?d- 1ve have, 1
say, learned that all these great streams are not strong enough
to maintain a permanent lake in the heart of the linlitless
Desert of Gobi.
- uy,i n April, 1ve found that the conjoint
A t Cheggl~elil~
stream possessed precisely the saille cluantity of water that
its tributary, the Konclieh-daria, had alone a t Korla. IVhel-e
does the rest g o t o ? [Veil, a large portion of the \\-atel- of
the I<onchel>daria enters the northern groi1110f lakes, ancl there
evaporates ; the desert sand, like a sponge, drinks up another
portioll ; and the thirsty atmosphere, \vhose relative moisture
in those regions is merely trifling, also absorbs ellorluous
quantities. All these agencies drain away the volume of the
streain. No wonder, then, that the small amount 1\1hich survives the desperate struggle to cling to the surface of the
earth is subject to such severe fluctuations both in respect of
situation and of quantity.
T h e fishing station of Kuin - chappgan marks, as it were,
the entrance to the tomb of the Tarim. 'There the terrible
Desert of Gobi, whose murderous propensities the human
mill and the giant strength of water alilze are powerless to
subdue, proclaims, in the name of Him who governs every
change that ensues on the face of the earth, " Hitherto shalt
t11ou come, but no further; ancl here shall thy proud waves
be stayed."

A R0.17' EXCUIZSION O N 'THE NOR'THEKN 1,OI'- S O R

I Y tlle previous chapter I have offered a brief outline of
the Lop-nor proble~nand controversy, and of the new points
of .iiew nrhich my discoveries led me to take up. It now remain? tliat I say a few ivords about our further journeyings
in thnt region.
On April 4th we discovered tliat part of the northern Lopnor ~vliichthe Lop-men call i21~ullu-koll,and then for three
days travelled along its eastern shore. I lie whole way we
had extraordinary ciifficulties to encounter, chiefly owing to
the fact that tlie snnd -dunes, thirty to fifty feet in height,
plu~iged straight donrn into the lake at an angle of thirtythree degrees. A t intervals the sand drew back a space,
and there a poplar forest gren7. IZ'herever tlie dunes
dropped to a lower elevation tlie poplars were replaced by
tamarisks, each rising from tlie top of a h u ~ emound formed
?
by the roots of the tree itself. S o closely did these tamarisk
mounds stand together in some places tliat we had to thread
our 1t7aythrough a veritable labyi-intli of them, so that it was
often preferable to make a dktour into tlie sandy desert to
avoid them.
'I'he lakes of tlie northern Lop-nor were so overgrown with
reeds (as we afterwards found that Kara - koshun was also)
that we were unable to see the open water in the middle except from the top of tlie highest d u ~ ~ enear
s
their shores.
Two or three times, in places where the water was shallolv,
or there was none a t all, we tried to force our way through
the reeds, although they were twice as tall as the caniels, and
grew as close as those which the native inhabitants of tlie region
bound together to make the walls of their cabins. One of
-
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the guides went on first to examlne the nature of the ground ;
then followed the camels, trampling the reeds down with
their feet, and breaking and thrusting them aside with their
heavy, ungainly bodies. A s I followed the guides I seemed
to be travelling through a dark tunnel, and nras very glad to
get out again and have an uninterrupted view of the rozd before me.
T h e camels were so exhausted by the unfavorable country
that we were obliged to give them a day'i rest.
April 6th. A s usual, we encamped in the open air, on a
high sand-dune, under the shade of a group of ancient poplars which had just put on their brightest mantles of spring
greenery. From our camp we comnlanded a wide view across
the Kara-koll, and far away in the west saw the thick belts
of reeds which encircle Chivillik-koll. T h e heat was already
oppressive - at I P.M. 91.6' Fahr. (33.1' C.) in the shade and the atmosphere was absolutely still, a rare thing at that
time of the year.
During these still, calm days \ire were greatly tormented
by gnats. All the way we rode we were accompanied by a
pillar of a cloud of those pestilent insects. Their sole object
in life seemed to be to torment human beings, and try their
patience to the uttermost. But after the sun set and we encamped for the night, they were worse than ever. Millions
upon millions of them hummed around us as eager and voracious as though we were come there solely to give them a
treat for supper! How is it possible to write when a thousand gnats are fighting for the joy of stinging your hand, and
that in defiance of the piece of cloth you flap in your other
h a n d ? O r where is the pleasure, with the thermometer
standing where I have just stated, in surrounding your camp
with a ring-wall of fire, and almost suffocating yourself with
smoke ?
When we came to the basin of Kara-ltoll we hit upon a
crafty device for retaliating upon the gnats. At sunset we
set fire to the dry reeds of the previous year. T h e flames
spread across the lake with the rapidity of a prairie fire, and
the smoke hovered like a light veil over the neighborhood of
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our camp. I lap anlake half the niaht enjojing the glorious
a.
vigor of the flames, and rejoicing in the vel~gefulthought
that countless liosts of gnats were being \\rafted like chaff to
tlie ends of the n~orldoil the drifting soot. A t other times I
had bccn obliged to protect my poor skin at night by a weapon of defence that was not at all nice-namely, smearing my
hands and face ~vitli nicotine. And I had to smoke really
very hard so as not to run sliort of the essential juice! I
brought with me from Kliotan sufficient tobacco to last, as I
calculated, fifty days; but that had all vanished long ago in
smoke. I bought a supply of Chinese tobacco in Shah-yar,
but that was only for use in case of urgent necessity. I
further s u p p l e ~ ~ e n t emy
d store at Korla by investing a threepenny piece in a barrel of the bitter, sour native tobacco
compared wit11 \vliich the aroma of the stroligest " twist " is
as pure Havana.
Speaking of setting fire to tlie reeds, my guide told Ine
that on one occasioli ~vlieuso~nebodyset fire to the reeds of
Kara-kiill in stormy weather, the fire burned on for three
summers and three winters. T h a t is, of course, an uncolnrno111~7fine niarc's-nest, and the Asiatics do kliolv how to
manufacture the article, and even go the length of believi!lg
implicitly in the products of their own facile skill ; still, even
when aliowance is made for that, it is perfectly clear that
once a fire hai sei~eclupon the dry reeds, it goes on burning
for an extraordinary leiigtli of time. T h e old chief of Abclal,
Kunclieltkan Beg, was pleased to belie1.e that if tlie reeds of
the southern Lop-nor were to be set on fire, they ~vouldburn
for at least a ~veelt. In consequence of tlie strong draught
sweeping tlii-ough tlie dry reed-stalks close to the surface of
the water, tlie flames rage and roar as though they were
fanned by a gigantic pair of bellon~s. T h e reeds crackle and
burst, and burn down to t l ~ ewater's edge, n~liileshowers of
spai-lts and long spiral clouds of s ~ u o k efloat away through
the air. U'lien, o n April gth, we encamped at I<um-cheklteh
we had not seen a human being for se\ien days. I here Jve
found, dwelling 011 the bank of the ri\.er Ilelt, three fishermen's families, nllio only a sliort time before had flitted thither
P.
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from the vicinity of the northern Lop-nor. A t that point the
river, after filtering through the reed-beds in the lakes, was
bright as silver, and of a lovely dark blue. Thence it flowed
south in a deeply eroded c l ~ a n n e l and
;
a t the distance of two
long days' marches rejoined the river Tarim, forming another
chain of small lakes on the way.
1;rom Kum-chekkeh I sent my caravan on in charge of
Islam Bai to the confluence of the two streams, while I myself, with two men to row me, made an excursion by canoe to
the extreme end of the southern Lop-nor, that is, of Karakoshun. T h e excursion took eiglit days, rest-days not included. It was a splendid trip. 1x0 craft ever bore a more
grateful passenger. After the heavy, hot, toilsonle marching
through the everlasting sand, the quietude, the rest, the ease
were perfectly delicious -indescribable !
T h e dwellers around the old as well as the new Lop-nor
call then>selves Loplik, i.e., Lop-men, and their canoes or
dug-outs Remi, a word which signifies " boat," "ferry," or any
sort of swimming apparatus. T h e canoes vary, of course,
very much in size. T h e largest 1 saw was over 26 feet long,
and 2 & feet broad. T h e one I travelled in mas about 2 0 feet
long, but barely more than I & feet across. Three men, ivorking hard, can hew a canoe out of a poplar in five days, the
tree being, of course, sound at heart and free from cracks.
,.
I he people never use sails, but always row, using an oar with
a thin, broad blade. They call their oar, which they ply with
crreat strength and dexterity, gedyack, the same word that is
h
employed to designate a musical instrument which resembles
a guitar in shape. Out on the open lake the ro~vei-sgenerally
knelt; but in the thick reeds they stood up, so as to see better, and faced the way they were going, and so punted the
canoe along. A s a rule, there arc two oarsmen to each canoe,
and the last of the two usually stands, so as to see over the
head of the man in front of him.
I took advantage of a rest-day to make several trial-trips
on the lake, so as to ascertain my oarsmen's average rate of
speed, in other words, to obtain a unit of time and distance
by which to measure the length of the journey before me.

-
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W e started on April I ~ t hone
, rower in the bow, the other in
the stern, and I in the middle, sitting as comfortably as in an
easy-chair on a pile of felts and cushions, with my itinerary
note-book, compass, and pen in hand, the other instruments,
knotted soundirlg-line, tape-measure, and provisions for two
or three days being stowed away in every nook and corner
that was free. I had a pleasant companion in my Chinese
dog, Yolldash the Third. IVlien we left Korla he was a little
yellow puppy, and as he was not strong enough to run beside
the caravan in its long journey through the sand, I had him
packed into a basket and let him ride on one of the camels.
T h e first day's riding made hinl "sea-sick"; but he soon
became accustomed to the motion. When he grew tired of
running, he ~vouldsimply lie down beside a tuft of grass and
wait till one of the men went back and fetched him, and put
him in his basket. Throughout the rest of my journeying in
Asia this little dog never quitted my side; he was my intimate coinpanioil in every day's march and every adventure.
H e accompanied me in the canoe, and quickly showed his
satisfaction at such a comfortable mode of progression. H e
was with me throughout the long journey back to Khotan, in
my tra\7cls through 'Tibet, through Tsaidam, through China,
Illongolia, and Siberia. Yolldash accomplisl~edthe greater
portion of all that long journey 011 his own feet, and when we
at last reached St. I'etersburg was in first-rate condition.
Unfortunately, dogs are not allowed to be taken into Sweden
from Russia; consequently, on the very threshold of home, I
was forced to part from my faithful fellow-traveller. I left
him in the best of hands, ho\vever, with Xlr. Backlund, councillor of state, in Pulkova. There his Asiatic manners, being
soinewliat uncultivated, were quickly dressed out of him, and
he is now waiting wit11 impatience to start on a fresli journey
to the great deserts of Central Asia.
All being in readiness, the oars dipped in the water, and
the canoe glided wit11 the supple ease of an eel over the darkblue meandering river.
But by this the a t ~ n o s ~ l i e had
r e lost its stillness and calm.
During the previous night a hard " black buran " had sprung
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up from the east, and the sky was now black with it. T h e
majestic old poplars hunlbly bent before tlie fury of its wrath.
S o long as we were 011 the river there was no danger, for it
flowed at the bottom of a deep, narrow channel, protected by
belts of reeds; and then, again, the teeth of the storm were
broken by the forest which grew along the river-bank. 1311t
this otily lasted for a couple of hours or so. After that we
were on the open lake the whole way. T h e two oarsmen
were afraid of this part of the journey, and it required all my
powers of persuasion to induce then1 to believe tliere was no
danger; for we could all three of us swim, and Yolldash as
well. T o me the buran was rather welcome than otherwise;
for that day at I P.M. the thermometer only registered 69.2"
Fahr. (20.7" C.). T h e storm sang its shrill, monotonous song
in the leafy cro\vns of the poplars, a song that never wearied,
a sonv that continually gave the key to new fantasies of day?
dreaming.
And so we hastened along the dark pathivay of the water, I
idly watching the capricious play and interplay of the dimpling eddies as the swift canoe glided on past thern. T h e
narrow belts of reeds hedged in the river on either hand, and
made me inlagi~lewe were gliding down a deserted Venetian
canal.
Every now and again u7e stopped, that I might measure
the depth of the river. Once the oarsmen stopped of their
own accord, and said that "just tliere " there used to be a per~ n a n e n tsalt pool in tlie river-bed a t the time both river ancl
lakes were dry. I sounded, and found the depth was thirtyone feet, truly an extraordinary depth for a river with a volunle
of only 810 cubic feet in the second. One of my boatmen,
the hunter Kurban, who had been ranging that country for
fifty years, and knew it both when it nras nothing but desert
and subsequently after the water returned nine years agoKurban told me that Przhevalsky sent him and two or three
other willing fello~ilsfrom Abdal to procure him the skin of a
wild camel. They shot a camel, and were handsomely rewarded for the slzin with money, knives, and other thinvs.
P
But since the water came back, 2nd people followed it to 11ve
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there, the wild animals had entirely disappeared, having no
doubt taken refuge it1 the desert farther to the east.
I i e came out up011 the first of the lakes. T h e storrnlashed n7ai7eswere boiling westivard, their crests tipped with
plumes of foam. There was risk in venturing out upon
them with the ulisteady canoe; besides, tlie lakes were extremely shallow, and if the canoe were to strike against
the sandy bottom it ~vouldbe certain to capsize, both ~ v i n d
and waves being on the larboard. IZ'e therefore hugged the
eastern shore as closely as we possibly could, availing ourselves of the shelter of the high sand-dunes.
A t length we happily reached a village without a name at
the nearer extremity of Sadak - liB11, a place where several
families dwelt in reed huts. These people received nle with
the most natural hospitality, cooked the fish they had just
drawn out of the lake, and gave me in addition wild ducks'
eggs, and the young, tender shoots of kamish (reeds), and
bread ; and as I consumed my simple but very tasty supper,
I was the admired centre of a ring of laughing, chattering
Lopliks (Lop-men) of both sexes and every age-indeed, the
voung wonlen were 11ot it1 the least ashamed to let me see
their fresh-colored, though far from beautiful, features.
I afterwards discovered the cause of this unusual absence
of shame and timidity. T h e good people liad never before
seen a European, although they liad heard speak of the
Chotlg-tura (Great 1CIan)-i.e., Przhevalsky-who
had visited
their fellow-tribesmen farther to the south, nrith tn~entyCossacks armed to the teeth, and long strings of camels, and a
multitude of strange things. I tlierefol-e nras a puzzle to
them, for I was come quite alone, without folloivers, without a caravan, in a canoe, accompanied by two of their own
people, speaking their OWII language, eating tlie food they
ate, and alnlost 'is poor as themselves. Their preconceived
idea of a European was thus sadly upset. T h e difference between a European and a Lop-man was reallv not so very
great after all. O n April 12th the storm was so bad that nre
could not go out. But tlie next day it abated a little, and we
again embarked in the canoe. W h e n their craft are not in
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use, the Lop - men draw them up on land, and pour water
over them at intervals to prevent them from cracking. E\ren
then a canoe seldom lasts more than ten years.
W e started before sunrise and had a glorious journey,
partly over the open lake, partly through the reed-beds. T h e
greatest depths in the latter portions of the lake were I 14 and
But at noon the storm freshened up to its previous
I j& feet.
unbridled fury, so that the rest of our day's journey was not
without peril. T h e lakes were connected together by narrow
straits or sounds; and the entrances to these we could only
make by crossing wide, open bays. How the men found
their way was a perfect marvel to me. T h e shores of the
lakes were extremely irregular, by reason of the great number of creeks, peninsulas, and islands which diversified them;
and the entrances to the sounds were not perceptible until we
were actually in then]. T o add to the difficulty of finding
the way, the loose sand tvas blown in clouds off the tops of
the sand-dunes on the east side of the lakes, shrouding the
shores in a dense haze, and covering the lakes with a yellow
veil of dust. 'The water u7as in a state of violent commotion.
T h e waves seethed round the canoe, and the spray flew in
gusty splashes from the sumillit of every wave, soaking us to
the skin. W e had to keep a very sharp lookout. W e even
went so far as to take off some superfluous clothing, that we
migllt swim the more easily if it should be needful to do
so. In fact, we actually had to balance the canoes with our
bodies and arms, and exercise the utmost vigilance lest we
ran aground upon a treacherous sand-bank.
Luckily we had no mishap. W e threaded one sound after
the other. Only once did we lay to under the shelter of a
small sandy holm for about an hour, and that was in the
micldle of the large lake of Niaz-koll. After that the lakes
were smaller in size, and finally we entered the river Ilek, and
rowed along its smooth surface until we came to the village
of Shirgheh-cliappgau (Shirgheh's Canal), Shirgheh bcing the
name of a Lop-man. Some half a dozen families lived in the
village ; and there I found my caravan, and Islam Bai and tke
other men grown rather uneasy a t my prolonged absence.

CHAPTER LXXII
AIJONG PRZHEVAIJSKY'S LOP-NOR BY BOAT

AFTERI had rested a couple of days, the caravan continued
its march by land tonrards Chegghelik - uy, on the Tarim,
while I proceeded thither by boat. T h e Chong-tarim (Great
Tarim) curved bacltward and for~vardin the most capricious
fashion, frequently describing an almost complete circle, so
that we really steered all round the compass. Being n o ~ vin
the open, and unsheltered against the fury of the hurricane,
my boatmen took the precaution to fasten two canoes side by
side, holding them together by means of two poles lashed to
the bulwarks and leaving about a foot's space between the
two craft. This double canoe (kosh-hemi) mras manned by
four boatmen ; and yet so furious was the storm that their
strength was put to the severest proof, although in the reaches, in which the noses of the canoes mere turned towards the
west, they were caught by the \\rind and driven along at a perfectly giddy pace.
T h e forests gradually thinned away until they ceased altogether, and the barren desert lined both banlcs of the river,
the eastern as \veil as the western.
Chegghelik-uy is a typical Asiatic fishing-station-a row of
yellow reed cabins along the river-bank, a score of canoes
drawn up on land immediately in front of them, nets hung
out to dry on long poles, and an all-pervading odor of rancid
fish. Eight families are permanently settled in the place all
the year round ; but in winter they are joinea by fifteen other
familics, w h o go down to Chai-khlilt in the spring, sow their
crops, wait till they are ripe, and harvest them, and then return to Cheggl~elilt-ujr. l'hus they are semi-nomadic in theii.
mode of life.
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T h e caravan went on farther to Abdal by land, while I still
continued the journey by water across the scanty surviving
portions of n h a t t ,velve years ago was the broad lake of Karaburan.
I h e storm had at length paused to take breath, but instead of it we had rain all day long (April 18th). During the
heaviest downpour we took shelter for a couple of hours in
the little village of Tokkuz-attanl (the Nine Fathers), a place
entirely surrounded by water. T h e lakes were throughout
very sl~allow,owing to the thick deposits of fluvial sediment
and s a n d ; indeed, there were long stretches where the water
was scarce four inches deep, so that the boatmen had to get
out and wade, and drag the canoe after them as though it
were a hand-sledge.
W e spent the night in the village of Chai, and next day
rowed all the way to Abdal, a distance of thirty-seven miles
(though only twenty -five 111iles as the crow flies). I t was
splenclid travelling, for the u~eatherwas fine. T h e farther
the Tarini flowed to the east the deeper and narrower it
grew, while its banks became more and more desolate, till a t
last not a vestige of vegetation was to be seen.
When we drew near to Abdal it was evening, and the
entire population of the place were out on the river-bank to
welcome us. Seeing among them a little old patriarch of a
man, I cried, pointing to him, although I had never seen him
in my life before, " 'That's Kunchelzkan Beg !" whereat they
were not a little astonished. But after the portrait of the old
man given by Przhevalsky in his a c c o ~ ~ of
n t his fourth journey,
it was not difficult to recognize him. O n his part the aged
chief welcomed me as though I were an old acquaintance,
and led me to a clean "parlor" i n his reed cabin.
Kunchekltan Ueg was a fine old fellow. H e talked away
all the time ivithout once waiting to be prompted, and gave
me a store of valuable inforn~ation. I'rzlievalsky had made
hi111 a present of his own photograph, as well as photograpl~s
of several scenes taken in the neighborhood of the lakes,
fish - nets, a cooking - pan, and various other usef~ll articles.
T h e olcl man preserved all liis treasures in a sand-dune a
r.
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little to the north of Abdal, so as to safeguard them from
accidents by fire and the attacks of Dungan robbers. I tried
to explain to him ~ v h a tour boats were like in Sweden, and
how we managed our oars. T h e old man clapped his hands
together and cried in a tone of great cocltsureness: " Oh,
I knew all about that long ago. T h e Chong- tura (i.e.,
Przllevalsky) told me all that. I know exactly what things

KUNCHEICKAN BEG, OF ABDAL

look like where you come from. I am almost as good a
' Russian as you are."
O n April 21st we went a trip along the river to the largk
village of Kunl - chappgrul, and the old chief, Kunchekkan
Beg (the Chief of the Kising Sun), plied one of the oars
wit11 as much power and accuracy as he 110 doubt did sixty
years before.
I was told i n Abdal that the river was in no sense naviga-
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ble beyond Kum-chappgan, for at that place it split into a
number of small arms and became lost in a niultitude of
lakes and marshes. Przl~e\lalskyhad rowed all tlie way to
Kara-kosliun along a chain of lakes; but these were now all
overgrown with reeds, and the people who at the time of his
visit dwelt on the shores of Kara-koshun had left it ten years
ago. But at Kum-chappgan I found two men, who undertook
to row me for two days towards the east-northeast-that
is,
as far as it was possible to get with a canoe. I was particularly anxious to have my map of these lakes as complete
as possible, so I determined to make the journey, but liad
first to go back to Abdal, for we liad brought no provisions
wit11 us.
I travelled back, not by the Tarim, but by the lakes of Abdal, wllicli run parallel and close to its right bank, for tliey belong in reality to the class of side 01- riparian lagoons which
drain off the water of tlie river. Owing to tlie vast amount
of sediment \\~hiclitlie streani deposits in tlie course of the year
the river-bed has become raised above the level of the land
im~iiediatelyadjoining it on either side, slid thus flonrs, as it
were, i n a raised channel. T h e water frequently takes advaiitage of weak spots in its enclosing banks, and bursts t l i r o ~ g 1 ~ ,
and floods the low-lying tracts in the vicinity. Besides, tlie
Lop-men purposely niake breaches in the river-banks so as to
let the water out to forni artificial lakes. Then in tlie spring,
when the river falls to its lo~vestlevel, they stop up the gaps,
and after tlie water in the artificial lakes hns sufficiently eraporated tliey catch tlie fizh which liave swum out tlirougli the
breaches. During tlie winter the people live upon dricd fish
and bread. But the inhabitants of Kum-cl~ekkehwere genuiile iclithyopliagi, or fish-eaters, for tliey lived entirely upon
fish all tlie year round; the only additions to their diet being
the eggs of wild cluck, the young shoots of reeds, and salt.
According to Pievtsoff, the southern Lop-nor contains two
species of' nlountain barbels (Schizosto~axBin'dudplii and Sch.
nqgentdtus), one of loach (Nemachidus yn7,kn7zde~tsis),one of
carp (Dz$tyc/tus gymnognstev), and tlie pikelike Aspiov;l.hy?zchzts P ~ z hundskii.
t
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W e started for the trip on April 22d in three canoes. In
one were myself and three boatmen; in another Islam Bai,
with the provisions, and two boatmen ; and in the third, a
tiny cockleshell of a thing, the old and experienced Tuzun,
who was to go on first and pioneer the way through the
reeds.
The weather was splendid. We did not stop at Kum-
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chappgan, but pushed on down the largest arm of the river,
the one on the left, and were soon lost among the tall reeds.
Were it not for the narrow channels \vhich the Lop-111en keep
open through them these forests of reeds would be absolutely
inlpassable; and even the channels (cha$fg~zl.ns)they do keep
open would grow over in one year if the young sprouting
reeds were not pulled up by the roots every spring. As a
rule a chappgan is about a yard wide, and is lined on both
sides by reeds as hard and impassable as boarded walls, and
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not less than fifteen or sixteen feet high. In several places
they were tied together in standing sheaves, or bent back
over, so as not to fall forward and choke up tlie lode or
channel.
T h e prinlary object of these cliappgans, which intersect one
another in a labyrinthine maze in e1ei-J direction, and in
~vliiclia stranger alone would infallibly be lost, is not, ho~vever,
solely to serve as water\va)-s. 'I'liey are used principally for
catching fish. \Ye rowed over hundredi and hundreds of
nets, and in the clear transparent water I could see countless
shoals of fish swimniing along underneath 11s. \t7e caught a
few as we went along and cooked them. Each family has its
own cliappgans, in whicli they alone are entitled to set their
nets.
How the men found their way through such a confusing
labyrinth I nrai puzzled to u~lderstand. Every not?: and again
the channel we were in would open out into a s~ilallround
basin fenced in on all sides by reeds; and from it would radiate half a dozen other basins, all exactly alilte. A s soon as
the canoe put her nose into one of these lagoons, the boatillen dipped in their oars and made her skim across the open
pool like a wild duck, so that the water hissed off her bow,
and I could not help fancying that in a ~rlinuteor so we
sliould dash our heads against a wooden wall. But n o : wit11
a swish and a crackle the reeds bent apart to right and to left
lilte curtains, and we glided into tlie next narrow, tunnel-like
chappgan.
T h u s we raced merrily on the nrhole day long. A t intervals I got a clear glimpse or two of the slowly dn:indling
Taritn. Some of the lakes we rowed across were sheets of
considerable size ; in one of them, Yokkanak-koll, I sounded
the greatest depth of any measurement I took in the southern
I,op-nor-na~nely, fourtee11 feet. T h u s the laltes are very
shallow; in fact, they were more like marshes than lakes.
In tlie afternoon we shot o u t into the largest of tlie lakes,
Kanat-baglagan-k6lI (the L A e of tlie Tied Wing), probably
so called from the fact that some t i ~ n eor other a wild duck's
wing was tied to the reeds to serve as a sign-post. W e had
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the greatest difficult!. in tlie world to \wiggle across to the
northern side; but a i the shore consisted of moist mud impregnated with sand, I preferred to sleep in the canoe.
'The next day we rowed on farther across the large lake.
Once when we stopped to take a sounding, Yolldash, thinking it was too warm in the canoe, made a dash over the side;
but after a good long swim he came to the conclusion that it
was too far to land, and so climbed back on board. T h e tiny
pioneer canoe led the way ; then followed the provision boat ;
and last of all the one in which I sat. I ate my simple breakfast of wild ducks1 eggs and bread on the lake. Islam Bai
handed the dishes to me by putting them in a wooden bowl
and setting it afloat on the water (\vhich was perfectly smooth),
and I caught it up as we darted past.
A belt of gigantic reeds, each fully 2 j feet in height and
measuring 2$ inches in circumference at the surface of the
water, stretched diagonally across the lake. As tlie Lop-men
seldom ventured so far as the point we had then reached, the
chappgans were grown up again. T h e tiny pioneer canoe
managed to get through pretty easily ; but the two bigger,
heavier boats had to work their way through inch by inch.
T h e boatmen laid aside their oars and forced the boat on with
their arms, using the reeds as a fulcrum. W e were completely shut in on all sides. Not a drop of water was visible ;'
it was entirely hidden by the reeds and the boat. Into that
dark, close, warm tunnel not a gleam of sunshine penetrated.
I drew a sigh of intense relief when we at length emerged
from the watery defile and debouched upon the last open
lake, with its surface crumpled by the breeze.
A t noon we reached the very extremity of the open lakes;
beyond that it was absolutely impossible to get through the
reeds, either by canoe in tlie summer or 011 the ice in the
winter. They stood as tightly packed together as the palings
in a wooden palisade. In some places they were indeed so
densely matted together, and so strong, that we actually
walked along the top of the tangled mat they made, without
for a single instant being reminded that there was ten feet of
water immediately under our feet.
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Before turning back, we torced our way once more to the
northern shore of the lake. 'I'here, from the top of a characteristic tamarisk-root mound, I obtained a wide view in
every direction. T o the east there was not so much as a
square yard of open water; nothing but a veritable forest of
reeds of the rankest growth. In the opposite direction,
towards the west, the narrow wateritray by which we had
come loolted like a coil of blue ribbon winding through the
yellow reeds. And an eclually vivid contrast was afforded by
the small green patches of young spring shoots scattered
thinly anlong the serried reed-beds.
W e returned to ilbdal by the same way we had travelled
out. T h e route having been already plotted, I had nothing
to do except to lean back on m y felts and cushions, and listen
to the gulping of the water against the sides of the canoe, as
well as watch the fascinating interplay of color in the transparent water. Over the deeper parts of the lake it was ultramarine blue ; but over the shallower parts it gleamed, in consequence of the reflection from the yellow reeds, like jelly
made of Rhenish wine.
When we came out upon the Tarin? (the Ki\.er) immediately east of Kum-chappgan, the current was stronger against
us, and we went slower than 011 the outward journey. O n the
way out the canoes had been swept along this part of the
river at a tren:endous pace, and all the men had to do was to
dip their oars in lightly every now and again to guide their
slight, elastic craft. Now, however, on the way back, they
were forced to ply their oars with a resolute n~ill.
I was anxious to gain time, and so ltept the Inen hard at it
as long as daylight lasted, and even a good way on into the
night; nor did they murmur, for I pronlisecl to reward them
well. I he moon came out and illumined the narrow waterway as with the pe~letratingrays of a light-house. T h e night
was still and mild. Nothing disturbed the brooding silence
save the rhythmical swing of the oars and the occasional
splash of a fish leaping to the surface of the river. It was a
fascinating night, one I shall not readily forget.
r .

C H A P T E R 1,XXIII
T H E KE'I'UKN TO K H O'I'AN

THEfirst four months of the year we were conti~luously
travelling totvai-ds the east, and putting an ever greater distance between ourselves and our nenr base of operations in
Khotan. I3y the time we reached the goal of our journey, the
farthest of the lakes of Lop-nor, we were fully six hundred
iniles from the place where I had left nearly all m y baggage,
and such of nlv money as I did not absolutely need. But tlie
long journey had not been fruitless. I had achieved the objects I set out to accomplish; I had examined the ancient
cities of the desert, had traced the course of the Keriyadaria as far as it goes, had crossed the Desert of Gobi, unravelled the complicated river-systen~of tlie Tarim, studird
the problem of Bagrash-kiill, and explored the neighborhood
1
of Lop-nor.
O u r hard, forced mal-ch across the desert had tried us all
severely. I he summer \vitIi its o p p r e s s i i ~heat was c o ~ i ~ i n g
on, not at all a pleasant outlook for us, seeing that we had
only our winter equipment of clothing with us ; and we were
all longing to get back to Khotan to rest. If only \ve could
have flown there, we sliould cei-tainly have done i t ; because,
since the journeys of Przhevalsli>., Pievtsoff, 1)utreuil de
Rhins, and the I,ittledales, both routes along the northern
foot of the Kwen-lun Mountains are sufficiently well known;
besides which, they have little of interest to offer. But not
possessing the wings of the wild duck, nre had no other alternative but to ride. Hence, after a heart)? farewell of the
classic " old chieftain, Kunchekkan Beg. we left Abdal, with
our three camels and two horses, on April 25th.
I was right glad to have 111y face turned to\zrards the west;
r .
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for after I reached Khotan there would only remain'one part,
the last, of my great scheme unaccomplished - namely, the
exploration of Northern Tibet. Moreover, I was eager to get
to Khotan for another reason. In Kara-shahr I heard from
Consul-General Petrovsky that he had sent on to Khotan a
big packet of letters for me from Sweden. What had been
happening at home during all my long absence? T h a t
packet of letters drew me westward with the force of a powerful magnet. When, therefore, the pertinacious storm from
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the east again began to blow just as we left Abdal, driving
clouds of dust and sand before it, it seemed to me as if Heaven
itself ~ v e r eminded to help us.
A s I have before mentioned, these desert-storms are both
grandiose and awe - inspiring. Along t h a t portion of its
course in which the Tarim in ordinary circumstances flows
towards the east, the surface current, under the impact of the
wind then blowing, flowed in the exactly opposite direction.
For instance, while at Abdal the level sank sixteen to twenty
inches, in the Kara-buran, to the west, it rose eight to twelve
inches. T h u s the lake expanded to an appreciable extent.
When you are riding before such a storm you have some difficulty in keeping your seat. Every moment you feel as if you
would be lifted bodily out of the saddle. T h e horses stagger
as though they were drunk, and the camels straddle wide so as
not to lose their equilibrium.

I
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Although the lake of Kara-buran had thus widened its
borders, we nevertheless rode across it-that
is to sap, those
portions of it \vhich have dried up since the date of Przhevalsky's visit. After that we came to the lower course of the
brook of Charkhlik, 1v11ich would empty itself into the lake but
that, shortly before, reaching it it disappears in low-lying ground.
'This brook also felt the effects of the storm; it, too, turned
back in its course for a space, flooding the lower grounds on
both sides to a great distance and blotting out the track. For
the most part we rode at haphazard through six or eight inches of water; and for as far as we could see there was nothing
but a bouildless expanse of water literally rent to tatters by
the wind. T h e spray was dashed about our ears, the water
was bodily driven up into the air, shivered into myriads of
drops, and flung down again with a furious liissing and splasliing. W e could not, however, see very f a r ; the atmosphere
was so thickly laden wit11 dust that it was actually darkened.
During the three days and three nights that this "black
buran " raged without a moment's cessation the temperature
never rose above 59" Fahr. (15' C.) and 64.4' Fahr. (18" C.),
and accordingly we felt it decidedly cool.
By the time we reached Charkhlik, a little " to1v11 " of about
one hundred fanlilies, the storm had subsided and the weather
was calm. But, on the other hand, our camp was in commotion. For the first thing, nre were going to part with our
three camels, n71lich ever since we left Khotan had rendered
us invaluable service. For months they had tramped with
the endurance of Stoics through the terrible desert sand, had
stalked \\?it11majestic gravity through the primeval forests of
the Tarim, had forded rivers and 11~01-asseswithout showing
any sign of fear, never complaining, seldon~occasioning difficulties, but often
our courage by their itnperturbable calmness. But we had used their strength to the
uttermost. Thev, too, urgently needed rest. T o have taken
them with us all the way to Khotan would have been cruel;
for in Central Asia camels do no work in the summer, but enjoy the privilege of grazing on the mountain pastures.
It was hardest to part with m y riding- camel, a splendid

,
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nlale ten years old. T h e camel, as I remarked when speaking of the wild species, does not love men, and never becomes
as tame as the horse ; but wit11 this particular animal I had
always been on the very best of terms. Whenever the man
approached him wliose duty it was to lead him by the rope
through his nostrils, he screamed angrily and snorted; but
after he found out that I ne.irei-touched the rope lie gave me
a very different reception. He allowed me to pat his nose
and stroke his face tvithout manifesting tlie least resentment.
Every morning I used to gi\,e him two large cakes of maize
bread, and at last lie grew so accustomed to be fed in that
way that at the stroke of the hour he used to come forward t o
my tent and remind me of it. Sometimes he even woke me
UP by giving me a regular poke ivit11 his nose.
Now, however, we were to part from our three veterans, w h o
had for so long a time faced ivind and ~veatliertogether with
us. I sold them to a mercliant from West Turkestaii for
about one-half of n-hat I gave for them. In their place I
bought four horses. IVhen the purchaser led the camels
away I felt quite lonely. 'The court-yard looked empty and
deserted. Luckily, I still had Yolldash, who faithfully kept
his place at my side in the hovel in irhich I nras lodged.
One clay, ~ v h e nI sat writing on a felt carpet, the dog suddenly jumped up, and began gro~vlingand barking, with his nose
close to the ground. A t first I paid no heed; but he came
quite close to me, and plainly showed that he was very uneasy. I then looked about for the cause, and discovered quite
close to my foot a yellowish-green, ugly-looking scorpion, two
inches long, striking out at the dog with his poisonous tail,
But the dog's instinct warned him against seizing the creature
in his mouth. I instantly killecl the scorpion, and rewarded
Yolldash \vitli a large piece of meat, and patted hini and
caressed him, and gave him to understand that he was
a '' good fellotv."
Cliarklilik was ruled by a Chinese amban, Li Darin.
\illen the Dungan revolt, which broke out in December,
1894, spread to Si - ning -fu, and there assunied disquieting
proportions, tlie Chinese stationed in the town a garrison of
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265 men armecl \\-it11 discarded English rifles of the period of
the Crimean iVar. Agreeably to the prescribed custom and
etiquette, immediately after illy ai-ri\ral I sent a messenger to
I,i Darin Ileal-ing my Chinese ~isiting-cardand the local passport lvhich Htven Darin galre me in Icara-shahr, and at the
sam'e time inquired \\;lien 1 mi~J7t have the honor of waiting
upon him personally. In reply Li Ilarin sent his interpreter
to say that before he could receive me he must first see a

larger passport, valid for the district over n~hichhe ruled. I
bade tke interpreter, a 5Iohammcdan beg, and a very decent
felloiv, explain that I had left my " great passports " from Peking and Kashgar l~ehindme in Khotan because, when I set
out 011 my journey, I had not intended to travel so far, and
that it tvould be best for me to call up011 the amban and fully
explain matters to him myself.
T h e answer \\~hichcame back tvas that a man tvl~otravelled
~ v i t b o a~ tpassport must be treated as a suspicious individual,
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that the amban would not receive me, that the southern route
to Khotan was closed against me, but that, seeing I had the
"little passport," I might, as a favor, return to Kara-shahr,
and then go back to Khotan the same way I had come.
Truly a bright lookout! Three and a half months thr0uc.h
P
the desert by a road I had already explored, and that In
the height of summer; whereas by the southern route, via
Cherchen, I could reach Khotan in a single month! I instructed the interpreter to tell his master that I despised him,
and that, notwithstanding and in defiance of him, I intended
the very next day to set out for Cherchen.
I got back the laconic answer, " G o ; but if you do I shall
arrest you and send you back to Kara-shalir under an escort
of ten soldiers." I t was no use talking any more; I milst
act. I quickly made up my mind what I should do. I would
start the next morning, as I had announced, for Cherchen.
Li Darin should then arrest me and send me back to Karashahr. Thence I would go on to Urumchi, and enlist the help
of the Russian consul to procure me not only a free passage
to Cherchen and Khotan, but also a well-merited reprimand to
Li Darin, as well as compensation for the loss I should sustain
through the delay. I therefore made an arrangement with
the merchant who bought my camels to take charge of my
baggage and the horses. I decided to take Islam Rai with
me, and we packed a few necessaries in the straps at the back
of our saddles.
A t first I was seriously annoyed at having been so splendidly caught; for it was of course not to be thought of that
I should use force or have recourse to craft against a rude
and arrogant mandarin with 265 soldiers at his back. But
before the day xv3+3 over I viewed the journey to Urumchi, a
distance of over four hundred n~iles,i n quite a different light.
I should travel along new roads and througll interesting regions, and should see the Chinese capital of Central Asia,
with its crowd of distinguished mandarins and its little Russian colony. In the end my mind was quite set upon the
journey; the only thing that drew me in the opposite direction was my letters in Khotan.
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However, my star nras more powerful than that of I,i Llarin,
amban of Charlihlik. Late that same evening there came to
my quarters a mandarin of some fifty years of age, with delicate and distinguisl~edfeatures. H e introduced himself as
Shi Darin, comnlandant of the garrison. H e told me he had
received orders to arrest me next day, and was come to apologize for Li Darin's stupid conduct; and he said he \vould
try to talk the arnban back to reason. After that the conversation passed over to other topics. Shi Darin was deeply
interested in my travels, and asked me hosts of questions.
When I told him about my disastrous journey across the
Takla-makan Desert he exclaimed loudly, and was ready to
throw l~imselfon my neck. " 011, and so that mas you / I
was in Khotan at the time; nothing else was talked about
but your unfortunate journey. Ling Dariil told me about
you, and we both hoped to have met 4'011 in Khotai~."
T h e said Ling Darin was no less a person than Paul
Splingaert, a Belgian, who had spent some thirty years of
his life i n China, and who for four years acted as interpreter to Baron van Richthofen in his travels tl~roughthat
country. H e was now an influential mandarin in Su-chow,
having become virtually a Chinaman, and married a Chinese
wife; by her he had eleven children, of whom several were
the11 being educated in a Roman Catholic mission-school at
Shanghai.
Splingaert and Shi Darin had been sent by the governorgeneral at Urumchi to make a journey of inspection through
East Turltestan, illore particularly to inquire into the existence
of gold in the rnoutltains on the southern borders of the country. Thus they were staying in Khotan at the same time
that I was wandering about the forests of Uuksem. When
they reached Kashgar I had just started for the Patnirs ; and
when I returned to Kashgar in the autumn they had already
left. I had a nreat wish to meet Splingaert, as I was the
a.
bearer of greet~ngs to hiin from Haron von Richthofen.
But we did not meet until a year later, when I found hirm at
the Russian embassy in Peking. H e was then on the point
of settling in Tien-tsin, having been appointed to an impoi--

'

tant position there through the recoinn~endationof 1,i H u n g
Shang.
Having thus found out one another's mutual acquaintances,
I and Shi Ijarin becanle real good friends, as though we had
kno~vnone another for years. He remained half the night
with me, shared my suppel-, smoked, talked. I showed him
my route-maps and sketches, and put before him all the pros
and cons of the Lop-nor problem. In this last he was especially interested, for he said he k n e ~ vof his own ltno\vledge
that the lake had formerly occupied a different situ at'ion.
Instead of going to Urumchi, we stayed all the next day
in Charkhlik, and I made m y return visit to Shi Llarin.
He received me with bright friendliness, and showed me
the route-maps he had himself plotted of the mountain-roads
south of Cl~arkhlikand Cherchen, and I confess I \vas astonished at his work. Had the names not been written in
Chinese characters, nobody could have told that the maps
were not made by a European. T h e mountains were sho\vn
ib-ith the orthodox gradings of nlodern geographers. rI'l~en
he sho~vedme his English compasses, diopters, measuringscales, and so forth. After that he took me all over the
"fortress," and sbo~vedme his stores of ammunition and firearms, and proved himself to be entirely devoid of prejudice.
In a ~vord,he was not at all an ordinary Chinaman, but more
like a European than a son of the Middle Kingdom. H e
had been stationed in Kulja for several years, and there been
brought illto contact with the ICussians ; and the consequence
was, that not only was he an admirer of Western civilization, but he even condemned Chinese civilization. And his
accluain tance with Splingaert, and as so cia ti or^ with h i m in
their long journey, had streugtl~cnedhis prepossesiions in
favor of Europeans. While we were at dinner, I t l ~ o u g h tit
would be a favorable opportunity to inquire what he was
going to do with regard to arresting me. H e replied that
11e had spent a11 the morning trying to instil a little reason
Into Li Llarin ; but that Li.Darin had stubbornly persisted
that, so long as the Dungans re~nainedin revolt, his instructions were to stop everybody seelzing to travel to IChotan via
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Cherchen. T o this Shi Darin said that he replied I was not
a Dungan, but a peaceful European. T h e amban retorted
that he did not know exactly 1vho I was-I had no passport.
Well, then, I suppose I must prepare to go to Urumchi?"
said I.
Are you mad?" cried Shi Darin, explodc c T o Ururnchi!
ing with laughter. " No. Go on to Cherchen, as though
nothing were the matter. I will be answerable for the consequences. The amban has issued the order for your arrest;
but I am commandant of the garrison, not he, and I do not
intend to supl~lya single soldier for any such purpose. And
if Li IIarin attempts to arrest you with the help of the native
begs, I will send an escort of soldiers to protect you."
Could a greater vol'ta face of Fortune be imagined ? I was
t o be protected by the very soldiers whom Li Darin had
threatened should arrest m e ! But then, conflicts of this
kind between the civil and the military Chinese authorities
in the towns of Central Asia are by no means rare occurrences. I observed the same thing in both Kashgar and
Khotan.
,.
I lle next morning we were all ready for starting again.
And as though Shi Uarin had not already sufficiently shown
his good offices towards me, he now sent me a large supply'
of sugar and tobacco, the very things I wanted. In return I
made him a present of some maps which I could do without,
and of several small things. Once more, therefore, we were
bound for the west. Our canlels were browsing on the green
leaves of the trees in a park on the outskirts of the town. A s
we rode past we sent t h e ~ na nlelancholy farewell, but they
never for an instant stopped their busy feeding nor deigned
t o waste a single glance upon us.
I must, however, hasten rapidly over the 560 miles which
still separated us from Khotan. I would gladly linger over
the details of the journey ; but this book is still growing, and
I hope, moreover, to return again to this region, in which I
gathered a rich harvest of observations, in a subsequent work.
O n the way to Chercllen we visited the ruins of Washshahri; and there I bought from a native an antique copper
i6
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can.* Then we came to the Cherchen-daria, and so througli
its scanty woods to the town of Cherchen.
From that place there are turo routes to Khotan. By the
northern road, tl~rougli the desert, the route ICIarco Polo
seems to have chosen, IChotan can be reached in ten days;
but as it is almost entirelv unpopulated, and at that season
of the year the water in the wells was salt, and the gnats an
intolerable plague, we preferred the southern route, which
skirts the Kwen-lun Mountains, and is on an average 3000 or
4000 feet higher than the other route. By that road the air
was fresh, the climate altogether delightful, and the scenery
richly varied. T h e districts tve travelled through were inhabited by a Turki stem, or tribe, called Taghliks (LIountaineei-s),
whose livelihood is derived from the keeping of domestic
animals, and also, though to a much smaller extent, from
agriculture. This road took us four days longer than the
northern road ; but that was, comparatively speaking, a trifle.
O u r first stage nras to the cold mines of Kopa. Here the
?
native inhabitants seek their fortune in a very primitive
fashion. T h e auriferous rock lies at a maximum depth of
300 feet. T o get down to it, the miners dig a shaft (hau),
and at the bottom of the shaft excavate narrow tunnels, like
mole-runs, in a direction parallel to an old river-bed. This,
however, would deserve a chapter to itself; and I must hasten
on farther across the Kirk-sai (Forty River-beds), through
whose deep channels the mountain water, that comes from
the melting snows, travels on its way to the glonring furnace
of the Gobi or 'Takla-makan. Thence we rode across Sourgak, where also gold occurs, and so down into the lo\vlands
and the desert, finding an excellent stopping-place in the little
oasis of Yaz-yulgun (the Summer Tamarisk). 111 Kerijra I
was ivarmly welcomed by nly Kasl~garfriend, Tsen Daloi,
who had recently been appointed amball of the town.
W e reached Khotan on May 27th, strong and well, but
tired, and with the liveliest an'icipations of the rest we were
about to enjoy.

* See the illustration, p.

768.

CHAPTER LXXIV
T H E SEQUEL O F MY DESERT JOURNEY

IT will be remembered how, during our disastrous journey
through the desert of Takla-makan, in April and May, 1895,
we had been obliged to leave behind the travelling-tent, and
nearly all our b a g g a ~ e to
, the value of about A275 ; a11d a150
two men who lay dying of thirst. In Kashgar the widows of
these two men came to me, weeping and begging me to give
them back their husbands. I consoled them as well as I
could, and gave thein what money I was able to afford.
After that I was so occupied with the preparations for lily
journey to the Paniirs that the occun-ences of the desert
faded from my recollecticn. I soon forgot the privations I
had endured and the loss I had suffered; but the mernol-v of
m y marvellous escape and rescue was constantly in my mind,
steeling me with confidence in lnolneilts of d'lnaei-.
9
When the Swedish army officer's revolver, wh~clihad been
left on the verge of the desert among the baggage of the
camel NZhr, turned up so unexpectedly at Kashgar in tlie
summer of 1895,our suspicions were certainly aroused. But
Consul-General Petrovsky and the Dao '1'ai sent instructions
to Khotan for fresh inquiries to be made; but they led to
nothing. I myself reached I(11otan early in January, 1896,
and when I went away I was fully convinced that the tent,
baggage, and two dead men were long ago buried in the
sand, where they would remain for a multitude of years.
Imagine, therefore, my surprise when, tlie very clay I got
back to Khotan, Liu Darin sent to my house the greater
part of my lost belongings, ivhich I had not seen for more
than a year.
But I must confess it was not with feelings of unmixed

,
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pleasure tliat I received tlie~nback again; for the recovery
brought to light the fact tliat we hatl fallen among thieves
anrl traitors.
then began the unfolding of a criminal
romance which was as tlisagreenble to me as it was colnplicatecl in itself, to say nothing of the loss of time occasionerl by
the unravelling of it all. I will, however, tell the story succinctly, partly because it illustrates the character of the h10hammedan population as \nrell as the Chinese metliocls of administering justice.
Seyd Alillram Uai, ak\akdl of the West Turkestan ~ n c r chants in Iiliotan, received tlie Swedish revolver from Yussuf, the mercliant who gave water to Islam Bai \vhen lie lay
dying of thirst. Yussuf no doubt meant it as a bribe to secure the alisakal's gc od-will and silence. I3ut the aksakal
had been already forewarned by Mr. Petrovskjr, and so escaped falling into the trap. H e subjected Yussuf to sharp
examination; and Yusiuf filially confessed that lie had received tlie revolver from Togda Beg, chief of 'I'avek-ltel. T h e
aksakal gave the weapon to Liu Darin, and the latter sent it
to the Dao Tai, who sent it to me. Yussuf, finding tliat the
matter awakened a certain amount of interest, thought it
pruderlt to retire to Urumchi. Meanwhile the aksakal, hearing nothing more of the ~ ~ i e r c h a nsent
t , a spy to Tavek-1;el
to keep an eye upon Togda 13eg and his house.
Clad in rags, the spy went to Tavek-kel, and played his
part so well that Togda Beg took him into liis service, and
i i r ~t i in charge of a flock of sheep. T h e man roarned
p ~ l~
about the neighborhood, performing his duty to the complete
satisfaction of liis new master. H i i wages were very small;
but one day when he went to tlie beg's house to receive the
little that \vas due to him he made an important cliscovery.
As soon as tlie beg caught sight of liim in the door\vay he
jumped up and prevented liim from going in. But tlie mati had
already seen sufficient: he saw how thc beg, together with our
three Iiunters of the Khotan-daria-namely, Ahmed Merghen,
Kasim Alihun, and Togda Sliali, as well as Yakub Shah, the
man who uuided us to tlie first of the ancient cities in the desa.
ert, were s ~ t t i n gcrouching round some boxes; and several
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articles, which could only belong to a European, had been
taken out of them and lay scattered over the carpet. 'The spy
kept his own counsel, received his wages, and walked slowly
away; but as soon as he was well out of sight he caught the
first horse he saw, jumped on his back, and galloped off to
Khotan to report to the aksakal what he had seen. T h e aksakal at once carried the report to Liu Darin, and Liu Darin
sent two officers of the law, with a party of soldiers, to Tavekkel to search the beg's house and take possession of the stolen
property.
In the meantime the beg had speedily missed his new
shepherd, and as a horse was also gone he instantly guessed
that something was wrong, and sent men on horseback as
hard as they could gallop after the fugitive. But the spy had
got too long a start; besides, he knew that his own life depended upon his getting to Khotan first. T h e bcg mras now
in an awkward predicament; but he saved himself with the
craft of a diplomatist: he hurriedly squeezed the things back
into the boxes, and took them to Khotan, arriving there in
company with the men Liu Darin had sent, and handed
everything over to him (the amban), saying that they had
only been found two or three days before. T h e hunters
also went to Khotan at the same time, and all the conspirators put up at the same caravanserai. But there, too, the
aksakal had a spy in his service. Next day this spy came
and reported that during the night the beg had instructed
the hunters what they were to say when Liu Darin questioned them about the affair; for there could be no doubt he
would very soon hold a formal inquiry as to where and when
and how they found the things.
But first the aksakal had the hunters before him - the
very men, be it remembered, who had gone with Islam Bai to
look for the tent after our shipwreck in the desert, but without
success. They told him that in the course of the winter they
had gone back to the three pol~lai-s,and frorn that point had
followed u p tl:e trail of a fox which ran due west into the desert. They folloived it for some days, and at last came to a place
where the animal had stopped and scratched in the sand.
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T h e sand there was as white as chalk; they discovered that
the coloring was caused by flour. After that they d u g down,
and at last came upon the tent, so completely buried in the
sand that the tops of the tent-poles were a foot below the surface. Then they fished up the different articles one after the
other, and loaded them on donkeys' backs and carried them
to the river.
This was a most interesting story. I t proved that the sanddunes round the tent had increased more than six feet in
height, although the increase might in great part be due to
local irregularities caused by the heaping up of the sand on
the sheltered side of the tent. In the summer of 1895 there
had clearly been heavy gales of wind; but the winter had
been, as usual, calin and quiet, so that the fox's trail had not
been blotted out, and n7as easy to trace. No doubt the fox
had scented the hens and thc cases of provisions we left behind, and had gone across the desert in search of them. T h e
hunters found the slteleton of one of the hens on a sand-dune
a long way from the camp; but they saw nothing of the two
dead men. Possibly they both crept on a little farther on the
night of May 1st.
T h e aksakal quickly formed his own conclusions as to the
truth of this story. Why did they not take the things straight
to the arnban, Liu Darin, instead of waiting until the spy found
them out ? bZTell,Togda Beg, who had fornlerly been a yuzbashi (captain) in the great Yakub Beg's army, and was known
to be a hard and unscrupulous man, and hated accordinglyhe had got wind of the " find," and persuaded the hunters, who
were good-hearted, harmless men, to keep the affair quiet, and
then gradually sell some of the things, keeping those they
could make use of themselves. Hence I only recovered some
of my property, principally such articles as the natives could
find no use for, such as a portion of my instruments, the planetable and stand, the medicine-chest, my ulster, cigars, the petroleum cooking - stove, and the two photographic cameras.
Unfortunately these last were of very little service afterwards ;
for the inhabitants of Tavek-kel had appropriated the plates
and used them for glazing the grated window-openings of their
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houses. I was therefore still restricted, as regards the future,
to my pen and pencil ; hence it is only the earlier portion of
this book which is illustrated from photograpl~s.
T h e hu~itersfell in wit11 '170gda Beg's proposal, and had already disposed of articles to the value of £ 1 10. i l h ~ n e dRIerghen and Kasin; iikhun, who had accompanied me down the
Keriya-daria, had kept their own counsel throughout the whole
of the journey. But I suspect their consciences priclted tl-iem ;
for, whenever our unfortunate desert-journey mas talked about,
they always used to say that the things 1 had abandoned were
certain to bc found again, and that they would look for them
as they went home from Chimen, as thougll hey were seeking to cover their retreat. I also understood noiv why Togda
Beg lodged me in an ordinary house \vhen I visited Tavekkel, ancl did not offer me the hospitality of his own. 'The
stolen articles were concealed there in carpets and felts, and
possibly something might have been discovered.
'I'he amban, I,iu Ilarin, also held an inquiry, in the course
of \vliich he elicited that the locks of my boxes had been
fbrcibly broken open. (1 left them locked and put the lrey
under one of the boxes tllat unlucky hIay st, 1895.) He
asked how the men had dared to do such a tiling, and
whether they did not know that both the Chinese law and
the iV4oliammcdan sherid (theological Iaiir) forbade t h e n ~to
lay hands upon another person's p~operty. 'They replied, the
boxes were so heavy that they were obliged to break them
open in order to carry the contents piecemeal.
All this had taken place two or three months before I got
back to Khotan. T h e 11unte1-shad been put to torture to
make the111 confess; after that they \\'ere beaten and cast into
prison. Rut the cunning beg was still at large.
After my I-eturn to Khotan the case ivas taken up again.
T h e aksakal had a spy in the nmban's yall~rrc(official residence), and it was his busi~less to report \vliat took place
there. I3ut \ye were satisfied I,iu Darin \vould do what was
right in the matter, ancl would not let himsclf be bribed.
T h e thieves' destinies were in m y hand. Chinese processes
of torture often make men cripples, and the suspense in

,
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which the poor felloivs were being kept while awaiting their
doom n ~ u s tha\re been terrible. It was of course my intention from the beginning to let them off with a good fright.
I did not wish them to be harshly treated; for had not the
All-hIercifu1 stretched out His hand to me when my life was
in jeol~ardy?
Z,iu Darin put on the mantle of a judge, and asserted his
authority with dignity and effect. H e demanded a list of the
articles I had lost, together with their several values; and
armed wit11 it, he himself, i n hi.; own august person, trairelled
all the way to 'I'avek-kel, and pursued his investigations all
over auain. After that the case was continued in Khotan.
?
T h e ev~dencewas very conflicting. Liu Darin wanted, therefore, to have recourse to the rack and the grill, wl~ich I
opposed with all the energy I was master of. Then he must
a t least use the rod, and all through the inquiry both rod
and executioners were present ready to hand. But \vhen I
declared that if they were employed I must withdraw, for
according to the custom of my country it was wrong to illuse even a criminal, Liu Ilarin gave way and respected my
scruples.
'l'he hunters all agreed in maintaining that they had g i en
~
the whole of the property to Togda Beg, and that if any
things were wanting he was the only person who could tell
where they had gone to. On the other hand, Togda 13eg
swore that the hunters had stolen the missing articles. Liu
Darin's Solomon-like judgment was therefore this : " One of
the two parties is lying, but the inquiry has not established
which party it is. I the]-efore coildemn both parties to pay
back to ollr guest within two days the value of thc articles
which have gone amissing- that is, 5000 tengeh (nearly

A I TO)."
Immediately, and i l l the presence of the culprits, I observed
that the amban's decision was perfectly sound and just; but
that I would not take lnoney from the thieves, however guilty
they were.
T o this Liu Darin replied wit11 firm decision that, even
though the money were a matter of indifference to me, it was
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a matter of the greatest importance to the Chinese themselves, to teach their subjects that they could ilot plunder a
European gueit with im~,unity, other\vise the same thing
would happen again the next time a traveller came that way.
However, I did not consider it satisfactorily proved that
the camel which had been left near the river had also bee11
plundered. IVToreover, the hunters asserted that sorne of the
things had been left behind in the place where they found
the tent. For these reasons I managed to get the fine reduced to 1000 tengch ( £ 2 2 IOS.). If I gained lo thing else, I
gained at l e d ~ tthe respect of the culprits themselves.
T h e quick sense of justice and the resolute energy which
Liu Darin showed in protecting the interests of a European
are very ullusual qualities in a Chinese mandarin. But I
have already observed that Lui Sui Tsai, to give him his full
name, was an exceptionally capable man, and this was proved
yet again in another instance. T h e annual tribute \~rhiclithe
oasis of Khotan pays collectively to the Chinese imperial
exchequer amounts to about 3000 janzbaus (£33,000). A t
Khotan, as indeed in most of the towns of East 'Turltestan,
the governor is changed every three gears ; but even in that
period he generally finds time to "scrape together" a few
thousands, for a large portion of the taxes that are levied
sticks in his onrn pocket. Liu Darin had been governor of
K l ~ o t a nthree years, but every year he had sent the whole of
the tribute without deduction to Peking. His rare integrity
had excited considerable attention at Urumchi, and he had
just been pronloted to be amban of Yarkand, and was to leave
for his new sphere of labor the same day I quitted Khotan.
\Ye had a thoroughly pleasant time of it in Khotan. A t
the command of Liu Darin, the \vealthiest man in the place,
Alim Akhun, placed his fine summer residence at 111y disposal, and everything was ready for me when I arrived on
May 2 7 t h I was led throuah a gate, then across two or
P
three court-yards, and filially ~ n t oa large garden surrounded
by a high square wall. A pavement of stone slabs led to a
rectangular brick house, standing on a stone terrace in the
middle of the garden. T h e interior contained only one large

,

apartment, with fifteen wiudon~s,the wooden gratings of
which opened like jalousies. T h e terrace was surrounded
by a moat, filled tvit11 water and crossed by four small
bridges. T h e house had been built for Yakub Beg, the
famous ruler of Kashgar, and was surrounded by willo~vsso
full of leaf and so closely planted that not a ray of sunshine
was able to pierce through to banish the cool, delicious shade.
T h e temperature in tlie open rose to 100.4" Fahr. (38" C.);
under tlie trees it was IS" Fahr. lower. T h e water rippled
along tlie moat; the wind \vhispered in tlie tops of the trees.
Although storms of dust were prevalent at that season, none
invaded the peace of the garden.
T h e house had only one door. A wooden platfol-in about
a yard high ran all around the other three sides, leaving the
middle of the stone floor free. I furnished tlie platform with
packing-cases and carpets, and in one corner set up my bed.
'There I sat cross-legged, with a box for a table, and worked
,.
until far in the night. I he place mas not unlike a student's
room, except that the large quantity of travelling paraphernalia gave it an unusually picturesque appearance.
'I'he kitchen was situated in a little clay house near the
entrance-gate to the garden, and to secure me ill some degree frorn interruption Islam Bai rigged up a temporary bell
between the two houses. I only had two meals a day.
Islnm came and announced, "Ash Lqlev, tuva " (The rice-pudding is ready, sir), then spread a cloth on the platform at m y
side, and arranged the dishes. Pudding with onions and
mutton, soup with vegetables and marrow, fresh bread, sour
milk, tea with sugar and cream, eggs, cucunibers, melons,
grapes, and apricots-why, I lived in clover, like a prince!
Chinese mandarins came to pay me visits. Native traders
came, bringing antiquities and articles in jade to sell. My
only companion was Yolldash. T h e ~loharnmedansbestowed
upon him the title of Yolldash Akhun, or Air. Travellingcompauiou. He kept 117atch over my house, and by the
wagging of hii tail tnanifested his interest \vhen Islain came
c\ it11 the dinner-tray.
How I did enjoy my rest in that beautiful garden! It was
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so still, so peaceful. Not a sound of the noisy bazaar penetrated thither, not a whiff of the un\vholesome atmosphere of
the streets. IC'o doubt it was the great contrast with the
desert that made the place so delightful ; and I enjoyed it
none the less that 111y letters from home contained 11othing
but good news. After dinner I strolled an~hileabout the
garden, drinking in tlie scent of the ripening mulberries and
peaches, of swelling roses and tulips, the last having a shade
of green. There was also a roe-deer, with a blue ribbon and
bells round its neck, which sometimes came ~vithshort, nimble jumps and wanted to play ~vitlime. In a word, it nras
the most delightful place a n~arlcould dream about, a perfect
paradise, in fact, only-there was no Eve.
111 the stable stood my fifteen new horses. My ridinghorse of tlie summer of 1895 was the only old one, but it
had been left behind in Khotan when I set out for Lop-nor.
It was now getting a good rest against the hard 12.01-k in
store for it. Liu Darin sent rile a n abundant supply of
qaize and green fodder. I protested that, if he would do so,
I should be obliged to start again all tlie sooner; but he paid
no heed to my protests. On tlie contrary, he begged me to
stay; he assured me it was the way every true Chinaman
would treat his guest. Nor was that all ; when I made my
next start he gave me provisions for a month for every man
and animal in the caravan. In fact, I cannot reckon up all
the proofs of l<indness and friendship wliicli that excellent
mandarin lavished upon me. There is, lio\vever, one thing
I must mention. H e procured me a Chinese interpreter,
F o n g Shi, a pleasant and agreeable yo11119 Chinaman, I V ~ I O
wrote his mother-tongue with ease and spoke Jagatai Turki
fluently, and-did
not smoke opium. He left his wife and
child behind him in Khotan, Liu Ilarin making himself a u swerable for their maintenance. But I also paid Fong Shi
three months' salary in advance, ant1 that money he gave to his
wife. \irhenever I could find leisure lie was to give me lessons
in Chinese, and we began at once, even before we left Khotan.
When evening came, Islam let down the blinds before the
windows and lighted a couple of stearine candles, and then I

I
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sat down and worked on steadily till tnro o'clock in the morning. One dark and stormjr night I was awakened by Yolldash barking like a crazed thing at one of the ~vindo~vs.Uut
owing to the nielaucholy moaning of tlie wind in the trees I
n a s ilnable to hear anything unusual. I crept to the bell.
T h e wire was cut, though I never knew whether it was
broken by the storrn or done 011 purpose. I went out upon
the terrace ; the dog, quivering with rage, instantly jumped
down into the bushes. I saw a couple of darli figures steali n g away towards the garden wall. I 1-lastetled to Islarn, who
had the firearms, and woke him up. He took a rifle and fired
two or three shots at random. T h e nest morning we found
a ladder propped against the wall. ?'he thieves, for such the
intruders wcre, had left it behind them in their hurried flight.
After that I always kept a loaded revolver by my side. We
also stationed trio night-watch me^^ in tlie garden ; and, as
the custom is i n protecting the bazaars against thieves at
night, they sou~~clecl
three strolies up011 a drum every minute.
Henceforward I was not disturbed.
But the time flew rapidly. I cotild not afford to sacrifice
more than one tnonth to rest, 2nd soon longed to be up and
moving again. By the end of June everything was ready for
another start. Islam Jjai, in xvhom I reposed the most absolute confidence, had engaged a fresh set of attendants and
bought fresh supplies. '4 tent-nialier in the bazaar made me
a big new tent for my men's accommodation. I intended to
use the same tent which I had left behind me in the desert and
now so strangely recovered from the sand of the Takla-makan.
T h e men ~ v h owere to go ivith m e celebrated their departure by a feast on the last afternoon. Colored Chinese lanterns were hung all round one of the small court-yards. T h e y
had a full band of flute-players and drummess ; and a couple
of dancers, one disguised as a woman, gave exhibitions of
their skill-anything but an edifying performance-while the
Mohammedans sat round in a circle and applauded and
enjoyed themselves. T h e n tea and rice-pudding were handed
round; and so the festivities were kept up until the early
hours of the morning.
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CHAPTER LXXV
OVER 'THE KWEN - L U N PASSES

ON June 29th we were all up at sunrise. My peaceful
house in the garden was cleared out. T h e horses with the
pack-saddles were brought in and loaded with packing-cases
and boxes. Some of them, in consequence of the long rest,
had become restive and shy, and throughout the first day had
to be led separately.
While the men were getting the caravan arrantred for the
P
start, I went to pay my farewell visit to Liu Darin, and presented him with a gold watch which I bought from a wealthy
merchant from Ladak. T o the military commandant of the
to\z7n,who had presented me with rt very good carpet for my
tent, I gave a revolver, together with our surplus ammunition. Alim Akhun got a bell and a klialat. I11 fact, I overlooked nobody who llad been in any way helpful to me.
T h e Tatar merchant, Kafikoff, undertook to send home my
arcl~aeologicalcollections, the wild camel's skin, and a number of carpets I bought in Khota11; and, thanks to his care
and the kindly offices of Mr. Petrovsky, everything reached
Stockholm not a bit the worse for the journey.
It was ten o'clock before everytliing was ready, and the
long caravan, consisting of twenty horses and thirty donkeys,
led by a troop of men on foot and on horseback, got into
motion for the east. Yes, we were at last bound for the Far
East !
It took us barely an hour to reach the left bank of the
Yurun-kash, which had now a very different appearance from
what it had a month earlier. I hen it consisted of a single
channel, which we rode through ~vithoutany difficulty whatever. Now it was divided into four arms, the biggest curr

.
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rent being in the channel nearest the right bank. T h e river
was, in fact, in its summer flood, and the torrent raced down
so \7iolently that the ground shook under our feet. I had
measured its volume the day before, and found it amounted
to I 2,700 cubic feet in the second ; but fortunately the stream
had fallen fourteen inches during the night. In spite of that,
we were obliged to requisition the services of a score of watermen (suchis). First they took over the horses with the provisions, the tent, and the heavier baggage. Alongside the
fourth and most difficult arm stretched a low gravelly island,
and there the ferry-men used a long, narrow, but very clumsy
boat, in shape like a heavy oblong box. In this primitive
craft I, Yolldash, and the more perishable boxes were ferried
over. Yolldash was anything but comfortable a t crossing in
such a " wobbly" affair. T h e water was fearfully muddy, and
its temperature 57.9' Fahr. (14.4~C.).
Beyond the Yurun-kash the road ran through an unbroken
succession of villages, all embowered in luxuriant summer
greenery, and across a countless number of irrigation canals,
each full to the brink. 'This net-work of channels despoiled
the river of no small portion of its water.
W e spent the first night in a first-rate house at Samptllla,
and on the next day, J u n e 30th~passed through the last villages on the soutlieastern margin of the oasis of Kliotan. T h e
last irrigation canal stopped a t Kutaz-lengher (the Station of
the Yak), and then all vegetation ceased with extraordinary
suddenness, as sharply as though it had been scalded off
with boiling water. Beyond the dividing line there was not
a green blade to be seen. Before us stretched the absolutely
sterile sai,a sort of 'Transitional region, between the desert
and the mountains, with ~vhich we had already made acquaintance at Kopa and Sourgak. T h e surface was hard
and yellow, and had a very gentle inclination upward.
Between the belt of sai, which is properly a gravelly talus
at the foot of the mountains, and the sandy desert ran the
narrow belt of detached oases, with the caravan road. T h c
sai was seamed by numerous small torrents, deeply eroded,
which poured off the northern versant of the Kmen-lun
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Mountains. T h e largest of those we crossed, were the
Ullug - sai, Keriya - dai-ia, Niya-daria, Tollan - khoja, Bostan tograk, J\/lolldya, and Kara-muran. A t the points where
these several streatns burst from the mountains there were
a number of small villages, around which barley is grown,
and in that, and in the breeding of sheep and cattle, the
inhabitants find their chief means of subsistence. Hence, i n

T H E CI1'.4PP, O R RAVINE, O F TOI.LAS-ICHOJA

East Turkestan, three varieties of oases may be distinguished:
( I ) those along the courses of the rivers; (2) those which
are situated at the edge of the desert and are watered by
artificial irrigation channels-to these all the towns belong;
and (3) those which lie at the points where the mountain
torrents break out of the mountains, and where there is generally a plentiful supply of grass.
At Kutaz-lengher we made a short halt to water the animals ; and there the aksakal of Khotan, Iskender, and the rest
of the horsemen who had accompanied us turned back home.
T h e aksakal took my last letters, and after that I was cut off
from all communication with Europe. I should hear nothing
more from home until I reached Peking in the Far East.
T h e next few days we rode along the foot of the mountains, through a country that was beautifully fresh and green,

I
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and through the villages of Hasha, Chaltkar, and Nura, and
so arrived at Dort Imam Sebulla, near Pulur. It had originally been my intention to strike up into the Tibetan plateau
from this last-mentioned place, but that I found to be impossible, because the narrow, difficult mountain - path was completely blocked by the unusual quantity of water in the
Keriya-daria. W e had, therefore, no other choice but to g o
back to the great caravan road. W e reached it at the town
of Keriya, and stayed there four days, and there we crossed
the river.
Thence it took us three days, by way of Oy - togralt and
Ovraz, to reach Niya, a little town of 500 uj:l& (houses),
with a beg, two yuz-bashis, and four on-bashis (chief over ten
men). I h e oasis is supplied with water from the Ullug-sai
or Niya-daria; but, in case the river dries up, there are reservoirs to fall back upon. They are, however, quickly exhausted, and for the greater part of the year the people are dependent upon wells, which are thirty to forty feet deep and
contain good, fresh water: T h e oasis is not, therefore, suited
for agriculture, and the gardens do not look so flourishing as
in the other oases.
Niya derives such importance as it possesses solely from
the fact that two days' journey to the north, at the point
where the river loses itself in the sand, is the tomb of the
saint Imarn Jafer Sadik, ~vhichevery year, especially in the
latter part of the summer and autumn, is visited by from 3000
to 4000 pilgrims. And, as at Ordan Padshah, it is upon their
gifts in nntura, and the money they give, that the five sheikhs
and temple servants subsist. I n this way the shrine has become possessed of about 4000 sheep, ~vhichgraze in the forests of the Niya-daria. T h e river, after forminu a small lake
a.
which supplies the place with water, loses itself 111 the sand a
short distance north of the tomb.
A t Niya, ~ v l ~ i we
c l ~left otl July 18th, we once more turned
towards the foot of the mountaiils, and after passing t h r o ~ ~ g h
Chicheghan-lengher and Yulgun-bulak came to the river TolIan - lthoja, w l ~ i c lhas
~ cut a deep channel through the conglomerate strata. 011the way we had an awltward misaclventP .
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use. Islam Bai saw a troop of antelopes grazing a short
distance ahead. H e rode on in advance, dismounted, tethered his horse, and stalked them through a ravine. T h e shot
(unfortunately, it missed) frightened the horses, which were
non7 going by themselves, without being led. Off they started in a wild race for the steppe, an undulating plain dotted
with tussocks of grass. Luckily the horse which carried n ~ y
instrument cases was prevented from joining in the mad gallop, for it was always led by one of the men. A s for the
others, they disappeared in a cloud of dust, and only came to
a stop when their loads slipped off their backs and got about
their feet, preventing them from moving. Some of the boxes
were broken; one that contained cooking-utensils was smashed
to atoms and its contents scattered all over the steppe, several china cups being shivered to fragments.
When we got illto the neighborhood of Kara-sai, we heard
for the first time of a pass over the Kwen-lull Mountains
which was said to lie south of Dalai-kurgan, about one day's
journey southeast of Kopa. I decided to go back to Kopa,
to pick u p more definite information, as well as to procure
guides. I also wanted some camels for the journey through
Northern Tibet. I heard there were several, grazing in charge'
of their drivers, on the upper yeylaus (summer pasturegrounds) of the river hlollclya; and therefore sent on one
of the trustiest of my men, Parpi Hai, to g o and bring some
for me to look at. Parpi Bai performed his errand capitally.
When on July 28th we halted to rest at illolldya, he met us
~viththirteen good camels, and brought their owners with
him too. I had previously despatched a courier to the beg
of Kopa, Togda hlolianimed Beg, and he now rode up and
helped me in the bargaining by keeping down the price to a
reasonable figure. For I 275 tengeh (£30) I bought six male
camels of the vxiety ~vhichare accustomed to travel in mountainous districts, and which had had a thorough summer's
rest.
Leaving Kopa on July 3otl1, fire directed our march towards the east-southeast, and crossecl over a series of ravines,
called ctiapps, deeply excavatecl in the conglomerates, but dry,
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except after rain. A t the Mitt, an affluent of the Kara-muran,
the landscape became picturesque. T h e river emerged from
between the granite cliffs through a gateway less than fifty
yards wide. But immediately after it emerged, it spread itself

T O G D A MOHAMMEI) BEG, OF KOI'A

out in a broad channel which it had carved through the conglomerates, and was joined from the right by the Yakkachapp, at that season a mere dry ravine with a stony bottom.
Like' those of the Mitt, its sides were almost vertical, and
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flung back the rattle of the cara\lan with a sliat-p echo. By
means of this ravine we ascended to a series of loess hills, soft
in outline and overgrown with grass. Then the track s\vung
off to the southeabt, towards the entrance of a transverse valley, traversed by a little brook on its way down to the plain.
T h e district was called Ilalai-kurgan, and was inhabited by
eighteen families of 'I'aghlilis (hIountaineers), who owned
among them some 6000 sheep. 'They lived in small huts
partly excavated out of the loess terraces. W e encamped on
the left bank of the stream, in the cntrance to the \,alley, and
let all our animals run free on the luxuriant (*rass.
a.
Immediately south of us towered up the nilghty mountaitlchain which the Chinese call Kwen-lun (Kuen-lun); the
,.
Taghliks, however, had no general name for it. I he secondary range, which was pierced by the Ilalai-kurgan stream,
was called the Tokkuz-davan (the Nine Passes) east of the
Kara-muran ; though at Dalai-kurgan itself that name was not
in use. T h e 'Taghliks ~naintaiuecl there was only one pass
giving access to the high plateau of Tibet-namely, the pass
of Chokkalik; but they would not undertake to say that we
'could get through with our camels. I decided, therefore, to ,
reconnoitre the pass before sending on the whole of the
caravan.
Accordingly, on August st, accompanied by Fong Shi,
Islarn Akhun, Koslakh, and two Taghliks, I rode up the valley of the Ilalai-kurgan to the pass of tlie same name (14,330
feet in altitude), and on the following day pushed on eastward to the principal pass ( I 6,180 feet). Thence I obtained
a magnificent view of the ocean of tumbling mountain-peaks.
T h e ascent was certainly steep; still we thought the cal~lels
could manage it. But tlie descent on the other side was
very much worse, o~vingto the sharp, jagged rocks which
protruded through the almost precipitous gravelly slope.
After carefully considering the matter in counsel together,
we decided to make the attempt. T h e baggage could be
lowered down the gravel slope; the horses and donkeys
\vould be able to take care of themselves; and if the camels
could not manage it, we could roll them up in felt carpets,
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and so haul them down. Having come to this decision, we
returned to Llalai-kurgan over the pass of Sarik-kol (13,720
feet), arriving there on the evening of August 3d.
T h e caravan n a s given another day's rest, and then the
long string of animals started for the aghil of Sarik-kol (the
Village of the Yellow Valley), and there they got their last
bite of fresh, sappy grass.
On August 6th, the caravan, divided into several separate
g r o ~ p seach
,
in charge of a specially appointed leader, and
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the whole making an imposing appearance, wound slowly up
the glen towards the pass of Sarik-kol. T h e pasturage continued to diminish in extent as we climbed higher; what there
was clung for the most part to the banks of tlie little stream.
T h e bed of tlie torrent wound mostly through soft earth, but
sometimes t l i r o ~ ~ gconglomerate
li
strata, and its bottom was
littered \vitli pieces of bright gray and green granite. In
the 11ighcst part of the glen the naked granite roclts hung
right over the stream, although in places they were still
crowned with patches of g1-ass. 1CIeanwhile the glen gradually contractctl, and grew steeper and steeper. Slowly, painthe animals clan~bered up the g-ra\rclly talus, which
choked thc trunlpet-shaped gap cut through the crest of the
range, and over which the beds of the torrents radiated, like
the ribs of a fan, upon the head of the glen l~elow. T h e
camels toiled cautiously up the loose gravel ?lope. Every
minute one or other of the horses or donlieys fell, and lost
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ground i~rllilethey tvere being unloaded and loaded again;
then they would push on at a quicker pace in the endeavor
to catch u p with the caravan. I usually rode in tlie rear, so
as to have an ejre upon tliein all; and it was with a feelinn of
?
real relief that I saw the last of the animals disappear beli~nd
the summit of the pass.
T h e southern side of the pass was much less steep, and led
down into a wide glen with plenty of loose soil but rather
scanty yeylaks (pasture). 011both sides it was shut in by
imposing mountain-spurs, like those which overhung tlie
Sarik-ltol on the north. In consequence of the inconsiderable fall and the relatively feeble erosive power of the water,
the solid rock was not eaten away, although the crest of the
main range presented very fantastic outlines.
W e kept beside the rivulet wl~ichbabbled down tlie middle
of the glen until we reached the broad main valley of Lamacliimin, and were just turning to the left-ie., eastwardto~vardsthe pass of Chokkalik, when the aksakal, or chief of
the Taghliks, who was to guide us over it, blurted out that
there was a inore convenient pass, called Yappkaklik, in the
upper valley of the Mitt. When, therefore, lie told me that
Cliokkalik was the only pass across the range, he told me a
deliberate lie. T h e fact was, he was afraid to show us a
hitherto unknown path into Tibet through feat- of tlie Cliinese. But, having brought us so far on the road, he plucked
up courage a little, and gave me fuller and more definite information. I reprirnandcd hirn sinartly for having deceived
me, and taken us under false pretences all the way over the
passes of Llalai-kurga~i,Chokkalik, and Sarik-kol. All the
same, I was not sorry to have had tlie opportunity of making
a reconnaissance of the district.
i l T e therefore turned and directed our course southwest,
and then due south, crossed the brook that came down from
the pass of Chokkalik, left the lower extremity of the glen of
Dalai- kurgan on the right, and so threaded the transverse
glen of hlitt, considerably farther to the west. This glen,
too, was pretty wide, and so level that to us, accustomed as
we were t o the steep slopes, it appeared to incline towards the
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south; but the course of the torrent, flowing in the opposite
direction, convinced us that we were the victims of an ocular
delusion. T h e stream issued from between two lofty granite
spurs, which formed a sort of gateway, and n~eanderedin a
broad, shallow, silent current across an almost absolutely
level plain. Its bed was lined with soft mud, into which the
horses sank over the fetlocks; there was not a pebble 01- a
splinter of stone to be seen in it. A t intervals the stream
spread out into lakelike expansions, and the shore lines
showed that when in full flood it very nearly stretched from
one side of the glen to the other. There were several x1ery
sharp turns in its course, and in places it was divided by low
islands of mud. Its volume was augmented by rivulets from
two or three springs, situated at the foot of the mountains on
the left, and the water in then1 was perfectly clear and fresh,
although there were thin white lines along their edges, indicative of saline evaporations.
We pitched our camp at the foot of a conglomerate terrace
on the right bank of the stream, commanding a magnificent
view to the south. T h e valley continued to widen out, and
finally ended in an extensive plain, upon which several sideglens debouched, and which was crossed by the river hlitt,
split into a great number of arms, Inany of them containing
water. In the far, far distance, still to the south, I perceived
a line of snowy peaks, imperfectly distinguishable through
the hazy atmosphere, peeping up over the tops of the intervening ranges, which abutted upon the plain e n 2clreZon.
O u r camp was the scene of much life and bustle, notwithstanding that there was but a scanty supply of pasturage, and
that ~ n u c hpoorer in quality than it was at Lama-chimin. In
the middle of the camp were the two white tents, with the
provision-bags, boxes, saddles, and other z'mjcjea'henta piled up
between them. T h e horses were coupled two and two together to prevent them from straying too far away, but the
donkeys and camels were allowed to run freely at large, and
tugged greedily at the grass.

C H A P T E R 1,XXVI
MY CARAVAN : ITS SEVERAL MEMBERS

THISwas the first camp in an entirely uninhabited region.
Our faces were now set towards unltnown, uninhabited Tibet,
and two months were to elapse before we again came into
colltact with 11uman beings. In a word, we burnt our ships
behind us, and had the comfortable feeling of being safe
beyond the reach of all the mandarins of China. But for the
future we should have to make longer and quicker marches,
and only stop in places where there was grass. But in this
regard the Taghliks gave us only the poorest Job's comfort,
for with one voice they declared that the country to the south
was everywhere absolutely barren. This agreed fully \\lit11 the
experience of the Pievtsoff expedition farther to the east, so
'
that I was fully prepared to see the caravan animals gradually
become exhausted and perish on the way. Hut I saw no danger as regarded ourselves; for, supposing things came to the
very worst, I hoped we should be able on foot to reach inhabited regions either on the south or on the north.
But beyond that camp the Taghliks were not accustomed
to go ; and as they had no geographical names for the tracts
in front of us, I was obliged to enter the various geographical features on my map under purely conventional signs, such
as numerals and the letters of the alphabet. I t is very curious that several names in that particular district point to a
Mongol source of non~enclature- acq., Kalmak - chapp (the
Mongol Ravine), Kalmak-utturgan ( ~ 1ere
1 Mongols Have
Dwelt), Kara-muran (the Blaclc iZ'ater), Dalai-kurgatl (the
Fortress of Dalai), and Lama-chimin (the Lama's Grazinggrounds).
Here then our valuable animals enjoyed their last good
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meal of sweet, fresh grass in peace and quietness, all unconscious of the fate that was in store for them. Ere two months
were gone most of them lay dead o n the barren plateau of
Northern Tibet ; and yet, when we started, we had by no
means a niggardly cavalcade. W e brought mith us to the
foot of tlie mountains no less than seventeen horses, twelve
donkeys, and sis camels, besides a nunlber of other animals
hired for a short period. A t Sarik-kol we added four other
horses and seventeen donkeys to the troop, the donkeys
being laden wit11 sacks of m a k e intended as fodder for all
,.
the animals of the caravan. I hus we had fifty-six beasts i n
all, and \vhen I add that, by the tirile me reached the borderridge of Tsaidam, mTehad only three camels, three horses, and
one donkey left, and that all seven were worn to skin and
bone, and barely able to cramrl--or in other words, that we lost
go per cent. of our caravan-you will be able to form some
idea of the terrible hardships the poor animals had to under.
go. I heir loss was no real hinderance to us, for we lost them
gradually and proportionally with the decrease in their loads
(provisions); but it was very painful to witness the poor
brutes' sufferings.
In the aul of SC~rik-kol
we bought a dozen sheep and two
goats; intending to slaughter them one after the other as we
went along. I wished to take a score of sheep: but my men
assured me that at the enormous altitudes at which we should
be travelling the stomach lost all desire for meat food, and
,
that
would tolerate nothing but rice. ,411 tlie s a ~ i ~ Ie found
the slieep we did take with us were in brisk demand and only
lasted through half the journey. After the last was killed,
we had to content ourselves with the meat of the wild
yak.
Lastly, I must not forget to inention as belonging to our
travelli~igmenagerie three magnificent dogs - my faithful
Yolldash, from Korla, who alivays slept by my side a n d
guarded the tent with such zeal that lie ~vouldallow nobody
to come inside except Isla~ii Bai ; then we had Yollbars
(the Tiger), fsom Icara-sai, a big, yellow, shaggy brute ; and a
black and white dog, Buru (the \irolf), from Ilalai-kurgan.

.
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These two attached themselves to the men's tent, where they
made a fearful rumpus at night, and sometimes barked at the
caravan animals if they strayed too far irom camp. Virhile
on the march all three dogs scampered about the caravan,
chasing and playing with one another; but the moment they
caught sight of any game in the mountains, off they would
race, and ~vouldremain a long time absent from the caravan.
They urere always vivacious and wide-awake, enlivening both
the monotony of our niarches and our otherwise silent camps.
In fact, they bore the journey across the plateaus best of all
the animals in the caravan. 'I'hey did not appear to suffer
in tlie slightest degree from the extreme rarity of the atmosphere. And they always got plenty to e a t ; for there were
the offals of tlie slaughtered sheep, and of the yaks and wild
asses we shot, and in default of anything better, the l~orses,
camels, and donkeys which fell exhausted by the wayside.
In the latter part of the journey one and often more animals
gave up and died at every camp.
I had eight attendants, each with his own appropriate
duties to perform, namely : Islam Bai, cara\~aii-bashi(leader);
Fong Shi, Chinese interpreter; I'arpi Bai from Osh, 1slai$
Akhun from Keriya, Hallidan Bai from Chercllen, Ahmed
Akhun, who was half a Chinaman, Iioslakli from Kara-sai,
and Kurbatl Akhun from Dalai-lturgan. Fro111 this lastmentioned place we hired ;eventeen Tagllliks, under the
comliiand of their altsakal (chief), to hell:, us over the most
difficult of the passes, and it was arranged that at the end of
,.
a fortnight or so they were to return home. I he two Taghliks who \vent with me to malte the reconnaissance ran away
after our return to camp, fearing they would be punished for
having led me to a difficult pass when there was an easier one
nearer. They slunk away immediately their aksakal made
up his'mind to show nie the way to the pass of Yappl:aklil<,
but we did not miss them until we encamped for the night.
They did indeed escape well-deserved punishment, but they
also lost paynlent for the horses \vhich 1 hired of them for
making tile reconnaissance journey.
W e had a splendid ride all day, anu in spite of the great
11.-19
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altitude it was so warm in tlic sun that I wore only a light
summer jacket. But no sooner did the mountains in the
west cut off the sun's rays than ttre at once began to feel the
chilly coolness of the evening and I donned my ulster and
?'
winter cap. A t nine o'clock In the evening the thermometer
registered 41.4' Fahr. ( 5 . 2 O C.).
From the other tent came the noise of the men jesting and
tallting, until the ash (pudding) came in, then the din was
deafening. My Turkestan attendants considered themselves
too good to eat witli the temporarily engaged Taghlilts ;
besides, they placed but little confidence in them, and in so
doing they were right. T h e Taghliks, therefore, were not
allowed inside the tent, but had to eat their meals in the open
air. During the meal my men discussed the prospects of
the journey, and in these discussions Parpi Uai was looked
upon as our chief authority, for he had travelled across Tibet
several times before. H e was with Carey and his murdered
companion Dalgleish, with Bonvalot and Prince Henry of
Orleans, with Dutreuil de Rliins, who was likewise murdered,
and with Grenard ; he had also taken part in some Russian
expedition, though he could not tell me which it was. To
have lighted upon him was therefore a godsend, for nobody
knew the Tibetan plateau better than he did. I t is true, evil
tongues calumniated him, saying that he had a wife in more
than one of tlie towns of East Turkestan, and that he deserted
them in turn as soon as he grew tired of them. Islam Bai
considered that the fact of Parpi l3ai having been a follower
of tnro Europeans who were murdered was not a good omen.
However, all the time he was witli me tlie man did his duty
in an exemplary manner, was always polite and dignified,
and enjoyed great influence among the other men, not only
on the ground of his experience, but also on account of his
age: for lie was close upon sixty, and the oldest man-in the
company. H e told me how \.Bonvalotls caravan animals gave
?
up and died one after the other; and how Dutreuil de Rhins's
caravan was decimated, and finally, after the attack at Tam
Buddha, completely disorganized and scattered. These tales
caused the other men to take alarm, and they began to think
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they might consider themselves lucky if they got through the
perilous journey with their lives.
T h e spot beside the Mitt where we encamped was called
hy the Taghliks Laika, or " the Clayey," and rightly so, for
the river had there laid down wide-spreading deposits of soft
miry clay. T h e nlountaineers were familiar with the country
for about one day's journey beyond that point, and gave me
the names of a few of the more conspicuous geographical features, but farther than that they do not venture towards the
south. They told me that the transverse gorge, in which the
Mitt pierces through the range which we crossed by the pass
of Sarik-kol, is very deep and narrow, and quite impassable a t
all seasons of the year. It is, they said, choked with huge
fragments of rock, ~vhichhave crashed down the precipitous
mountain-walls that shut it in, and among them the river
foams violently along, almost filling the space from side to
side. Farther to the west there was another pass, Pelazlik,
~vhichled to the upper Kok-muran, and to a district abundantly supplied with yeylaks, hence for that reason called
Chimlik.
Higher up the valley of the Mitt there were ka~zs,or goldmines, which, however, do not g o deeper than the stature of a
man. A t that time there were gold-prospectors from Keriya
working there. Fortune had not favored them at Kopa, and
ten days before they had moved on to the Mitt valley in the
hope of better luck. They proposed to remain there a month
longer. These prospectors visit the Mitt valley every year,
but cannot work more than about six weeks in all, partly because they are unable to carry provisions with them to last a
longer time, and partly because the ground begins to freeze
early in September, and remains frozen right away till the
beginning of the following June. T h e gold is obtained by
washing in a rocker; but the yield does not seem to be very
satisfactory, for the output only averaged about two tengeh
( I ~ da )
day for each man. As there nras not a blade of grass
in the neighborhood of the "mines," they sent their donkeys
to Lama-chimin to graze, leaving the animals to look after
themselves while they searched for gold.
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T h e summer precipitation falls for the most part in solid
f o r m ; in winter the quantity of snow is so great that both
valley and pass are completely closed. A t the time of our
visit the weather was cool, so that the volume of the Mitt ivas
not more than 140 cubic feet in the second. Lower down
the stream \tras joined by several tributaries, and after a quiet
sunny day it swells to a very considerable stream.
W e had not been accustomed to the cold nights, and felt
the first frost (minirnum 27.1' Fahr., or -2.7' C.) that came
very severely ; but no sooner did the sun rise next morning
than it was speedily warn1 again.
O n the following nlorning we discovered that two other
men had run away ; and I had to find fault with the altsaltal
again for not keeping his men better under control. There
were still thirteen Tagllliks left, and they 11 ould be sufficient.
T h e reason I wanted so many nlen was that the caravan
marched in five separate sections.
T h e camels, which travel at a slo~vpace, started first uncles
the leadership of Hamdan Bai, and accompanied by two or
three Taghliks. After them folloived the horse caravan, carrying my personal belongings, such as the tent, kitchen utensils, etc.; this section was iu charge of Islam Bai, Parpi Ijai,
,
and s7me of the other 'rurkestnn men. I hey got over the
ground quickest, and so soon took the lead. It was their
duty to pick out a convenient place for camping in. The
donkeys, ivhich were intrusted to the rest of the men, started
at the same time as the horses, but they were soon left behind
by the latter, and generally came in at the same time as the
camels. 1he sheel:, and goats made another caravan. I, Fong
Shi, and one of the Taghliks, who ltnc\v something of the country a couple of days' journey ahead, brought up the rear; for I
was incessantly occupied all day long in noting the contours
of the ground on my map, in ~llakinggeological and hypsometrical observations, sketching, and so forth. Going last,
we came into camp some hours after the horse caravan,
and found the tent already erected and dinner bubbling and
steaming in the cooking-pots over a fire made between two
stones. It \tias splendid after the long, tiring ride to go
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straight into my tent, the floor spread with the costly carpet
which I received as a gift from the colnmandant of Khotan
just as I was leaving the to\z7n. Along one side of the tent
; s
stood my becl, made of furs, felts, and two 01- three c u s h i o ~ ~
on the other side my boxes, ranged in order. T h e niolne~it
tlie two tents came in sight, Yolldash, who always kept close
at my horse's heels during the march, used to scamper off in
advance and lie d o n ~ nOII lily becl. When I drew up to the
camp the cunning rascal came and stood in the tent opening,
cheerfully wagging his tail, as if to ~velcomeme and impress
upo11 me the fact that /zc \zras the real iliaster of tlie house.
But after that lie had to content himself with the ~nandarin's
carpet; for I took possessio~iof the soft bed, and at once set
about worlring out the notes I had made during the march,
sketching in tlie itinerary of the day, entering tlie meteorological observations, labelling specimens, and so on.
Fang Shi promised excellently well, and I valued his companionship highly, for in respect of intellectual attainnients a
cultivated Chillaman is a long way the superior of a Moliarnmedan mollah. I n my spare hours, and often indeed while
on horseback, we pegged away at lesions in Chinese, conversing as much as my limited vocal~ularywould allow. T h e
only drawback to having F o n g Slli ~vithme ~zras that the
Rloharniiiedans were jealous of him being so much in my
conlpany and sitting in illy tent while giving m e a lesson.
They called him jestingly kit3,ick-tztm, or the Little Illaster, and made a fuss that, being faithful hloliamn~edans,they
were asked to dress food for a heathen Chinese. Two or
three tililes I was obliged to intervene to preserve peace between the parties.

C H A P T E R LXXVII
WE ENTER UNINHABI'I'EI)

ICK(;IONS

AUGUST7 ~ 1 1 . W e had a long and difficult day's journey.
A t first we kept along the terrace bet\veen the river and the
foot of the mountains, in ~vhichgranite was n o w succeeded
by dark clay-slates. Then we descended a steep liill-side to
the Kizil-su (the Iied Water), which issued from a broad valley on the left. Leaving the broad open valley of the hlitt on
the right, we struck up through the valley of Yapplcaklik,
.cvhich was also broad, and rose with a gentle ascent between
the massive mountain-spurs which enclosed it. This valley,
too, was joined by several side-glens. T h e first we passed was
a so-called bikavyi4qa, or cud-dc-sac, which was said to terminate in a wall of inaccessible nk-chnkkid-tagh, or '' white wild
where the men
cliffs." The secor~clled to a gold kn?t (n~ine),
had been so successful in their search for the precious metal
that they had obtained sufficient for the season, and were already on their way home.
T h e valley gradually curved round towards the east. F a r
away in the south was a perfect chaos of mighty mountainpealts and snow-clad summits. T h e sai (the word s a i means
also a river-bed filled with stones) of Yappkaklik was traversed by a turbid stream, n7llich gathered up numerous little
brooks and torrents from the side-glens as it passed. I t was
itself very broad and shallo~\r,and generally occupied at least
one-half of the bottom of the valley, which consisted of soft
humus, with a scanty growth of vegetation. T h e clay-slate
cropped out only at the top of the enclosing mountains, and a t
their base, where the river ivhen in flood had washed away
the superincu~nbentsoil. O n the whole the mountains showed
tolerably rounded outlines, and were covered wit11 strata of
soft earth and detritus.
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As we advanced the valley gradually contracted, and its
surface became more broken and encumbered with gravel.
T h e ascent to the pass of Yappkaltlik grew steeper and steepe r ; nevertheless all the animals, including the camels, acquitted themselves ~vonderfullywell. W e fully expected to
have to carry their loads up the last and steepest portio~lof
the ascent, but happily none of thein needed help eve11 there.
I ~nyself,with my two follo\vers, reached the summit of the
pass an hour before the camels and donkeys. 1,ooking back we
saw then1 far down below like little black dots strugglinu up
9
and up. Towards the west the eye ranged over an unli~nited
sea of mountain-peaks and crests; while to the east also the
view of the complex mountain landscape was almost equally
grand. T h e valley on the other side of the pass, which
stretched to\vards the east, was so choked with mud and
gravel that it looked like a piece of blue-gray ribbon flung
down across the yelloiv-gray mountains. T h e pass itself formed a moderately sharp crest, thickly strewn with disintegrated
rocks and frag~neritsof black clay-slate. In this respect it
resembled the pass of Chokkalik, but was incomparably the
easier. For the slopes were less steep, and the altitude lonler,
not exceeding 15,680 feet. W e had splendid weather; the
thermometer showed 57.6" Fahr. (14.2' C.).
T h e descent into the valley on the east was not difficult, although we passed several very narrow places in its upper
part. But it soon widened out, and farther down a little r i m let trickled along the middle of it.
On the terraced bank of the stream we came upon a grand
specimen of the khzcda~t(\vild ass). Upon being surprised by
the dogs, the animal fled cloivn the valley with the speed of
the wind, but kept stopping to look at us from a distance.
U7e afterwards learned that the men in charge of the horse
caravan, \\rllich preceded us, had seen a troop of about a score
of khulans ~vhenthey passed the saine place. Islnin Bai sent
a shot after them; but one of the animals was cut off from
the rest of the troop, and followed on behind the caravan.
I he soft ground of the west side of the valley was grooved
by a number of chapps, or ravines. T h e east side was shut
r.
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in by a ~nountain-spurof more solid consistency. This we
crossed at its lower extremity by the little secondary pass of
Kum-boyan (the Sand Pass), o n the top of ~ v h i c lwas
~ a cairn
of stones built by the Tagliliks. On the south of Kumboyan we first passed the end of a side-glen, and then reached
the upper valley of the I<ara-muran, which flowed in a broad
sai toivards the northwest, and farther clo~vn received from
the east the stream that came from the Cl~oklzalik-davan(pass).
A three-legged dog, \\ hich came with the 'Tagliliks, was unable to go farther than the foot of Kum-boyan, and as we rode
away from him, his melancholy howls echoed with anything
but a cheerful sollnd against the bare rocky \valls.
It was quite dark when we reached the tent, which Islam
Uai had pitched beneath a precipitous rock close beside the
Knra-muran, now shrunk to an insignificant stream. 'I'here
was not a blade of grass to give the animals ; \\Je had to feed
t l ~ e mwith maize and barley. 'The steep cliff ~ v a slit up by
the ruddy reflection of the brightly blazing fires, the fuel being hard-namely, dry ynppkak plants collected during the
march. All the men (except myself) had a headache and were
drowsy after their long ride. Islam Dai and Fong Shi suffered terribly from mountain sickness and were obliged to
turn in at once. It was midnight before I had finished my
day's work ; the plotting of the day's march occupied five
pages.
T h e night was perfectly still, but cold (minimum temperature 36.3O Fahr. or 2.4OC.); although not cold enough to pierce
tl~roughour furs and felts.
Early in the morning a violent gale set in from the \vest,
\\;hich, owing to the conformation of the rocks in the neighborhood of our camp, developed locally into a cyclone. In
an instant down went my tent flat with the ground. Fortunately my instruments \t7ere all packed up, so that none of
them were injured.
I settled with five of the 'I'aghliks, including the lying aksakal, and they returned home on foot, very glad at not being
obliged to go farther. We still had eight mountaineers left
with us.
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'The 'ragl~likscalled the neighborhood where we encamped
Bulak-bashi (the Head of the Spring). This was the last name
I entered on the way to unltnowu 'Tibet, and indeed the last
Turki place-name I wrote down during my Asiatic journey.
In my journal I have called that place camp No. I . ; and the
place where we encaml~eclbeside the source of the Karalnuran on August 8th, camp No. 11.
,4 small brook, one of the head-streams of the Kara-muran,
flowed past the camp at Bulak-baslii ; but after we advanced a
little way up the valley it became dry. When the stream is
low, the water evidently trickles along underneath the gravel,
and bursts forth into daylight lower down. In contrast to
the sharply accentuated transverse glens through ivhicli we had
hitherto been tra;elliug, the valley of the I ( ~ r , ~ - n ~ u rexan
panded towards its upper extremity; the surrounding mountains decreased in relative altitude, but still formed continuous chains of massive proportions, which stretched out their
spurs into the valley. T h e stream n7as bordered on each
bank by a conglomerate terrace, which diminished in elevation in proportion as we ascended. 1he sai was barren nearly all the way. T h e only vegetation was yappkak; and their
thinly scattered tufts only grew in those spots which the
water could reach. T h e roots were hard and tough. T h e
floor of the valley was covered with fine compact gravel, easy
to travel over. There was not the smallest vestige of a path,
nor any evidence of human beings having been there before
us. T h e last indication of the prescnce of our fellow-men
was the cairn of stones on the pass of Kum-boyan.
After a while the conglomerate terraces came to an end
altogether, and the sai was furrowed by a great number of
sinall, dry, shallow ~vatercoui-ses,all about the same size. I
concluded that when the spring floods come down, the valley
is filled from side to side with a broad l-rut shallow stream.
111 proportion as the valley expanded, the view in advance
widened out inore and more. W e were tra\relliag through a
Transitional region, like those I have already described as
existing in the Pamirs-that is to say, a region representing
the intermediate stage bettveen a P e r i ~ h e r a l region and a
7

.
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Highland Platcau region. Even in its upper part the \,alley
was joined by several small subsidiary glens, and over the
head of them, on our right, we caught e v e v now and again
glimpses of a mighty mountain-chain, its surn~nitscovered
with snow. It was Arka-tagh, or the Further Rlountainsfurtller as compared wit11 the Altun-tagh, or Astun-tagh (generally, but incorrectly, known as the Altyn-tagh, on the south
of Lop-nor).
T h e laildscape nras no no to no us in the extreme, a uniform
gray and absolutely barre:], not a vestige of life, not a trace
of eve11 a Ithula11 (wild ass). Rut then there was not a
blade of vegetation a n j ~ ~ v l ~ e rIc . saw no living creature,
excel~ta light- green lizard, ~vllich scuttled in ainong the
gravel.
About ten o'clock in the morning a little sllo\tr fell ; but the
westerly gale coilti~luedto blo~vin fierce gusts all day long,
driving clouds of dust and sand along tlie bed of the stream.
Fortunately for us we had the \\rind right behind us. T h e
drift-sand accumulated in sheltered corners behind the projecting crags, settling itself in the form of rudimentary dunes,
though sornetirr~esit amounted to nothing more than a mere
yellow sprinkling o f the ground.
In those high altitudes tlie abrasive potver of the wind plays
a very important part. 'Tile west wind, which is said to be
the prevailing wind, sweeps away all the finer materials, leaving the gravel behind and exposetl ; until that in its turn becomes disintegrated and is swept away. T h e surface of the
mountai~lswas everywhere \veathcred and porous. It was
evident there n7asan enormous difference between the temperature uf the day and the teniperature of the night, and this
is the most destructive of all the disintegrating agencies.
Next after it ranks the wind, \vhicli carries away all the finer
particles of detritus. Precipitation occupies here the third
place ; it only falls durillg two months il; the year-and not
even then with absolute regularity-and
falls in the form of
rain.
This type of valley is characteristic. A transverse profile
would give a straight base-line (the sai), with the mountains

shooting vertically down upon it from both sides, nrithout
any talus at their feet.
'The higher we ascended, tlie finer thc gravel, until eventually its place was talten by coarse sand. T h e buran (storm)
enveloped every feature of tlie landscape in its yellow haze.
T h e horses speedily disappeared from sight. Even the
camels and donkeys outpaced us that day, and their trail
was already half obliterated as we rode along it. In the
upper part of the valley \ve again turned to\vards the south.
Immccliately beside us the rock was black clay-slate; but
right ahead were two isolated towering masses of red sandstone, forming a gigantic gateway, and towards them we
steered our course. They marlted the termi~lation of the
valley of Kara-muran. Beyond thet~llay a country of highly
diversified features, much levelled d o ~ v nby d e n u d a t i o ~ ~a ,
country corresponding to the trough-shaped catchment-basins
in the mountain-chains of the Peripheral regions, only that
this was shallow and of more than average width. T h e river
did not originate in any definite head-stream, but was formed
by a number of small rivulets or furrows (then dry), wl~ichconverged from every direction upon the cliief catchment-basin
of the valley. T h e ground at the foot of the western mountains-that is, 011 our right-was littered with huge fragments
o.f rock fallen from the summit above, and strangely split and
fractured, forming a series of crenellations. Seen from a
distance, they looked like big red cubes, but \vhen we came
nearer they assumed the di~ne~lsions
of houses of colossal
size.
South of the twin mountaills of red sandstone we rode
across a boundless arena-like plain, coi~eredwith sand, which
was rippled on the surface, though nritl~out any apparent
tendency to form dunes. T h e plain was surrounded by
circles of low hills and peaks still lower, the latter so irregularly disposed that I was unable to disti~lguishany continuous chain running in any definite clirectioa. They were,
there could be no doubt, the survivors of former mocntainchains, the portions which have resisted the tooth of denudation longest.
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T h e gale still continued, and about four o'clock developed
into a snow-buran. O u r baclts n1ere lashecl by the finegrained snonr, a112 the clouds raged off to the east, blotting
out every feature of the landscape, so that we had some
difficulty in keeping in the track of the caravan. But the
ground had been ~varumed by the sun during the day, and
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the snow quickly melted. A t length, hoivever, we caught a
glimpse of the white tents through the driving snow. T h e
caravan had halted at the foot of a small isolated sandsto~le
hill, where there nras a tiny spring, which supplied us with
water. A little scanty yappkak grew in the neighborhood,
and tvit1-1that the animals had to be content. Otherwise it
was a barren and desolate region, and the men's spirits fell,
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so much so that in the evening there was a lively dispute
ainoilg our Taghliks as to ivhich of tliem should go ~vithus
all the way until we again came to inhabited districts. They
all wanted to go back; those inhospitable regions had no
attraction whatever for tliem.
August 9th. 11s usual, the night mas still ; the mi~~iinurn
ten111~-aturewas 19.4" Fahr. (- 7" C.). I n the morning my
ink was frozen to a luinp of ice. Although it was only the
beginning of August, yet we were in the middle of winter!
illy friend Fong Shi was in a very queer way. H e complained of splitting headache and sleeplessness, and was
unable to retain on his stornacll what he ate. A t his urgent entreaty, I agreed that if he was not better to-day lie
should go back.
Nobody ran away during the night, so that the caravan
was able to start again in the accuston~edorder of march.
T h e sheep and two goats, which were driven by a man
specially appointed for the purpose, travelled ~vell. T h e
goats were very useful in several \trays. 'They al~vayswent
at the head of the flock, and so incited the slower-footed
sheep to keep up ~viththem ; and everv ~norningthey gave
me a cup of milk to m y tea. I he increasing cold made a
change necessary in the arrangement of my tent. T h e small
projection ~vhichI dubbed the boudoir was taken in, so that
we could draw the side opposite the opening closer together,
and so retain the heat more effectually. T h e ends of the
tent-covering, which hung clown all round, were folded in
underneath the carpets and kept in place by the packingcases, thus shutting out all draughts, ~vhilethe tent stood as
firm as a rock even in a stiff ga!e.
W e were now travelling east-southeast across the slightly
undulating plain. S o far as we could see, the solid rock
nowhere cropped out, tliougli there were several low hills
of gravel and sand. Immediately in front of us was an insignificant crest, on the left a spur of the Astun (,4ltyn)-tagh,
and on the right another lorv range. 'I'he surface was so
soft and loose that the horses sank in over thc fetlocks, and
so level that, had it not been for the small dry rain-channels,
r.
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it \voulcl have been diEcult to tell in which direction it
sloped. T o make it worse for the animals, it was damp froin
the snow. T h e n on the east came a series of level tablelands, backed b y mou~~taiii-ridges
in the far distance.
T h e watercourses all inclined towards the west, until we
came to a little lake about two hundred yards in diametel-,
probably one of the sources of the Kara-muran, though for
the time being it was cut off from all connection with it.
But the water-marks on its shore seemed to indicate that
when the rains come it rises, and then sends off a current
to~vardsthe west-northwest. T h e water was slightly saline,
and the basin into 1vhic11 it was gathered had a white ring
round it, about two feet above its then existing level.
From that point we deviated towards the southeast, and
struck up a sinall transverse glen that pierced the range on
our right. There the black clay-slate once more predominated. Nevertheless the ilakecl roclts were very rarely visible. All the hills were smothered under loose dkbris, sometimes yellow sand, sometimes pulverized red sandstone, and
sometimes again fine black po~vdered clay-slate, looking in
the distance like coal-dust or soot. IVe crossed over quite
a number of minor ramifications of the mountains, as well
as the barren sais between then?. These last now inclined
towards the ~lortheast,and beloriged to the river system of
the Cherchen-daria; but they were all dry, and the men were
afraid we should not find water that afternoon.
W e soon ascertained that the sais converged upon one
main glen, dry, however, like the rest, which stretched towards the east. Seeing that the Arka-tag11 was immediately
to the south of us, and that the route we were following led
us over one mountain-spur after another, we concluded it
would be wiser to alter our course for the south, and endeavor to cross the Arka-tagh, so as to get upon the Tibetan
plateau with as little delay as possible. '1Ve had gone but a
shol-t distance in the new direction when we discovered a
sinall spring, and there, to make sure of water, we decided
to halt. Camp No. 111. was totally devoid of life, save for an
occasional abstemious yappkalz, and a t their tassel-like tufts
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the hungry animals snatched ravenously. T h e water trickled
out of the s p r i l ~ gdrop-wise, and a few yards lower down disappeared in the sand. But the men dug a trench, and when
sufficient water had collected, brought u p the animals to
clrinlc one after the other in their proper turns. That day
we travelled thirteen miles; on the two preceding days the
distances mere sixteen and a half and eighteen miles respectively.
A u g u ~ t 10th. h l y journal for this clay begins t h u s :
' & F o n g Shi still in a condition of high fever, tvith pulse at
1 2 0 and an excruciating headache."
Indeed he looked as
though death had laid his grisly hand upon him, and declared that the farther he went the worse he got. I resolved,
therefore, to dismiss him. Islam Bai, too, was afraid the man
mould die if we took him any farther, or his illness might
compel us to make a long halt, which in that barren desert
might prove disastrous. S o long as he was well, Fang Shi
was a fii'st-rate companion ; but to have to listen to his constant complaints, as I had during the last few days, was very
\vearisome. But if we lct him go back, how should we
manage when we came to China? It was not an inviting
prospect to have to travel through China ~vithoutan interpreter. 1,uckily I had profited so well from Fong Shi's lessons that I already knew the most important vocables, and
the rest I could no doubt learn later on if it were really necessary.
,.
I he engagement of Fong Shi had turned out a biw misP
take. H e had already drawn three months' salary In advance; and now I hat1 to pay for his return, by giving him
a horse and provisions for the journey. Further than that,
I gave him a supply of quinine capsules and a fur coat, and
sent ICoslalzh wit11 him to act as his escort, and help him if
he should fall ill on the road. Upon reaching Dalai-kurgan
he intended to rest for a while. He n~as,however ~rrateful
'.
and touched when we parted. Thus the young Chlnaman's
proud dream of one day riding through the gates of Peking
and beholding the palace (yamen) of his fabulously mighty
emperor, as well as of perhaps securing, through my recorn-
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mendation, a lucrative post, and finally, though by no means
last in his estimation, of exchanging the T~!rki wife he had
left behind in Ichotan for a Clii~lesebride-this proucl dream
was pricked at the foot of Arlca-tagh. Sadly and silently
he stood alone in the desert, gazing after us, as we continued our wa!. towards the far-distant goal of his youthful
ambition.
During the night it snowed smartly, and the ground mas
still damp when we marched d o ~ v nthe little glen in which
we had encamped. It was now arranged that the horse
caravan, \\~hich moved the quickest, should determine the
direction of our marches. I ordered Islam Bai to keep on
as straight as circumstances \vould allow for the s o ~ ~ tour
h,
object being to cross over the Arka-tagh; beyond that lie
was left free to choose his onrn course. But that was principally dependent upon the contour of the ground: he was
obligcd to choose the road that presented fe~vestliinderahces
to the advance of our caravan animals. I never had any
occasion to find fault with his selection of the road ; for he
had a keen, sharp eye, and was a good judge of ho\v much
the camels could do.
T h e glen gradually wiclencd, and a t the same time opened
out upon an undulating table-land. A t its lower extremity
there was, on the left, a pal-titularly picturesque piece of
mountain scenery -an
aggloiiieratioii of regularly for~ncd
truncated cones. with grooved sides. T h e cones themselves
consisted partly of red sandstone, partly of a species of conglomerate, extraordinarily hard and of a brick-red color, resembling breccia. Thcir apexes were formed by a horizontal
layer of coal-black tuff, having the same level throughout.
T h e tuff-caps protected the underl\ring stone from disintegration, and had been the means of preserving the isolated,
beacon - like pyramids, so that they commanded the whole
of the table-land, being visible to a great distance. T h e
earth around their bases was strewn with fragments of tuff
of different sizes, looking like black spots on a red background ; and as we advanced farther, we observed fragments
of the same rock, but less black in color, scattered a lollg
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distance over the red sand. T h e tuff, which was inclining
to violet, contained an abu~ldanceof vesicles, was almost as
porous as a sponge, and rang sharply when struck with the
hammer. Several hours later we could still see the fiery
red gleam of the curious mountain.cones, with their ravenblack caps.
O n the south side of the Arka-tag11 we encountered several similar groups of isolated table-mountains.

CHAPTER LXXVIII
AMONG THE SPURS OF 'THE RKKA-'FAGH

ALONGthe foot of these mountains was a dry sai, runniilg
towards the east; it was of large size, but probably only carried water after heavy downfalls of rain or snow. O n the
southeast it was bordered by a ridge in the shape of a
spoon turned alternately up and down-a
type of surface
contour which we often met with afterwards. Beyond the
ridge came a small depression, the bottom of which was
white with salt, although IIOW dry. These temporary saltpans likewise belonged to the typical characteristics of the
region.
Often, however, the ground was perfectly level, so that we
journeyed across a veritable plateau. T h e view in every
direction rvas unlimited, the horizon in the far, far distance
being bounded by relatively low hills; but there was nowhere a glimpse of either s n o \ ~ ~peak
y or glacier.
T h e atmosphere was pure, so that we were able to see the
horse caravan like little black dots a long, long distance in
advance. I used them as fixed points for drawing threemile base-lines for my route determinations. T h e only vegetable growth that bid defiance to the niggardly soil was
yappkak. There were, ho\z~ever,numerous indications that
boghe (antelopes) visited that region, at any rate occasionally.
Islam Bai made many attempts to stalk these swift-footed
animals, but never once succeeded in catching them napping.
T h e sky was for the most part thickly veiled with clouds,
white and beautiful, and so soft and plastically formed that
they looked like living creatures as they sailed slowly and
silently past us, close down near to the earth, but permitting
occasional glimpses of the pure blue firmament to peep
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through. Upon climbiilg a small mountain-ridge, we perceived a lake in the west-southwest ensconced between two
low ridges. T h e lake itself was too much out of our direct
line of niarch to be worth a visit; but we crossed over the
gully which formed its eastward continuation. A t this place
the red species of connlomerate before mentioned, with granP
ite, and after the granite green slates, occurred in strata disposed almost vertically. They did not, however, project more
than a foot or so above the broken surface of the detritus
with which the ground was strewn, but were visible from a
nreat distance, framing in the landscape with red and black
?
lines.
Then we rode up another watercourse, still moist from the
last fall of snow, and came out upon yet another ridge, higher
and broader than the last. From its slightly rounded summit
a view as welcome as it was unexpected burst upon our sight.
Before us lay a gentle hollo~v,green with yeylaks (pasture),
thin, of course, but all the same extremely welcome to our
beasts, which had tasted no green fodder for four days. T h e
horses in particular looked pined, and neighed continually
for grass. Emin Mirza, a capable Taghlik, who since the
departure of Fong Shi had acted as my secretary, pointed out
with well-grounded surprise that the caravan was going on
past the hollo\v. There was, it is true, a little pool close by,
but its water was salt, and Islam was principally concerned to
find fresh water, the chief necessary of life. T h e grass was so
thin and short and fine that it would only have mocked the
animals' patience to let them graze there. T h a t the place was
known to the boghe (antelopes) was evident from their numerous spoor. T h e voles, too, lived upon the roots of the grass.
W e saw their runs, but none of the animals themselves. O n
our right there was another low ridge, and ~ I Ione of its gullies
a thicker growth of grass ; it had, however, been cropped close
by the denizens of the desert. But moss thrived in the moisture which oozed out of a spring, beside which the tent was
already pitched. That day we travelled fifteen miles.
During the day there had been a fresh breeze from the
northwest. I could not have done without a suit of warm
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clothing in my saddle-straps, for the weather was extremely
fickle and changeable. S o long as it was still and clear, it
was hot enough in the heat of the sun to broil you ; but the
very next moment, if a cloud happened to obscure the sun or
a violent gust of wind swept down upon you, you shivered and
Ae~vto your furs.
Next morning three men were ill, and begged that n7e
would rest there a day, a t camp No. IV. I agreed to their
request all the more willingly in that the six days'conti~luous
hard travelling had exhausted all the caravan aninlals; and as
we had plenty of both water and grass, it was a very suitable
spot to stay in. T h e only thing of which there was a short
supply was fuel. T h e tufts of yappltalc grew isolated and at
wide intervals apart; but the men went out and <rathered all
?
they could find in the vicinity. It snowed all night and all
the next morning, so that the ground was white; but immediately the sun rose the snow began to melt, and it melted
with marvellous rapidity, owing to the dryness of the atmosphere. T h e snocv was hard atid granular, and rattled vivaciously upon the tent felts.
T h e rest did us all good. Peace and silence reigned all
round the camp, and the animals strayed to a great distance
in their search for more nourishing grass.
During the course of the day the sick-list grew longer.
Most of the men complained of headache. Even Islam Uai
kept his bed and gave vent to melancholy plaints ; and as he
was caravan bashi, or baz (caravan leader), this cast down the
spirits of the other men. 'The weather was not very encouraging. T h e sky was thick with clouds, and dark and gloomy.
Siiow fell with but short intermission throughout the day, so
that the ground n7as white; and after three o'clock it froze.
Add to this that a full-blooded west wind was racing past, and
it will be evident that there was no temptation to open-air
exploratjon. I preferred to sit still in my tent, wrapped in my
furs, and busy myself with back work or reading.
We slaughtered a sheep, and, although there were so many
of us, the meat went a very long way, for mountain sicltncss
takes the appetite. I nlyself had lost all relish for mutton ;
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the meat nevcr became properly tender, no matter ho\v long
it was boiled. Even the rice-pudding (pillau) was not palatable : the grains of the rice refused to soften and swell. T h u s
there was nothing for us but the everlasting thin mutton
broth, wit11 tea, and bread as hard as a stone. O u r fare u7as
the same at every meal, twice a day, and at last I became so
tired of it that the approach of meal-times made me almost
shudder; and I only recovered my usual equanimity when I
had got the meal done with and my pipe lighted. Otherwise
I was getting on capitally, scarcely knew that I was at an
altitude of 16,300 feet above the level of the sea. T h e only
things ivhich made me aware of the fact were shortness of
breath and quicltened beating of the lienrt when I wallted or
underwent physical exertion. A t night I was so muffled up
in fuss and felts that I often woke up gasping for breath and
with a disagreeable feeling of anxiety weighing upon me ;
but the headache from \vhich I suffered the first day or two
had entirely disappeared.
About sunset the weather improved. T h e thick black
clouds drifted away to the east, 1-evealing the intense blue
sky above our heads. I n the west there was a ruddy glow
like the reflection of a distant prairie fire, and the flanlts of
the mountains nearest us were illumined with vivid reds.
But to the north the mountains were still enshrouded in
thick clouds, from which magnificent lightnings flashed all
the evening.
On the morning of August 12th the gully beside which
our canlp was pitched was filled with a torrent of muddy
water-yesterday's
melted snow. But it was only the Io~velportion that was thawed by the sun; the upper portion was
still frozen. During the day's march we passed several
brooks of clear water.
T h e gully led up to a small secondary pass through one of
the ramifying arrns of the Arka-tagh. T h e prevailing rock
was a fine-grained red clay-slate. T h e yeylaks became fewer
and poorer in quality; nevertheless there n7ere still plenty of
antelopes and hares, and occasionally we observed the droppings of khulans (wild asses).
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I he pass crossed, we entered a glen of strongly marked

contours, about two and a half miles broad, n.hich curved
round from the west-southwest towards the east. Its bottom
was much diversified and destitute of water, nor nras there a
vestige of grass. A t that point there did not appear to be
any suitable pa5s for crossing over the Xrka-tagh. Lire therefore turned and followed the glen towards the east, for in that
direction the country was open. T h e mountain-spurs fell
away on both sides ; but in the background there rose a lofty
chain of the grandest dimensions, glittering f r o ~ ntop to bottoll1 in the silver mail of its s11o~vs. Indeed they were so brilliantly bright that at first we took tlicm for white clouds on
the horizon. I t was the continuation of Arks-tagh. ;Is I
have just said, we were marching towards the east, so that we
had the Arka-tagh partly on our right, partly in front of us.
Thus the range maltes a slight curve to the east-northeast.
Farther, leaving the glen on our left, we began to ascend
the lower slopes of the iirka-tagh, crossing over innumerable
ravines, most of them with a little water in the bottom. Towards the north the country was quite open, an extensive undulating table-land, with not so much as a hill to restrict the
view, but bounded in the extreme distance by a lofty chain
overtopped by several snowy peaks. I hat was the southern
aspcct of Tokkuz-davan.
In the Arka-tag11 we had constantly in view a stupendous
double-peaked mountain. Hour after hour we rode towards
it, without seeming to get a bit nearer. Our next concern
was to find a suitable caniping-ground with pasturage; we
were in no anxiety about water that day. IVe pitched the
tents, after a march of eighteen miles, by the side of a large
brook, where the grass was pretty fair. T h e caravan animals
still stood it very well; but the men, especially Islam Bai,
were only in a poor way.
W e were co~npelledto spend August 13th ancl 14th at
camp No. V., and for a clistressillg reason. A t first the nlen
tried to make out that the animals needed rest; but on the
morning of the I 3th Islam Hai was reported to me as being
seriously ill. T h e poor fellow had been distressed at the idea
F .
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of my losing so much as a single day on his account, and for
that reason bade the other men thro~vthe blaine upon the
beasts. H e was in a high fever, with high pulse, palpitation
of the heart, and headache ; but he did not believe it was
moulltain sickness, for he coughed up blood, and was so weak
that he could not lift his hand to his mouth.
In my journal are these words : " Islam begged the other
I T - I ~ I I to try and persuade me to go on again in the morning,
and leave him behind with two of the Taghlilts, who also
were unwell. H e proposed to hand over the boxes and keys,
as well as the control of the provisions and ammunition, to
Parpi Bai. If he got I~etter,hc would try to work his way
back over the Tokkuz-davan to Chercliei~,and thence h o n ~ e
vik Kashgar. I gave him quinine and morphia, and applied
a mustard plaster to draw the blood away fi-0111 his head.
After that he slept several hours. I am very uneasy about
the poor fellow. His case does not look very hopeful ; he
has never been ill before. It woulcl be terrible to lose him.
I should then be lonely indeed. H e has been n~it11me from
the very beginning, has shared all dangers and privations
with me, has always borne the burden and heat of the day,
and been a real help to me. It always fell to him to see after
the preparation and equipment of the caravan ; and it was he
~ v h oengaged trustworthy men to help, who bought the provisions and took charge of them, and generally kept a prudent and provident eye upon everything. Islam was ~vorth
any ten other men; in short, his loss would be irrel~arable.
Yet there he lies, like a brolten-down old man, moaning as if
on the point of death. It mould be hard for him to be taken
away now, on our last journey-the
seventh we have taken
together-after
sacrificing his home in Osh for three long
years in order to accompany me.
" I am encountering clifficulties in my attempt to penetrate
into Northern Tibet. Our camp is like a hospital; it is impossible to travel with a troop of invalids. Under such circumstances a man is tied hand and foot. H e has no alternative but to leave the incapable behind, after first seeing that
they shall be properly protected and cared for, or else--aban-
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don the journey. This last alternative is one of which I
have a horror. I would rather perish than turn back. I
nzust explore those unltnown highland regions ~vllichstretch
away south from the Arlta-tagh. How delightful it is up
here in the bright, fresh mountain air, among these constantly changing scenes, as compared with the monotonous deserts, \vith their gray skies, their close, sultry atmosphere, their
scorpions, ticks, and gnats, and dearth of water! I revel in
the thought that I have left those inhospitable tracts behind
me. But my Inen are afraid of the silent mountaiils; they
long to get back to the lo~vlands.
" Hesides being unfortunate in itself, Islam I3ai's illness is
attended rvith another mischievous effect. When the other
men see that their caravau-bashi (leader) is broken down, they
lose heart and their spirits fail, and they begin to think we
have death in the camp.
" M y confidence, however, in some degree keeps up their
courame. They are pleased when I visit the invalids, and
9
they llke to come to me to talk over our plans for the future.
Nevertheless they do not talk much ; their cheerful songs are
silent."
Apart f r o ~ nthis, the days we rested there were uneventful.
At noon the brook swelled considerably, and turned a brickred color; but towards evening it sank again, at the same
time clcariilg back to its pristine purity. T h e atmosphere
was inconceivably pure and transparent, so that the contours
and every detail of even the farthest distant mountains stood
out sharply. I sent out pioneers towards the southeast.
They reported the existence of a deep valley traversed by a
stream, which Hanldan Bai thought might be the Pattkaklik
(the hluddy), a tributary of the Cherchen-daria ; and he believed it was by its upper extrenlity that Littledale reached
the pass by ~vhichhe crossed the Arka-tagh. Hamdan 13ai
ought to know, for he was one of Littledale's company ; it
subsequently proved, however, that he was wrong in his surmise.
Parpi Bai believed we should come to plenty of grass in a
fortnight. T h e miserable stuff at camp No. V. was so bitter
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that the horses would never have eaten it had they not been
driven to it by hunger. There were no traces of even khulans : it was evident they kneiv of other and better pasturegrounds.
Under these circumstances Parpi Uai voted for making a
move as soon as possible, for if we stayed there any longer
the horses would fall ill. Two of them were looking queer
already ; they would not eat, but lay quiet in one place all
day long. T h e others, however, as well as the donkeys and
camels, were in good condition, considering the hard marches
we had made. W e still hacl corn sufficient to last them thirty
days, and provisions for ourselves for two lnoilths and a half.
In the evening I gave Islam Uai half a grain of morphia.
He again got a good sleep, and next morning felt very much
better. He succeeded in swallo~vinga little bread and tea,
got UP, and walked about a short time wrapped in furs. He
hoped he should be able to follow us next day. T h e weather
was disagreeable. Between twelve and four o'clock it hailed,
and after that we had a smart showel- of rain. LVhile it was
hailing the temperature (four o'clock) was 60.8" Fahr. ( I 6" C.) ;
but the rain brought it down to 48.2" Fahr. ( g o C.) in the
course of a few minutes. T h e absolute altitude was 16,300
feet.
Every evening just about sunset I had tlie pleasure of seeing the camels come forward to the tent, slowly, with rocking
humps, solemn as judges, to met their daily nleasure of maize,
?
which was poured out on a piece of sail-cloth spread on the
ground. 'Then they knelt do~vnround it and ate up the corn
ravenously ; but their meagre diet did not make them ill-tempered.

CHAPTER L X X I X
SEARCHING FOR A PASS

AUGUST
I 5th.
Happily Islam Bai was so much better that
we were able to start at the usual time; thougll one of the
sick horses died, and was left behind as a menlorial of our
visit. It was the first that perished, and alas ! was to be followed by too many of the others.
T h e sky was flecked with fleecy clouds, which brushed
against the tops of the mountains, imparting a flattened ap.
pearance to the landscape. T h e " roof seemed to be so low"
in the east that you felt as though you could not walk upright under the clouds.
W e continued to follow the broad and regular longitudinal
valley which ran along the northern foot of the Arks-tagh.
It was almost level, or had, a t any rate, an almost imperceptible slope. T h e white double peak gleamed like a beacon at
its eastern extremity. T h e Arka-tagh on our right tvas hidden by its own outlying ranges. O n our left, too, there was
now a lofty chain, thou,ah free from snow. T h e longitudinal
valley was crossed by a deeply incised transverse gorge, filled
with conglomerates, through which a mountain -brook had
carved a deep channel, now containing a little water. Its
sides were a reddish color, from a brick-red, slaty species of
rock, but its bottom was tightly packed with fine gravel of
green crystalline slates, granite, and porphyrv, probably rocks
which prevail in the higher regions of the Arka-tagh. This
gigantic trough, which caught up several little streams on its
way across the lo~lgitudinalvalley, cut through the mountainchain on the north (which now completely hid the Tokkuz&van) by an extremely narrow portal, and on the other side
probably bent away towards the northeast.
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T h e longitudinal valley became narrower and steeper.
We travelled along the left bank of the stream, and had to
cross over a long series of chafljs (ravines). Tlie largest of
them, thirty to thirty-five feet deep, wit11 perpendicular sides
in many places, contained a little water; and there was a
scanty supply of grass in the imnlediate neighborhood. It
was therefore a lucky accident that, just ivl~enwe reached
the spot, the weather forced us to stop and encamp, notivithstanding we had done only a very short day's march (ten
miles).
About noon thick clouds gathered in the west and raced at
a terrific pace toivards the east; and yet close down upon the
earth the wind blew toivards the northeast. They speedily
encircled us, and closed i11 upon us. In the east alone there
was a patch of crlorious blue, but it was rapidly dwindling.
?
0 1 1 every other side we were hemnled in by dark, threatening
clouds of a steel-blue color. Then we heard a faint soughing and nloaning behind us. Tlie sound approached nearer,
waxed louder. T h e wind began to blow f~uriouslyfrom the
west; and down upon us burst a hail-storm of unparalleled
violence, pelting the earth and the mou~>tain-sidestill they
appeared to smoke again. All at once we were enshrouded
in gloom. T h e thunder crashed deafeningly, and, as it
seemed, immediately above our heads; but there was not a
single flash of lightning. T h e landscape was blotted out by
the thick, driving hail ; we could see notlling but the white
line of hailstones along the ground close at our feet. They
were no bigger than grains of maize, but the wind drove
them ~ v i t hsuch force that I distinctly felt them through illy
f u r coat and cap. Under this undeserved punishment the
horses became restive. W e ivere obliged to stand still for a
quarter of a n hour or so just where we we]-e; it n7as impossible to see where we were going. There we sat in our sad.
dles, with our backs turned toivards the mind, and our cloaks
drawn up over our ears, \vl~ilethe hail sattled about us. In
two or three minutes the country, lately so sll-rilincy, sunny,
P
and peaceful, had put on the garb of the Polar Regions: the
earth n7as as white as chalk.
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For fully an hour we were unable to proceed; but as soon
as the \vol.st of the squall was past we dismoulitecl and made
haste to get up the tents. Tlie hail continued a full hour
longer, and lay an inch thick on the ground. It all disappeared, however, before the evening; for, as usual, the hail
was followed by pouring rain. LVe managed, therefore, to
get thoroughly wet tlirougli before the tents \Irere up. T h e
poor beasts had to stand out in the freezing cold. But the
camels did not mind it in the least; they set to work upon
the grass.
O n 16th August we started early. It was windy and cold,
and the sky was covered with clouds. About sellen o'clock
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they broke up and scattered; but not for long, for they soon
began to pack together again. It was not at all easy to tell
where they came from. A t first you would observe nothing
more than a mere wisp of a cloud ; which would grow bigger
and bigger nit11 extraol-dit~aryrapidity, and finally invade
every inch of the sky.
Tlie precetlinc~ evening I sent some of the men up the
9
ravine beside wlilch we encamped. They came back and reported that at its upper extremity it was steep and narrow,
and choked with stones. W e thought it best, therefore, to
continue along the latitudinal valley. \Ve therefore crossed
over the ravine, though not without much difficulty, and advanced over hummocky ground and past a little lake of about
2 7 0 vards in diameter.
It contained clear, fresh water; and
on its surface were about a dozen wild geese, resting in their
long autumn flight to India.
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\Ve now began to be conscious of the fact that we were
ascending. Yeylaks occurred, but in thinner and thinner
patches. T h e valley \vas entirely shut in by the lofty mountain-ranges on both sides. T h e rainfall off their flanks and
from out their side-glens \vas gathered into a stream, which
loiver down united wit11 that beside which we had pitched
camp No. VI. l i e \LTere at length approaching the upper
extremity of the longitudinal valley. Its culniination was
inarlted by a small depression, dry, however ; and on the other
side the water flowed towards the northeast. W e turned off
towards tlie east-southeast up a side-glen, which, like the latitudinal valley, was shut in between t\\?o big spurs, and, again
like it, was traversed by a little brook, \vliich ran so close to
the cliffs on the right that it had exlsosed the green clay-slates.
But all this wl~ilewe were simply n~archingat randon? ;
we did not know h o w far this side-glen xvould allow us to ad\lance. It gradually inclined, however, to the southeast, sltirting a huge mountain-peak on the ritrht. When we reached
9
the foot of the mountain we were agaln overtaken by a heavy
bail-storm, followed by rain and snow, but not so bad as to
prevent us from continuing. We now came to expect this
sort of weather about one hour after noon, no matter how
bright the morning might have been.
In tlie thick of the storm we approached another tolerably
level water-shed, wliicli, like the former one, sent off its precipitation to both the east and the west. I now began to
understand more definitely that in the region through which
w e we]-e tra\~elliiigthe Arka-tagh system consisted of a number of parallel ranges, strangely ill-provided with transverse
valleys. T h e latitudinal valleys between the ranges we were
able to traverse \vithout any difficulty. T h e side-glens only
permitted us to creep the merest trifle farther towards the
south.
After journeying eastward for about an hour, we struck
U P one of these side-glens; but it soon became very steep.
I lie ground in the entrance of the glen showed a curious
formation : it consistecl of fine detritus, intersected by a number of tiny rivulets ivhich led nowhere, and was consequelltly
r.
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so soft that the animals sank in it over their hoofs, ancl this
tried them a good deal.
Meanwhile \ve plodded on up the glen, which rapidly contracted; and at its upper extrenlity mounted a steel:, pass,
which we hoped was situated in tllc main chain of the Arlcatagli. It cost us a good deal of ]lard labor to get the hol-ses
LIP. Yet no sooner had we accomplished that than we were
enveloped in clouds and assailed by a gale of snow and hail,
ancl wrapped in an impenetrable mist. '1Ve were unable to
see which way to go, and yet I was reluctant to lose the opportunity ~vliichthe pass afforded of obtaining a general view
of the complicated and bewildering mountain region in which
we were entangled. After a short consultation we decided
to rest where we were, on the top of the pass, which attained
an altitude of I 7 , 2 3 5 feet. T h a t day u e had tl-avelled 16; miles.
,.
I he camp was hastily arranged. It was raw and cold, and
very disagreeable. T h e least exertion brought on palpitation
of the heart and shortness of breath. T h e nind cut through
everything, and the hail swept through the pass with merciless violence. There was no grass, not a particle of anything
to make a fire of, and the water had to be fetched from a
crevice in the rocks a long way down the pass. But about
five o'clock it clcared up sufficiently to let us see, away in the
south and southwest, a sharp snowy crest of some reddish
rock; but there did not appear to be any practicable pass
over it. Tlie pass up011 n.11ich n7e were encamped only led
over another s p u r of tlic Ai-ka-tag11. LT'e had therefore
climbed it to no purpose. Im~necliatelysouth of it, lion.ever,
was a deep and precipitous ravine, the c*athering-tl-encli of
a.
rivulets that pourecl cloiv~lf~mman inextricable labyrinth of
mountail1 chains a11d pcaks and their connectillg ridges.
Towards the east, however. ~ v ebelieved we could distirlguish
a slight notch in the AI-ka-tagh, and there was a latitudinal
valley running straight in that direction. All around us was
a perfect chaos of mountains, some raven black, others brickred or green, the highest of all ~vliitewith stio\ir. Relatively
they were of no great elevation: we seemed to be at the same
altitude as most of them.
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But the vast ocean of mountains was soon wreathed in
thick clouds and a driving snow-storm. Away they flew in a
mad race over the mountain-tops-those dense, heavy masses
of cloud, trailing the fringes of their snowy draperies along
the rugged earth, and leaving ribbons of white snow behind
them. T h e thunder crashed so that our ears tingled; the
heaviest peals made the mound tremble, and the clouds were
b
slashed by flashes of vivld lightning. Our position on the
summit of the pass was not free from anxiety. I had the tent
put up in such a position that the crest of the range was
thirty feet or so higher than the tops of the tent-poles.
T h a t evening we had to wait a long time for the camels
and donkeys; in fact, I sent two or three of the men back to
look for them. They came up at d u s k ; their drivers had experienced considerable trouble in getting them up the pass.
My supper was more meagre than usual. W e boiled the
water for tea with one of the packing-cases, ~vhich\ire could
manage to do without. W e took counsel with the Taghliks,
and decided to continue in the same direction, down the steep
eastern side of the pass. T o attempt to travel southward
was a sheer impossibility.
T h e moon shone with dazzling brilliancy and mras encircled
by a magnificently beautiful halo-a
disk of vivid yellow
edged with violet. But the queen of the night soon withdrew
behind the clouds, and the winds roared through the pass
from every point of the compass. T h e night, however, was
still but cold (minimum temperature, 22.3' Fahr. or -5.4O C.),
so cold that I could not get warm until I crept into my nest
of furs.
In the morning there was nothing to make a fire o f ; so I
had to content myself with cocoa made with half-melted ice.
I t would have been a splendid drink in the hot desert, but up
among the chilly mountains it was rather too cool. T h e
camel and donkey caravans started very early in the morning,
and we found out that they had gone down the same way nre
came up the afternoon before. Leaving Islam Uai, the cara.
van leader, to see that the camels and donkeys recovered the
right road, I and Emin Mirza went on down in the direction
11.-zr
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I had ordered the night before. After an hour's ride we came
upon the trail of the donlzeys and sheep. They had merelv
gone another n7ay round the mountain upon which we spent
the night. 'The camels, however, had been taken in a wrong
direction; but we hoped their drivers would soon find out
their mistake and come in search of us.
W e therefore continued along the latitudinal valley we had
travelled up the day before-that
is, still towards the east.
Hitherto we had observed certain characteristics common to
all these latitudinal valleys of the Arka-tagh. Thev all received their greatest number of tributaries, as well as their
largest, fro111 the south, and their smallest, if any at all, from
the north. Moreover, the streams which coursed down them
leaned stro11gIy towards the low mountain-chain which shut
then1 in on the north; and its slopes were in every case
steeper tlian those of the chain which fenced the valleys on
the south. O n the other hand, the latter were richer in
detritus, the bare rock being frequently exposed on the flanks
of the northern range.
After going about eight and a half miles, we perceived our
donlteys grazing in the distance, on a high terrace which
overhung the left bank of the crystal brook we were following. There, amid a scene of extraordinary beauty, we pitched
our tents, a process which denlanded every man we had, for
there was a fierce nor'wester raging. T h e passable grass,
coming after the enforced fast of the preceding day, rendered
a rest imperative for the animals. ilThen, late in the day,
Hamdan Bai came in with the camels, he recognized the
locality. Only the year before Littledale had encamped
barely ten millutes to the north. H e had travelled from East
Turkestan, and halted there for a few days in order to search
for a more westerly pass over the Arka-tagh. But his search
had been as unsuccessful as ours. H e then tried the valley
which opened out on the east, and found there an easy pass,
which led to a small lake on the south of the Arka-tagh. We
proposed to profit f r o ~ nI,ittledale's discoverv, for Hamdan
I3ai undertook to guide us to the pass by which the English
traveller crossed the range.
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August 18th was consequently given up to rest. I went
no fartl~crthan 1,ittledale's camp. rI'liere were still signs
of a fire having been made between sorne soot-grimed stones,
and the ground in the vicinity bore numerous traces of
his caravan animals, so that we now had plenty of fuel. I t
was even possiblc to discern a sort of pathway urhicll the ani~ n a l shad trodden, and by the side of the brook was a n old
sllil-t that somebody had flung away. A t this spot thestrearns
which drained both the eastern and the western portiolls of
the latitudinal valley united and pierced the northern range
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by a picturesque gorge. T h e neigl~borhoodwas a vast cjuarry of black clay - slate. 1Veathered on the surface, it split
into thin laminx and alternated with hard crj~stallineschists,
110th varieties of rock being very n ~ u c hfolded. A t noon the
confluent strearn had a volume of 2 1 0 cubic feet in the second;
the water mas as bright as glass and babbled along with a
cheel-ful noise, tumbling over or foaming round the waterLfrorn stones in its bed. Our camp was pitched i n a sharp
loop of the winding stream, and, as it were, upon a sort of little peninsula, skirted by the brook which drained the western
part of the latitudinal valley. T h e volume of water was lowest in the inorning, and increased as the day wore on, so that
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it reached its rnaximum in the evening. But during the
night it sank again, and became edged with a thin fringe of
ice.
T h e cold made itself felt immediately the sun set, the thermometer falling to five or six degrees above freezing-point.
But it was the everlasting wind that was so tiring, and that
made the tent cold, because it did not subside until after darkness set in. T h e nicl-hts were always calm and bright. Ow?
ing to the active radiation, the uppermost layer of the earth
invariably froze; but just as invariably it thawed again immediately the sun rose in the morning.
T h a t night the minimum temperature was I 2.2" Fahr. (-I I"
C.. T h e altitude above sea-level was 16,675 feet.

C H A P T E R LXXX
T H E 1)ECEITFUL 'I'XGHLIKS

THAT
evening we inade an arrangement with the Taghliks.
Three of them, after being paid for the time they had served,
were to return home by the same route we had come. Two
of the others were to go with us over the Arka-tag11 and were
then to be dismissed, while the rest were to accompany us,
like my other attendants from East and West Turkestan,
until we again reached inhabited regions, wherever that
might be.
T h e last section of the Taghlilts-namely, those who were
to go with us right through-begged me to advance them the
half of their wages. I saw no reason why I sl~ouldnot grant
their request, and I paid them. Some of the men from East
'Turkestan, whose families lived in Keriya and Khotan, sent
so111e considerable portions of their wages by the three Tag11liks who were going back, and who agreed to give, before
they started the next morning, written acknowledgments of
the moneys they had received, as well as pledges that they
\vould deliver thein to the proper parties.
This business satisfactorily settled, we all went to bed.
'The Taghliks slept, as they usually did, in the open air, protected by a rampart of maize sacks, saddles, and other impedimenta of travel.
Imagine, therefore, my men's surprise when they awoke at
five o'clock on the rnorning of August 19th and found that
every Taghlik, except my secretary, Emin hfirza, had disappeared. Islam Bai woke me a t once and told me what had
happened. W e held a council of war. My men had slept like
logs all night and had heard no suspicious sounds. They
believed the Taghliks ran away about midnight, no doubt
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hoping that the long start mould secure them against pursuit.
Besides, they knew that, in a region so ill-provided with grass
as that we were travelling through, every clay was precious.
When we examined our stores we discovered that ten donkeys, two horses, and a goodly supply of bread, flour, and
maize were missing. T h e worst feature was that the Taghliks had drawn half their wages in advance, and had taken
the money of the other men as ~vell,without leaving any
written acknowledgments. It was evident the flight had
been planned beforehand, and they had deliberately set
themselves to get as much money into their possession as
possible. But we were all amazed that they had been able
to get away without making any noise. One of the men
recollected hearing the dogs bark furiousljr about midnight, but he thought a t the time that thej? were barking at the camels, which were accustomed to stray away
from the camp, flitting about like shadows in the darkness.
But we were not going to be cheated so easily. UJe examined the ground in the neighborhood of the cam11 to find
out which way the thieves had gone. It seemed they had
departed in ones and twos in different directions, and made
for a common rendezvous at the foot of the mountains on
the north, so as to mislead us at the outset if we attempted
to pursue them. Two or three of them walked; a couple
rode the horses; the rest were mounted on donkeys. But
seeing that several of the donkeys were pretty well done
up, the runaways would scarcely be able to march very fast.
I therefore ordered that they should be instantly pursued,
and at all costs, by fair means or by foul, should be brought
back to camp No. V I I I. They had deceived us so shamefully that they deserved punishment. Parpi Bai, who was a
capital fellow, took command of the pursuing division, \vhich
consisted of Hamdan Bai and Islam of Keriya. Armed with
rifles and revolvers, and mounted on the freshest horses we
had, they follolved the trail over the pass in the northern
mountains, and rapidly disappeared fro111 sight. If the runaways refused to come with them nly illen were instructed to
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fire off half a dozen shots, but were not on any account to
injure any of the Taghliks.
W e who remained behind in camp had nothing to do but
wait patiently till the men came back. T h e day passed.
T h e night passed. No sign of the pursuers' return. I began to fear they had talten the wrong road, in nrhich case the
second error would be worse than the first. But a t last, at
five o'clock 011 the next afternoon, they turned up, their
horses dead beat, with the following tale:
A t a brisk trot they followed up the trail all day and all
the next evening. Their horses were tolerably fresh and had
no loads to carry except their riders. They passed our last
two camps, Nos. VII. and VI., and a little way beyond the
second perceived, about midnight, a fire burning in the distance. 'They rode towards it. It had been made, as they
expected, by our runaways. T h e two horses and the donkeys were grazing close by. Five of the Taghliks sat round
the fire warming themselves. T h e others had already gone
to bed. T h e entire company, men as well as animals, were
dead tired after their long forced march. But they had enjoyed the advantages of a rest before starting, and of a downward road after they did start. Hence, they had pushed on
without stopping; but as most of them walked they were
bound to be overtaken by our mounted men.
Parpi Bai and his two companions galloped up to the fire.
T h e Taghliks leaped to their feet and fled in different clirections. But Parpi Bai went after them and fired his rifle in
the air, shouting to them to stop instantly 01- he would shoot
then1 down. Thereupon they flung themselves prone on the
ground, crying for mercy, and crept back to the fire. Parpi
Bai bound thetn-every man-and took away all the lnoney
they had about them. Then, after two or three hours' sleep,
he and his two companions started back early in the morning, bringing the Taghliks with them, except the three 11rl10111
I had dismissed and given permission to return. T h e leader
of the gang, a fellow about forty years of age, ~ 1 1 0 had
plotted the flight, was made to walk the whole way to camp
with his hands tied behind his back.
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It was ten o'clock at night when the runaways, guarded
by Islam of Keriya, arrived in camp and my property was
restored to me. Hut that did not give me back the two valuable days we had lost, and n7hich we could ill afford to lose.
T h e leader of the Taghliks was brought forivard to my tent,
and the other culprits were made to stand in a semicircle
behind him. I charged him with being a thief, and told him
that if he had fallen into the hands of a Chinese amban
under circumstances sinlilar to those in which he then stood
things would g o queer with him. T o teach him that neither
he nor any other man could treat a European in the shameful way 1le had done, I adjudged that he should receive a
dozen strokes of the rod, but not severe strokes, although my
other men were urgent that he should vet a good, sound
a.
drubbing. Moreover, I condemned the th~evesto atone for
their treacherous conduct by work; to be bound every night
until we felt we could trust them ; to pay Parpi, IIamdan,
and Islam the three days' wages they had lost ; to accompany
us as far as I thought fit to take them, and when I at length
dismissed thein, the payment they were to receive should
depend entirely upon my aood-will, and upon l ~ o wthey had
a.
behaved themselves in the interval.
It was a picturesque scene, that night court among the
desolate mountains. T h e men stood silently round the tent
opening, wearing their furs, under the faint light of the moon
atid the gleam of my candle. It was no pleasure for me to
be obliged to punish them. 13iit they fully deserved punishment, and that it did them good was proved by their subsequent conduct, which was irreproachable.
Both animals and n1en that l ~ a dtaken part in the flight
and pursuit were, of course, completely exhausted by their
forced marches, so that we were coil~pelledto sacrifice yet
camp No. VIII. T h e
another clay - the third in all-at
weather still continued wintry. After mid-day it snowed
from time to time, and after three o'clock a violent buran
bore down upon us out of the northwest. It blew lily tent
over, but the tackle creaked and strained some time before it
gave way, so that I was prepared for the upset, and n o injury
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was done to anytlling inside. A t eight o'clock it came on to
hail, the hailstolles rattling loudly upon the tent-covering.
T h e n it was still again. By night the whole country nras
white with snow, except in the bottom of the brook, where
the stream wound i n n black, sinuous line. T h e buran continued all night, and the tent bent to such a degree under
the weight of the snow that several times I was forced to
get up and shake it off. In that \vay the snow became
packed up like a wall all round the tent, thus making it
warmer and keeping out the draught. T h e snow-storm did
not stop until well on in the afternoon of August 22d, and
until then we were unable to move.
I hat day we made an extremely short march, not more
than two and a quarter miles, the reason being that there was
7

.

said to be no grass farther on. W e merely travelled up the
left side of the valley before mentioned, which opened out
frorn the east, and which, like the western latitudinal valley,
was hemmed in by branch ranges of the Arka-tagh of a very
considerable magnitude, till we reached the spot where Littledale's caravan hat1 encamped, and there we pitched our tent.
W e were greatly indebted to him, for we found such a large
quantity of dry dung from his animals that we had fuel and
to spare. I t is curious how well animals' dung keeps in those
regions, for that which we gathered had lain more than a
year. At first, indeed, we t h o ~ ~ g hitt was left by khulans,
for some of those animals had visited the spot quite recently. 'The truth seems to be that i l l those high altitudes
it never rains, the downfall always assuming the form of snow
or hail, othern~ise the dung would so011 become pulverized,
then dry, and finally be blo~vllaway by the wind.
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To-clay again it began to hail about one o'clock. T h e wind
was our most insufferable enemy. Every day, day after day,
it visited us, bringing the hail in its train, and almost always
at the same time, and it continued until evening, son~ctimes
indeed all night long. I t chilled the atmosphere and penetrated into the tent, making the candle flicker and flare, no
matter how closely I drew the felts. And then my bed got
so chilled that when I crept in it was like putting my feet
into half-thawed ice, and there I lay, shivering and shaking,
with chattering teeth, until I got urar1n.
August 23d. I was awakened early in the morning by
a violent fall of snow. IVinter was upon us again. 'The
horses' backs were white, and as they stood tossing their
empty nose-bags they looked both wearied and disgusted.
I called the men up, and they made haste to get the caravan
ready for a start, for I expected nre should have a long, hard
day of i t : we hoped to cross over the Arka-tagh by the pass
which Littledale discovered, and which Hamdan Bai had
undertaken to guide us to.
T h e long string of caravan animals filed slowly off up the
valley, ~vhich soon contracted, while the bordering mountains decreased in relative altitude, and at the same time assumed rounder forms. T h e roclts were only exposed in the
ravine ~vhicllthe river had eroded. Everywhere else the surface was covered with soil. T h e stream was in some places
broacl and shallow, and increased in velocity the higher we
ascended. 'The water, as bright and clear as crystal, tumbled
merrily along among the fine gravel with which its channel
was strewn. The rocks were composed of a hard crystalline
slate of a dark-green color. Then we came to an expansion
of the valley, the gathering-basin of the river, i n which it received a great number of small tributaries from the mountainslopes around.
After being compelled to wait a considerable time by a
blinding snow-storm, we went on again towards the southeast,
up a strongly accentuated valley through which flowed one of
the largest affluents of the river. This fresh valley bifurcated
in two several places. A t the first bifurcation we came upon
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a relic of Littledale's expedition-namely, the carcass of a
donkey shrivelled up like a mummy and in no degree decomposed. I t was evident that neither wolf nor bird of prey had
scented the carrion. Thus far then we had, rightly enough,
followed Littledale's route from our camp No. VIII.
Now at length we perceived before us, in the east-southeast,
the pass we had been so long seeking in the crest of the
Arka-tagh. But when I and Emin Mirza reached the summit of a secondary pass, lying north of the principal pass, we
were amazed to see that the trail of the horse caravan (which
according to the usual order of our march led the way)
branched off down a side-glen leading to the left-that is, towards the north. Hamdan h i , who was now acting as our
guide, had plainly talten a wrong turn. But it was no use to
shout to him ; he could not hear us, being too far in advance.
After I had taken the usual observations (18,300 feet),
there was nothing for it but to follo\v in Hamdan's track, for
the day was wearing 011, and I did not care about sleeping
out without my tent and my tea. W e soon perceived that
the glen into which they had turned aside curved round towards the west, so that the horses had gone very much astray,
and before I and Emin Mirza had advanced very far we met
them coming back, and Hamdan Bai, our guide, marching
along at their head, looking very crestfallen at his inconceivable stupidity. H e had kept forging on ahead without thinking, until he crossed his own track,'which he made earlier in
that same day, and thus actually described a complete circle,
and, to crown all, even climbed a pass, all to no purpose.
Hamdan persisted that just about that point Littledale had
really made a short detour to the north, and he expected
the valley would now soon bend round towards the east
and the south. I never saw such rank stupidity and utter
lack of the sense of locality! I took iny gentlenlan smartly
to task, and the others, too, for having followed him so
blindly like a flock of silly sheep.
Having advanced some distance farther we encamped,
after a march of 13; miles, in the entrance to a side-glen,
although there was not a mouthful of herbage to be found,
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except a species of moss with tiny red flowers growing between the stones.
Contrary to expectation, it was a beautiful evening. 'The
atmosphere was absolutely pure, and the snow and the white
clouds above it gleamed dazzlii~glywhite under the full
moon. It was dark when the camels carne in, gliding up
to the camp like silent though majestic shaclows. A s soon
as their loads were taken off their backs, tlie poor beasts
began eagerly looking about for grass. 'I'he horses and
donlteys were tethered, for we did not let them feed until
they had rested a couple of hours. Except the cooks, the
men, too, used to rest as soon as they had erected tlie tent.
Then for one or two hours peace and silence reigned in
the camp. I seized the opportunity to talte an observation
of the moon, by 110 nieans an easy task, for it was ten-ibly
cold (24.8' Fahr. or -4" C. at nine o'clock). T h e finely
graduated circles in the prisniatic circle clouded as often
as I attempted to read them; and in such a highly rarefied atmosphere it is impossible to hold your breath, even
for two or three seconds t o g e t h ~ r .
When the time came at which the horses and donkeys
\c.ere usually fed, they began to whinny and paw the ground
h~ith impatience, and when the nose-bags were slung sound
theil- necks, I liked to hear them crunching and grinding
the hard maize between their strong teeth. Their meal
ended, they were let run loose for tlie night, but were collected together early the next morning.
It was so silent, so still in those lofty solitudes, we felt as
though we were visitors on some strange planet. T h e vast
spaces of tlie sky glootned upon us dusky blue from over the
sll~\&~jr
summits of Arka-tagh. I t was a ~vorldin which all
things were motionless, rigid, eternally fixed, save for the
twillklillg of the stars, the slonr and solemn procession of tlie
clouds, the sparkling of the snow crystals. T h e only sound
that reached the ear was the metallic, but musical, plash of
the ~ ~ ~ aast eitr struclt against the icy mail of the river below.
T h e lliglits were subli~ne; in beauty they easily surpassed the
days. A thousand pities no other living creature but our-
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selves was able to sleep under their fascinating protection !
And yet the river slept, for the frost seized it in his embrace
and converted it into ice, and its babble g1-adually died away
in slumber; and so it slept until the suil rose the next morning and warmed it to life again, reminding it that for Nature's
children there is no rest: they must ever be spending their
energy without cessatio~lin shaping and reshaping the crust
of the patient earth.

CHAPTER LXXXI
OVER THE ARKA-TAGH A T LAST

TI-IUS
it tvas not until August 24th that we had the satisfaction of crossing the Arka-tagh. A s soon as Hamdan Hai
convinced himself and us that the little glen really did lead
to the summit of the range, tve once more effected a start.
T h e winding stream trickled along underneath its icy crust;
the snow was hard and compact. T h e same slaty rocks as
hitherto still predominated, but cropped out almost vertically.
T h e approach to the pass was not particularly steep, and
upon reaching the top we were at length gratified with the
view towards the south we had so longed to behold. But it
was not Littledale's pass. T h e pass by which he crossed the
range was situated a few miles farther to the east. This
Hamdan Uai was able to confirm by sufficient proof: Little.dale's men built a cairn of stones on the summit of the pass
they crossed by, but there was 110 cairn on that by which we
crossed. Probably the range can be surmounted in several
places in the neighborhood, possibly at the head of each glen,
for the pass by which we reached the other side was very
little lower than the crest of the range itself. Although the
snow lay in thin patches in the glens on both sides, there
was none in the pass itself, and yet the absolute altitude was
very considerable, amounting to 18,180 feet.
From the southeast right round to the southwest we had
an uninterrupted view of almost boundless extent, only intercepted on the east and west by outliers of the main range.
T h e southern face of the Arka-tag11 was much steeper than
the northern. W e descended through a winding glen, shut
in on both sides by subsidiary chains, which projected at
right angles from the sides of the pass. Both cl-lains were
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shorter than the corresponding spurs on the north, their altitudes decreasing rather abruptly until they merged in an
undulating level, and finally in an extensive table-land. A s I
gazed southward across that vast high plain, I observed here
and there what looked like minor irregularities of the surface,
inter~ningledwith low hills; but in reality they were disconnected portions of surviving mountain-chains. ?'he southern
horizon was edged as far as I could see, both east and west,
by an imposing range of dark-blue mountains, which, however, owing to the contrast with the broad plain, appeared to
be relatively low. Towards the southeast and south\vest the
range was overtopped by peaks and crests covered with perpetual snow. T o the south-southwest, and nearer, there was
a small lake, apparently the gathering - basin for the drainage
waters of the greater portion of the region which lay spread
out before us. W e had thus reached the first basin'on the
Tibetan plateau not provided with an outflow.
After a good rest on the summit of the pass, we went on
down its southern side. I was very pleased to know that at
last I had left behind me East Turkestan, and the regions
which drain into Lop-nor. W e had crossed the Kwen-lun
Mountains, the Arka-tagh, and the basin which stretches between them, and were now treading the plateau of Northern
Tibet, the vastest upswelling on the face of the earth. T o
the east, every inch of the ground was unknown territory,
except along the route which had been followed by LZonvalot
and Prince Henry of Orleans, and that by which Dutreuil de
Khins and Grenard had travelled. In fact, the latter must
have been near where we approached the Tibetan plateau;
but we did not observe anything which enabled us to identify
it. Littledale's route we had already left behind us. But we
were still a long way from the most westerly region that
drains into the Pacific Ocean, and for a considerable time to
come we should be travelling in parts which do not contribute one drop of water to any of the great oceans of the
earth.
W e descended, then, beside the stream in the glen on the
south. T h e weather being splendidly fine, every mountain11.-22
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slope was streaked wit11 foaming rivulets, from the rapidly
melting snows. A t the lower end of the glen me emerged
from the mountains. Then, leaving the glen brook on our
right, as well as a small solitary, detached portion of the
range, the last outlier of the Arka-tagh, we directed our
march towards the southeast, having on our left the southern spurs of the Arka-tagb. Here we obtained a splendid
view of a vast stretch of the mighty range bathed in brilliant
sunshine. I t consisted of an aggregation of peaks, most of
them rounded at the top. But there was one crest especially
conspicuous; it was jagged and pinnacled, and there were
numerous clusters of black rocks projecting through its covering of snow. This was the twin peak we had seen between
camps Nos. IV. and V. W h e n I first perceived it, it loomed
up on the far distant horizon; now, happily, it was behind us.
T h e surface was everywhere covered with fine sand and
dust, soft and moist, and, consequently, very tiring to the
caravan animals. T h e next stream we came to was joined
by numerous tributaries, and gradually bent round south and
southeast towards the small lake I have already mentioned,
thus describing a semicircle round a hill that rose, isolated,
from the table-land. A t its foot on the southwest we discovered, to our surprise, some herbage, which our animals did
not refuse after their enforced abstinence of the previous
day. O n e of the camels and one of the horses were pretty
well spent, and one of the donkeys had given in on the
pass.
I climbed the little hill on foot, and from its top obtained
some splendid views. I observed what appeared to be several small glaciers stretching south from the reaion of per?
petual snow on the summit of Arka-tagh. 1,ooklng towards
the east, Arka-tag11 faded away on the farthest horizon on my
left, while on my right was the mountain-range I had before
.noticed in the south. I t was, we afterwards discovered, a
continuation of the Koko-shili mountains. Between the two
ranges extended the broad table-land already mentioned, its
eastern horizon forming a perfectly straight line, scarcely
perceptible at its southern extremity. Towards the west, too,
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both ranges stretched as far as the eye could see, but the
country between them was more diversified.
T h e little hill on which I stood was very interesting. T h e
bare rock, the usual dark - green slates, cropped out on its
northeastern and eastern flanks at an angle of 16" to the
north-northwest. But its summit was apparently capped by a
horizontal layer of blue-black tuff, some sixteen feet thick,
with numerous round and elliptical vesicles, partly filled with
a white mineral substance. T h e tuff itself was a good deal
weathered, and numerous sharp angular pieces lay scattered
about on its surface. I also observed several other isolated
hills similarly capped with tuff farther to the south.
As I walked back to my tent, Yolldash at my heels, the
sun was already setting in a sky as pure and blue as turquoise, save that a few snow-white fleecy clouds (cirricumuli)
floated along in isolated groups. But hardly had the upper
edge of the sun disappeared below the horizon when its place
in the west was taken by a black, threatening mass of cloud.
Close down upon the earth the atmosphere was perfectly
calm. but in the higher regions it was blowing hard, as we
saw frorn the dark steel-gray clouds, whose edges were tinted
various shades of blood red, vivid yellow, and violet by the
setting sun. Some portions of the clouds were entirely black ;
others reluctantly alloived the sheaf of the sun's rays to penetrate through them. It was a sublime, and yet a fantastic, a n
awe-inspiring spectacle. I could not tear my eyes away from
it. T h e n came the first puffs of wind, ruffling the calmness
of the atmosphere, at first feeble and in intermittent gusts,
but soon more violently as well as more frequently. T h e
squall swooped down upon the camp. T h e wind blew with
indescribable fury. T h e men ran to the tent-ropes and held
on like grim death, else the tent would have gone over. Down
swished the hail, so fiercely that it actually whistled past our
ears. T h e horses and other animals were alarmed and
stopped grazing, and in five minutes-the
squall was past,
driving east at a terrific pace. No fresh clouds appeared in
the west. T h e atmosphere again became still and calm, and
a splendid, bright starry evening followed. But it was not
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destined to last, for all the early part of the night everything
was sllrouded in a thick mist, so thick that we could not even
see the little hill at the foot of which we were encamped.
During the squall, and frequently afterwards, too, it seemed
to me that the clouds s~veptalong in actual contact with the
surface of the earth. When the black storins drove past with
their hanging fringes of cloud, the glittering nrhite snow-fields
on the mountain-sides became dark and gloomy ; but in the
morning, when the air was again clear and bright, the eternal
snows dazzled us with, if it were possible, an even more glorious brilliancy.
*4ugust 25th. W e travelled towards the southeast, and
for more than three hours across an almost level plain. T h e
little brook flowing towards the southwest proved, however,
that it was not absolutely horizontal, but that there was a
slight fall towards the small lake into which it emptied. O n
the way we crossed three glacial streams, but none of them
powerful enough to excavate a definite channel for itself.
They were each split into a great number of rivulets, which
united and divided again and again in a highly capricious
manner. T h e ground beside each rivulet was sopping wet,
so that the horses sank in over the fetlocks, and every time
they lifted their feet the action was accompanied by the
" skwulsh " of watery suction.
T h e next brook we crossed flowed towards the east, so that
we had passed over a water-shed without observing it. Here
and there we perceived small patches of yeylak (grassy herbage), with abundant droppings of khulans (\vild asses) and antelopes near them. About two miles off on the left we passed
another small round rocky protuberance, standing quite isolated, and capped with tuff. Then we became aware of a
little lake, not more than a mile and a quarter long, but very
irrewular in outline, havinn a number of long narrow creeks
a.
a.
running out in every direction. This, the second depression
destitute of a n outlet, was the gathering-basin of all the
streams in the immediate vicinity. From this I was led to
infer, and as it subsequently proved to infer rightly, that the
whole of the vast plain whicb stretched between the Arka-
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tag11 and the continuation of the Kolzo-shili mountains consisted of a series of similar small, self-contained lake-basins,
unprovided with any outflow to the ocean.
W e continued to advance in the same direction until stopped
by a long narrow gully; and to get round it, we were forced
to make a detour to the south, crossing on the way a brook
~vhichpoured a large quantity of water into the gully. T h e
surface now became more broken, a series of softly rounded
hills, troublesome to cross, stretching away towards the northeast. W e could still see the glaciers of the Arka-tag11 gleaming behind us and on our left; we seemed to increase the
distance between ourselves and them only very, very slo~vly.
T h e mountain-range on the south had now vanished from
sight, except when we were on the tops of the hills. T h e
brooks flowed in divers directions, as though they were unable to make up their minds whicl~way to go. There was
very little rock visible, beyond black lines of slate where the
laminz peeped up vertically out of the ground like gravestones. T o our agreeable surprise, several times during the
course of the day's march we passed patches of scanty herbage, the thin kind of grass which the Taghliks call sarik, or
yeydaksarik (yellow grass).
T h e n we went over some hills and crossed a brook flowing
towards another lake in the east-northeast, and so came to a
spacious valley with a river runnino down it. Here we saw
?
grazing the first wild yak we met 1~1th. T h e river formed a
remarkably sharp loop to the east, south, and southwest,
round a hill which had much steeper slopes than any of the
hills we had previously encountered. Upon reaching its
summit we were uncertain which way to go, for on every side
we were hemmed in by extremely broken country-a perfect
labyrinth of hills, with brooks winding among them in every
direction without any apparent order, except that they all
joined a deep stream, with green transparent water and a
voluxlle of 175 cubic feet in the second, flowing towards the
southwest.
After the almost monotonous regularity of the rivers of
East Turkestan, all of which flow towards one common centre
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-Lop-nor-it
was an unfamiliar and even strange experience
to witness this irregularity of direction and this diversity of
slope. One hour of our march the brooks would flow towards
the east, the next towards the \vest, or south, or north. Even
yet we could not gather where the last stream really meant to
g o to. However, we still continued to push on steadily to
the southeast, ascending a steep glen or gully, on whose
grass-arown sides there were such enormous quantities of yak
?
and ~vildass dung that it ~vouldhave served us with fuel for
several years. Nor were there wanting plenty of fresh spoor
of the animals themselves.
A t length we reached.the pass at the head of the glen, and
lo! a magnificent picture spread out at our feet. O n the
farther side the pass plunged down steeply to an exceptionally large lake extending from east to west. Its water was
a beautiful light-green color, but over tile shallow parts yellow. And noli7 the difficulty of deciding which way to go
was seriously increased, for at its eastern end the lake was
overhung by almost perpendicular mountains ; while in the
wcst, but at some distance from it, were a series of low, fenny
marshes, and from the south we were cut off b y the lake
itself.
After weighing the matter for a while, we decided to halt
and make a reconnaissance of the surrounding country. T h e
caravan piloted its way carefully down the steep slopes to the
northern shore of the lake, and there the men pitched the
tents in a tolerably sheltered spot between two hills. For it
was blowing hard from the southeast, a fact of which I became painfully cognizant as I stood on the crest of the pass
to sketch and make my observations. I could see to an immense distance. In the southeast was a snow-covered mountain. South of the lake the country was less broken, but
there were three other lakes with wet and marshy ground bet~7eenthem. I therefore sent Islam Bai along the lake shore
to find out whether the caravan would be able to advance eastward. H e brought back word that there m7as an easy road.
W e had barely got comfortably settled down in our tents
when the usual westerly storm came on, this time succeeded
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by a downpour of rain. Hitherto \ve had not suffered from
want of water, a thing we had anxiously feared before we
started. But there was an abundance of water everywhere,
nor was grass so scarce as the 'I'aghliks tried to make us believe, no doubt w i ~ hthe view of deterring us from the journey.
There was relatively good pasturage around the large lake we
had just come upon. T h e men, therefore, begged for a day's
rest, especially as some of the horses and donkeys were very
much done up. T h e sick camel had not been able to get
more than half way of our last day's march, and had been
left beside a pool of fresh water. Hamdan Uai, who was in
charge of the camels, believed that the sick one was suffering
from fever, for he was seized with fits of violent shaking, and
coughed a good deal, and for four days had not eaten a
mouthful of maize. \Vhile we rested, two of the men went
back to see how he was faring.
T h e mountains echoed with the rolling thunder, and the
storm-clouds drove eastward as usual.
T h e day's rest was welcome to both men and animals, for
the rarefied atmosphere, to which we only gradually became
accustomed, u7as very trying to our strength. T h e sick
camel was brought into camp No. X I I . during the course of
the morning, and was able to eat some maize.
Parpi Bai maintained very collfidently that the lake we
had reached was not the same lake which Dutreuil de Rhins's
caravan passed; but although I knew the French traveller's
route only very imperfectly, I thought it must be the same.
T h e boiling-point of the thermometer gave its altitude as
I 6, I 65 feet above sea-level.
In the afternoon the weather was abominable, and prevented me from carrying out the excursion I had planned-namely,
to the mouth oE the stream which entered the western extremity of the lake. It hailed and poured with rain all the afternoon, the landscape being enshrouded in a sort of autumn
mist, so that we saw nothing of the large lake beside which
we were encamped. Probably the heaviest downfalls occur
in this region in the autumn. In the evening the rain ceased,
the mist dispersed, the atmosphere became clear and trans-
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parent; and the lake glistened like a mirror, reflecting the
most beautiful interplay of color, while the southern mountains soared upivard like a steel-blue wall.
T h e treacherous Taghliks who ran an7ay from camp No.
V I I I . were bound every night, and made to sleep under
a thick felt rug which was spread over the maize sacks, for
we should not have been surprised if at any time they had attenlpted to give us tke slip again. Their leader now earnestly begged to be allowed to return home, and, as we 110 longer
needed him, his request was granted. I was afraid he cvould
not be able to travel all the long distance by himself ; but he
told me he intended to make his way to some gold-prospectors he knew of xvorlting on the northern flanks of the
Arka-tagh. I gave him some money, and a sufficient supply
of bread and flour to last him a fortnight, and, moreover, presented him with a donkey to carry his stores, and with this
he was very well satisfied. T h e rest of the Taghliks preferred to g o with us right through to Tsaidam, whence they
proposed to return home ox7er the Chimen-tagh or over Bokalik. A s during the past few days their conduct had been
quite exemplary, they were freed from their bonds at night,
and for the future were allowed to sleep in peace.
O n August 27th, when we started to continue our journey
along the northern shore of the lake, the solitary Taghlik
took his leave of us, and turned back along our trail, driving
his donkey on before him. I was really sorry for the poor
fellow a t having to travel all that long way by himself, but he
was only too glad to get away from us. H e had plotted to
cheat us, but had fallen into his own trap; it had not been
quite so easy to deceive us and rob us as he had imagined.
T h e sick camel was now mending nicely, and got through
the day's march very creditably.
T h e ground was very favorable for the animals, for we kept
close to the lake-side, and so escaped the eternal up-and-down
hill, which was so exceedingly tiring. T h e green slaty rocks
fell tolerably steeply towards the lake, but a t their foot, and
between them and the water, was a gravel slope, stretching a
considerable distance into the lake. T h e strip of shore varied
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in breadth, though in general it was narrow. T h e ground
was hard and very little cut up by rivulets. T h e water of
the lake was perfectly clear, but salt, and a t noon had a temperature of 4 I " Fahr. (5" C.). A narrow fringe of white scum,
mingled with brown decayed a&@ rocked on the waves as
they beat upon the shore. T h e only living creatures we observed were wag-tails and flies. East and west there were
magnificent views-the
winding shore of the lake, with its
mountain offsets, showing a fascinating interplay of color
effects; the slightly crumpled surface of the lake, and, arching
all in, a sky of the purest blue.
This lake, like all those which we encountered later, was
long and narrow, a form evidently due to the latitudinal
mountain-ranges on the north and south. T h e farther we
advanced towards the east, the more indented and irregular
was the outline of its shore. In places we came across small
lagoons, and round them the ground was soft and muddy.
Shortly before reaching the end of the lake, which terminated
in a creek, we had to climb over another cluster of lo\v hills.
Then we came to the yellowish-red stream, which flowed into
the creek at the end of the lake, through a delta with innumerable small arms and several large ones.
T h e stream was bordered on the left (as \ire rode towards
the southeast) by hills of red loess, gently rounded, but sterile. T h e ground, however, soon became so soft that the animals were scarcely able to plough their way along with their
burdens; we therefore turned up a side-glen to avoid it.
?'he glen led us to a water-shed, on the other side of which
the drainage channels all flowed towards the east. There we
were overtaken by the usual afternoon storm, which lasted an
hour.
All day long we had on our left, that is, to the north, the
spurs of the Arka-tagh, each spur being entirely free from
snow. But from camp No. XIII., \vhich we made on the
sheltered side of a low hill, we beheld a glittering white double
peak soaring above thc tops of every other mountain.
T h e region we were now travelling through swarmed with
khulans (wild asses), but they kept at such a distance from us
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that all attempts to get a shot at them were unavailing. Yolldash, however, was of a different opinion. H e gxlloped after
them, and derived a never-ending delight fronl putting them
to flight. H e repeated the manmuvre time after time, and
after every chase came back to the caravan, panting and
puffing, and with his tongue hanging out. It was comical to
watch him when he caught sight of a fresh troop of khulans.
H e pricked his ears, his eyes sparkled, and for a while he
squatted down on his l~aunchesand gazed at thein fixedly,
without moving; then he slowly stalked them for a while, and
finally set off as hard as he could race, like an arrow from a
bow. But no sooner did the shy animals catch sight of tlie
dog than off they went \\lit11 the speed of the wind, and in a
few moments left their pursuer far bchind them. Nor did
Yolldash learn wisdom from experience. A t the sight of the
next troop off he went again, and so tired liimsclf out to no
purpose.
When we drew near to the place where we intended to encamp for the night, I missed the dog. I thought that, as he
was tired, he had perhaps joined the camel caravan ; but the
camel caravan came in without him. T h e last time any of
the men saw him he disappeared at the heels of a troop of
khulans behind the hills 011 the right of our line of march. I
was afraid he had continued his pursuit too far and lost the
trail of the caravan, and so had gone quite astray. I sent a
man back to the place where the dog was seen last; it was
where we left a donkey that was completely exhausted. Hut
the man came back without having seen any trace of the dog,
and he left the donkey behind dying. A couple of horses
which had also given up were, on the other hand, brought
into camp. T h e can~els stood the fatigues of the journey
best.
Once more it was evening. I had my tea, and bread and
rice pudding, and then smoked a pipe or two, while I worlted
out the notes I took on the road during the day. When I
lay d o ~ v nto sleep, I felt quite lonely without Yolldash, for
hc was my best companion, and ate and slept at my side.
But at three o'clock in tlie morning I \vas awakened by
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something pushing against my bed. I here was "his lordship," wagging his tail and licking my face, literally beside
himself with joy. T h e poor beast had been on foot all the
afternoon and niuht seeking u s ; he was actually too tired to
9
eat, but with a sigh of intense relief curled 11imself up at
once in his usual sleeping-place.
August 28th. T h e ground was quite level, and with the
exception of the two sick horses, all the animals rnarched
well. T h e southern mountain range was now clearly distinguishable ; its snow-fields were at a less altitude than those

CAMP XIV., NORTH TTI3ET

of the Arka-tagh. This day we crossed another low pass.
T h e water-shed we passed over the day before must therefore have been of secondary importance only, especially as
the intricately winding stream, which we had followed most
of the day, curved round it on the north. Now, however, the
drainage channels all flowed definitely towards the east, converging upon a tiny fresh -water lake. East of the pass
stretched a broad shallow valley, to all appearance quite
level ; but it had a slope, as was proved by a deep dry watercourse.
There was an abundance of grass everywhere in that
repion, and consequently great numbers of khulans. O n e
?
solitary lthulan, a beautiful animal, striped with brown and
grayish-yellow, kept ahead of the caravan for close upon two
hours, but always at a long distance from us. Sometimes
he trotted, sometimes he galloped, with his little tail sticking
straight out behind him, but always with his head proudly
arched, the incarnation of vigilant energy. Ever and anon
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he stopped and turned round and gazed at us, and uttered a
curious sound, something between the horse's \vhinny and
the donkey's bray. But no sooner did we approach nearer
than off he went again, and so on time after time, as tllough
he wanted to show us the way. 'Then Yollbars, our other
big shaggy dog, set off after him. Strange to say, the khulan was not in the least alarmed, but stopped as soon as he
saw the dog. A t this Yollbars was taken suddenly aback,
and stood stock-still. T h a t seemed to divert the khulan.
H e plucked up courage and charged straight down upon the
dog. I t was now Yollbars' turn to flee, and back he came
galloping to the caravan with his tail between his legs.
'The ground still continued extraordinarily level. True,
we had numbers of low hills on both sides of us, but they
were either ramifications of the mountains behind or stood
singly isolated. T h e usual hail-storm came on at half-past
one-came as unfailingly every day about the same time as
though its onset nrt?ro r e g u l a t d by clock-work.
A t length we turned off towards the southeast, enticed by
some green hills a little way off. There we found another
small lake, into \vhich various tiny brooks emptied themselves. We halted on its southern shore after a march of
16a miles.
,.
I he \vatel- i n the lake was slightly saline, but had a very
disagreeable flavor, so that we were unable to drink it. Isla111 Uai tried to stalk a khulan, but was unsuccessful. 'l'l~e
evening was clear and still, not a sound reached our lonely
camp. M'c \vcre alone in the boundless wilds of Tibet.

C H A P T E R LXXXII
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over the hills which bordered the
AUGUST
2 9 ~ ~Crossing
.
east side of the lake, and then a brook of clear bright water,
we approached a broad, troughlike valley paved with hard
gravel, so that it was easy travelling for the animals. T h e
lake was thus on our left. T h e stream which flowed into it
formed an extensive delta at its western end. After that the
lake was hidden behind a low, softly rounded ridge; and on
our right we had another similar ridge, beyond \~lhicli the
great snowy peaks of the southern mountains glittered in
the distance.
In the depression between the ridges, in which there were
thin patches of grass, we surprised a khulan. A s usual he
ran on a short distance ahead of the caravan, pursued by
the dogs, but took no further notice of them. Every time
he stopped he viewed the caravan with close attention and
great wonder, pricked his ears, expanded his nostrils, and
arched his head high. Islarn Bai managed to get within
range of him by creeping down a ravine between two hills.
He fired two shots at the wild ass; but the animal moved off
a few paces none the worse for them. H e merely sniffed
the wind,and gazed at us with continued curiosity and wonder.
A t the third shot he turned and trotted slowly off towards
the east, but went rather lame. When we came up to his
trail we saw it was sprinkled with blood. T h e wild ass was
evidently wounded. That being so, we must have the skin
at all costs. W e now took the khulan for our guide; but
he led us farther to the north than we wished to go. H e
was hit in the right hind leg, which he trailed uselessly behind him. But he had a good start of us.
11.-23
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Islam Bal and Parpi Bai went after him as fast as tlielr
horses were able to get over tlie ground, while I and Ernin
hlirza followed at our usual pace. Meanwhile the kliulan
had stopped to rest, and ~vliennre came u p to the spot where
he rested, we discovered a large pool of blood. H e could
not hold out long now; all the same he led u s a chase of two
full hours. A t length he conceived the unfortunate ~ d e aof
quitti~igthe easy valley and trying to climb the flanks of the
hills on the left.
A t this point we passed another small salt lake on our
right, and upon reaching the top of the ridge beheld agaln
the eastern end of the large lake whose southern shore we
had followed. Then, crossing over more gentle hills, where
the ground was soft and tiring, we approached a small pass,
which descended on the northeast pretty steeply to a perfectly level sai (a slope at the foot of a mountain). T h e
stream which coursed along the sai towards the lake was
split into several arms.
In the middle of f h e wet, sandy belt between two branches
of the river the lthulan at last fell. Islam 13ai and Parpi
were by this close upon h i m , they instantly jumped off their
horses and bound his fore-legs. And there the creature lay,
still alive, in the most natural position, and regarded us
without any perceptible sign of fear. Every now and again,
however, lie e~lcleavoredto get up, and struggled on a step
or two, but soon fell again. H e was wounded in tlie right
hind-leg above the heel, and a portion of the bone showed
in the \\round, ~vhichwas very bloody. 'I'he khulail was a
splendid specimen of his race, a male in fine condition, evidently the sentry of the troop of five which we saw a little
way baclt. His curiosity and desire to protect 111s companions liad led him a little too far, and so into danger. His
tectli indicated that hc was about nine years old.
O n the \vliole, the wild ass bears tlie closest resemblance
to the mule: in other words, lle comes inter~nediatebetween
the horse and tlie ass, but is nearer to the latter than to the
former. I lie ears are longer than the horse's, but shorter
than the ass's. 'Thc tail resembles that of an ass, and only
r
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has hair at its lower end. T h e mane too, which is black
and thin, is like that of the ass in that it is short (about four
inches lonp) and stands stiff and upright. It is continued
' '.
along the splne in a black line, anct finally terminates in the
tail. On the back the anilnal is a reddish-brown color, which
gradually passes over into white down the ribs and sides;
urldci-neath it is white. T h e nose is gray; the ears dark,
but white on the inside; the legs gradually shade off to
white down by the hoofs. T h e hoofs are strong, though not

A W O U N D E D KHU1,AR' ( l \ r ~ ASS)
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quite hard, and are as large as the horse's. T h e eyes are
brown, with a big black pupil, of the same shape and appearance as in the horse and dolnestic ass. 'I'he chest is
broad and strongly developed, so as to accommodate a pair
of powerful lungs. T h e iiecl;, too, is massive and muscular.
Hut the niuscles of the hind legs are especially thick and
sinewy, and well adapted for developing great speed. T h e
nostrils are very much larger than the horse's. I i h e n the
wounded kliulan sniffed after his conipaliions and snorted,
and also \vlien he uttered his harsh scream or neigh, his
nostrils expanded ~ n t otwo large apertures, surrounded by
taut sinewy niuscles, and projected almost straight out before him. In short, the wild ass's nostrils are constructed
on a similar scale to his lungs, the n~iiolerespiratory apparatus being specially adapted for the 11ighly rarefied atmos-
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phere he lives in. T h e Persians, therefore, in slitting up the
nostrils of their tarne asses when they are going to employ
them for transport purposes in mou~ltainousregions, really
obej7 a law of nature. Experience has taught thern that the
aniillals car1 then breathe more easily.
Our lthulan had, if I may be alloived the expression, a more
pronounced Roman nose than the tame ass; that is to say,
the profile of his face curved more sharply outward. 'The
expression of the eyes, which were well protected by eyebrows and eyelashes, was gentle and peaceful. I n length,
from the edge of his upper lip along his spine to the root of
his tail, he measured 7 ft. 7 in. His girth just behind the forelegs was 4 f t . ~ o i n . , a n din front of then1 5 ft. 3 i n . Round
the neck immediately behind the ears he measured 3 1 i
inches, immediately in front of them 35 inches. Round the
head over the eyes he measured 33s inches, and round his
nose 18h inches; while the space between the crown of the
head and the edge of the uppe; lip was 25fr inches.
While I was measuring and sketching him he lay perfectly still and quiet, and did not appear to feel any pain from
his wound, in which the blood had already coanulated, and
he was so destitute of fear that he let me stroke hitn over the
nose without resenting it. When I had done with the beautiful creature, lle was given his quietus with a well-directed
thrust of a knife. T h e n the men set to work to flay him,
taking very special pains not to injure the skin, which was
afterwards spread out on the ground to dry. T h e best portions of the flesh were taken care of; the rest was left where
it was, while the clogs feasted on the scraps and offal.
Camp XV., which we reached at the end of fifteen and a
half miles, was pitched at the foot of a hill. As the men had
worked hard to capture the khulan and get me his skin, and
as our animals were a good deal spent, the next day was
given up to rest, and, as it happened, it was a Sunday.
T h e westerly storm ! No, it did not forget us-nothing
of the kind. A t half-past one down it swooped with the same
unerring certainty it had displayed on each of the days preceding, and in its wake followed a blinding snow-storm. After

it had passed, it turned out a splendid afternoon ; the sunset
was magnificent, the hills and mountains in the west being
outlined like inky black silhouettes, while in the east they
were bathed in vivid reds and yellows.
T h e next day, August 3oth, every man made the most of
the opportunity to sleep all he could, while the caravan anirr~alsroamed over the hills plucking the grass. I made an
excursion to the lake that lay t o the west of the camp. T h e
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chief drainage artery of the locality poured its water into a
small lagoon, whence it made its way into the lake by a ntlmber of small channels. T h e water, although perfectly clvar,
was so salt that it stuck to my fingers. Near the shore there
were a quantity of white gulls (the men called them LazgLeitt)
diving under the waves as they curled towards them. T h e
ground was covered with fine gravel and coarse sand, derived
from the same green slates which were everywhere so prevalent. Six or seven feet above the existing level of the lake I
observed another sliore-line, but could not make out whether
it was due to a higher level during the inflow of the summer
floods or whether it was simply caused by the beating of the
waves. Now that I conltnanded a full view of the lake I perceived that the waves could be both high and strong; for
they came rolli~lgup from tile west tipped with spray, and
beat upon the shore with the harmonious regularity of a ring
of bells. A t three o'clock in the afterlloorl the temperature
of the water was 55.9' Fahr. (13.3"C.) as compared with 52.3"
Fahr. ( I 1.3' C.) for the air. T h e surface of the lake, which
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lay between the arms of the two ridges, had approximately
the same altitude as camp No. XV., or 16,195 feet above the
level of the sea. For the salie of clearness, I decided to number these several lakes; this one of which I have just been
speaking was therefore No. j.*
August 31st. Im~nediatelyto the east of the camp we discovered a tiny fresh-water lake, fed by a glacial torrent from
the Arka-tagh. After passing a low range of clarlz mountains
on our left, we turned off towards thc east-southeast across a
rolling, grassy country. T h e n we entered another latitudinal
valley, poorly supplied nrith nratei-, but tole~ablywell grassed,
and there we observed numbers of lzhulans, antelopes, and
hares. Beyond the eighth lake we crossed another magnificent water-shed, on the other (east) side of \vhich all the watercourses drained into lake No. 9. This was an isolated central basin, for it was encornpassed by the large laltes into
which the Arka-tag11 and the great southern mountains
poured thcir meltino sno\vs. .rhis day a.e could not see the
P
Arka-tag11 : it was hidden behind its on7n outlying chains But
the snowy peaks of its counterpart frequently glittered dowr,
upon u s ; for we advanced at such a slow rate that we seemed
to get no nearer to it. T o lake No. 10 it sent down a river
of some magnitude. A short distance beyond this last we
encamped beside a spring, having done 18$ miles between
camp No. X V . and camp No. X V I .
East-southeast of the camp we had a grand peak, covered
with vast expanses of snow, among them some small glacier
formations; we also caught glinlpses of a number of pealcs
towering up in the west.
Thallks to the level ground we were travelling over, and to
the grass, thouoh this was somewhat scanty, it is true, the car?
avan animals still held out capitally, although we had already
lost several of the donkeys.
September 1st. A t first our road lay across a low, level
ridge, with a hard surface, which would have been first-rate

* Many of these small lakes are not shown on t h e map, printed at the
e n d of this volume.
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for the animals had it not been that it was honeycombed like
a rabbit-warren by a small rodei~t(tcshidnlz). W e saw sonle
of the creatures bobbing into their holes with a little squeak;
but the holes caused the horses to stumble incessantly.

SUNSET AT CAMP NO. XV.

.

O n my map I distinguished the h i ~ h dominating
,
peaks
which overlooked our line of march from both sides by letters
of the alphabet, and determined their position by a series of
bearings talcen from various points. To-day, right underneath one of these peaks the green slates came to an abrupt
termination Then for some distance the surface was strewn
with pieces of tuff, about two cubic feet big, of the same
kind as that we met with before, the ground between was
barren In the distance we frequentlv saw herds of five or
six yur&e/z (antelopes)-an animal with a long, narrow, lyreshaped horn and called by the 'Tibetans ovo7zgo. Although
Islam tried his hardest, he never succeeded in getting within
range of them. They gazed at us attentively, then with
quick, elastic leaps disappeared behind the desolate hills.
Beyond the snonry mountain-peak we again found fine,
close-growing herbage ; and the ground was actually spotted
brown with the droppings of the wild yak, so abundant were
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they. T h e men always had two or three empty sacks hanging at the camels' harness during the march ; and as they
went along, they filled them with that splendid fuel. Thanks
to the favorable country, we accomplisl~ednot less than 2 0 4
miles before we halted at camp No. XVII.
September 2d. W e skirted pretty near to the southern
mountains, and discovered two or three new lakes. Al-

TITI? (;]<EAT S A L T LAICE O F CAMP NO. X V .
V ~ e wfrom ~ t sEastern Shore

though the ground was strewn with fragments of green slate
and black tuff, the bare rock was not visible. Animal life
was represented by antelopes, a fox, swallows, and larks. But
our most interesting discovery this day was that human beings had once been there before us. At one point there was
a well-defined gap in the southern range, and through it appeared very conspicuously a rounded mountain-top capped
with snow ; and on the left of the mountain there was plainly
distinguishable an easy pass leading over the range. A s soon
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as we came opposite that strongly marked feature, Parpi Bai
rode up to me, and said that he recognized the locality again.
" T h a t was the pass by \vhich the caravan of ' Bovolo Tura '
(M. Bonvalot) and Prince Henry of Orleans had crossed the
range."
Farther on, we went down into yet another broad, shallow
valley, in which were a couple of small lakes and some marshes. According to my reckoning, we could not now be very
far from the route follo~veclby the celebrated French travellers. And as I had Bonvalot's rnap in my pocket, I thought
I ought to be able to identify the more prominent geographical features. I could now understand \vlip at this point the
red line indicating h1. Ronvalot's route made a bend on the
mtlp. Uonvalot's map \vas not, however, sufficiently detailed ;
still there can be little doubt that his Dbme du Sature answers to my hlount D., and his Volcanoes des Kuysbruk are
simply the black tuff hills, fragments of which \lrere visible on
every side of us. T h e marsl~esand lakes which I ]lave men~ eLacs
s g i l i s " (morasses
tioned are named by him ' ' f o ? t d ~ i 2 ~et
and froze11 lakes).
Seeing that the camel caravan had taken quite a wrong direction-namely, towa~.dsthe northeast-I sent Parpi Bai after
thcm to turn them back towards the south, the direction in
which the horse caravan had gone. In the broad valley w e
were travelling do\vn one of the men made a. discovery \vhich
proved concl~~sively
that our route and that of 13onvalot and
I'rince Henry of Orleans intersected just at that point. H e
found camel droppings, old and discolo red, and two or three
pieces of m~hitefelt carpet (kighiz), such as is put on camels'
backs to protect them against the chafing of the packingcases. W e showed them to Parpi h i . H e pronounced them
to be pieces of Charkhlik kighiz ; and added, that the French
travellers had, as an actual fact, bought a supply in that place.
H e recollected also, that just before they climbed the pass
they did encamp in the place where the Inan found the pieces.
This was for me an exceptionally happy find, since it enabled
me to fix precisely where my route intersected that of the
French explorers.
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'CVe pitched camp No. XVIII. beside lake No. 14, after a
march of 174 nliles; the camp stood at an altitude of 16,750
feet. East-soutl~eastthere rose a cluster of pyramidal peaks
and glaciers, which the men were afraid would prevent us
from advancing. Our poor animals were getting in a bad
way. Already one horse had been abandoned, and two others

VIEW, LOOI<ING WEST, FROM CAMP NO. XVIII.

were so done up that they travelled with the donkeys, and
without their loads. Indeed one of them was left behind in
camp No. XVIII.
T h e evening passed and the night came, and nothing was
seen of Parpi Bai. W e began to be anxious about the camel
caravan. I saw that we must make up our minds to sacrifice
September 3d as a rest- day. T h e missing caravan turned
up during the course of the next morning. They had been
obliged to leave a horse and a donkey on the road. O n e of
the goats, too, was upon his last legs, and was killed. T h e
camels and other allilnals were still in pretty good condition,
and were turned Ioose to graze.
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Early in the morning Islam Brti caught sight of a jrak cow,
wit11 two calves at her heels, grazing on the other side of the
lake. 'Taking a rifle, he set out 011 horseback to try and get
a shot at her. H e came back at noon, and, with some degree
of elation, told us that he had " potted " the yak with a couple
of balls, one of which penetrated under the spiue. Leaving
his horse tethered at sotne distance, he stole upon his prey
..
on foot. I he inexperienced calves were ~vhollyunconscious
of danger, and their dam, running to ivarn thern, fell a n easy
victiin ; but, directly she fell, the you11g ones fled behind the
nearest hills.

CHAPTER LXXXIII
HUNTING THE WILD YAK

EARLY
in the afternoon I started for the dead yak, intending to measure and sketch the animal. Hut she was already
inflated ~vithgas and as hard as a drum, while a liquid mingled with blood trickled noisily out of her mouth. From the
inner corner of her upper lip to the root of her tail she measured cight feet. T h e length of the head, from the base of
the horn to the upper lip, 1-7as 2 2 4 inches; the circumference
of the muzzle, I 7& inches ; abqve the eyes, 29; inches ; round
the neck behind the ears, 2 8 inches. Her height at the
shoulder was 4 ft. 6 in.; at the loins (her legs being stretched
straight out), 4 ft. 5 in. T h e tail, including the t ~ l f tat tlie
encl, rrleasured 31$ inches in length; while the length of tlie
h o r ~ l son the outside was I 7 inches, and on the inside I 5%
inches, and their circunifercnce at the root 7; inches. I did
not measure the girth of the body, owing to its distention.
Its color was as black as coal, with a magnificent tuft at the
encl of tlie tail. T h e hoofs were powerful; the udder not
well developed, but the teats, on tlie other hand, were large.
Thick black fringes of xvoolly hair hung lilte draperies down
the animal's sides; but there was none under its belly. T h e
bottom jaw was equipped with eight slanting incisor teeth,
the upper jaw with a broad, horny callosity. T h e tongue was
thickly covered with horny barbs, directed backward towards
the throat. With these the yak plucks up grass, lichens, and
mosses, using its tongue more than its tecth and horny upper
jaw in grazing.
Finding that yaks were numerous in that neighborhood,
we decided not to take the skin, but wait until we brought a
better proportioned animal to the ground. Nevertheless, the
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men chopped out the best pieces of the meat with their axes,
as well as the tongue. 'The latter served me for breakfast
for several days, and was excellent eating. T h e flesh, on the
contrary, was touah sorry stuff, and had to be boiled several
a .'
times over before it became anything like tender; but this
was also partly the result of the rarefied atmosphere, for water
boiled at about 180" Fahr. LZ7e also took the tail, and the

long fringes of hair, which the men wove into ropes and
cords. Further, they arranged some of the hair underneath
the front part of their hats to shade their eyes against the sun.
[Vhile we were busy with the dead yak another cow approached within a hundred and fifty yards, then stopped and
gazed at us in amazement. Our dogs, ignorant of the noble
art of venery, chased her away, and off she went a t a good
jog-trot over the hills.
Towards evening we caught sight of a magnificent animal, grazing alone, but near the Ilorses, to \vhich, however, he seemed to pay no heed. Islam Bai, whose hunter's appetite was now keenly whetted, stalked him like a
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panther against the wind, and, arriving well within range,
began to blaze away at him. T h e yak fell at the third
shot. But the next instant he was on his legs again, and
charging madly down upon the disturber of his peace. H e
got another bullet, which trlade him spin right round; but,
nothing daunted, back he came to the charge. However, hc
fell several times, always struggling to his feet again, till he
a t length dropped at the seventh bullet and lay motionless.
Thereupon Islam returned to camp triumphant, declaring
that no finer skin could be got. T h e bull, for such it was,
lay on the line of march I had planned for the morrow;
hence we decided to leave some of the men to flay him when
we went past, as well as a camel to carry the skin to our next
camp, which would not be very much farther to the east.
Accordingly, on September 4th, we once more got under
way. Islam remembered precisely where he killed the yak;
it was between the hills. Ipagine, therefore, our arnazement when we came to the place and found the bull had disappeared !
Islam was so thunderstruck that for a long time he was
unable to get out a word. When he did find his voice, he
swore that the yak was dead when he left him the evening
before. However, the soft, moist ground betrayed the fact
that he had recovered, and, in spite of his many ~vounds,had
managed to get away. His track seemed to show, hoivever,
that he had fallen again and again, at every few yards. All
the same, he could not possibly have travelled very far. Following up his spoor, we soon saw him from the top of the
hill. H e was walking quietly along by the edge of a spring
and pool, sniffing the ground. LYIleu we approached rvitllin
a hundred yards of him he turned round, and stood and
watched us, with his head up in the air. Isla111 planted
another bullet in him. That enraged him to such a degree
that he rushed towards us in blind fury. i4'e judged it best
to beat a retreat, but had barely turned our startled horses
,
he stopped t\venty
round when he was upon us. B ~ i tluclzily,
paces away, grunting madly, wildly rolled his eyes, snorted,
drew in his breath violently, flung up the sand with his nose
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and horns till he enveloped himself in a perfect cloud of it,
and lashed his sides furiously with his tail.
A t about thirty paces distance Islam put in yet another
shot, which made the yak spin round a good many times.
Yolldash made a dash at h i m ; but \vl~enthe inaddened bull
advanced to meet him with his horns lowered and his tail in
the air, Yolldash instantly turned and fled. T h e tenth shot
broke the bull's left leg, so that it hung loosely nlhen, in the
madness of despair, he danced round another two or three
times. Finally, at close quarters, Islam let drive for the
eleventh time. T h e bullet penetrated behind the shoulder,
and lodging in a more vital part, put an end to the animal's
torment. He fell on his right side. IVhen we approached
him, he made a last effort to get up, but could not do so.
Shortly after that he died, quietly, without any death-struaale.
b
I made a couple of sketches of him from different points
of view. H e was a magnificent animal. His incisors were
worn down almost level with his gums, proving him to be an
old bull; indeed, the outermost two were imbedded in the
flesh. His horns, too, n7ere slightly burst open on the inner
side, another sign of advailced age. Iskender, one of the
'l'aghliks, who had taken part in many a yak hunt, declared
that the bull was about twenty ),ears old. T h e wild yak, he
said, lives o n an average six years longer than the tame yak,
and the latter at twenty years of age is regarded as worn out.
I took the following measurements of the animal. Length,
from the edge of the upper lip to the root of the tail, 10 ft.
8 in. Length of the tail, including the tuft at the end, 3 ft.
6 in.; circ~~mference
of the tail at the root, 74 in. Leng-th
of head, from the base of the horn to the upper lip, 284 in.
Distance between the eyes, I 7 in. Length of horn on the
outside, 30; in.; on the inside, 194 in. From this it will be
apparent that the horns were very much curved. Circumference of horn at base, 14 in.; distance bet~veenthe tips of the
horns, 1 2 in. Circumference of the head, round the muzzle.
24 in.; ditto over the eyes, 444 in. Girth of the neck behind
the ears, 4 ft. I in. Girth of body immediately behind the
fore-legs, 8 ft. & in. Length of hair on flank, 2 5 ; in.; above
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the fore-leg, 2 14 in. ; under the jaw, 4 to 6 in. Circun1ference
of fore-hoof, 165 in.; its diameter, diagonally, 4$ in.
Its hair was magnificent, thick and even ; indeed, the long
hanging fringes on the sides were so thick that they made an
actual cushion for the animal to lie on->t sufficient protection against even the rigorous winter climate of Tibet. T h e
hair was a pitch-black color, but the top quarters, when seen
in a certain light, inclined towards dark brown. Along the
backbone the hair was very long and black. T h e eyes were

brown, with a black pupil, and very small, the major axis of
their opening being hardly I $ in. T h e hair round the eyes
was thinnest, and as fine as velvet. O n the other hand, it
was thick and tufted on the cheek and between the horns;
on the nose it inclined to be gray.
T h e tonguc was set with extraordinarily hard, sharp barbs.
Both tongue and gums were tinged a grayish blue, as in the
tame yak. T h e muzzle was very broad; the nostrils rather
longer, flattened, and turned upward at a slightly oblique angle.
T h e horns were extraordinarily powerful, and formidable by
reason of their sharp points. T h e close woolly hair swept
the ground when the animal stood, and, as I have said, made
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a soft cushion when he lay do~vn. T h e tail was enormous;
the hoofs strong and powerful; and of such the yak has
need, to carry his immense weight over rough and stony
ground. T h e two cla\vs of the hoof can easily be drawn
very closc together, thus increasing the animal's hold upon
the ground when climbing slippery roclts or crossing the
slopes of loose mountain dkbris. Behind the hoofs proper
were a pair of large secondary hoofs, but they did not touch
the ground.
W h e n the yak stands upright on its feet its shoulder forms
a co~lspicuoussolid arch, and from it the neck sweeps sharply
down towards the head, which the animal always carries
close to the ground. In a si~llilarmanner the back slopes
away, though less abruptly, towards tlie root of the tail. T h e
height in the pelvic region is thus much less than at the
shoulder. A n animal 1\~11ic11attains the dimensions I have
given must evidently be exceedingly heavy. I t took a single
man all his time to raise the head of Islam's yak bull, and
when the men loaded the flayed skin on the back of the
kneeling camel it required four of them to lift i t ; the head,
however, was still attached, that it might be better cured in
camp.
I t is marvellous that such a huge beast can subsist and
develop such enormous muscular strength on the miserable
herbage which those higlilands afford. In winter the grass
is dead and withered, and even in sumnler so tough and bitter that our caravan animals would only eat it when driven to
do so by extreme hunger.
When the yak is pursued it goes with a heavy, clumsy sort
of jog-trot, bct gets swiftly over the ground, its tail hanging
down and its head carried a little higher than usual, while
its long hair trails on the ground. One advantage the yak
always has over its pursuers-it
never gets short of breath.
W h e n it perceives that danger threatens, it sets off a t a gallop, with its head down and its tail in the air. When shot
at it stops, and when wounded will charge its pursuer. I n
such a case it is prudent to he well on the alert.
Iskender and the other Taghliks told us that in Cherchen,
11.-24
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Charkhlik, and Achan (places at the northern foot of the
Kwen-lun mountains) there lived $nvn~ts,or hunters, who
wined their livelihood almost entirely by hunting tlie yak.
a.
'Iheir hunting-grounds are the Arka-tagh and Chimen-tagh,
in Northern Tibet. Each hunter takes with him two men,
and a donkey to carry home the skin. But generally two or
more hunters work together, so as to support one another if
they are attacked by the yak. They are said to be such skilful and perfect marksmen that they not seldom bring down
their prey at the first shot, which must, of course, be lodged
in the heart. They do not like to fire at more than sixty
paces, and aim at a spot behind the shoulder. If the bullet
penetrates the pelvic region the animal will not succumb for
two or three days after. If it strikes any other part the yak
troublcs himself ve;y little about it. T o aim at the head is a
mere waste of powder, for no bullet will penetrate the massive bone of the forehead. If a bullet does happen to strike
a yak there he merely shakes' his head and grunts. But it is
a good thing to break one of the legs, for that enables the
hunter to put in his second bullet at close quarters, as well
as hampers the animal if he charges. From the story of
Islam h i ' s many shots at our yak bull, it will be evident
that no bullet is really profitably expended unless it strikes
a vital organ. It was, it will be remembered, only at the
eleventh shot, which penetrated in the neighborhood of the
heart, that the huge monster fell.
T h e rifles which the Taghlik hunters use are made in the
cities of East Turkestan. They are long, heavy muzzleloaders, with flint locks, and when fired are rested on a fork
of antelope's horn. IVith his rifle in his hand the hunter
creeps close along the ground, skilfull~availing himself of
the slightest scrap of cover. A s soon as he gets within
range he rests his long rifle-barrel on the fork, and aims
deliberately and long before he discharges his piece. A s
soon as the yak is dead it is skinned. T h e skin is divided
into three sections, two slits being made along the upper
edge of the hair at the sides, the third along the median line
of the belly. T h e best leather is obtained from the section
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off the back, which, like the top of the shoulder, is called
sivit. I t is employed for making saddles, saddlegirths, bridlereins, whips, and so on, as well as for the better kind of boots.
T h e other two sections are used for pretty nearly the same
purposes, but are not so good in quality. T h e soft boots
(chz~~uk)
which the Taghliks usually wear are made frotn the
skin of the legs. T h e tail is generally hung up as a religious
offering (tugh)at some masar (saint's tomb).
The skins are sold to the merchants of Cherchen, Charkhlik, and Achan, and they carry them to Khotan, where they

sell them to the kunchis-i.e., tanners and saddlers. T h e skin
of the yak is highly valued because of its extraordinary
toughness and durability. It is almost impossible to wear it
out. T h e price for the skin of a full-grown yak bull is about
I 7s. gd.
But the skin of a cow or calf is much cheaper, and
is divided into only two portions, for the sole reason that one
donkey could not carry the whole skin.
T h e Taghliks look upon yak-hunting as a dangerous pursuit, and they are quite right in doing so, and also in hunting
in company ; for if the brute charges, the native hunter's
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positior;, with such a clumsy weapon as that he uses and the
little probability there is of his being able to escape, is anything but an enviable one. If he does have the misfortune to
be struck by that thundering illass of solid flesh, with the
sharp horns that it drives before it, his fate is irrevocabiy
sealed.
S o far extends my experience of this royal monarch of the
desolate wilds of Tibet-an animal which excites our admiration not only in virtue of its imposing appearance, but also
because it alone of living creatures is able to defy the loftiest
altitudes, the bitterest cold, the most violent snow-storms and
hail-storms which occur in any part of the earth. T o all these
things the wild yak is indifferent. He seems rather to enjoy
it when the hail pelts down upon his back; and when the
snows envelop him in their blinding ~vhirl,he goes on quietly
grazing as though nothing were the matter. T h e only extremity of climate which seems to disturb his equanimity is
the summer sunshine. ~ h e l ;it gets too warm for him he
takes a bath in the nearest stream, and climbs up the mountains to the cool expanies of the snow-fields and the curving hollows of the glaciers, where he finds an especial pleasure in rolling himself and lying down to rest in the powdery
snows of the ni-dis.
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F~onfcamp No. XIX., where we rested a day, we saw in
the southeast a magnificent pinnacled mountain-top covered
for two-thirds of its relative height with glittering snows. T o
that peak, which lifted its head far above all its neigbors, and
like a light-house was visible from a very great distance, I gave
the name of King Oscar Mountain.
O n the east of the carnp was a large lake, its waters incomparably bitter, but showing the loveliest shades of color;
while vast flocks of gulls rocked on its curling waves.
It
contained no islands, but the delta of one of the small
streams which emptied into it stretched out a11 arm a long
way into the lake. A s we skirted the northern shore, we
were accompanied for above an hour by a herd of yaks; but
they took care to keep out of range. Curiously enough, a
well-beaten track meandered along the lake shore, as though
it had been made by cattle and horsemen; but the Taghliks
asserted that it was a path used by the wild yaks and asses,
and the footprints and droppings along it bore out their judgment. Seeing that the wild yak abounded so plentifully in
that region, and must surely die some time or other, I confess I was astonished we had not hitherto come across any
skeleton. T h e first we saw were two slzulls with some other
bones bleached and crumbling, lying beside this lalte. Perhaps when the yak becomes conscious of the approach of
death, it hides itself in some lonely, inaccessible retreat among
the mountains or by the shores of some solitary lake, where
the waves wash away its carcass.
After doing nineteen and a quarter miles we halted for the
night at the foot of some hills, and near a brook at the east
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end of the lake. Four kilulans-a stalliorl and three marescircled round our camp all the afternoon, being apparently
greatly astonished at us all. Round and round they trotted,
with a short, springy step, their heads in the air and turned
to~vardsus, and their tails streaming out obliquely. I never
grew tired of watching them; they were such beautiful, such
graceful creatures.
O n September 7th the country was as monotonous as before. T h e broad depression or valley bet~vecnthe Arka-tag11
and the soutlier~lrange still continued to be divided into a
series of self-contained lake-basins urithout outlet. A t the
east end of lake No. 1 5 we descended an imperceptible slope
of soft, moist sand to a small threshold, or water-shed, between
that lake-basin and the next. T h e follo~vingday, however, the
country improved a good deal ; the ground was hard and the
nlinerous tvatercourses small, so that we covered eighteen
and a half miles. T h e almost dead level did not tire the animals anything like so much! O u r nlorst enemy was the
wind, \vhich visited us daily, thoroughly chilling tent and
furs. Camp No. X X I I . stood 16,190 feet above sea-level.
On September 9th we made the splended record of twentyfour and three-quarter miles, our longest day's march in Tibet.
W e crossed the low ridge between lake No. 16 and a broad
open valley on the other side, which led down to the next
lake, beside \vhich we pitched camp No. X X I I I . But this
forcing of the pace cost us a horse and a donkey. NTe were
often obliged to make longer marches than we liked in order
to reach such pasturage as was to be found ; but this day we
found none a t all. LITestill had sufficient maize to last the
aninlals tell days; but we husbanded the strength of our best
horses as 11luc1i as we possibly could. T h e days of many
of the others were already unmistakably numbered. T h e
highest altitudes of the southern mountain range were becorning more closely seamed mrith glaciers; the mountainsides were sheathed with their icy mail, like the flanks of
Mus-tagh-ata. although they did not send off any well-developed ice-streams.
Septelnber 10th. O u r course lay eastward-always
east-
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wal-d-along a flat plain, traversed by a stream divided into
innumerable narrow channels, cvliicl~flowed to the next lake,
No. 18. Beside this last we encaniped ; and there, since there
was a fair quantity of grass on the neighboring hills, we also
rested a day. And the rest came opportunely, for it was perfectly wintry weather. It hailed and sno\ved all day lo::g,
and an icy wind blew from every quarter. T h e landscape
was enshrouded in thick mist, so that we could not get a
single g!impse of our surroundings.
W e now took stock of our provision-chests, with the result
that we saw it would be necessary to exercise strict economy
in the future. W e had possibly sufficient bread, flour, and
tea to last us a month; but there were eleven of us, and we
did not know how far it was to the nearest inhabited district.
W e had only one sheep left; b ~ if~ the
t worst came to the
\vorst, we should have to live upon yak beef. I t was six
weeks since we left the last inhabited dwelling, and we were
all longing to meet with 11uman beings, no matter n ~ h oor
what they were.
It was impossible to do any work all day. I sat on my
bed inside the tent, wrapped in my furs, and finished the last
sheets of my map, and read. But my fingers got stiff and
blue nith cold, so that when my tea was brought in I was
glad to warm them against tlle teapot. I only felt properly
warm the first hour or two after meals; then that everlasting
wind chilled me to the bone again.
T h e 1.1eig1iborllood of our camp was gloomy and lifeless,
except for the screaming of tlie giills on the lake. Of vegetation there was not a sign except the grass, which already
showed its autumn yellow tinge. T h e wind howled ; the
hard-grained snow ~vl~istled
round the tent; the waves beat
softly and monotonously against the shore. T h e shore on
the opposite side was Iiidden by the driving snow, so that I
easily imagined I was standing on tlie brink of t11~mighty
ocean. Oh, how ardently did I long for a sight of it! All
the more that I was now shut up in the heart of the vastest
of the continents, many and m a n y a mile from the eternal
sea! T h e tent with its covering of white snow made a con-
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spicuous object in the midst of the gray, lonely scene. Our
wearied animals nibbled the scanty grass on the hills near
by. Solme of the men \yere asleep in their tent; others sat
outside, round the fire of wild-yak dung, which sent up a
thick colun~nof black smoke. Night came as nrelcorne as an
anxiously expected guest. Once in my fur nest of a bed, I
soon became warm; and 011 the wings of gentle dreams I
visited that dear spot of earth toivards which m y desire urew
9
stronger with every day that passed. But we were still a
long, long way from Peking; and thither I must go. But
once there, I should consider myself at horne.
September 12th. A t five o'clock in the morning, when
we set about getting ready for the start, the ground was
everywhere covered with snow, right do\vn to the shore of
the lake. T h e landscape was snow, snow, snow - llotliing
but snow; so that the icy summits of the southern rnountains no longer gleamed out so prominently as they had
hitherto done. But long before the morning was over the
sun had melted most of the snbw, which, as it happened, had
been heaped on the slope that looked towards the south and
southeast. 0 1 2 the other hand, the northern slopes remained
white all day long, nor did the ice melt on the lagoons and
streams. 'The temperature was the lowest we had hitherto
experienced (10.9" Falir. or -- I 1.7' C.), and it continued so
until mid-clay ; and even after that time it was bitterly cold, in
consequence of a persistent wind from the northwest. lily
hands suffered the most, as I \\)as unable to protect thcm ; I
needed them every moment for map-sketching.
Like all the previous lakes, lake No. I S had an east-west
direction, and was one of the largest we encountered: we
travelled beside it the whole of the day (sixteen and threequarter miles). Before us the view was illimitable ; on either
hand were the giant mountains of the great Tibetan plateau.
T h e irregular shore-line was edged with scum, and the breakers
rolled against the slaty gravel with a curious metallic sound,
no doubt the combined effect of the attenuated atmosphere
and the high specific gravity of the water. I t xvill readily be
understood that the extreme rarefaction of the atmosphere
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must exercise an influence upon the acoustic properties of
sound. For example, upon those lofty solitudes we were
obliged to speak louder and more distinctly than usual ; and
I could not hear my watch tick anless I held it close to n2y
ear.
A t eleven o'clock in the morning the temperature of the
air was still 30.9' Fahr. (-0.6" C.), while a t the same hour that
of the water was 45.1" Fahr. ( 7 . 3 O C.), a fall of several degrees
since the preceding day. Here for the first time we observed the track of a bear; indeed we followed it nearly all
day. Farther on a fox had come down to the lake. Again
we crossed a number of small streams flo\ving from the Arkatagh. Most of them formed a delta, more or less developed,
with long tongues of sand jutting out still farther into the
lake; and these nlere always pointed tocvards the east or
southeast, a fact which must probably be ascribed to the pressure exercised by the west wind.
During the march we lost a donkey. After we encamped
we lost two more, also a cream-colored horse which had done
excellent service, carrying my instrument-cases all the way
from Korla to Lop-nor, and thence via Cherchen to Khotan,
and finally from Khotan to the present place. Our poor
beasts were beginning to show terrible signs of the hard
travelling. Not a day passed but we lost one, sometimes
more. Their carcasses did not corrupt, but in the pure, cold,
attenuated air simply shrivelled up to nlummies; and there
they now lie as memorials of the road nre took through the
wilds of Northern Tibet. T h e difficulties of the journey
were greatly increased owing to the pasturage being less frequent, and of inferior quality, to that we met with during the
first days of our march through the Tibetan mountains. T h e
plain fact is, horses and donkeys were not suited for such
high altitudes. T h e camels stood the hardships of travel
much better; yet even they had grown painfully thinner.
T h e men maintained that the herbage was actually injurious
to all the aninlals. But if so, how is it that the khulans and
wild yaks thrive so well on it ?
September I 3th. rTl~isday, although we put seventeen
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ancl a half miles xnder our feet, only one donkey succumbed.
T h e water in the creek at the east end of the lake was so far
fresh, thanks to the stream ~ i h i c hflowed into it, that the animals were able to drink it. A t ten o'clock in the morning
its temperature n7as 49.1' Fahi-. (9.5O C.), ivhile the temperature of the air was 38.7' Fahr. (3.7° C.). During the course of
the morning the wind veered round to the southwest. In
consequence of this, the scum which fringed the southern
beach drifted across the lake towards the northern shore like
tufts of cotton. T h e surface of the ground rose imperceptibly towards the east, merging into a level plain, virtually a
continuation of the lake-basin. Its marshy ground was very
tiring for the animals. But we soon got higher, among a
tangled labyrinth of low hills; from the top of one of which we
obtained a splendid and comprehensive view of the large lake
we had just left. Its western extremity was just visible as a
faint line along the distant horizon, and above it loomed a
row of snow-clad mountain summits.
Having crossed yet anotl?er level plain, likewise traversed
by a stream making for the lake behind us, and threaded yet
another labyrinth of low hills, we reached the saddle which
bordered the basin of lake No. 18 on the east. Hour after
hour we plodded our slow way through the desolate, lifeless
scene, the dead silence unbroken by a single sound. A t
length we reached a small pass overlooking a tiny, isolated
pool; and beside it I found the tents already pitched when I
got down. I hoped, from the broken ground, that we should
soon reach a Peripheral region, and come in contact with
some of the head-streams and feeders of the mighty Yangtse-kiang.
Ca~llpNo. XXVI. (16,545 feet) was one of the most unfavorable we pitched upon. There was an almost total dearth
of grazing, and there was not a single yak discoverable in the
vicinity. Before I could get a little water boiled for my tea
I was obliged to sacrifice two or three of the tent-pegs. It
was dark when the camels and the last five donkeys crawled
into camp. 'The failurc of the animals threatened to put us
in a critical position, similar to that which overtook m e dur-
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i n s my journey across the Takla-makan Desert in 1895. illy
caravan was gradually melting away in the same way it did
then. Then our eyes were constantly turned towards the
east, seeking some relief from the unfavorable ground ; so it
was now. 13ut we did not now suffer from want of water;
and even though we lost every animal we possessed, we should
still be able to reach some inhabited district on foot.

CHAPTER LXXXV
TIBE'TXN S'TORRIS

SEPTEMBER
I ~ T N . T h e death-register was lengthened by the
addition of the deaths of a horse and a donkey. A flock of
geese passed over our heads, flying llortllrvest in the direction
of Lop-nor-a strange spectacle at this season of the year.
All day we toiled along between ridges of moderate elevation,
down a broad valley, beside a crystal-pure mountain-stream.
But although the surface sloped very gradually downward, it
did not help the animals much, for the ground was soft and
moist like mud, and they sank in over the hoofs a t every step.
Patches of snow were still left in places, and when they melted
they, too, saturated the ground.
I hoped that the stream we were travelling beside was the
upper course of the Naptchitai - ulan - muren shown on the
maps ; but eventually we saw a long way ahead of us another
large lake. But perhaps it was a fresh-water lake. Perhaps
the river flowed right through it, issuing again at the farther
end. A n d my hopes rose as the vast area of the lake gradually became unfolded to our view: its surface made a straight
line across the distant horizon. A t length nre reached the
lake itself, and pitched olir next camp (15,775 feet) between
a couple of low hills on its southern shore, after doing seventeen and a quarter miles.
My first concern was to get a tin of water brought up fro111
the lake. T h e water was bright and clear. I drank a mouthful of i t : it was bitter salt. Another self-contained lake-basin
then! and still another pass to surmount at its eastern end !
Well, ivell ! W e had no choice in the matter. We could not
strike off to the north or northeast, so as to reach Tsaicla~n
the sooner that way ; for the insurmountable wall of the Arka-

tag11 reared itself up in our path. Ijesides, our animals were
not equal to any real climbing; they would be incapable of
climbing over anything more serious than a very low pass.
Towards evening the men sent a delsutation to me, asicing
for a day's rest. Two caniels and two donkeys were in a bad
\iay, and unless they got rest would almost certainly succumb
on the morrow.
O n September 16th we travelled no less than twenty miles
~ v i t h o losing
~ ~ t a single animal. 'The lake stretched to an estraordinarjr length. I began to fancy it would be a worthy
rival to the Issyk - kul, which is several days' journey long.
but we must have been the victims of an optical delusion or
mirage; for at the end of two or three hours' march the hills
that lined both shores met together, forming a dark line above
the level of the lake. Ueyond doubt we had another pass in
front of us. This time we \Irere travelling along the southern
shore of the lalte, and there we found plenty of yak dung, as
well as numerous spoor. W e also picked up a yak's horn,
with the mark of a knife-cut plainly distinguishable near the
tip. W e likenrise cliscovel-ed some fragments of a clay pitcher
-another indication that human beings had some time or
other been there before us.
Immediately after noon the clouds flocked closer together
all round us, \vl~ilea violent east \\rind arose, and in a very
s l ~ o r ttime down came the usual snow-storm. It was the
most violent stornl of snow, and with the heaviest fall, I
had experienced since I was on the hlus-tagh-ata. Clouds
of powdery snow as fine as flour s ~ v e p talong close to the
surface of the earth, succeeded every now and again by
sho~versof hail - totally blotting out tile landscape. T h e
ground became instantly white; indeed we \x7ei-e actually
snowed up sitting in our saddles. IVe seemed, however, to
have left the region in which the west t v i ~ ~was
d prevalent;
for during the last day or tn70 the east wind had been the
more general. T h e s t o r ~ nlasted allnost two hours, and then
the sun slio~leout again.
T h e new lake co~ltractedto a long, narrow creek. W e
turned off from it toivards the east - sou~heast,and slowly
I1 - 2 5
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made our way over the low hills towards the southern
mountains, hoping to discover some herbage a t their foot.
O n the right we left a small pool, beside which sat a gray
bear in a brown-study. Yolldash charged down upon him
as bold as you please. But when Bruin looked like waiting for the attack, Yolldash turned tail, and fled back again
as swift as an arrow, while the bear trotted off among the
hills.
\ire did find herbage, some patches of it tolerably goodat any rate, the best we had conle across since we left Dalaikurgan; we decided, therefore, to sacl-ifice another day for
the animals' sakes. As it turned out, it was a wise decision ;
for hail, snow, and wind disputed for the supremacy from a
very early hour in the morning. According to their wont,
the Inen sat in a circle round the fire, and mended their
ragged clothes and the satldles, while Emin hlirza read
aloud to them. One of the camels was galled on the pads
of his hind feet. Accordingly one of the men made him
a pair of stockings of khulan skin, and se~vedthem on his
feet. After that he got on capitally.
9.
September 18th. I h e heavy snowfall of the preceding
day made it difficult for the animals to find the herbage.
O n e donkey was left in the camp, cvhile two more of the
horses were unfit for work. I hey were sent along with the
last four donkeys, and of these again only one was able t o
carry anything like an appropriate load. We had now only
eight horses left that were fit for service, and all of them were
thin and pined. I, Islam I h i , and Parpi Bai were the oilly
members of the caravan \crl~orode. T h e rest of the men \yere
obliged to walk. A s I have said, two of the camels were not
very capital, though the others were still in pretty fair condition. T h e dogs, however, were in fine trim; they got many
a fat meal from the animals which died in camp.
T h e weather was splendid, and the ground quite level. LVe
travelled along the base of the southern inountains, and did
seventeen and a half miles before we stopped for the night at
camp No. X X I X . There again we rested a day. It was imperative we should husband the animals' strength. About
?.

two o'clock in the morning I was aivakened by a hurricane of
snow, which threatened to rend the tent to pieces ; and when
daylight came the snow lay in some places a foot deep. T h e
arnount of precil~itationseemed to be much heavier in that
district than in the regions we had passed through.
A t five o'clock in the afternoon I 11ac1 a hole dug, that I
might take the temperature of the ground. A t that hour the
temperature of the atmosphere was 38.5' Falir. (3.6' C.).
i \ t the depth of 8: inches the thermometer registered 37.2'
Fahr. (2.9" C.) ; at I I + inches 34.7O Fahr. (1.5' C.) ; at 19$
inches 33.9' Falx. ( l . o j OC.); at 2 7 9 inches 32.9" Fahr. (0.5'
C.); and at 34; inches 32.7' Falx. (0.4' C.). T h e first four
observations were made in fine yellow sand, resting upon blue-
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black mud and mould, \vhich contairled numerous remains of
decayed vegetation. T h e upper layer of the earth used to
freeze in the night to the depth of two fingers'- breadth,
rendering our niarch some\vliat easier of a morning; but it
always thawed again as soon as the sun rose.
,I
September 20th. Sixtecrl iniles to camp No. XXX. ( I ~ 75
feet). After a trarup of several hours over gentle hills we
approaclied the saddle wliich bounded lake No. 19 on the
east. Thcre I stoppecl to reconnoitre, so as to ascertain
\vhich nlay to go. T h e Arka-tag11 i n the northeast was now
lower than it had hitherto been ; but we durst not attempt to
cross the range n.ith such an exhausted caravan, especially as
the Taghlil<s thought that surmounting the pass would kill
all the animals. T o the east-yet anc3ther lake-yet another
self-contained basin destitute of outflow. W a s this chain of
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salt lalces never coming to an e n d ? One thing, however,
was encouraging. T h e descent from the saddle on \vliicli 1
stood was very much steeper on the east than the ascent had
been on the west. W e appeared to be approaching lower
altitudes than those n7e had hitherto travelled at. Lire also
met nrith nelv species of plants, specimens of which I added
to my botanical collection. Yet another donkey gave u p ;
and the surviving three loolced as though they would not last
very much longer.
September aIst. 'The object we had before us througl~out
the 1~11oleof the day's march of sixteen miles was to reach
lake No. 2 0 . All day we followed tlie course of a stream
wl~ichcame down from the southern mountains and flowed
into the lake ahead, catching up several tributaries on the
way, a stream which had a volume of forty-five cubic feet in
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tlie second. None of our animals died. T h e country was
still barren and monotonous. 1Zut we saw yaks, khulans,
antelopes, bears, voles, ravens, larks, wagtails, and gulls, as
well as flies and gadflies. A t the point \vhere it entered the
lake the strean1 formed an extensive sedimentary delta. 'This
lake, too, was like a sea, so large that nTewere unable to perceive its eastern extremity. T h e two giant mountain-chains
gradually approached each other in tlie far perspective; still
there was al~vaysa gap left between them, in which lake and
sky appeared to meet and touch one another. T h e lake
curved first to the northwest, then to tlie south, and so
seemed to bar our advance. MTcdid not kno\v which shore
to follow, the northern or the southern; hut finally chose the
former, a decision which cost us two extra days.
Meanwhile we erlcamped (No. XXXI.) beside the lake in
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a spot where there was tolerable herbage. T h e lake seemed
to be deep, for the water was a blue-black color, and the hills
on its western shore came do\vn abruptly towards its margin.
It n7as another self-contained lake without outflow, for its
water was bitter salt. We had, therefore, still another pass
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O n the s h o ~ eof which camps Noc X X X I -XXXIV. were pitched

to get over at its eastern end. S o far as we could see, this
n7as lxobably the largest of all the salt lakes. But not a sign
of human beings.
September 22d. O u r nest stage, to camp No. XXXII.,
was fourteen and a half miles. T h e ground was the most
difficult we had encountered for a long time, consisting for
Ilalf the \\lay of undulatiiig llills, very ~ n u c h bi-olccn, and
trenched by gullies and ravines. For some distance, 1 1 0 ~ ~ 7 ever, wc followed a yak track, which kept at about the same
level, although at the cost of innumerable windings and zi:
zaggings backward and for\vard. T h e yak, it seems, prefers
to make d e ' t o ~ ~ rrather
s
than constantly go up and down.

'I'he hills stood close to the lake shot-e, atld were the northern
outliers of a large chain which shut in the lake 011 the south,
and \zhich had hitherto hidden its \vatel- from our sight.
Hour after hour we rode on tolvards the west, and yet there
was no getting round tlie lake. Lire regretted not having
chosen the southern shore. Ne\~erthelesswe kept pushing
on, itnpellcd by the faint hope that at the nrcstcrn extremity
of the lake there inigllt be a glen leading iup to a convenient
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The s n o u y mountains are the continuation of ArLa-tagli

pass over the Arka-tagh. But tlie farther we advanced toixrarrls
the west the lower sank the hills, u~itilat last n7e were able
to ride close along the margin of the water on perfectly level
ground. 13ct\vce11us and the lake there was, hoizever, a cliaii~
of fresh-~vaterlagoons, each fed by a mountain-stream, and
having some iniisible connectioll wit11 the lalte.
In addition to the hills, and tlow the innunieral~lesmall
brooks, about eleven o'clock the \\reather took a disagreeable
turn. ?'he sky dal-kened in every quarter, and a hail-storm of
unparalleled viole~iceburst over tlie lake. T h e clouds drove

towards us out of the east like a solid black \vall, acdompanied by fierce hissings and ivliininas like the sound of steam
a '.
escaping fro111 the boiler of a locomotive. T h e surface of the
lake turned dark gray. T h e mountains on the shore became
lost in the haze; louder and louder waxed the roar of the
storm. W e could see and we could hear how tlie drops of
~tratersplashed up with a perceptible hiss as tlie hailsto~les
thrashed the dead, srnooth surface of the lake. 'The hail came
down in blinding showers; but finally passed over into snow
and rain. Then the wind changed, and a terrific gale set in
fron: the west. It blew right in our teeth, and nearly froze
?
u s to death. T h e horses l~terallytoiled against it, as though
they were struggling up a steep hill. Clots of frothy scum
drove against the shore, winding in a sinuous line in and out
of tlie coves and bays. T h e gulls, however, seemed to enjoy
themselves tliorouglily, as they rocked complacently on the
crest of the waves.
A t length tlie lake narrowed down to a long creek, pointiiig west, in n~hichdirection the depression was continued by
a tolerably broad valley. T h e north sllorc was overlooked
by the lofty mountains which formed a continuation of the
Hrka-tagh.
'I'lieii- ramifying spurs, viewed in perspective, were like
gigantic tetrahedra (see p. 1041); as they stood there in a
long line, they put nie in mind of houses overlooking a corso,
or marine drive. Upon reaching the end of the lake tlie
horse caravan had steered due north, 111aking for the foot of
tile mountains. IZTe saw tlie white tents gleaming in the
throat of a narrow glen a long time before we reached them.
T h e ~ a r n ~ i n : - ~ r o u nwas,
d liolvever, ill chosen, being in the dry
bed of a torrent full of stones arid gravel ; but the perpeudicular cliffs at any rate afforded shelter.
September 23d. Our next camp, No. XXXIII., reached
after a marc11 of thirteen and a half miles, was almost exactl y opposite to camp No. X X X I . , so that tlie last tn70 days
had 11ot bro~lghtus a single yard farther to the east. IITe
had bad weather all day ; first a blinding snow-stonm from tlie
east, after that a gale of wind \t~liicllswept do\vn from the
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northern mountains. \'lTe kept close to the lake shore, having the mountains. only about tivo nliles distant on our left.
'The rocky mountain-wall was broken by a succession of narrow glen-mouths, in which the torrents, no~v,honrever, dry, had
formed huge talus slopes of gravel detritus.
Occasionally our route led over very steep hills, on one of
which I lost my ridinn-horse. I t was a first-rate animal, and
9
had carried me ever since my summer trip to the Pamirs in
the year 1895. But his powers were llo\ir exhausted : he was
unable to go any farther. I took Emin hlirza's horse, while
he led mine at a gentle pace. T h e n I went on by myself,
following the caravan through the blinding snow. But I was
destined to ill luck with 111y horses that day. Emin hlirza's
beast came down with me, though \vitl~outthrowing me out
of the saddle. I therefore walked into camp, leading him by
the bridle. I was very glad to get under tlie shelter of my
t e n t ; but it was a good hour before my frozen hands were
sufficiently warm for me to be able to use them. All the
afternoon a full-fledged hdrricane blew out of the north. My
tent was securely fastened down, the side felts being tucked
well in under the travelling-boxes; nevertheless it \\?as blown
down, and ~vouldcertainly have been carried clean away if I
had not laid hold of one of the tent poles and held fast till
the men came to my help, and lashed the tent even more
securely with extra ropes on the n~indwai-dside.
Only five camels turned up at camp. T h e one with the
stockings of khulan-sltin had succumbed and been killed.
T h e men brought the best pieces of the flesh with them, a
welcome addition to our larder. Here again we were obliged
to give the exhausted animals another day's rest.
T h e first object my eyes fell upon when I stepped outside
nly tent in the morning was my riding-horse lying dead on
the ground. I had ridden him sixteen months, in all sorts of
weather, and he had never once stumbled or fallen, in this respect being excellently suited for my mapping work. At
Khotan he had a rest of four months in Liu Darin's stable,
and when he came out of it he looked as sleek and fit as an
English thoroughbred. During the past week or two he had
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grown thin, and put on a starveling 1001;; his coat hacl become rough, and his strength failed. T h e dogs feasted upon
tlie carcass. From this time I rode a little black horse which
I bought in Korla, and ~ v l ~ i chad
h been with me in 111y Lopnor expedition.
Hares were plentiful in the vicinity of the camp ; some of
them proved acceptable as a variation in oul- bill of fare.
September 25th. T o camp No. XXXIV. (15,565 feet) was
a distance of fifteen miles. T h e greater part of the day we
followed the shore- line of the lake. I t made an almost
straight line, without capes, or bays, or islands, and stretched
towards the east-southeast. In one place, ho\vever, our advance was checked by a low ridge; but in conipensation its
s u m n ~ i tafforded a comprehensive view of our surroundings.
T o tlie east tlie country appeared quite open; and beyond
lake No. 2 0 , and in tlie same line \vith it, I saw tivo other
small lakes. Their relative situations relninded me of Carey
and L>algleish9smap, ~vhichI had among iny baggage, They
marlted the farthest point to ~vllich those travellers penetrated; and Parpi Bai, \vho had been with them, confirmed
me in my suppositio~~.Southeast, but in the far, far distance,
the landscape was closed in by a mighty mountain-range ovel=
topped by snowy peaks. What connection this range had
with the southern mountains, the chain whicl-a we I I : ~ had
on our riglit ever since we crossed the Arlca-tagh, I could not
with certainty determine, Iny line of vision being intercepted
by its spurs and outlying ridges. I suspect, however, that it
was the immediate continuation of the I-ange which is known
farther east as the Icoko-shili (the Green Hills). I thoucrht
3
it very probable that we were not far from the region in ~vllich
the river Napcliitai-ulati-iiiuren takes its origin.
,.
I he next day we rested, waiting for the sno\v-storm to
pass over. hIy caravan now consisted of five camels, nine
horses, and three donkeys, together with eleven men. But
several of tlie animals could not hold out very much longer;
and the Taghlik Iskender was ill, so that lie was allowed to
ride one of the donkeys. Emin iJIirza was obliged to walk
after his horse became unfit for service. T h e last time the
17.-26
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horses had any maize was at camp No. X X X . ; after that \ye
gave them every rnorni~lga portion of hard stale bread. This
was all they got, except for such wretched grass as they were
able to find themselves. For ourselves we baked bread in
the shape of cakes twice every day. Fortunately we had no
lack of fuel; there was an abundant supply of yak dung
everywhere.

DISCOVERIES OF I N S C K I U E D S'I'ONES

SEPTEMBICR
2 7 1 . ~ . Stage to camp No. XXXV., seventeen
,.
miles. l h i s day promised to bring a welcome change in
the monotony of our marches. \Ve hoped to recross the
Arka-tagh, and so say good-bye to the highlands of Northern Tibet, \vith their desolate lake-basins destitute of outflow.
\Ye ktieiv as a fact that there was a practicable pass somewhere immediately to the north of u s ; for during our last
rest-day I sent men to reconnoitre, and they brought back
the report that the road was easy. A couple of hours' riding up a gently inclined valley brought us to the relatively
low pass. Nor was its northern approach at all steeper.
Taking as our guide a brook crusted with ice, we rode down
a valley which gradually widened out into at1 amphitheatre
surrounded by mountain-crests. T h e brook also acted as a
footpath for my Illen; for they had constantly to leap across
it, and in the \\rider parts sometimes failed to land on the
other side. Their feet m7cre encased in pieces of felt,
wrapped over with khulan-skin, and upon reaching camp it
was always their first coilcern to dry their " slioe~."
Ha\iin_r doubled a projecting pro~nontory of the niountains, we came upon a very discouraging sight - namely, a
small lake into \vhicIi all the brooks of the district poured
their \\raters. I'lainly we had only stumbled into yet another
self - contained basin possessing no outflo\i?. T h e pass we
had just crossed was therefore, in all probability, not the real
pass over the Arka-tagli; that still had to be surmounted,
and possibly it would be a much illore forll~idableaffair.
A t length, however, we reached the amphitheatre, or cirque,
01 t\~hich I habe already spoken, ancl in n~liiclithe herbage,

such as it nras, nTasnot scanty. A17 e~ceptionallylarge herd
of yaks were grazing at tlie foot of tlic rocks on our right.
Islam rode to~vardsthem and took a shot at them. 'I'hereupon the herd divided, the greater part fleeing up the imountains while the others, nearly fifty of them i n a tightly
packed drove, made straight towards me and Emin AIil-za.
IVe were alone and without weapons, and felt we were i n a
pretty tight fix, for the animals seemed to be charging directly docvn upon us. 'I'lie leader of the herd was a well-shaped
bull; after him a little calf and five old bulls xvalloped along
as hard as they could put feet to ground ; while tlie rear was
brought up by Isla111 on horseback. T h e yaks were enveloped in a perfect cloud of dust. W e could distinctly hear
the cracking of their hoofs, and were blindly conscious that
in auother second or t 1 ~ 0we sllould be crushed under the
avalanche of their irresistible onrush. It appeared, ho\'i7e1~er,
that they had not yet observed u s ; for no sooner did the
leader become aware of us, which lie did at about a hundred
paces distance, than he swerved aside, and was instantly followed by the entire battalion. This Saxre Islarr~ his opportunity. H e hastily disnlounted and placed himself in ambush, and fired a t a venture right in the middle of the troop.
T h e bullet struck a bull in the fore-leg ; then the animal, mad
with fury, charged straight upon the sportsman. Islanl flung
himself into tlie saddle, and set off as fast as his enfeebled
horse was able to gallop. T h e yak, ho\ve\7e1-,although running on only three legs, caught I ~ i mup after t ~ v oor three
minutes' chase; but just as he was on the point of tossilig
horse and rider on his horns, Islam, who saw the danger he
was ill, turned i l l his saddle and took aim. But he was so excited he could not aim with the cool deliberation that so perilous a moment de~nandecl. However, the yak was so close
to him that it was scarcely possiblc to miss; luckily, the
bullet penetrated in tlie regiorl of the heart, and thus put an
end to the contest.
T h e yak was a bull about eight years old. T h e tongue
and meat were especially welcnme, since our supplies of rice
and flour mere fast running out. If Islmm's last shot had
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fniled he ~vouldinfallibly have been lost. T h e chase of the
wild yak is perilous, and it does not alnlays have such a happy
ending as this.
This ad\reuture led to our encamping in a place that nras
not quite so suitable as usual, for it was a long ~ v a yfrom
water; and then, i n order to get the full benefit of the yak,
we were obliged to stay there all the next day. T h e dogs
were tied up, to prevent them froni spoiling the meat. For
dinner, therefore, I had soup made from yak beef; it was a
dark-brown color, and very nourishing and tasty. For some
time this soup formed a portion of my daily diet.
If 111y dinner was good, my dessert was better. I was just
lighting my pipe when all the men, Islam at their head, came
to me in a state of great exciternent, crying, " B i s s nishan
tnppdih!" ( W e have found a sign !) And do~vnbefore me
they laid four large slates inscribed all ov2r with Tibetan
letter-signs. Ezch of the slates was \vliole, and manifestly
complete in itself; but ttvo were old, for their inscriptions
were partly obliterated.
h1y curiosity was keenly stirred. LVliat could these dead
stones not tell m e ? IVhy had such great pains been taken
to cut these inscriptions upon t h e m ? Perhaps they contained the record of some remarltable occurrence, sotne historical event. O r perhaps they contained information of
great value to pilgrims bound for Lhasa. .For, according to my maps, the great pilgrim road from biongolia
to the holy capital of the Dalai Lama bent to the southwest some~vlierehereabouts. U u t the thing which delighted the men most was the illdisputable evidence which
these inscribed stones afforded that some time or other
human beings liad visited the region where we the11
were.
Before we left I went to the place where the inscribed tablets liad been discovered. It was on the shore of a small
lake, whither some of the men liad gone to fetch water. I
so011 made out a square of stones, and the outlines of two
or thrce tents; eviclentl~~
the place had been inhabited for
some time by 'Tibetan or Riougol nomads with their herds
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of yaks. In the irn~uediatevicinity we found eight other
stones of a similar character to the first four, all covered with
inscriptions. \Ye could not possibly carry them all with us.
I selected, therefore, a couple of well - executed fragments
which were not too thin to stand the rough usage of travel.
T h e others we buried so as to preserve them, for if the discovery proved to be important I could return on some future
occasion and fetch them.
'Then we continued our journey northeastward towards
camp No. X X X V I . ; and that day covered fifteen miles.
Not very long after starting we came to a large stream flowing towards the east, and o u t of the lake. After all, then,
lake No. 23 was not a self-contained basin without outlet.
For the stream did not flow into, but out of, the lake, and
cut its way through the mountain-chain which soared up in
front of us. T h e next notable landmarl; was an inconsiderable pass, near which we perceived the skull of an arkhari, or
wild sheep, as well as some ]]el-cls of yaks and orongo antelopes, and numerous khulans. Every now and again we
could make out something like a beaten track ; but whether
it was made by wild animals or by human beings we could
not ascertain. But on the summit of the pass TVC came
across a cairn of stones; that a t any rate owed its existence
to human hands. W e descended from the pass into a spacious caldron-shaped valley, richly supplied with grass, and
intersected by several small brooks flowing towards the
southeast. It seemed to be a perfect El Dorado for khulans ;
for they swarmed all over it in such numbers that we counted
troops of 80 to 2 0 0 individuals, moving like squadrons of
ca\.alry aloi~gthe mountain-slopes.
In about the midtlle of the valley we made another discovery-a very remarliable one, all things considered, for it consisted of the tracks of three camels and half a dozen horses,
that is to say, an entire caravan, and it 11ad travelled towards
the northwest. According to the Taghliks the tracks were
not more than five days old at the very most. Anyhow, we
were once more clearly comincr within reach of our fcllow?
men. This discovery put new life into the men. They kept
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a sharp look-out for further signs. IVe might any time now
expect to rneet hlongols or shepherds.
O n the opl~ositeside of the caldron-shaped valley we ascended l~etweent\vo mountain-spurs to an inconsiderable pass
(14,950 feet). There, at the foot of a sand-dune, beside sonle
frozen springs, we pitched our tents. This march cost two
more horses their lives.
September 30th. T h e night was bright but cold. In the
morning the country was \vi-eathed in mist, and every blade
of grass and every projecting stone nTas feathered wit11 the
long ~vhiteplumes of the rime-frost. 'I'he pass led down into
a tolerably broad, grassy valley, through which babbled a little
brook. A short dista~lcedown the valley we caught sight
of a black object standing on the left bank of the stream. I
took it for a yak lying down and resting; but after we advanced a little nearer, the men asserted that it was a m'shal-z
(sign, guide-post). IVe made our way towards it, and were
not a iittle amazed to find in the midst of this wild region an
obo (religious monument) of such an original and beautiful
construction as this was. It had no doubt been built to propitiate the deities of the i~lountain,and consisted of large
slates leaning one against another, covered all over with inscriptions. A t last we were getting wind in our sails. T h e
caravan tvas called in, and up went the tents immediately adjoining the obo, although we had travelled very little more
than five miles. There was work here, however, to keep me
busy for two tvhole days. T h e grass was better than usual ;
the brook would supply us with water. A horse and a donkey had, it is true, been left behind in the pass; but that only
proved how needful it was to give the animals as much rest
as we could possibly spare them.
M y first step was to sltetch this remarkable structure, and I
sketched it from each of its four sides. T h e ground-plan of
the obo resembled the ground-plan of a stable, with three
stalls, I$, 12, 2 $ feet wide respectively. Altogether there
were forty-nine slabs of slate, propped up edgewise one
against another like a " house " built of playing-cards. T h e
slab at the back was nearly 4; feet long and 4s feet high, and
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overtopped the others in a picturesque fashion. I lie portion
that projected above tlie roof of the structure was ~vitlioutany
inscription; but every part of it \\as coml~letelycovered nit11
ideographs, or letter-signs, both large and small. Outside it
were other slabs, some as much as five feet long. All the
slabs were quite flat, not much more that1 one-third of an
inch thick, and of a darkgreen color. It was astoniiliing
how tliey could have been quarried out of the adjacent slate
mountains in such a flawless condition. T h e roof the '' stalls,"
2 feet above the ground, consisted of four slabs each 72 feet
long, so that tliey projected beyond the ten 1)ieces n~hich
made the gable-ends. T h e front looked straight down the
valley, that is, towards tlie southeast. Tlie letters or ideographs, which varied from $ to 4 inches in height, had plainly not been chiselled out, but had been impressed upon the
slate with some sharp- pointed instrument ; otherwise the
brittle tablets-they were only like children's school-slateswould not have stood the ,process. T h e letters were a lightgray color, and h c i ~ c cwere easily distinguishable against the
dark-green background of the slates.
Close beside the obo were s o n ~ csoot-blackened stones, together with charcoal and ashes, showing that nomads had
been there not long before. Fut-ther, we discovered a rcctangular tomb and a foot-path leading to i t ; and concluded
that the place n ~ a sprobably an ol~jectof pilgrimage.
I was again confronted nit11 the salne question as beforewhat was it these silent stones could tell me ? In all probability the information they conveyed was of a religious nature.
But \vliatever it was, it ~vould110 doubt possess some degree
of interest. Perhaps i t related some incident which h a p p e ~ ~ e d
there? A t any rate, the iiiscriptions nlust be copied; I could
get then1 deciphered aftertvards. We therefore took to pieces
the wall that faced southivest, and laid out all the slabs in
order on the ground, that we might be able to put thein back
in their proper places after I had copied them.
T h e first two that I attacked tvere s ~ i ~ a and
l l , I copied then1
in about half an hour. But shortly after I set to work upon
the third I was struck by the strange uniformity of the letter-
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ing, and thought the same signs were repeated with fixed
regularity. Upon examining them more closely, I noticed
that every seventh letter was always the same. I went out
of the tent and exainincd the obo. Each and every one of
the forty-nine slabs was inscribed with the same seven signs,
occurring and recurring again and again precisely in the
same regular and uniform order A light broke in upon me.
,.
1l ~ e s emystc.rious inscriptions could bear only one interpreta-
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tion. They were repetitions of tlie well-known 'Tibetan formula of prayer-" On mnneh pnd7lzeh hum," i.e., '. Oh, the
jewel of the lotus!" I instantly stopped my copying. T h e
anitiials could very well do ivithout a rest on the morro\v.
I contented myself with taking two or three pieces of
handsome stone as specimens, leaving behind those I brought
fro11i camp No. X X X V I . W e could not, of course, take the
whole structure with us ; it would have inade three camelloads. Ijesides, tlie only importance of the stones was of an
ctliiiographical character, an importance which did not outbalance their intrinsic solid weight.
I 1 1 0 1 ~looked upon the obo, not as a great rarity, but as a
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ritlic~~lous
and idiotic piece of nonsense. It was our first accluaintance with the crass exaggerations of Lamaism. Instead of being ail important historical document relating to
the great r\longol pilgrim road to Lhasa, \vhich (as I have
just said) crossed the border-range of Tsaidam i11 that neighborhood, it was merely an empty formula. T h e most beautiful
sentence would become stupid and inane if repeated four
thousand times. 7'0 \\]rite the Lord's Prayer four thocsand
times would not be a stroke of genius: but to engrave n formula of prayer upon stone that number of times, whet] each
letter demanded a special expenditure of strength, time, and
labor-it was ullcluestionably an idiotic proceeding. Hut then,
\\?hat else can yo11 expect froin fanatics who deliberately
strangle the cornmon - sense lvith which RIother Nature
thought fit to e n d o ~ vthem ? I felt sorne\rrhat crestfallen over
the whole business. Still it had done no harnl; I had only
gleaned a smaller harvest than I hoped for. One gain n7as
at any rate sure: we had rtow indubitable proof that we had
hit upon one of the great highr-oads that lead to 1,hasa.
T h e obo, the tomb, the foot-path, and the cairn of stones on
the summit of the first pass, all were indisputable witnesses
of the fact. hleanwhile, lower down the valley the men
lighted upon the trails of two or three camels and of several
large troops of khulans. T h e 'Taghliks maintained that the
khulan persistently shuns inhabited districts, and is never
found in the vicinity of human beings. They therefore believed that at the xrery least we still had two days' stages
before us to reach tile nearest inhabited region.

CHAPTER L X X X V I I
INHAGI'I'ET) REGIONS AGAIN

Accordingly we pursued our way steadily
O C ~ O B EIST.
R
down the straight, broad valley towards the east. Islam shot
at a troop of some I 2 0 khulans that were grazing beside the
stream, but wit11 no result, except tliat he started the whole
troop in a mad gallop up the mountain-side. In their flight
they streamed up the steep slopes in a long undulatiilg line
witllout tlie slightest difficulty, but after making a wide curve
came doivn again at a I~realtneckspeed, ~naltingfor our last
camping-ground, and finally disappeared in a wl~irliiriudof
dust. Near the end of the valley u7e found two other obos,
one of them containing sixty-three slabs of slate; but they
were not built up like the first, being nlerely piled loosely in
a heap round a little hill. T h e letters on tlie slabs which
faced the \vest were partly obliterated, very possibly by the
prevailing ~ i n c l snrliich blow from tliat quarter.
O u r valley finallv issued into a much broader valley, through
which flowed tlie stream we had passed close to camp No.
X X X V . In the angle between the valleys the rocks were
again granite. All day lone we kept a sharp and a~lsiouslookP
out for signs of human beings; and we did see another fireplace, together with some tent-pegs and camel dung. Islam Bai,
havil~gcaught sight of some yaks grazing at the foot of the
mountains on the opposite side of tlie valley, crept cautiously
within range, fired three shots without killing anything; then
-imagine our surprise ! an old woman came running forward, shouting and gesticulating, so that xvc at once understood the al~iinalswere tame yaks, and that we had at length
reached the farthest outpost of an inhabited region, after
travelling fifty-five days through the tvilds of Northern 'Tibet.
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Not long after that we obser\.ed tlie old rniotna~i's tent,
standing on the right bank of the stream ; and beside it we
pitched camp No. X X X V I I I . Her yaks, goats, and sheep
grazed in the vicinity. 'The last-named made our nioutlis
water terribly.
O u r conversatioll witli tlie old dame may be regarded as a
triumphant vindication of the value of the primitive gesture
language. S h e did not of course know who or what we were,
and there was none in our party ~ v h ounderstood i\longolia11.
Parpi 13ai remembered a single word, bane/? = "there is "; and
I Itnew the three conlmoii geographical terms, udn
niountain," god
" river," and nuv " lake." Uut this vocabulary
was scarcely rich enough to make the old wonian understaild
that first and foremost, above all t h i l ~ g selse, we wanted to
buy a sheep. I began to bleat like a ram, at the same time
slion~ingher two lin~zfior Chinese taels (twelve to thirteen
shillings) ; and she understood me.
T h a t evening we enjoyed the rare luxury of fresh nluttoll
for supper.
My men were perfectly enraptured. They had now done
with the dreary, lonely, lnonotorlous manner of life they had
pursued on the Tibetan highlands. LVe had no longer ally
need to put ourselves on short commons and eat tough yak
beef, and perhaps we might be able even here to fill up the
lamentable gaps \\.liicli had been made in our caravan since
we crossed tlie Arlta-tagh. Further, employment of the language of signs taught us that tlic old ~voinan'shusband had
gone into tlie udn (mountains) to shoot boRn (yalts); but that
she expected him before tlie nnveu (sun) set. 1Vliile waiting
for the Mongol's return, I, accompanied by I-'ai-pi Bai and
Emin Alirza, paid a visit to the interior of the old woman's
tent. \\'hen slie saw us approaching, slie came to meet 11s
witli her eight-year-old son by her side. I gave the boy a
of tobacco, which slie
sweatmeat and his mother ;t l)i~~cli
instantly stuffed into her long, narrow Chinese pipe, and politely motioned us to enter.
T h e tent ~ v a sconstructed of an old and very ragged felt
carpet, held up by two poles. Each of the long sides was
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kept back by three horizontai poles fastened, by means of
ropes passing through holes in tl ~e ten t-covering, to uprigli t
itakes driven into the ground outside. This made tlie tent
more rounded at the top, and consequently Inore roorny. I n
the middle of the roof there was a long, narrow s ~ n o k e - \ ~ e ~ ~ t .
T h e poles ~vliicl~
supported the tent were of tamarisk wood,
and had grown at I-Iajar, in Tsaidam.
A violent snow- storm from the west coming on just
then, \ye \vent inside tlie tent ancl had a look at its furnishings. T h e most important object was a small cubiform
box standing against the short side immediately opposite the
entrance. A s Parpi Uai justly remarked, it was a budk/2aneh,
or shrine to Buddha. After some hesitancy the old wonian opened the shrine; it contained Tibetan boolzs, written
on long, narrow, loose sheets, and each book, or bundle of
such sheets, was wrapped ii-i a piece of cloth. T h e old woman
dusted the holy shrine with a yak's tail wliich lay on the boxlid, and beside the box were a few basins of brass and wood,
evidently sacred vessels. T h e rest of the furniture consisted
of a Chinese porcelain bowl, a leather pail, a jug of the same
inaterial, an iron cooking-pot, a copper saucepan with a lid,
a b r s s teapot, a bag full of a certain dried plant, .cvhicli was
thrown on the fire to give a fragrant smell, together with
knives, bello\vs, steel (for striking fire), saddles and bridles,
ragged clothes, a sheep's bladder filled with yak fat, and a bag
,.
of tsnuzbn (see pp. 1075-1076). I lie greater part of the space
was taken up with hams, legs, and chines of wild yak beef;
others lay piled up in a heap oustide the tent, so that uTewere
obliged to keep our dogs tied up. T h e flcsli is left in the air
until it shrinks and turns dry and black, and hard as ~vood.
T h e old woman took a knife and cut off a few slices, and
roasted them over the fire, ancl then offered them to us to eat.
IVe subsequently learned that tlie family dwelt in the same
place all the year rouncl, for the purpose of supplying their
fellow-tribesmen in Tsaidam witli yak meat.
Three large stones in the middle of the tent supported the
cooking-pot, and yak dung, for feeding tlie fire, was packed up
in a circle all round the~ii. JVhen the old woman wanted to
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make a fire, she caught the sparks from the steel on a handful of vegetable wool or down, tvhich she then placed on the
hearth among dry, powdered horse clung, and after blowing
it alight with the bellows heaped yak dung upon it. T h e
3fongols do not eat the flesh of the 1:hulan. They milk their
]nares; and the milk tasted like the ny~ntz(boiled milk diluted wit11 water, and left to cool and turn sour) of the Kirghiz. A hollow stone supported by a low tripod and filled
with yak fat served for a lamp.
Both the old woman and the boy wore sheepskins, with
a belt round the middle, and skin boots. H e r head was
tvrapped in a long kerchief, knotted a t the back of the neck,
and she wore her hair in two long plaits, protected with a
piece of cloth. T h e boy was bareheaded, but n7ore his hair
twisted into three short plaits, \v11ich stuck out in different
directions like rats' tails.
In the evening, while we were having a royal feast of the
fresh, tasty mutton, the busband, whose name was Dorcheh,
arri\*ed home from his yak-hunting. H e was not a little
amazed to see strangers in his c a m p ; but he was a sensible
fellow and took tlle matter calmly. A thoroughly typical
Mongol, Ilorcheh was a little, weather - beaten old man, his
face furl-owed with a thousand wrinkles, his eyes small, his
cheek- bones high and projecting, his beard and mustache
thin and coarse. He, too, was dressed in a sheepskin, and
wore skin breeches; his feet were sheathed in pieces of felt,
and on his head hc had a snlall felt cap, or cadotte.
His knowledge of Jagatai Turki was on a par with Parpi
Bails knowledge of Mongolian. However, we managed as
well as we could, and soon picked up several words. T h e
place where Dorcheh had pitched his tent was called Mosthe valley was
soto, and the stream which flowed through
one of the head-streams of the Naijin-gol. T h e camel-tracks
which we observed two or three days previously were made
by the cattle of a camp-mate, who had just transported all
his belongings to his winter camp in Hajar. Jf we had followed their track we should have reached Hajar in five days,
whereas by our present route it would take us eight days.
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One day's journey down the valley there was a settlement
of Naiji filongols. A short time previously they had been attacked by a party of Tangut robbers, who came from the
southeast, all armed to the teeth, and carried off everytlii~ig
they could lay their hands on. T h e unfortunate NIongols
were reduced to living exclusively upon yak beef; they sent
a deputation to the governor of Si-ning-fu, and lie gave them
a supply of bread and flour. Dorcheh advised us, therefore, not
to continue in that direction, for we sliould find nothing a t
all to eat.
I n return for his information, I gave the old man a cigarette and filled liis powder- horn, with vyhich lie was \yell
pleased. And so that red-letter day came to an end. 'l'lie
constant lonelincss had made us so~newliat irritable and
'' stale." This first contact wit11 our fellow-men freshened us
all up, and reawakened our interest, so that thei-e was quite
a new ~ilubicin tlie prattling stream as it rippled among tlie
granite blocks which littered its bed.
It was a pure matter of course that \ve stayed all the next
day beside the first hlongols we came into contact \vith. Nor
were we at all idle. I n the first place, we bought three
horses of a sinall breed and in pretty fair condition, as well
as two sheep to kill on the road. W e also thinned out tlie
worst of our o\vn aninlals, including two wastecl camels.
Goat's 111ilk was tlie only other thing the hlongols had to
offer u s ; but it was most welcome. In return for tlie milk
they m7ereperfectly delighted nith a present of a small supply
of tea and bread. While we were trafficlzing beside my tent,
a voice called out : '' A bear !" Off went Isla111 wit11 liis rifle
and Dorcheh with his long, clumsy flint-lock musket. But;
Bruin was too quick for them ; he turned and disappeared
into the mountains.
I was, however, most diverted by my first lessons in Mangolian. Dorcheli, who taught me, was very amusing in his
efforts to understand tny gesture-speech. I first learned the
~luniei-alsby holding up one, two, tliree fingers, and so on, in
succession-naga,
lioyyer, gorva, dorvo, tavo, surkha, dolo,
nayma, yessu, arva, arvanaga, ancl so on. I t was equally eaiy
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to learn tlie names of such objects as stood round about usc.g.
the
, tent and its several appurtenances, colors, parts of the
human body, geographical features, and so forth. By this
means I acquired a tolerable vocabulary relating to the cornmonest objects of daily life; and after my first lesson was
able to talk to Dorcheh about simple matters. For instance,
'L Gorva temen baneli " ( W e have thrce camels) ; Barnburchi m o " (The bear is an evil beast) ; and so on in a similar
parrot-like fashion, reiiiinding nie of the old-frtshiotled way of
teaching Latin-" Colunlba est timida,".' hIensa est rotunda."
T h e verbs \lrere difficult to get hold o f ; but I somehow
managed to pick u p the most essential the first evening, such
as tlie words for " to go," " beat," " ride," " look for," " fall,"
" SI~OR.,"
" rain," " find," and several others.
T h e picking up
of these verbs entailed several feats of gymnastics. Dorcheh
looked perfectly amazed when I thumped him on the back
to find out what that action ivas called in Mongolian.
For a full fortnight ~>orcheliwas our guide; and during
that time my every spare moment was given to lesso~lsi n 1\1ongolian. By closely studying his prot~ut~ciatio~l
and his conversation with other people, I picked up the lang~lageremarkably fast. After tlie first difficulties are overcome, and
you have advanced so far that you can put together a few
simple sentences, and so in some sort keep u p a con\7ersation,
it becomes merely a question of extending your vocabulary
and acquiring the necessary fluency of speech. I never afterwards needed an interpreter for Illongolian. I lived anlong
these people several months, and was able without any intermediary to talk with the Living Buddha in Kum-burn, and
with the viceroy of Wang-yell-fu. In this way I niaaaged to
overcome the worst difficulties and inconveniences 1 expected
to encounter in consequence of the loss of my Chinese interpreter, Fong Slii.
After measuring, early o n the morning of October 3d, the
paces and rate of speed of my new Illongoliau riding-iiorse
for the purposes of my map - making, we left hlossoto, but
not before another hIongol family, dwelling in a tent higher
UP the valley, came d o ~ v nto have a look at the strangers.
I'
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A t first we kept along the left side of the stream, then
turned off towards the ~ i o r t h up a side- glen strewn with
sto~les,~vhereollr appearance put to flight a troop of 150
kliulans. T h e glen gradually widened out, and became
broad and fertile ; and upon our reaching a little pool, Dorcheh dismounted, and said that it was Yikeh-tsohar?-namen
(14,400 feet), and that we were to encamp there. W e did
so, having covered twelve and a half miles since the
mor~~ing.
On October 4th our guide led us farther u p the glen, wliich
gradually curved round towards the northeast and east, at
tlie salne time growing much steeper and more obstructed
with stones and gravcl, wliicli had rolled donrn from tlie
mountains above. Hitherto the prevailing rock had been a
dark-green micaceous scbist, with a dip to\vards the north.
It now becarne granite, ranging frorn red to gray, and granite
continued to predominate all day, right up to tlie pass Yikehtsolian-cla\~an(16,320 feet). T h e ascent was tolerably easy ;
even our three surviving camels mounted its rounded acclivity
without any special difficulty. T h e view from the suminit of
the pass was not particularly extensive, tlie pass being shut
in by mountains, \vliich cut off the view. T h e valley to the
east, which curved round towards the north, was lilrewise encircled by high intercepting mountains. T h e snow lay very
deep on the pass, and was more plentiful on tlie east side
than on the west. 'I'he valley to the east, down which we
descended through masses of gravel and stones, was likewise
more dceply trenched than the valley on the west. 'I'he latter had a gentler incline, and formed a sort of step or Transitional offset of tlie Tibetan plateau. JYe now perceived that
the low pass which we crossed inlmediately north of lake No.
2 0 formed an important water-shed.
South of it tlie streams
drained into the self-contained 'I'ibetan lakes \vliich possess
no outflow; \vliile north of it they made their way into the
salt depression of Tsaidam, which is liltewise destitute of an
ou tflo\v.
T h e stream wliicli had hitherto coursed along the valley
did not accompany it in its curve to tlie north ; but, after
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picking up a number of tributaries, fell to tvorl; upon the lierculean task of carving its nTaythrough the granite mountains.
A t present its path is a deep, narrow ravine, wit11 perpendicular ~valls,and its bottom choked with huge stones. Islam
Lhi, who still led the nray as usual, threaded the ravine with
tlie caravan. But I)orcIieh, wlio rode beside me, to tell me
the rianles of the mountains, valleys, and streams, said there
was a better road up on the top of the left side of the valley,
the ground consisting of soft, yellow clay.
Froni this upper path, \vhich sloped away abruptly to the
defile. we heard tlie stream boiling along at a depth of three
hundred feet or riiore below us. T h e path was not more
than a foot broad, and clung closely to every irregularity of
the ground; i n places it was actually scooped out of the almost vertical ~valls,they, too, being of the same soft material.
In consequence of the recent rains the surface was slippery
and grea5y. Llorcheh rode first, while I followed close at his
Iieels, with niy heart in my mouth. All at once my horse
put his foot a trifle too near tlie edge of the soft clay path,
and down he went. I had barely time to fling myself out of
the saddle, alighting flat on lily back on tlie ground, while
the horse rolled two or threc times over down tlie steep slope
before he was able to stop himself. Dorcheli hurried down
after him and helped him up. If he had not inanaged to
stop hilnself just as he did, he would almost certainly have
gone over the precipice, which was only a yard or two from
liim ; and if I had not thrown myself out of tlie saddle, I
sl~ould,perhaps, 1iai.e borne 11im company. After that I
prudently wnllted arid led lny horse.
'I'lie pat11 graduallv wound down to the bottom of the
defile. ?'here we rejoined the caravan, and made our way
zigzag backward and forward over the stream, between tlie
countless fragments of rock which littered its channel. It
then began to blow from the north, bringing a furious storm
of snow, ~vl~icli
beat directly in our faces, and p r e v e ~ ~ t eus
d
from sccing tlie country we were approaching. 'There were
still some awkward passages to traverae before \ve reached
the espaiision of tlie valley called Koko-burell, where there
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was a plentiful supply of grass on both banks of the river.
W e had not been down to so low a level for two months ; but
it was very pleasant to think that nre were daily descending
to lower and more genial climes. That day we travelled
seventeen miles.

CHAPTER LXXXVIIi

After Iea\ring Icoko-bureli, we still pursued
O c r o r t ~5 r.13.
~
our \\lay do\vn the valley. T h e bed of the streall1 continued
.is full of stones as before, and our Rlo~~goliali
horses, n.hich
were unshod, became rather sore-footed. In an expansion of
1
to
the valley we met a party of mounted Mongols, ~ 1 armed
the teeth. Great was thc astonishment on both sides. But
with Ilorcheli's help I tried to engage the111 to accompany
ui. \Ye speedily came to an agreement ul~on one point.
'Cue enca~npedwhere we were, in tlie district of Hrtrato, although we had not covered more than nine and a cluarter
miles. It was, lio\vever, a splendid camping-gl-ound, with
plenteous vegetation. Its altitude was I 1,060 feet.
T h e troop of hlongols colisisted of five nien and one woman. They were 011 their way from Yikeh-tsohan-go1 to hlossoto, ~vhencethey illtended to penetl-ate higher into the
mountains to lay in a supply of yak beef for tlie winter.
They expected to be absent fifteen or twenty days; but only
carried provisions to last them five or six. After these wet-e
consumed, they hoped to live upon J-ak beef. 1Vhe11 they
have shot as many yaks as they require, they load tlie meat
on their horses, and themselves make the return journey on
foot.
It was the height of the season for yak-hunting; no doubt
it is the time of the year when tlie yalts come down to the
Peripheral regions in quest of the better herbage. T h e Mongols hunt on the same plan and in the same manlier as the
Taghliks-that is to say, two men at least attack each yak, so
a s to have one or more guns i n reserve in case the beast turns
upon the hunter.

T h e yak-hunters were In " fine form,'' all cheerful and in
good hun1or. It is easy t o imagine that this autumn excursion made an agreeable break in their otherwise monotonous
life. T h e season lasts about a month. Each hun ting-party
has it3 own well-recognized hunting-gro~inds. T h e hunters
live in the open air, i v i t h o ~ ~tent,
t
their only encumbrances
being the clothes they lilear, their saddles, muskets, and a small
supply of l~rovisionsi n leathern knapsacks.

ROCICS A T TT.4RAT0, IRT T H E V.1T~T.F.V OF T H E YIKEII-'TSOHAN-GOI.

T h e men and woman of the party \re met encamped in the
bushes beside my tent-that
is to say they made a fire between three stones, and hung over it the cooking-pot filled
~vithwater. When I stepped into a vacant place in the circle
round the fire, I was received with a friendly " A ~ i saft
v ?"
(Mow are you getting 911 ?)
IVhen the water began to boil, one of the older Inen produced six \i?ooden boivls from a bag and distributed them
among the party, after that he gave each person a portion of
barley-meal, and then added to it a few slices of a sausage
niade of mutton lard. As soon as that was done, the woman,
who had been busy feeding and tellding the fire, took a ladle-
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ful of water out of the pot, and poured it illto the bonrls over
the barley-meal and mutton lard. Such was tsaf?zbn, the national dish of the Mongols. After the mess was consumed
-and it seemed to go down with great relish-there was still
sufficient lard and meal sticking to the bottom of the bowl to
require another spoonful or two of hot water. That constituted the whole of their meal. After dinner they produced
their pipes and stuffed them with vile Chinese tobacco, which
they took out of pouches at their sides, and were soon puffir~g
,.
away in happy contentment. I he entire party appeared to
be very much addicted to the weed.
Their clothing consisted of pelt (sheepskin) and breeches,
,.
boots, and caps. I he pelt was worn next the skin. They
seemed to be quite insensitive to cold, for the right arm and
right side of the body from the waist upward were bare. A t
night they wrapped themselves in their pelts and crept close
together round the fire; and when it came on to snow they
made a rude kind of protection wit11 their n~uskets,saddles,
and saddle-rugs. They all wore their hair in plaits; and as
they sat their fingers were busy telling the beads of their
rosary, so as to keep count 1101~many times they repeated the
prayer, 0 7 2 mnfzeh padnzeh hum."
October 6th. T h e hlongols sold us a couple of their horses.
Early the next morning, about an hour after they had started
for their hunting-grounds, we discovered that habit had been
too strong for the animals-they had gone after their late
owners. I sent two of the men on horseback up the valley
to fetch them back. Hence it was two o'clock before we
were able to make a start, although two of the Taghliks got
off hours before that with the three camels. I, Dorcheh, and
Yolldash also went on in advance, leaving the horse caravan
to follo~vafter us.
W e crossed the stream almost immediately, and for some
time kept it on our left hand. T h e valley expanded, and the
granite peaks showed a tendency to a separate existence, independent of one another. On the other side of a last narrow
pass or gorge, caused by the stream pressing against the
rocks on the right-hand side of its course, we came upon an
'i
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unusual sight-the horizon forming a perfectly straight line
in the far, far distance. After that IVC quittecl the stream ;
but at the end of an hour or so once Inore got back into its
dry channel. I t was now getting not only broader and
leveller, but also freer from stones, for it is only in summer
that it carries a supply of water. \Ve rode along the dry bed
for the rest of the day. T h e mountain-spurs which bordered
the valley of Harato gradually diverged from each other, although their outer ramifications still continued visible in both
directions, east and west.
A t the end of the valley vegetation ceased nearly altogether. T h e plain sloped away almost imperceptibly towards
the north, and gradually became more and more barren, until
finally it passed over into absolute desert, ivitll occasional
chains of low sand-dunes, which seemed to have been blown
up by the prevailing westerly winds. It was a dreary landscape, utterly destitute of life, wit11 not a t i - ~ c k u a yto be seen.
A deathlilte silence reigned througl~out tlie length and
breadth of the unbounded plain, \\rhic11 was irksome to tlie
eyes after such a long sojourn among the ivorld of ~nountains
in Northern Tibet. Turning in my saddle and looking back,
the vast mountain-chain \\lit11 its snow-clad sun~rnitsloolced
as if it were painted on a flat background-the
effect of the
wonderfully clear atniospl~erc. I could not even distinguish
the exit of the glen out of nhich we last rode.
.I.he basin of 'Tsaidam thus possessed many points of resemblance to the basin of the Tarirn. In both the oases
are separated from the foot of the mountains by a belt of desert ; in both, the streams die away in the sand, although in
'I'saidam the central parts of the basin are occupied by a
series of extensive marshes, leaving room for only a comparatively narrow strip of desert all round them.
Hour after hour we rode on toivards the north, overtaking
the camels hours before the shades of night began to fall.
T h e belt of desert was replaced by steppe, with tamarisks
growing on mounds of their o w n roots as in East Turkestan.
At first they only occurred in thinly scattered twos and threes;
but farther on formed continuous and intricate ~voocls. After

a good deal of searching about, I>orcl~eliat length tliscovered
a path. But, saying lie was afraid the other men, nil10 followed behind, 2nd \\.ere nritliout a guide, ~vouldnever be able
to find it, he told me which way to go to reach the next camping-place, and then, before I could offer a word of protest, disappeared in the darkness.
Fortunately my horse was more fanliliar than I ~vas,~vitli
the locality, and after riding close upon an hour I caught a
gli~npseof fires s l l i n i ~ ~tlirougl~
g
tlie bushes ahead. T h e
Mongol dogs gave the alarm, and out ruslied a horde of them,
barking furiously at m y horse and at Yolldasli, whom I liad
caught up and placed on the saddle in front of Ine. I then
saw tlie tents, and people about them. Riding cluietlp up to
one of them, I fastened my horse outsideand nren: in. ?'here
were half a dozen Mongols in tlie tent. They looked up at
me with a stare of amazement. I greeted them ~ r i t hthe custornary ''Anziv si7'72?" and sat down beside the fire aiid lighted
my pipe. I saw a pan wv.itli fermented mare's-milk standing
in a corner. I got up and took a good drink. It tasted like
small beer, and was very refreshing after m y long ride of
nearly tiveu ty-seven ~niles. T h e ILIongols still con tinued to
stare at lne n~ithoututtering a \vorcl, though they did not forqet from time to time to push more fuel on tlie fire. Nor
had they recovered from their amazement \\;hen Llorcheli
arrived, two hours later, \c~itlithe cara\.an. I Ie then explained
to thein what manner of folk we were. iZ fire was made ill
an open space among the iJIongol tents, and my tent nras
pitched so as to enclose it. It was one o'clock in the morning ~vlienI got my supper.
'I'his last forced march cost us two more I-iorses and a donkey ; so that now we liad only three camels, three horses, and
one donkey left out of tlie fifty-sis animals nlitli which t ~ v o
months previously \ye started fro111 Dalai-kurgan.
LtTe stayed over October 11th \\.it11 tlie hTongol community at Yikeli-tsohan-gol, and the rest was not be~~eficial
merely, it was indispensable. A t their o\vn recluest I there
dismissed FIamdan Bai and all the T a ~ h l i I i ~ .They proposed
to return home the nearest way, which lay over the Chimen-
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tagh and the Tokltuz-davan. As a reward for the labors they
had undergone, and for their irreproachable service, I gave
thern double the wages agreed upon, as well as a large supply of provisions, some sheep, and our worn-out animals ; but
these last were to be allowed to recover their strength a little
before they started back.
In their place I set about organizing an entirely fresh
caravan. And no sooner did the AIongols realize that we
wanted horses than every day, nay, every hour of the day, the
entrance to my tent was besieged by one or more of them
offering horses for sale ; nor were the prices they aslzed at all
extravagant. LVhen I resunled my journey towards the east,
it was as lord and master over a caravan of twentji first-rate
animals. Uut before we could start new saddles had to be
made for most of them; for the greater part of the old ones
had of course been lost along with the animals that died by
the way in Northern 'Tibet. Parpi I3ai was a skilful hand at
the business. 'The hlongols provided him with all the materials he required; and the open space in front of the men's
tent was converted into a saddle-maker's workshop.
For my own part I was hard at work every day learning
NIongolian, and "pumping" the hlongolians as to their knowledge of all that region, its g e o g r a ~ h yand climate, their own
ways of life, their religion, and so forth. Rlost of the rncn had
been to Lliasa (I,assa), and had nlany interesting things to
tell me about that provolting city and the road to it. A s
soon as they found out that I took an interest in their barkh a m (images of Buddha made of terra-cotta and worn round
the neck in a smallgnvo, or case), they brought tliein, and sold
them to me cheap. But they were more afraid of one another
than they were of me. They only came to 111y tent wit11 them
at night, after it was dark, and begged me to keep them
closely hidden at the bottom of my boxes. These burkhans
are made in Lhasa with masterly skill, and every hlo~igol I
encountered n7ore one. T h e case in which the image was
carried was very often made of silver, with choice and original
engraved designs on the outside, and set with turquoises and
coral. T h e less pretentious gavos were made of copper or brass.
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Ere long I stood on terrns of cordial intimacy wit11 the inhabitants of Yilteh-tsohan-gol. LbThenever I took out m y
pencil to sketch they \vould gather in a circle outside my
tent, ancl when I entered their tents they were invariably
ready to entertain rile \vith tea and tsainba. I failed to discern a trace of either shyness or alarm among thern, of either
prejudice or superstition; tliey would sit perfectly still and
quiet while I sketched them. Some of tlieln even permitted
me to talte an tllropoinetrical nieasurements.
The
only thing tliey manifested
any scruple about was when
I wanted to put them n it11
their backs against tlie tentpole to talte their height.
They m7ere always afraid
lest I should touch the tops
of their heads with lny
\
hands. Possibly this was
for the same reason that
they lift their burl-l
,]an\ to
their heads as a sign of reverence
; though it may also
A M O ~ ~ O 01'
I , TI.\IL)A\I
possibly liai~ebeen because
they had been blessed in Lliasa by the Dalai Lama or some
other high dignitary of their faith.
'The hlongols of Tsaidam are rnonoga~nisti,a l ~ d their
women enjoy an incomparably greater amount of freedom
than the women do among the IlIohammedan tribes of Central Asia. Not only do tliey share fully in the characteristic
gatherings round the fire, ancl go unveiled, but they are very
inadequately clothed. Tllc sheepskin they wear is merely
held together by their girdle and at the left shoulder; the
wholc of the right side of tlie itpper part of the body, do\vn to
the waist, is uncovered. T h e breasts of eveti the younger
women are anything but well formed, ancl hang do~riilloosely
in a very unedifying fashion. Whether this undue exposure
of the person tends to matrimonial fidelity I will not venture
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to affirm ; I can only say that the Mo~lgolsthemselves are so
thoroughly accustomed to the practice that to them it is perfectly natural. A t any rate, they were not slo~vto tell me,
that morality among them stood a t a higher level than among
the hlohammedans ; for in their eyes the polygamy which Islam allows the faithful is proof of a low moral standard.
O n the very first day of my stay among them Sonum, the
chief of Yikeh-tsohan-go], came to visit me, bringing as gifts

GAVOS, 01:
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of welconle milk, fermented mare's-milk (lturniss), and brandy
made from the samc. T h e ltumiss brandy had a very disagreeable taste, but must have been prctty strong, for Parpi
Bai, after a sonlcwl~ntincautious trial of it, was incapacitated
for an entire clay. T h e chief Sonum wore a fiery red mantle and a Chinese sltin cap, with button and long ribbons.
T h e follo\ving day I returned his visit. T h e little domestic shrine was set up iml~iediatelyopposite the entrance to
his roomy tent. I t consisted of a number of boxes piled one
on the top of the other, the whole surmounted by a f a t piece
of board, along xvl~ichwere ranged a number of dishes a11d
culx containing water, flour, tsamba, and other offerings to
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the burklian (holy image of Buddha). I also observed sacred
scriptures, prayer - wheels, and burkhans from 1,hasa ru~cl
'ratsilumpo ('Tashilu~lpo). Any persoti ~ v h ostops to look at
the latter milst take his pipe out of his mouth, nor must he
breathe upon them. LVhen I inaclvertc~ltly transgressed
against this rule, the burkhan mas purified by being held
over a brazier, into which fragrant spices were dropped. Nor
are the holy inlages allo\vecl to come in contact with the
earth.
In the middle of the tent was the firc, in a sort of iron
basket (tocqn), provided with three upright rods for holding
the cooking-pot. Tlic fuel \vith n.hich the fire was fed consisted of the branches of tamarisks and the roots of other
plants. A t meal-time the dishes for the guests were placed
before them on small stools. In brief, the hlongol tent was
better furnishccl than tlie Kirgliiz tent. They called it in
their o\t711tongue iir;q;; it' resembled even in detail the k n m ziy'I (black tent) of tlie Kirghiz. It is \.cry remarkable that
tents of this shape are in use throughout such an imnlense
area of Centl-a1 Asia, and among people of different races,
bet~veen \vhom there exists no direct intercomni~~nicatinn.
But tlie materials are such as those regions all produce in
cornmoll ; and the shape is the most practical, and furnishes
tlie largest amount of space. The chieftain's tent was indicated by a spear stuck in the grouncl oiitsicle. lioullcl
about tlie encarnprncnt were numerous exceptionally fine
tamar;sks, more like trees than bushes. From them the
hlongols obtained materials for the clislies, tubs, sndcile-trees,
tent-poles, and divers other articles which they made themselves. Other household utensils, together with flour and
similar commodities, they obtained from Si-ning-fu.
Our hIongol friends were thoroi~gll nomads. A s soon
as their flocks and herds have eaten up the pasturage in one
place, they lnove away to a~lother.
'Their aul was sl~lendidlysituated in the clry river-bed, so
that they were able to water their ani111als of all evening
from a well not more than four feet deep. They appeared
to tle\rote their attention chiefly to the breeding of horses.
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T h e entire neiShbo~-hoodechoed wit11 their whinnyings and
neighings. I11 the evening the mares were 1nill;ed by the
nromen ; for the staple drink of the Jlongols is kurniss or
,.
fermented mare's-~nilk. I hey also keep a large nunlber of
sheep and camels ancl horned cattle. Agriculture is not
pursued at all.
All the time ive stayed at Yikeh-tsohan-go1 we were
favored \\it11 nlagnificent ~\reatlier. T h e sky ~ v a sbright and
still, and at noon the temperature rose to 59" Fahr. (15' C.);
in fact, it was so ivarm inside the tent that I preferred to sit
in my shirt- slecves. 011the other hand, the nights were
every bit as cold as they were up in the mountains of Northern 'Tibet. 'The scenery was often very fine, especially when
seen under the coloring of the betting sun. In the purple
red glow of the sunset the tents, the tamarisks, the mountain backgrounds, especially the Tsohan-ula (Tsohan mountains) 011 the south, stood out with the sharpness of silhouettes
in the clear transparent atmosphere. I11 the evening, when
the animals had to be attended to, the encampment presented a very busy scene. T h e women wit11 their broad felt
hats and long plaits of hair bustled about aniong the fat
mares and bleating ewes; nhile tlie men dro1.e the flocks
into trle folds, assisted by a troop of black long-haired clogs,
,.
~ v h obarked tumultuously, malting a terrible din. I hen my
men would stop their day's work, ancl gather round the fire
for supper; and while eating it nlirza, read aloud to them
out of tlle tc.skc~*el'z(chronicles) of Imam Jafer Sadilt. 'I'lie
whole scene, with the fil-cs gleanling through the half-open
tents of tlie IbIongols, nras full of the soft beauty crf pence,
and I thorougl~lyappreciateti it. After thc almost unearthly silence of the illvuntain wilderness, we seemed to Ila\e
returned to quite a s u ~ n m e r yclime ; and then \vc \yere able
to move about ancl exert ourselves \iritl~outsufferi~igfrom
shortness of breath, for we were not Illore than 9240 feet
above the level of the sea.
Although my 1\lollamrnedan attendants as an a c t ~ ~ fact
al
despised the hlongols, looking upoil then1 as savages and
heathens, both parties managed to get along very nrell
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togetller, and took pains to try and understand one another.
I allnost died with laughing to see the hideous grimaces ailcl
extraordinal-y gestures Ilorcheh went through, and that with
the profoundest gravity, in his efforts to inake my Inen
unclerstand what he wantecl to say. H e shouted at the
pitch of his voice, as though they were all stone-deaf, twisted
his face about as though it were made of gutta-percha, and
jumped and flapped his arms as though he had been a cock.
A n d when at Iciigth his meaning cIan.1~ec1u p o ~ ihis audience,
his delight knew no bounds. I-Ie la~iglicclloud and long,
and kept on nodding his head, like a Chinese porcelain doll,
with intense self-satisfactio~l.

CHAPTEIC LXXXIX

OCTOBEI:1 2 ~ 1 1 . i l t s1111ri~eand immediately after, our
camp echoed with the noise, bustle, and excitelnent which
invariably attend the first starting of a new caravan. T h e
loads were weighed and arranged in pairs for the clifferent horses, so that the boxes which required inore delicate hanclling might ride on the quietest animals, while the
heavier, coarser baggage, such as the tent and provisions,
might be put on the skittish. Everybody in the RIongol
camp, fro111 the chieftain do\vnward, was already up and eager
to supply us with ropes and whatever else w e wanted. T h e
\xo1nen gave us a present of milk sufficient to last two days.
Even after the caravan had got a little distance on the road,
we were overtaken by a young man, wlio had not been able
to pluck up courage earlier to offtr me his burkhan for sale.
T h e caravan of about a score of horses made a fine show
as they travelled at a rapid pace toxvards the east under the
experienced guiclance of Dorcheh. I congratulated myself
upon l i a ~ i n gsuch a string of fresh, well-conditioned horses.
It \\;as quite a relief after the wretched team with which we
struggled among the lake-basins of Northern Tibet.
And ~vliata change there was, too, in the outward appearance of the country ! W e now rode across a level steppe,
covered with luxuriant verdure, and along a well-trodden
path, which wound over the plain in easy curves. But on
the left we had the boundless ocean of the desert of Tsaidan~.
T h e only mountains we could see were the far distant Tsohan-ula, away to the right. T h e alternations and changes
and surprises nrliich kept me busy among the mountains now
of course ceased, so that I had next to nothing to do. T h e
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country wai extremely uniform, the ravines and dry beds of
the streams being the only diversities of the surface. A t
Ragha-ilamaga (the Little Spring) we stopped to water the
horses, and after a march of seventeen and a half miles
halted for the night on the steppe of Hojegor, where there
was an abundance of
water and grass, as well
as fuel.
October I 3th. A brisk
wind sprang up in the
west and loaded the air
with dust as well as 11id
the mountains.
'This
day we advanced ton7ards the east-southeast,
sometimes across rough
desert, the soil of which
was heavily i m p r e g .
i~ated \vith salt, some$
times a c r o s s s t e p p e s
dottedwith thick beds of
luxuriant reeds, crossing numerous dry ravines on our way. O u r
day's journey of nineteen and a quarter ~niles
ended a t Tsaltha, ari encampiment of ten tents,
the same number as a t
Yilteh-tsolian-gol. 'The
chief gave me a friendly
MONGOI,IAN BOY
\velcome and led me
into his o ~ v ntent, where
I found the members of his falllily busy making stirrups out
of branches of tamarisk and covering them with leather.
Next day the path inclined Illore towards the north, and
led across some widely extended salt marshes \vhich were, of
course, just then dry, but none the less tireson~efor the
,
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horses, because every old footprint had set into a hard and
treacherous hole. In the distance we saw every now and
again small tent-villages and floclts of sheep guarded by boys
and \\?omen. I t was sixteen nliles to Yikeh-gol, the third
branch of the Naijin-gol, so that our camp was made that
night beside the same stream which we encountered for the
first time at camp No. XXXV.
In the evening we were visited by a party of Mongols,
bringing brandy in two or three copper \iessels, and cloth from
Lhasa, which they were anxious to sell to us. Our visitors
and I>orcheh dipped into the copper vessels so industriously
that they grew noisy, and challenged my Mohammedans to a
wrestling match, in which the fuddled Mongols were a good
deal sobered. After that they fell asleep and slept hard and
heavy. Next morning their heads ached, and they begged
me to stay the day there, but I refused to accede to their
request.
First thing after starting we crossed the broad bed of the
Yikeh-gol. I t was a good quarter of a mile wide, but con,.
tailled next to no water. I he terraces on each side of it
rose, however, sixteen feet higb, indicating that it swells to a
very considerable river in the summer. T h e bed was littered
with gravel, and by a multitude of curves ~voundnoi-t111vard
towards the great central basin of Tsaidam. T h e country
on the other side of the stream presented the same monotonous uniformity as heretofore. Level as the evening sea,
silent and desolate, the steppe stretched in every direction;
not a creature, tame or wild, to be seen anywhere, not at1
object to rest the eye upon. Our camping-place (sixteen
and three-quarter miles) was called Urdu-toleh, and offered
plenty of both water and grass. Contrary to the practice of
the ICIohammedans, the Mongols turned their horses loose
to graze immediately after halting.
O n October 16th we did not cover more than twelve and
a half miles, namely, to Togdell-go1 (9140 feet). A s a general rule, the Mongols of Tsaidam make very short marchcs,
so that it is not difficult to understand h o w they talie two
montl~sto travel to Lhasa, and forty-three days to Si-ning-fu.

r

I he 111g11t was cold, the ~iiitiirnu~n
registered being 3.2'
I~alir,(-16" C.). '1.he tl~erruonleter dropped much lower
1

than in Northern Tibet, still the contincr~talwinter, with its
excessi\re e ~ t r e n ~ of
e s cold, was close at ha~lcl. T h e day was
bright and fine, and in the south we could plainly see the
mountain-range called Kharanguin-ula (the 1)ark mountains).
T h e Togdell-go1 flo~vecl at the bottoni of a deep, narrow
gorge, ~vl~icli
it occasioned us very great difficulty to get
across without a wetting. On tlie opposite ball]< itre halted
among a clump of tamarisks, allcl made ourselves as comfortable as tlie circumstances permitted, for I had decided to g-ive
the horses a day's rest.
A t this point our old friend and guide, Dorclieh, took his
leave, to return to his lonely mountain home and liis wild
yak h u n t i ~ i g ;h e was afraid his nife \vould begin to be anxious at liis prolonged absence. In his place I engaged a
young hlo~igolnamed Loppsen, n big, clumsily built fellow,
who had several times been to Lhasa and Si-ning-fu,and had
an exceptional knowledge of tlie cou~ltrywe were t r a ~ e l l i ~ l g
tlirouql~. Loppsen (see page I 105) was one of the best followets I ever had. H e \\.as always cheerful and pleasant,
and freshened up my kno\z-ledge of hlongoliau. t i e l~rocui-ed
me several burkhans ant1 tallhas, or temple banners, decorated with portraits of the Dalai Lama and I3auclli11gIZogdo.
I\'herc he got tlie~nfro111 I do n o t know. Very possibly he
stole them from our neighbors, for he was terribly afraid lest
they should see the111.
October 13th. Our next stage, sixteen and three-quarter
miles,\vas to Toleh. 1,oppsen came on the next day, having,
wit11 m -y -permission, re~naineci behind in order to furnish
himself with provisions and a horse. It was arranged that
another Inan sllould guide us to Toleh, but of him we never
had a gli~npse,and set off without a guide. Nor did we
really need one, for the path nras easy to find. A t first we
tra\~elledtlirougll a belt of tamarisks, so tall and so close set
that they resembled a newly planted forest, and i11 this part
of the day's journey \ve passed a very pictul.esque obo. Ropes
were slung across tlie road from the branches of the tamarisk
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thickets on both sides, and to them were stitched pieces of
cloth of divers colors, each piece bearing the usual formula
of prayer; further, the shoulder-blades of sheep, likewise with
the everlasting ideographs, &' O n lnaneh padmeh hum," hung
at intervals among the pieces of cloth. T h e general effect
recalled the forest masars of the illohammedans, only it was
more tasteful and decorative.
Upon approaching a pool we were overtaken by a troop
of mounted Illongols, who informed us that that ~ v a s'Toleh,
and that for a long day's journey to the cast there was not
a drop of water to be found. W e therefore deemed it expedient to encamp. W e also bought from them a sack of
barley, which was greatly appreciated by our horses. Grain
of all kinds is excessively scarce in 'Tsaidam. T h e hlongols
buy their wheat in Si-ning-fu. Barley is grown in a few places,
though in nothing like sufficient quantity.
Loppsen came up next day and guided us (sixteen and
three-quarter miles) to the deeply eroded stream of Hattar.
W e nonl perceived distinctly a ~nountain-chainon the north
also. Loppsen called it Kurlykuin-ula, and gave me to understand that it formed the northern boundary of the Tsaidam
depression. T h a t evening we had a talk about my contemplated journey to Si-ning-fu, and Loppsen was of opinion that
it nould take me thirty days to get there. H e said that the
T a n g u t s i n the Koko-nor neighborhood were arrant thieves
and robbers, and that \vliile passing through their country we
should do well to maintain a constant watch. He wondered
n~hetlierwe were sufficiently ivell armed ; but when I showed
him our three rifles alld five revolvers, lie was plainly much
easier in his mind. H e further warned me that in the region
of the Kurlyk-nor, and fartller to the east, we must be prepared to find a carc city of provisions, for the Ilungans cluri~lg
their recent revolt llacl carried off all the flocks of the native
pol~i~lation.
O n October 20th we had a march of t~velveand a half
miles to Tenghelik-gol, through tamarisk t11icl;ets and reed,.
beds, and across barren desert. I he mountains to the south
cvere no\r1 called Nomoghin-ula. T h e ILIongols do not seem

to have a coiiimoll name for tlie r a n w only a series of iocal
? .'
names. 'l'he streams at Hattar and I engheliI<, like those of
the Uayan-gol, the Kliara-ussu, and the Uulunghir-gol, which
we crossed later on, all entered the salt lake of Hollussun-nor
(tlie Reed Lake). T h e Naijin-gol, on the other hand, flo\\-ccl
farther west, and entered tlie lake of L)oul5ts5n-nor, generally called on European maps Dnvassun-nor. This name is,
however, misleading, for it is merely a general name, alniost
every lake in Tsaiclam that contains salt water being called
Davassun-nor (the Salt Lake).
T h e follo\ving day our route inclinecl a little towards the
north, so tliat the southern mountains grew faillter, while
those in the opposite quarter became more distinct. T h e
march lay across desert and steppe for seventeen and a quarter miles as far as Ova-togoruck, xvlihei-e I was as usual received in a frienclly spil-it by the inhabitants of the few illongo1 tents. These people'belonged to the inlportant sept or
tribe of the Tajelinur AIongols. I was able to get some useful craniological measurements from them.
I hey wore a big sheepskin tunic, held together by a bclt
round tlie waist, but they pulled the tunic up through tlie
girdle in such fashion tliat it bulged over at both sides like a
,.
couple of cushions. I liese hollow spaces they used as 11ockets, and on occasioii as provision -bags. i-lt their side tlic!.
also carried i n a smaller belt their knife, pipc, tobacco-pouch,
and a pair of nil~pers,\vith wliich they pull out thcir beard
,.
if it threatens to grow too thick. I licir boots were pointed
at the toes. I heir hats mere pointed o r rounded ; very often,
lio\ve~er,their head-covering consisted of nothing more than
a piece of felt stretched across tlie forehead and tied at tlie
back of the neck; sometimes they even 'yo bareheaded. As
?
a rule they nTeartlie hair short and close, its usual color being
bro\v~ior black. Pigtails are much seldomer nlet with in
'I'saic1an-1 than among tlie I<halkha hlongols in blongolia
propcr. Owing to their coi~stantlyliving in tlie open air,
their skin is a copper-brown color, though it m u s t bc admitted
a good deal of tlie coloring is due to dirt. Their teeth are
small and yellow, but appear to keep sound a long time.
r .
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Their cheek- bones are high and prominent, their nose is
rather flat and small, the head as round as a ball, flattened
anteriorly, the beard slow of growth. I t is not until a Inan
is past thirty that the fine down develops into a beard, and
then the beard is excessively thin.
A t Ova-togor~~ck
we inanaged to get two or three bags of
corn for the horses, and bought a young mare to carry them.
As we had a couple of days of desert travelling before us, the
grain was a \laluable acquisition. There we rested a day, and
Islam Bai seized the opportunity to turn out and take stock
of our provision - cases, bringing to light a bag of coffeeberries, and a bottle of golden syrup which Father Hendricks
gave me more than a year previously. T h e coffee was an
agreeable change from the invariable tea, and the syrup served
for dessert after dinner.
O n October 23d the path inclined towards the northeast.
W e were about to cross the central desert region of Tsaidam.
Vegetation grew thinner and rarer, and finally ceased altogether. T h e ground was bare and barren, rough and moist,
and frequently showed white because of the large impregnation of salt. Once more we were ploughing our way
through the dreary desert. Half-way across we expected to
ford the Khara-ussu (the Black River). T h e first of its arms
we came to was very small, and the thick, dirty water crawled
over the muddy bottom with a scarce perceptible movement.
Its second arm was dry. Then came the third, so deeply
sunk in the ground, and so narrow, that we did not see it until
we were close upon it, in fact only a few horse-lengths away.
T h e banks were of slippery clay, and went steep down to the
bottom of the river, so that we had to cut a sloping path in
each for the horses to go up and down. Loppsen, who knew
where the ford was, rode down first, but the horse had not
gone four paces before he sank over the pommel of the saddle in the soft mud, wetting his rider to the waist. Islam
tried another place, but with no better fortune. T h e men
rode up and down the bank seeking for a more suitable crossing, but in both directions the river was narrower and deeper,
and Loppsen maintained that that was the only ford there
II.rz9
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was across tlie Khara- ussu. He tvas amazed to find so
much water in tlie river, and could only explain it as being
due to the unusual warmth of the air during the past few
days, combined with a copious fall of snow on the Burk-
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han Buddha, a mountain whose summit gleamed white it1
the south. After all, the water was not more than three
or four feet deep, but, unfortunately, the horses sank
heavily in the mud, and were even in danger of sticking
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fast in it. Every packing-case we had would get saturated to the lid. T h a t would never do.
Although we had not covered more than seven and a
half miles that day, we had no other choice except to pitch
our tents and wait until the tvater went down. It was very
annoying to be stopped by this wretched pretence of a river,
not more than forty feet wide a t the most, and to be forced
to rest in such a howling wilderness, with no other vegetation than a tiny bed of reeds. " Patience !" whispered the
west wind as it flaunted restlessly across the wide expanse
of the desert. Patience! It was to that west wind we were
in no small degree indebted for the delay, seeing that it
dammed back the water in its course towards the west.
T h e tents were put up, the horses turned loose, and a
notched stick put down in the stream close to the bank to
show us whether the water rose or fell. By next morning
the surface had only fallen three-quarters of an inch, and the
bed of reeds was gnawed right don711 to the roots. I therefore sent Loppsen and two or three of the other men back
with their horses to the pastures of O v a - t o ~ o r u c k . The
?
westerly gale was blowing fiercer than ever. 1 he tent-covering on the wind~vardside was driven in like a half-collapsed
bladder, seriously curtailing the space inside. T h e packingcases, which had been placed on the turned-in ends of the
tent-covering, to hold them fast, rocked and shook, and the
tent-poles creaked; every moment I fully expected to see the
tent g o flying like a kite across the river.
W h y had this obstacle come in my way like this? I
asked myself restlessly. For I was now waxing impatient
to get home, and counted every day's journey as so much
ground won. It was now fully a year since last I had news
from home. I was quite isolated, and very lonely. For
more than three years I had been absolutely alone in the
heart of that immeasurable continent of Asia. I thought I
should never reach its coast! Every day it afforded me a
special pleasure to count how many nliles we had rubbed off
the score and subtract them from the hundreds which still
stretched between me and my far - distant goal - Peking.
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From Khara-ussu to Peking was 1260 miles. What an
amount of patience I should need before we had traversed
all that long distance at the slow rate at which we were
crawling along! And what adventures still awaited us ere
our tired horses entered the western gate of the famous capital of the Far E a s t ? I was growing tired of wandering
about like a Elolneless exile among the half-savage tribes of
Asia. I was become fairly familiar with them, and longed
t o get back among my own people and my own kin. My
attendants, their several life-stories, their faiths, their knowledge - I knew them all through and through. I longed
ardently for a change of companionship.
A t last, on the morning of October 25t11, the stream had
fallen sufficiently for us to cross. T h e boxes were tied as
high up on the horses' backs as we could get them, and each
horse was led across separately. But every animal that
crossed churned up the Aud afresh, so that those which
came last sank in the deepest. However, all got over without mishap, and as soon as we were all on the right bank
the baggage was readjusted and we went off again.
T h e path led across a desolate country ill an almost perfectly straight line towards the north-northeast. Soon afterwards nre crossed the main channel of the Khara-ussu, and
then the Bulunghir - aol. T h e surface was not over and
a.
above comfortable to ride on, as it consisted of a hard, crumbly clay, of a brownish - gray color, impregnated with salt,
and it was full of holes and rough places like a coggled road.
But there was an entire absence of drift-sand. Where we
crossed it the basin of Tsaidaln was not particularly broad,
and after a ride of fifteen and a half miles we again came in
sight of vegetation. But we had no water at our next camping-station, Tsakha-tsak. Loppsen had, however, warned us
beforehand, and we took a supply with us in goatskins.
W e still had over I 240 miles to Peking !

C H A P T E R XC
AiMONG 'I'HE MONGO1,IAN

LAKES

O N October 26th we travelled the long stage of twentyfour and a quarter miles, and so approached the northern
border of the basin of Tsaidam. T h e country showed no
alteration of feature, and we still continued in the same direction. Soon after starting me had to face a "hog's back"
of low barren clay hills, thrown together in tlie most extraordinary shapes and forms, resembling towers, walls, and pyramids. Once only was the solemn desolation and silence
of the scene broken by a few starveling tamarisks and saksauls; but how they managed to subsist, God alone knows,
for the ground was as dry as tinder, we never saw a single
drop of water all day long. W e crossed over an entire series
of low clay passes. T h e first was marked by an obo, while
the " sign - p o s t n which indicated the last consisted of the
branches and roots of saksaul lashed together in the shape of
arches. A t intervals among these hills the ground was perfectly flat and white with salt. Loppsen said that after
rain those places were brimming with water.
O n the other side of the hills we saw stretching before us,
as far as the eye could reach, a level but barren plain, strewn
with sand. I t was, however, easy going for our tired horses,
which were now urgently wanting water. A t length we
caught a glimpse of a lake. I t was Tossun-nor, a lake embedded amid clay terraces and hills which fell steeply towards the water's edge. Here our path joined the road which
leads from Dsun-sassak to Northern Tibet, and which has
been described by Przhevalsky.
Instead of continuing on towards the northeast, which
would have been shorter, I preferred to skirt the western
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shore of the lake so as to get an idea of its general shape,
and examine the mouthi of the streams ~vhichfeed it. \Ire
therefore ]-ode down the hill, and follo~veda narrow strip of
level ground close alongside the water; thus nre llad the
\i~holeof the beautiful blue lalie in~n~cdiatcly
on our right.
Its surface was diversified with ttvo or three islands, and out
on the waters floated a flock of majestic swans, their plumage
a dazzling n~hite. T h e opposite shores were very plainly
marked, and at the northeast angle of the lake stood the fine
Tsagan-obo (\tThite Mound of Offerings).
T h e m-ater of the lake was inconceivably salt. Its shores,
together with the scanty tufts of grass ~vhichgrew on them,
were potvdered with tvllite as though coated wit11 rime frost.
A t length we reached a spot ~vherethe reeds grew tall and
luxuriant among the thickets. There we found fresh water.
Indeed the place was lznown as Tsagan-namaga (the White
Springs). I here we pitched our tents, and a pleasant camping station it proved to be. I now understood h o w the lalie
acquired its name of the Fat Lake. Loppsen explained that
whoever rested beside it found everything he needed-water,
grass, fuel; in fact. the fat of the laud.
\Vhat a splendid scene it was, and ~v11ata rich variety of
color! As the sun set, the hills and terraces on the opposite
shore glowed brick-red across the vivid blue s h e ~ of
t water
on which the noble swans floated in placid unconcern. Nor
did the scene lose anything of its beauty under the magic
rays of the moon. 'The goddess of the night shone with a
dazzling splendor anlong the light cloud skirmishers that
flecked the sky. Not a breath stirred along the glassy surface of the lake. T h e tent and tamarisks, ringed round with
black reed-beds, stood out in bold and sl~arp-cutrelief, while
on the shore, down by the water's edge, the salt deposits
glistened like new - fallen snow. As I wandered in lonely
mood by the brink of the lake my glance flitted dreamily
across it, and my spirit fell captive to its glamorous spell.
W h y is it those silent Asiatic lakes, with their lone, desolate shores, produced such a feeling of fanliliar strangeness,
of mystery, of melancholy i n my m i n d ? I know the reason,
r.
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I know it well. It was because the soft lapping of their
waves was the only thing in all that far - off land which
echoed the illemories of other waves 011 other shores.
But why was it those waves rocked my mind in the cradle
of dreams, and why was it they awakened melnories of other
shores? I know the reason well. I t was because the capricious spirits that sing the songs of eternity through the
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voices of the winds-it was because they sang there, in the
lonely heart of Asia, the same melodies that they have sung
for thousands of years among the skerry isles of Sweden,
\vhich have not their like on all the earth !
T h e next day we followed the shore northward for a time,
but the ground becoining unfavorable down by the lake, we
went up on the open, level terraces, strewn with coarse sand
and gravel. T h e track crossed a deep, dry ravine, which in
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all probability only carried water during the season of the
summer rains. Glancing up it, we caught a glimpse of the
Tossun-nor, as it were, through a gateway. Then we approached the broad, funnel-shaped depression through which
the Holuin-go1 entered the lake. But instead of crossing it,
we turned up the right bank. T h e country was, however,
as unfavorable as it well could be-the same complex labyrinth of tamarisk mounds, clay ridges, sand-dunes, and
thickets that we had to contend against on the east side of
the old Lop-nor. T h e ford across the Holuin-go1 was at
Bongkim-obo, a small square "chapel " containing a stone
slab with the inevitable formula of prayer carved upon it in
relief. T h e river was IOO feet broad, its maximum depth
being not more than three feet, its bottom hard, and its water
as bright as crystal, so that the animals got over without
wetting any of the baggage.
After that the path went almost due east. O n the right,
but at some distance away, we had the northern shore of
Tossun-nor, and on the left-i.e., towards the north-the blue
expanse of the still larger Kurlyk-nor, also called Khara-nor
and Hollussun-nor. T h e south side of the latter lake was
bordered with a wide belt of yellow reeds, almost entirely concealing the place where the Holuin-go1 ran out of the lake,
to empty itself eventually into the Tossun-nor. O n the other
hand, the northern shore appeared to be free from reeds, the
bare and desolate slopes of the southern Koko-nor range
sloping straight down to the surface of the lake.
It is an excellent arrangement of Nature to have contrived
two lakes in that place instead of one. Into the northern
lake, Kurlyk-nor, flowed the rivers Balduin-gol, Bayin-gol,
Alikhani-gol, and several small brooks. T h e current which
flowed out of it through the Holuin-go1 was relatively sweet,
so that the saline matters which the streams carried down
with them from the mountains were not deposited until after
they reached the more distant lake of Tossun-nor.
After a journey of close upon sixteen miles we came to a
halt near the shore of the lake, at the obo of Hlakimto, the
handsomest structure of the kind we had yet seen, crowning
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a barren eminence, and visible to a great distance. It consisted of three cubical monuments resembling altars, built of
sun-dried clay, and resting upon pyramidal pedestals. Around
it eleven poles, standing upright in the ground, were arranged in the form of an oblong, all laced together by innumerable cords, while other cords connected the four corner poles diagonally with a twelfth, which overtopped the
central and highest ( I I ft. 94 in. high) of the three monuments. Thousands of little flags, or pieces of cloth, of every
conceivable color, as well as the shoulder-blades of sheep, all
inscribed with the everlasting Buddhist prayer, " O n mane11
padmeh hum," were stitched to the cords. In the middle
monument there was a large square hole, into which Loppsen thrust his arrn and drew out a roll of long, narrow strips
of paper written all over with Tibetan script. H e said there
were also burkhans built into the structure, but those he
durst not meddle with.
T h e obo of Hlakimto was built, my men told me, in honor
of the shibbtiks, or adsins, of Kurlyk-nor, just as the obo of
Tsagan propitiates the shibbtiks of Tossun-nor. Loppsen
explained to me that the shibbtiks are spirits, or guardian
deities, \vho are alive and resemble men, but to mortal eyes
are invisible. There are only good shibbtiks. It is to them
that men are indebted for the existence of lakes, rivers, mountains, and so forth. In addition to these spirits, there are
also gadsevin-adsiz, or earth spirits, teag~uigz-adsi~z,
or sky
spirits, ~covuin-Zdszk,or lake spirits, and so on. But there
are none in the'desert; and that is why men find there none
of the things they have need of rnost.
Seen in the moonlight, the obo presented a remarkably
picturesque appearance. T h e three pyramidal structures
were like ghosts, and the thousand pennants fluttered in the
wind as though they were supplicating that peace might descend upon some poor soul which had departed this life
stained with an awful sin. T h e stillness of the night was
broken by mysterious sounds. Were the spirits of the lake
dancing in gladness across its smooth, darkling surface ? No,
it was only the wild geese calling one to another among the
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reeds. Two or three ruddy fires gleamed across the darkness of the night from the east end of the lake.
October 28th. T h e path kept parallel with the lake shore,
that is, towards the east-southeast. On our left, therefore, nre
had Kurlyk-nor, backed on its opposite or northern shore by
the southern Koko-nor range, and on our right the desolate
plain. As we advanced the lake gradually contracted, and
its water was more and more encroached upon by the reeds,
whic11 nevertheless left a narrow belt of open water close
under the southern shore. W e were quite alone in the
\vilderness, not another creature to be seen, though every
now and again we encountered the skeletons of horses lying
by the side of the path, proclaiming that people were wont to
travel that way. Since leaving Tenghelik we had not met a
single mounted Mongol. Loppsen said that the farther we
advanced towards the east the more unsafe grew the roads
by reason of the depredations of the Tangut robbers. A t
the east end of the lake we saw, however, in the distance two
or three solitary tents. W e did not stop, but pushed on to
Alilthani-go1 (fifteen and a half miles), a stream which, because of the thick reed-beds, enters the lake unseen. Its
banks were marshy and fenny, and the ground treacherous.
In one place, which looked perfectly firm, Islam Bai dropped
so deep into the soft, slushy m u d that the men had much ado
to save his horse. During that day's march we lost the first
of our new horses.
On October 30th we rode across the Barun-kovveh (the
southern branch of the Alikhani-gol), and had on our left
hand Tsun-ula (the Northern mountains). T h e geographical nomenclature in Mongolia is generally as simple as this.
W e only had one or two glimpses of the stream, its bed was
cut so deeply in the soft soil. T h e previous night was cold
(-8.7O
Fahr. or - 22.6' C.), SO that several sheets of ice tossed
011 the current, crashing sharply against the banks and
against one another. T h e road to Sorgotsu, a distance of
seventeen and a half miles, ran through sandy desert, interspersed with small sand-dunes, reed-beds, and steppes.
Loppsen's cheerfulness had now entirely deserted him.
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H e rode along silent and depressed, his eyes constantly fixed
upon the road in front of him, and all day long he kept mumbling, " O n maneh padrneh hum." When I inquired what was
the cause of this gloom, he shook his head and replied, we
were now coming to a dangerous country. Two Mongols he
saw while resting at Alikhani-go1 told him that only a few
days before Tangut robbers had been to Kurlyk-nor and
stolen some horses. H e begged us to have our fire-arms in
readiness, for even though we did not meet any of the robbers on the road, they were all the same hiding in the mountains, whence they could watch all our movements. O u r fires
at night would guide them, and we might think ourselves
lucky if we lost nothing more than our horses. I therefore
brought out the rifles and revolvers, and distributed them
among the men of the caravan, 2t the same time giving each
Inan a supply of cartridges. But Sorgotsu was silent and deserted. W e saw no fires, either out on the steppe or at the foot
of the mountains, and no signs of human beings. 'IVe were
quite reassured. All the same, for precaution's salte, the
horses were brought back into camp at dark, and turned
loose again to graze at claybreak. O u r clogs, however, were
excellent night-watchmen. T h e smallest suspicious sound
set them off barlting.
T h e evenings and nights were brilliantly bright, still, and
cold. T h e ink in my pen was frozen as early as four o'clock
in the afternoon, and I had to keep thawing it by breathing
upon it. I got out my old Kashgar fur coat, which had lain
packed away for close upon a t~velvemonth. Hot tea was now
more \velcome than ever, and every evening Islam made me a
wheaten loaf. W e had brought with us a small stove made
of sheet-iron, and it now proved very useful, although employed for the first time. Islarn put it on the ground inside the
tent, and the chimney was fastened with wire to the brass
ferrule or socket that held together the two halves of the tentpole in such a way that it peeped out of the tent-opening,
T h e n he lighted the stove with dry sticks, and it crackled and
hissed away beautifully. This was a first-rate idea; it made
the tent quite warm and cosey and comfortable-as comforta-
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ble as my own study in Stockholn~. Yolldash thoroughly a p
proved of the innovation, although he pricked his ears at first
when he heard the dry branches crackling and the iron prickling under the heat. A t night I let the stove die out of itself, and after that the tent grew icy cold. But I cared little
about that; I was well wrapped up in my furs, with nothing except my nose peeping out. I always kept a cup of tea
from my supper standing by the head of my bed. But in
the morning any tea that chanced to be left in the cup was
frozen into a lump of ice, and so, too, was the ink.
T h e men also were well off. They had a large fire, round
which they all gathered. T h a t night at Sorgotsu was the
coldest I had experienced for two and a half years-namely, - 14.8' Fahr. (-26" C.), and inside the tent-9.4" Fahr.
- 2 3 O C.)

CHAIJ'TER XCI
AN ENCOUNTER WITH T A N G U T ROBBERS

ON the last day of October we rode across the steppes to
Kovveh-khuduk (the Spring on the Shore), on the southern
shore of Khara-nor, a lake which lay in the middle of a small,
self-contained basin that gathered up the drainage of the surrounding mountains. It was now, ho~vever,quite dry. On
the north side, between the lake and the mountains, were a
series of yellow sand-dunes ; but on the south shore there was
plenty of rich herbage. T h e water of the spring was saltish.
But it was a long day's march to the next spring going east,
so that, although we had only covered eight and a half miles,
we were obliged to encamp where we were.
A t that place another enerny threatened our horses. hIy
men detected in the loose, soft soil the footprints of bears,
which had come down out of the mountains in quest of berries. Loppsen warned us to keep a watch upon our animals, for the bears were wont to lie in wait behind the bushes,
and thence attack them and kill thern. Here again, therefore,
after the horses had grazed some hours, they were fetched up
and tethered among the tents.
I now ordered that two men should keep watch every
night, and should be relieved every second hour. In order to
keep themselves awake, and to let us Itnow they were awake,
they were instructed to beat at regular intervals a couple of
saucepans-in
default of drums. They might also sing as
much as they liked, to guard themselves against the attacks of slumber. Often after that, ivhen I awoke i n the
night, I heard their monotonous, melancholy Mohammedan
songs, echoing like cries of distress around the camp-fires.
A s soon as day dawned the sentries turned in, trusting
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to the dogs to give the alarm after that if anything happened.
November 1st. T h e night passed peacefully. Nothing
was heard of either Tanguts or bears, and, rifle on shoulder,
we set off towards the east-southeast. T h e lake speedily
vanished from sight as we entered a tolerably broad valley,
which ascended as we advanced. W e then had on both sides
moderately high mountain-chains, with jagged tops, and free
fro111 snow. T11e path went up a dry rain-channel, the principal drainage artery of the district, which ran along the
middle of the valley among patches of steppe, bushes, and
thickets.
W e came across the fresh track of a bear going in the direction we were travelling. Islam and Loppsen begged permission to follow him. They soon came pretty near him, and
all three disappeared behind the bushes.
I he caravan was skirting the mountains on the right.
Immediately after passing a projecting shoulder of rock I
stopped, with Emin hlirza, to take an observation. T h e
mountains were composed of a violet-black clay-slate, with
an inclination of fifty-three degrees tolvards the east, 160"
south. Then we rode on after the caravan, and drew near
to the middle of the valley.
A t the end of about an hour we were rather startled to see
Islam and Loppsen come galloping back as hard as their
horses could put hoofs to ground, waving their rifles over
their heads and shouting," Tangut robbers ! Tangut robbers !"
They raced up to us, ar?d close behind them pursued a band
of about a dozen mounted Tanguts, enveloped in a cloud of
dust. I instantly commanded the caravan to halt. " T h e
baggage animals behind those bushes in charge of one man!
O u t weapons ! Cartridges ready !"
I, Islam, Parpi, and Loppseil, after dismounting and throwing off our furs and pelts, took our station on the top of two
clay hills. T h e Mohammedans fairly shook with anxiety.
Parpi had been in conflict with the Tanguts before, for he
was one of Dutreuil de Rhins's party when that traveller was
attacked two and a half years earlier and murdered a t Tam7
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buddha. Przhevalsky and Roborovsky were both compelled
to fight in this same neighborhood, so that I was fully alive
to the gravity of the situation. There were twelve of the
Tanguts, and Loppsen said that each man would certainly
carry a gun. W e had only three rifles, besides five revolvers.
Their superiority was, therefore, manifest. Loppsen and Islam were the only two on our side who were anything like
good shots, whereas all the Tanguts shoot well, taking long,
cool aim over their musket-forks, and only firing when they
are absolutely sure of hitting. Under these circumstances
how would the fight e n d ? Was my caravan going to be
routcd and scattered and all the labors of my last journey
destroyed ?
No, things were not so dangerous as they looked. When
the band of robbers perceived that we were a pretty large
company, and saw our weapons glancing in the sunshine,
they pulled up at about a hundred and fifty paces' distance.
W e could see them distinctly as soon as the dust settled.
They crowded together, gesticulating and shouting loudly.
'The result of their deliberations seemed to be that it would
not be advisable to attack until they had ascertained how
many we were and how we were armed. Meanwhile we
waited a t our posts on the hills. I went on calmly smoking
my pipe, and the action had a manifest effect on my men. I
also observed the 'Tanguts through my field-glass, for I always had it at my side.
After about a minute's noisy discussion the Tanguts
wheeled away at right angles towards the foot of the mouiitains on the south. There they divided. I-Ialf of them rode
up a ravine among the rocks, while the other half continued parallel with us, but at the distance of two rifle-shots,
for as soon as they turned we resumed our journey, keeping
close together in a body.
T h e valley began to narrow, contracting to a sort of rocky
gateway. Loppsen was apprehensive the Tanguts would
hastell 011 before us and hide themselves among the rocks,
and shoot us down as we went through. There was, hocvever, no other road, and to turn back was not to be thought
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of. T h e best thing nre could do, therefore, was to try and
reach the place first, or at any rate pass it before the Tanguts
were able to take up advantageous positions. They had,
however, one great advantage over us. They knew every
nook and cranny of the mountains, their gorges, ravines, and
hiding-places. Moreover, our horses were heavily laden, while
those of the Tanguts were but very lightly accoutred. Hence
they easily gained upon us, a t the same time gradually closing
in upon the road, and finally disappeared in the openings of
the rocks.
L%'e hurried on as fast as our horses were able to travel,
having the right flank of the caravan covered by those of us
who were armed. Then we again caught sight of the Tanguts. They had halted, and did not appear to contemplate
an attack. T h u s we threaded the extremely narrow defile
without misadventure. W e rode, however, with our rifles
ready cocked and our eye? searching the rocks on the right.
O n the other side of the defile the valley widened out again.
and it was with a feeling of great relief that we debouched
into the open. Loppsen believed that the Tanguts had talten
a short cut through the mountains, intending to attack us in
another place. H e was sure they had been on their way to
Kurlyk-nor to steal horses, but had turned back in the expectation of finding richer booty in our caravan.
T h e valley finally opened out into a broad plain, and after
a march of twenty-one miles we halted at Kharasharuin-kubb,
a place in which there was plenty of good grass, and an open
fresh-water pool, fed from a spri11g. W e turned the horses
loose on the edge of a patch of reeds, and they had a good
drink at the pool. 'Then I set two of the Mohammedans,
Kurban and Ahmed, to watch that they did not wander too
far away.
'4s soon as it began to be dusk the horses were tethered
among the tents, close to the reeds. W e kept the fire over
which our supper was cooked purposely low, damped down
as much as possible, so that the flan~esshould not betray our
position more than could be helped. Loppsen was very anxious with regard to the night, for the Tanguts would easily
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be able to observe us, while keeping themselves concealed in
the grass. And Loppsen was right, for no sooner was it dark
than we heard them creeping all round the camp, uttering
unearthly howls, which I can liken to nothing better than the
howling of hyenas or the long-drawn, melancholy whine of
hungry wolves prowling through the night. I t was, however,
a favorite vuse de gglterve of the Tanguts, adopted, Loppsen
said, to find out whether their intended victims had watchdogs or not. O u r dogs gave them no roo111 for doubt, for
they barked furiously all night long, and kept dashing out
towards the pool, near which, it was evident, the Tanguts had
fastened their horses. Loppsen was unable to find words
strong enough to express his hatred of the Tanguts. They
were not, he considered, one bit better than dogs, and, like
dogs, they sneaked along, crouching close to the ground, rolling up the skirts of their pelts and carrying their guns in
their right hands.
However, we maintained a vicrilant watch, a sentry being
?
stationed at each end of the s t n n g of tethered horses who
kept up an almost constant singing and drumming upon the
saucepans. Only two men were allowed to sleep at once.
T h e others patrolled unceasingly backward and forward between the horses and the tents. Every five minutes or
so Parpi Bai would cry, "Kkabavdav?" (Are the sentries
awake?) Loppsen sat over the fire, silent, warming his
hands. But there was not much rest for any of us that night.
Every noiv and again the men stamped up and down, the
horses pawed the ground and neighed, and at regular intervals came the cries of the sentries and the banging of the
saucepans; in a word, we were regularly besieged. T h e
Tanguts' intention to attack us unawares was thus thwarted.
They did not succeed in stealing a single horse from us.
In this way we made our entry into the country of the
Khara Tanguts, with a sharp reminder that we should have
to be on the alert. T h e Tanguts are notorious robbers and
thieves, who love to plunder their more peacefully disposed
neighbors, the Mongols. When the latter g o to the temple-feasts a t the monastery of Kumbum, they always ride in
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large, well-armed companies, for their only road lies through
the country of the Tanuuts.
?
I am inclined to think it was fear rather than vigilance
which kept 1i1y men arvake. They were instructed to wake
me if the Tanguts began to shoot. Once or twice I woke
up of my own accord, and on each occasion heard their incessant cries of " Khabardar ? Khabardar ?" and in the interval\ between their challenges to one another came the weird,
melancholy howls of the Tanguts.
A t sunrise the Tanguts drew back to a respectful distance.
But no sooner did our caravan make a start than they
made a rus11 for the spot where tve had encamped the night.
T h e empty match-boxes, ends of candles, and pieces of torn
newspaper would prove to them that they had not simply
Mongols to deal with, and that would probably deter them
from further pursuit.
On November 2d Lve rode almost due east across spacious
steppes, between two mountain-chains on north and south,
and accomplished no less than twenty-six and three-quarter
miles. In several places we crossed the \\?inding tracks of
the Tanguts, and lny men believed there were several of the
robbers lurking in the entrances of the glens that pierced the
mountains. T h e ground was level and easy riding, and we
travelled at a good pace notivithstanding that the strength of
some of our horses was beginning to give out. O n three
sepal-ate occasions we saw a large troop of khulans (wild
asses), but they all fled up into the mountains. 'I'he configuration of the surface 1va5 similar to that of Northern
Tibet, in so far as it consisted of a successiol~of self-contained basins destitute of outflow, but a t this time they were
all dry. T h e first depression we came to had a small lake in
the middle, the second a long narrow lake. About midway
along the s l ~ o r eof the latter, which was called Serkeh-nor,
was an obo known as Gadser-udsur.
Lake Serkeh-nor nrai pretty nearly dry. W e only saw
water in three places, the rest of the lake bottoi~lbeing coated with a thick white layer of salt. T h e Mongols, when travelling to the sacred ternple of Kum-bum, are in the habit of
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taking bags of salt from this place, which they barter in Tenkar (Donkhur) and Si-ning-fu weight for weight for bags of
taran-guvidd,or burnt flour. In summer the lake fills with
water, but it is so shallow that were it not for the mud at the
bottom it would easily be possible to ride right across it. T h e
district around its eastern extremity, called Ortani, possessed
both grass and fresh springs. There our track joined the
routes from Dsun-sassak and Nomokhan-khoto, both notable
camping stations of the Mongols in the east of Tsaidam.
During the night, for we pitched our tents beside the springs
of Ortani, we kept as vigilant a watch as we had done the
night before. But we were not disturbed, nor did we hear an
echo of the Tanguts.
Our next stage was fifteen miles and a half to Dulan-yung.
O n the way the road deflected towards the northeast so as to
strike the valley of the Dulan-go], which was broad and
framed in by grassy hills, and traversed by a clear brook, with
a good deal of water in it. T h e mountains on the right were
crowned at fairly regular intervals with detached forests, while
their slopes were dotted with large herds of sheep. Hundreds of tame yaks ranged up and down the stream. W e
pitched our tents on its right bank in a splendid neighborhood, not far from a Tangut tent.
I resolved to let the Tanguts see that we had no fear of
them. Two men whom we met on the road clapped spurs to
their horses the moment they caught sight of us. But well
on towards evening two others, armed with long swords,
ventured at length to draw near to my tent. They were dressed in precisely the same manner as the Mongols, but did not
understand a single word of Monmolian. Loppsen, however,
P
having four times made the pilgrimage to Lhasa, was tolerably versed in their language-Tibetan-so
that through him
I was able to converse with them. Seeing that they were received in a friendly spirit, the Tanguts laid aside a good deal
of their shyness; all the same, they were not very sure what
to make of us. However, they sold us a sheep, and provided
us with milk for the evening. Our camping-ground had been
deliberately chosen on a sort of island,overgrown with bushes,
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between two arms of the stream, and commanding a view of
the whole of the valley. \;Ere had plenty of fuel. The brook
prattled vivaciously down its stony channel. I sent the horses
to a pasture-ground in the immediate vicinity in charge of
two men, mounted and armed, with strict injunctions to keep
watchful guard over them all night.

FROM T S A I D A M 7'0 P E K I N G

CHAPTER XCII
'THROUGH THE COUN'I'KY OF THE TANGUTS

AT Dulan-yung (the Warm River) we stayed over Novetnber 4th and let the worn-out night-watchmen lie and snore all
day long. Loppsen still continued to urge vigilance, warning US not to be lulled into a false sense of security by the
apparent friendliness of the Tauguts and the cheap price (a
liang, or tael, worth about 3s. r hd.) at which they had sold us
the sheep and the mill; ; he was afraid they meant to recoup
themselves by thieving. After a good deal of hesitation he
was persuaded to accompany me to the two Tangut tents
near to which we had encamped. At first he was far from
enamoured with the idea: and my Mohammedans, too, endeavored to dissuade me from going. But I failed to see
what danger there could be, for I was going quite peaceably and unarmed to throw myself upon their hospitality.
T h e two tents, both as black as the night, stood close together. W e were met just in front of them by half a dozen
ill-natured black dogs. Then a man came out and drove the
dogs away, and after inquiring what we wanted, invited us to
go inside his tent. Loppsen told h i n ~I only wanted to see
how the Tanguts lived. I accordingly stepped inside, and
took a seat beside the fire, where two women were engaged
cooking tea, with flour and butter, in a large pot. One of
the tn7o was our host's young wife. S h e looked pleasant and
sprightly, and was giving the breast to a noisy infant. All
the time I was in the hut she never took her eyes off me. T h e
other was a repulsive old woman, who had a girl of about five
by her side. Both women, as well as the man, were dressed
in exactly the same style as the Mongols, but had laid aside
their sheepskins, leaving only the left arm covered. All the
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rest of the upper part of the body, down to the waist, was bare.
T h e younger woman was well-shaped and strongly made, and
her skin was a copper-brown color. In general appearance they
bore a close resemblance to thc hlongol type-at any rate, it
seemed so to me, who saw thehe people for the first time. Indeed, I should have been ready to set them down for hlongols
had it not been for their language and the peculiar construction of their tent, both of which betrayed a different race. Immediately opposite the entrance, upon a box, was a domestic
shrine of the same character as that which I have described
among the hlongols. Our Tangut host, too, wore a gavo (case)
round his neck, containing a burkhan (imaue of Buddha).
a.
W e were invited to take tea. T h e n I notlced the different
parts of the tent and inquired their several names, and even
wrote then1 down, to the great disquietude of Loppsen, who
urged that the Tanguts miuht misinterpret what I was doing,
?
and imagine I had come with evil intentions. T h e two women laughed heartily at my desperate attempts to pronounce
the intricate Tibetan words, with their artificial accumulation
of consonants at the beginning. They could not for the life
of them take their eyes off mc. Their hair hung about their
dirty heads in a vast number of thin plaits, some of which fell
down over their shoulders and back, some in front over the
bosom. From the end of the lowest plait behind, as well as
from the ends of two others on each side of the head, there
hung three heavy gay-colored adornments, consisting of red
and blue ribbons, pieces of cloth, and glass beads of different
colors. These pendulous impediments flapped against their
backs a t every movement, and must have been extremely irksome whenever they moved their heads.
T h e tent had a four-square ground-plan, giving easily three
or four times theamount of space there is in an ordinary Mongol
or Kirghiz tent. O n the whole it resembled a low, truncated
pyramid, the sides sloping inward as they went u p ; but the
roof had the shape of a low irregular prism. A row of poles
along the middle held up the tent-cloth, which was made of a
coarse black linen, which the Tanguts weave themselves, a
chink being left along the top for the smoke to escape. T h e
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tent-cloth was kept taut by means of ropes from the four
corners and from the top of each of the sides, running over a
cleft or fork in a pole, and fastened to stakes driven into the
ground. T h e rain-water was carried away by a gutter dug
all round the tent. In the middle of the tent was the fireplace, cleverly constructed of flat stones, placed slanting one
against the other, with a hollow between for the cooking-pot;
there were also holes for the draught. T h e fuel, consisting
of animals' dung, was kept between two rows of similar
stones.
Along three of the sides stood rows of sacks, partly made
of linen, partly of skin, and containing corn, flour, fat, and
salt. These sacks also helped to shut out the draught and
prevent it coming in under the folds of the tent-walls. T h e
ragged carpets spread round the fire were littered with a
multitude of things-such
as furs, copper kettles, wooden
bowls, teapots, Chinese porcelain bowls, square flour -boxes,
bello\vs, saddles and bridles-all flung down in picturesque
confusion. Several of their belongings-for
example, the
swords-were
made by the Tanguts themselves. T h e religious objects came from Lhasa, and some of the household
articles from Si-ning-fu.
November 5th. Raw cold weather, the sky covered with
clouds, snow on the ground-quite
a rare sight since we
came down off the Tibetan plateau. In the morning ten
Tanguts came to the camp, each armed with a straight, sharp
sword, and dressed in vari-colored blue and red costumes,
with bag - caps, which gave them a certain resemblance to
soldiers. They brought us two or three cans of milk, and
wanted to sell some horses. But the price they asked was
far too high, and so we did 110 business. Without being impertinent, they examined several of my belonvings, and were
P
agreeable and talkative. My revolver insplred them with
the profoundest respect after they learned that it was charged
with six cartridges at once.
I was anxious to engage a Tangut w i d e ; but they anb
swered that one man could not go with me alone. Nor
were they satisfied to take twelve liang each for the journey
11-31
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to Si-ning-fu ; they denlanded sixteen liang (about A2 10s.).
After I at length agreed to this, they went on to say that
they had no horses. This, however, was a palpable excuse.
T h e fact was, they were suspicious of us, and were afraid to
travel in our company. Fortunately Loppsen had an intimate knowledge of tlie country, and was moreover tlie best
and most trustworthy guide I ever had.
T h e valley rose gradually towards the east, between rounded hills covered with soft soil. Half-way up, the slopes were
thickly planted with Co7zzfeva?, and occasionally the bare
rock cropped out above the girdle of forest. T h e end of
every side-valley was occupied by the black tents of the
Tanguts, standing scattered about, and wearing a forbidding
aspect-ideal
lurking-places for robbers and bandits. W e
counted twenty-five such tents, or, including those at Dulanyung, some forty in all. Had the inhabitants been so inclined, it would have been an easy matter for them to have
stopped our way and overpowered us. But we rode on unmolested, although at every tent the people came out to
stare at us.
A t last I caught sight of a curious pyramidal object standing in the middle of the valley. It was a cube supporting a
cylinder, both made of clay. Loppsen explained that it was
a sovarga,or sign to indicate that there was a temple close
by, and the next instant I caught sight of the walls of
Dulan-kitt, the first walled town since we left Kopa. It
was a place of a very few houses, but with some tents. T h e
lower parts of the houses were built of stone, the upper parts
of clay. T h e inhabitants were Banga hlongols, a sept in illrepute for thievery.
T h e temple ( L i t t ) of which Loppsen spoke was a large
square house, with a flat roof and windows. This was the
residence of the principal lama of the t~venty-fivesepts of tlie
Koko-nor Mongols-namely, Khoduktouin-gaghen, himself a
ILIongol by race, who is said to have lived in Llulan-kitt in
successive incarnations for a period of Groo years. As soon
as the lama is sixty-one years old he lies down and dies, but
imnlediately re-enters life in the person of a little child, who
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becomes his successor. There are sixty - o n e lamas of the'
same rank in Mongolia, Kum-bum, and Tibet.
After a march of sixteen miles we encamped immediately
east of Tsagan-nor (the White Lake). T h e lake was wedged,
as it were, into the mountain-side in such a way that the
granite cliffs jutted out in some places in rugged, weathered
spurs, descending steeply into the water. By that the forest
had dwindled almost entirely away. T h e last few trees were,
however, so far up the mountain-side that we could not get
at them. That evening, therefore, we had only a scanty supply of fuel.
1,oppsen came to me full of trouble. H e had lost the
pouch in which he carried his provisions, together with ten
liang (31s. 3d.) in silver, with which he had intended buying
a camel in K u m - bum. H e had had the pouch under his
head for a pillow the previous night, and no doubt it had
been stolen by one of our worthy Tangut visitors while the
men were getting the caravan ready to start. I promised
Loppsen to make good his loss if he would procure me some
temple flags in Kum-btlm. This he promised to do, and after that recovered his spirits.
November 6th. During the night ive again heard the unearthly howls from the valley and the neighborhood. I fully
made up my mind that the Tanguts intended to lie in wait
for us in the pass at the end of the valley. T h e dogs barked
madly, and the cries of our sentries echoed unceasingly
among the tents. But I was tired and slept soundly through
it all. In the morning I was told it was only three wolves,
which had crept in as far as my tent and had a brush with
the dogs.
W e continued our way towards the northeast and north
down the broad grassy valley. Water was entirely absent,
and the region was quite uninhabited, although charred wood
and ashes, marking the sites of old encampments, proved
that it was visited at least occasionally. T h e mountains
were composed of gneiss and a species of quartzite, very
greatly weathered.
In the middle of the valley we came across a very curious
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erection. A sharply pointed fragment of rock, which stood
entirely isolated, stuck up out of the ground like a colossal
tooth, and against it leaned a rectangular structure, built of
blocks of granite each 2 feet 6 inches square. 'The walls
were about the height of an average man plus half that height
again, and measured some thirty-five to forty feet in length.
T h e floor was paved wit11 slabs of stone, and the place was
roofed in with the same materials, each slab having the inevitable Tibetan formula of prayer incised upon it. T h e
~vallswere hung with tufts of wool, pieces of cloth, and fragments of bone, all marked with repetitions of the same Tibetan ideographs. Entrance to the interior was obtained
through a wide gateway. T h e weathered condition of the
stones, and the fact of the wall leaning over at an angle,
pointed to a pretty considerable age. T h e place, which was
called Ganchur, was no doubt originally a fort or watchhouse, but a t the present, time was manifestly regarded as an
obo, or religious monument, by the inhabitants of the neighborhood. From the interior there was access to a long and
lofty grotto, evidently of natural origin, for the sides were extremely rugged and worn by weathering. They were scribbled all over with Chinese letter-signs.
Khulans (wild asses) were common again in this neighborhood. W e saw one troop of a score, and a little after that
another of about eighty, which galloped over the pass in a
compact squadron. T h e valley gradually ascended over soft
grassy ground towards the pass, which bore the name of
Nokkoten - kottel (the Hollow Pass). T h e summit was
crowned by a small plain obo, erected to the deities of the
southern Koko - nor mountains. From the top of the pass
we looked towards the northwest, down into the broad open
valley of the Bukhain-gol, shut in on the north by a range of
low hills. T h e view was very extensive, and the country
equally as open as the region of the lake-basins we travelled
through in Northern Tibet.
O n the other side of the pass we descended the glen of the
Nokkoten-gol, a brook almost dry, and after a march of nearly
sixteen miles pitched our tents beside it. T h e only fuel we
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could get was the dung of the wild ass ; on the other hand,
there was plenty of good herbage. A t that place we met a
caravan of fifty Tanguts from the valley of Dulan. 'They
were greatly surprised to see us, but tnanifested no sign of
hostility. They were all on horseback, and had with them a
number of yaks loaded with sacks and other baggage. They
said they had been to Ten-kar to buy flour and other necessaries for the winter.
November 7th. During the night the Tanguts prowled
round our camp again, but were unsuccessful in stealing any
of our h x s e s , and in the morning they left before tve did.
All day we travelled nearly due east for a distance of twenty
miles. One stream we came to, the Kundelung, although
but small, nevertheless occasioned us considerable difficulty
to get across it. Islam Akhun from Keriya, who rode one
of the pack-horses, was the first to try the soft, slushy ice.
But the water was so deep that the horse was nearly drowned,
and its rider got a cold bath, while the packages which the
animal carried were splashed all over wit11 water. Parpi Bai
niade an attempt a little higher up, but with the same result.
A t length Loppsen discovered a place where the stream was
relatively shallow, and the ice could be broken up with axes.
'The soft level ground was very much cut up by the holes
and runs of voles, and n7e had to keep a sharp looltout to
guard against the horses cornins down. Upon emerging
from the glen we turned doivn beside the Uukhain-$01, and
rode through a series of thicltets anL) underwoods. T h e
stream was broad and deep, and its bed littered with gravel.
In some places it flowed in one channel; there the water
was open. I11 other places it was divided into several arms;
these were frozen. T h e terraces on both sides of the stream
were not less than sixteen feet high. For the space of fully
forty minutes we rode across a piece of ground on \vhich,
according to Loppsen, some 20,000 Dungan rebels, fleeing
from Si - ning - fu, had encamped eight months previously.
Signs of their encampmeut were abundant, for the grass was
still trampled down and scorched by their innun~erable
camp-fires. T h e skulls and leg-bones of sheep which they
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had stolen from the Tanguts, besides rags of felt, poles, and
such like things, lay scattered about all over the ground.
Wherever they went the Dunaans devastated the country
9
like a swarm of locusts. In which direction they had turned
their steps Loppsen did not know. They had, at any rate,
not gone to Tsaidam. I n all probability they had marched
up into the mountainous country of the upper Rukhain-gol.
All day long we nlet not a soul, saw not a single hut or a
single flock. T h e land was solitary, silent. Khulans, wolves,
and foxes roamed over it unhindered, without fear. W e saw
no ~ i l yaks,
d
although they were said to exist along the upper parts of the Uukhain-gol. I n fact, it is from that circumstance the river derives its name of Bukhain-gol, meaning
Yak River.

C H A P T E R XCIII
KOKO - NOR

NOVEMBER
8 ~ 1 1 .Winter had come, laying its icy hand upon
the country. T h e night echoed with the melancholy howling of the wolves, for it was snowing; but as soon as the sun
rose, the snow melted rapidly away. Hardly had we quitted
our camping station when a troop of wolves, in utter contempt of our dogs, sneaked into it to see if we had left anything worth picking up. A s for the dogs, they had the good
sense not to approach too near to the intruders.
Our next step was to cross the Yak River, an undertaking
which proved easier than I anticipated. T h e stream was
2 5 0 feet wide, and had a volume of 600 cubic feet in the sccond. Beautifully clear and bright, and gliding along without
a sound, like a river of oil, the current travelled at the rate
of three feet in the second. Beyond the principal stream
came six other arms, but they contained nothing except
frozen pools and fragments of ice. Beyond these again
there was yet another arm, with a volume of 140 cubic feet in
the second. Its water was muddy ; in all probability it
drained off the earthy slopes of the hills to the north.
Meanwhile we had travelled away from the southern
K o k o - nor range, or rather it had fallen away to the eastsoutheast, skirting closely the southern shore of the Koko-nor.
W e caught occasional glimpses of the black tents of the
Tanguts, and once or twice saw mounted Tangufs and
their flocks of sheep. F a r off in the east the horizon was
marked by a straight, dark-blue line; it was the large lake
of Koko-nor. We encamped in a place known as Hadehsachi after doing nearly twenty-one miles. T h e evening was
still and bright, the stars glittered brilliantly, and in the hol-
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lows of the mountains around we saw the pale red gleams
from the camp-fires of the Tanguts.
November 9th. Soon after starting one of our horses
gave up, and, as several of the rest showed signs of exhaustion, we only travelled a short stage. T h e farther we advanced to the east - northeast the more distinct grew the
Koko-nor. T h e steppe sloped gently towards the shore of
the lake. T h e northern Koko-nor range, \vhicli had an occasional peak capped with sno\v, was the only mountainchain visible; it lay to the northeast and east - northeast.
?'he Along01 name for this range is simply Tsun - ula (the
Northern mountains).
A t length we heard the waves beating against the shore,
and immediately after~vards reached the lalte itself, and
steered our course beside it. Near the beach tlie water was
not quite clear; this was no doubt owing to the action of the
waves. I t was also much less salt than the water of the
North 'Tibetan laltes. But the delta of the Bukhain-go1 was
at no great distance, arid no doubt that river tended to keep
the ivater fresh. There was no ice on the surface, and,
though the temperature of the air was 35.4' Fahr. (1.9" C.),
the temperature of the water was 44O 17ahr. (6.7' C.).
W e travelled along a rampart of gravel (clay-slate), which
the waves had built up along the shore, until we came to the
brook Bagha-ulan, where we encamped, and whence I got a
truly magnificent view. Right away to the hu~izonstretched
the lake like tlie bouildless sea, its waters a deep blue, changing to areen. T o right, to left, in the far-off distance, the
P
mountain-chains grew lower and fainter, until they at last faded
away into a veil of haze. Their two nearer extremities did
not, however, touch; a wide gap remaincd open in the southeast. It was glorious to breathe the '' sea-breeze" that blew
off the lake-glorious, refreshing, inspiring !
A t last, then, we had reached the Blue Lake, the Tsongombo
of the Tanguts, the Kolto-nor (Koko-nur) of tlle Mongols, the
Tsing-hai of the Chinese. For three days more n7e skirted
its shores, which were situated at an altitude of 9975 feet
above the level of the sea.

KOKO-NOR
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Loppsen told me the following legend in explanation of
the origin of the lake : In the gray, far-off days of old, a great
lama dug a vast hole in the ground. Then he took a white
root and a black root of some plant, and, holding them over
the chasm, cut the black root into two halves, out of which
the water gushed forth in streams until it filled the lake. If
he had cut the white root, the hole would have been filled
with milk. I t was fortunate he cut the root out of which the
water flowed, for otherwise the people who lived in those
parts would not have been able to keep sheep, and so would
have had nothing to do. After that the lama went up into
a high mountain close by, and broke ou tof it an enormous
piece of rock and cast it into the middle of the lake, and that
was how the island was made.
November 10th. A t the camp we lost another horse.
On the whole, the Mongolian horses were, after all, only
moderate animals ; still they were very cheap. ICIost of them,
at the end of the first month's travel, were galled on the
back. T h e Tanguts, who seldom use their horses for anything except riding, take better care of them ; but they also
ask a higher price-for
example, twenty liang or taels (A3
2s. 6d.) for a good average animal. It might have been expected that the Mongols, who are more dependent upon the
breeding of horses than their Tangut neighbors, would produce a better race of animals, but such did not appear to be
the case. As a beast of burden the Tanguts employ the yak
instead of the horse. T h e horses we brought fro111 Khotan
stood the fatigues of travel very much better than those we
bought frorn the Mongols at Yikeh-tsohan-go]. It is true
they were better kept, for the Mongol horses were dependent
entirely upon such grass as they picked up by the way,
whereas in Northern Tibet we fed our horses to a great
extent upon corn (maize).
W e still continued to travel due east at about a mile
or a mile and a half from the lake shore, which glittered
a dazzling, bright line on the south. All day we had
the rocky island in view, rising above the surface of the
water like a dromedary's back, and thrown up in dark
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relief against the scarce perceptible mountains on the
south.
To-day we travelled through a less lonely region, for we
passed several herds of horned cattle guarded by women,
children, and shepherds, the last invariably armed with a gun
or a sword. All the mounted men we met carried a black
gun, with its tall fantastic fork, across their slioulder, as well
as a sword stuck through their belt and turned l~orizontally
across the front of the body. Their sheepskins were drawn
up high through their belts so as to hang over them at the
sides. T h e y also wore top-boots with turned-up toes, and
close-fitting caps.
After a march of thirteen and a half miles we made our
camp beside the brook of Yikeh-ulan, which contained a
good deal of water. Curiously enough, most of the geographical rlaines in the locality were Mongolian, and they
were even used by the Tanguts-for
instance, Bagha-ulan
and Yikeh - ulan, or the Small and the Large Iied (Tract)
respectively, an allusion to the reddish tinge of the soil.
Immediately above our camp were ten Tangut tents, and
we were told there were twenty more in a recess of the
mountains on the north. Some of their inhabitants came to
visit us, all wearing in their belts naked swords brought from
Lliasa. They sold us some mill<, a sheep, and a horse; but
Loppsen was anxious they should not see too much money
all at once, for he persisted in declaring they were all thieves
and scoundrels, and that it was simply the fear of our weapons
which prevented them from attacking us. 'The Tanguts used
to ask Loppsen, who was my interpreter, whether mv packing-cases contained soldiers, and he al~vays'replied with stolid
gravity, " Yes, the large boxes contain two soldiers and the
small ones each one, as well as a number of guns." RZy tentstove, wit11 its strange funnel, they took for a cannon. IVhen
they inquired why we lighted a fire in it at night, Loppsen
told them it was to keep it ready for action. If danger
threatened, all we should have to do would be to fling in the
powder and balls, and it n.ould at once spit out a murderous
rain o f bullct5.

T h e Tanguts said it was nine months since the Dungans
went past Yikeh-ulan, and they stole 400 of their sheep, besides 140 horses, cattle, and yaks.
'They expected the lake and streams would become frostboundfor the winter in about ten or fifteen days, and told me
they usually remained frozen three months or so, but that the
time varied a good deal according to the severity of the winter. T h e ice on the lake was, however, very untrustworthy,
for on bright, windy days numbers of cracks, " lanes," and
holes were wont to be formed in it, and they remained open
until calm weather set in again. All the same, they said the
ice was as thick as a man's arm was long.
O n the rocky island in the middle of the lake there was a
temple, frequented by pilgrims. But when the ice splits and
cracks, the "lanes" or openings prevent the pilgrims from
crossing on horseback. They are, therefore, obliged to walk
across, and drag provisioos and fuel for three days behind
them on sledges temporarily constructed out of the two wooden ribs which constitute the frame of their pack-saddles. It
frequently happens that, when half-way across, they encounter
gaps in the ice which they are unable to get over, and so are
forced to turn back. Sometimes, too, they are imprisoned on
the island by a thaw, and have to wait until the frost sets in
again. But they never go so late in the season as to risk being detained on the island until the follo\ving winter. T h e
lamas who live on the island lead a terribly solitary existence,
and are exclusively dependent for food and other necessaries
upon the offerings which the pilgrims carry to them. My
Mohammedans thought that the lamas had a fine time of it,
for they were inaccessible. All round the shores of the Blue
Lake there was no such thing as a boat to be seen.
T h e level of the lake is said to vary greatly in different
periods. When the lake rises high it is looked upon as premonitory of an unlucky year; when it sinks it portends nothing but prosperity. This year the lake rose exceptionally
high. No wonder, then, the Dungans came and inflicted
such great losses upon the Tanguts. But if the Dungans
had not come, the flocks would have been visited by the
11.-32
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plague, the 'Tanguts themselves by sickness, and there would
have been a scanty supply of pasture. T h e lake, I was told,
is always higher in summer than in winter. Although the
actual rise and fall of the water are not very considerable, the
different levels are very plainly discernible on the shore,
owing to the fact that it shelves down so gradually. 'The
year of my visit (1896) the shore-line mas said to extend one
and a half to two miles farther to the north than usual. It
was, no doubt, this circumstance which led that noble and
incomparable man, Father Huc, to believe that Kolio-nor
was subject to ebb and flow. In this connection he says:
'This vast sheet of water really deserves to be called a sea
rather than a lake, for, apart f r o n ~its great extent, its waters
are as bitter salt as the waters of the ocean, and like them,
they ebb and flow."
A t the west end of the lake we passed, a t a little distance,
the obo of the Koko-noruin. There was also an obo on the
east shore, erected in honor of the deities of the lake, called
Tsagan-yempin, or Kusha-chulun. It is visited once a year
by the chiefs of all the tribes in the vicinity. A t other spots
along the shore there were several smaller obos. In one
place we passed we observed a curious affair, consisting of
branches and twigs stuck into the ground, and hung all over
with pieces of pelts, tufts of \vool, rope-ends, and such like
choice treasures. In another place there was a cylindrical
stone, in which it was customary to make fires. These two
obos possessed the virtue of curing sickness, provided some
one interceded for the sick person by reciting in front of
them with sufficient industry the all-efficacious " O n maneh
padnleh hum !"
T h e Koko-nor Tanguts generally spend the winter on the
steppes around the lake, the proximity of which tends of
course to modify the extreme cold; but in sumnler they go up
into the mountains that lie to the north. T h e principal chief
among the 'Tanguts was the Gangtse Lama, who acted as intermediary between the governor of Si-ning-fu and the nomads, and was accordingly invested with the hudi, or prerogative of executing justice. When thieves and other crimi-

nals are caught, they are carried to Si-ning-fu, and there examined, with the result that they not seldom lose their heads.
In the more important cases the Gangtse Lama writes in
Tibetan to Si - ning - fu or settles the affair himself. T h e
Chinese are, it is true, the masters of the country, but their
administration of it leaves very much to be desired. Neither
there nor in Tsaidam are there any Chinese officials. I n that
respect both regions are very differently situated from East
Turkestan, tvhere the Chinese have thoroughly established
themselves and organized an excellent system of administration.
T h e Mongols call their thievish neighbors Khara Tanguts,
or Black Tanguts, a name suggested in all probability by
their intensely black tents, or by their dark skin and hair,
and not, as Loppsen would make me believe, because khava
was synonymous with nzo, i.e., " villanous " or "bad."
T h e constant feeling of insecurity which accompanied us
made us feel as though me were on the war-path, and any
moment might expect an attack. I t was a good thing for us
that we had moonlight nights, so that our sentries could see
well about them. Every night the dogs barked furiously,
though generally it was only at the big grayish-yellow wolves
which prowled round our tents.
T h e Yikeh-ulan-go1 issaid to increase so much in the summer that it cannot be forded. Rut now, during the silence of
the night, I could hear its crystal clear water echoing melodiously among the stones, while far above our heads the
beacons of the sky glittered with a vivid brilliance like electric
lamps.

C H A P T E R XCIV
F R O M ICOKO-NOK
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AFTERlosing our fourth horse I bought a mule, and on
November I 2th continued our journey towards the east. Soon
after starting we crossed two frozen marshes, in which reeds,
with their tops broken off, pierced through the gleaming
sheets of ice, and the ice when struck by the horses' hoofs
flew to pieces with a sharp, snapping sound. T h e track
turned towards the east-southeast, and at the same time
diverued from the lake shore. ?'he lake, with the dazzling
9
sunshine falling straight upon it, glittered in the south like a
brightly polished sword-blade. Small troops of antelopes
were grazing on the steppes ; and in a ravine near by we saw
half a dozen wolves lying in wait for them. But the antelopes
were on the alert. T h e leader of the troop kept glancing
keenly about him, and as soon as they scented danger off
they went with a swiftness that was fairly astounding. They
cleared the ground in long, rapid leaps, and so lightly that
they hardly seemed to touch the earth.
W e gradually approached the northern mountains, in
which merely a summit here and there was capped with snow.
In the southeast, however, there was a prominent snow-covered
mountain-knot, and between the two, the northern Koko-nor
range and the mountain-knot, was an indentation, which I
was told was the pass of Khara-kottel. T h e southern Kokonor range was dimly visible obliquely across the lake. But
when we looked along the lake from end to end we could no
longer see the mountain on the opposite shore.
After crossing the Harguin-gol, a stream of little account,
we came to the more important Hallun-ussun, which was two
feet deep. It was covered with soft, brashy ice, and on that
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account was not easy to cross. Here again two or three
of the men got wet throuuh while trying to find a ford, and
b
afterwards had to dry their clothes at the camp-fire. T h e
tribe of Hargeh-vasu Mongols dwelt beside the lake, not far
from that spot. In the beginning of the year they had offered
resistance to the Dungans, in retaliation for which the latter
seized and beheaded their chief, an old man of ninety.
November 13th. Another twenty miles knocked off the
distance from Peking; but there still remained a good
thousand miles to travel. T h e night was cold, theminimum
temperature dropping to --1.1" Fahr. (-18.4' C.). It was
anything but pleasant to get out of bed at sunrise, and wash
and dress with the thermometer at 5" Fahi-. (- 15" C.). O u r
clothes were icy cold, and we did not get warm until we got
our coffee down. W e ascended the valley of the Ghansega,
between mountains of moderate elevation. Everywhere there
was an abundance of grass, and at intervals tents, flocks of
sheep, and the sites of former encampments. W e saw and
chased two foxes, and one of them through tlie cleverness of
the dogs was taken alive.
Khara-kottel (the Black Pass) was quite easy to cross over,
even for our tired horses. O n the other side we entered a
broad valley, which sloped gradually to Uayin-hoshun, where
we halted beside a brook. T h e road was now much more
plainly indicated, having picked up several side-paths as it
came along. T h e thousands upon thousands of horses and
other caravan animals had trampled it into a rather deep furrow. W e met a great Tangut chief, wearing a red cloak with
a white border, and attended by a troop of mounted men.
He told me there was a solitary " Russian " ;Ovuss) lacly in
Ten-kar (Donkhur), and two or three Russians in Si-ningfu. I at once suspected they were English missionaries, for
in the interior of Asia all Europeans without distinction are
called Russians. Later on we met five mounted men, leading some unsaddled horses. Loppsen, of course, swore that
they were horse-thieves. After that again we met a caravan
of sixty yaks, laden with all kinds of sacks and bags, and attended by six men on horseback, two of whom were Chinese.
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They were merchants from Si-ning-fu, carrying corn and flour
to sell to the Tanguts of Koko-nor.
November 14th. W e followed the brook beside which we
had encamped, and which was called the Tsunkuk-gol, for
fifteen and a half miles. After being joined by several tributaries, it swelled into a stream of some magnitude, and, flowing past Ten-kar and Si-ning-fu, entered the Hwang-ho (Yellow River), immediately above Lan-chow (Lan - chau). As
this stream rose on the east side of the pass of Khara-kottel,
we had now definitely left the internal drainage regions of
Central Asia, and once more come into contact with rivers
which issued into the great oceans. T h e tvaters of the
Tsunkuk-go1 were on their way to the Pacific. W e were
therefore no longer shut up in the heart of the continent; but
after a period of three years we were once again in a Peripheral region. What an indescribable feeling of relief!
T h e valley contracted towards the southeast, where the
stream had cleft a deep gorge through the mountains. T h e
mountains on the north were ramifications of the Nan-shan
range. Just where the valley began to narrow there stood,
by the side of the road, an animal hewn out of the granite
and resting on a pediment. T h e place, which rejoiced in the
name of Bar-khoto (Tiger Totvn), was said to mark the site
of a former Chinese town.
A short distance farther on we met an enormous caravan
of Llsun-sassak Mongols, who had been ten days in Ten-kar,
laying in their winter supplies; they were now returning
home by the same route we hnd come. I t tvas evident that
the late autumn was judged the most suitable season in which
to make such a long journey, in summer the road is often
stopped by the Bukhain-gol, the Yikeh-ulan-gol, and other
rivers. W e counted close upon three hundred riders, most of
them men, many armed with guns and all with swords; but
there were also numerous women in the train, wearing
picturesque dresses of dark blue and red, as well as halfgrown c!iiidren. T h e caravan embraced at least a thousand
horses and some three hundred camels, and they were laden
with such commodities as flour, macaroni, clothes, utensils,
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boots, and so forth. T h e caravan animals marched in closely
packed troops of ten abreast, so as not to be too widely spread
out in case of an attack. On each flank, and evenly distributed along the whole line, rode the escort of at least 1 5 0
guns, eloquent testimony to the extreme insecurity of the
roads in the country of the 'l'anguts. Each troop as it came
along raised a light cloud of d u s t ; the ground echoed with
a dull rumbling noise as it was beaten by the multitude of
hoofs. T h e whole made a picture full of life and color. A s
one after the other the Mongols caught sight of me, there
arose reiterated cries of " O~zdss!O~uss!"
(Russian ! Russian !)
Such an enormous caravan must, however, play havoc
with the pastures all along the road; especially as they make
excessively short marches and travel very slowly, their pace
being regulated by the pace at which the camels travel. O n e
?
other thlng struck me, namely, the ridiculously light burdens
with which they loaded their animals. T h e horses carried
only two small packages each, equalling in weight about onethird of the burden that would be borne by a moderately
laden horse. And not only do the Mongols eat up the grass
of the Tanguts while travelling through their country ; they
at the same time spare their own pastures at horne.
T h e stream coursed down its valley through a series of
abrupt windings, and as it advanced the slopes grew steeper,
a fact evidenced by the increasing number of rapids and cascades. In one place the current pressed close in against the
granite cliffs of the right bank, boiling and hissing with a
thunderous roar. There the road was carried across the
stream on a sort of threshold or ridge of rock immediately
above the foaming rapids. In summer the river is too powerful to permit of a crossing; hence travellers follow a path
up above on the cliffs. W e had again entered a region inhabited by h2ongols, but they used the same kind of black
tents as the Tanguts. T h a t evening we pitched our tents in
a n expansion of the valley, at a place called Murgutsuk, not
far from the temple of Shinneli-kitt.
November 15th. T h e wide but stony road ran along the
left bank of the river. By this we had descended a long way
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below the level of the Koko-nor. We passed various features
of interest. For instance, the little secondary pass of Hadda~ ~ l a(the
n Red Hills), from the top of which we obtained a
splendid view of the entire valley, including no less than seventeen obos, planted on every commanding eminence. Then
came Tsagan-tokko, a village wit11 clay houses, surrounded
by walls of clay, and inhabited for the most part by Chinese.
A t the temple of Urattsing-kitt the river was spanned by a
rickety wooden bridge, the first we had seen for many a day.
T h e villages came more frequently, and were shaded by poplars and birches, larches and spruces, through the branches of
which the wind murmured in strangely familiar tones. T h e
traffic, too, was more lively. W e met numbers of horsemenChinese, Mongols, Tanguts-and small caravans of donkeys,
carrying country produce into the towns. W e also saw occasionally two-wheeled carts drawn by mules. T h e slopes of
the mountains were full of cattle and yaks grazing, and almost every projecting crag was crowned by a ternple or lonely
obo. Everything indicated that we were approaching a large
town. Shortly after mid-day the houses began to stand closer
together, and the road assumed something of the appearance
of a street. O n we rode between the buildings, nor was it
long before we saw ahead of us the stone gateway of Tenkar.
We rode on into the town, along the main street, which
was lined with houses having picturesque f a p d e s . What a
bustling, noisy throng ! Unaccustomed as we were to such
an animated spectacle, we were \veil-nigh deafened by the din.
Earlier in the day I had sent Parpi Bai on in advance to take
nly pass to the governor of the town. That dignitary now
met us a t the gate, bringing a letter from the " Russian lady,"
with a hearty invitation to share her hospitality. I felt it was
rather presumptuous to quarter myself altogether upon a solitary lady. Nevertheless I decided-perhaps it was curiosity
drove me-at any rate to g o and pay her a visit. When I
reached the house indicated-a good Chinese house with an
oblong court-yard-I was met by a bareheaded young lady
wearing spectacles and dressed after the Chinese manner.
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S h e asked me, in a very friendly tone, " Do you speak English ?" I told her, " Yes, I thought so " ; and very soon our
tongues were going at express speed. S h e introduced herself
as Mrs. Reinhard, an American doctor of medicine. H e r
husband was the Dutch missionary, Mr. Reinhard, who fully
a month earlier had started for Peking with Captain Wellby, who was on his way home from his journey across Tibet.
Mrs. Reinhard was the personification of hospitality and
amiability. It was quite a pleasure to talk to somebody
whose interests ranged beyond grass and pastures, dangerous
passes, wild yaks, cattle, and sheep. Her husband's courage in
venturing to leave her behind alone among the rabble of Tenkar truly astonished me. Rut there was not so much danger,
perhaps, after all ; for through her medical knowledge and
skill Mrs. Reinhard had won several friends among the native
population.
I stayed two days in Ten-kar so as to give the horses a
thorough good rest. I paid a visit to the governor of the
town, looked over the town itself, and had the rare fortune to
make the acquaintance of the ambassador, whom every third
year the Dalai Lama sends from Lhasa to the Emperor of
China, carrying presents, the only tribute the Tibetans pay
to the lord of the Celestial Empire. T h e presents generally consist of different kinds of cloth, burkhans (images of
Buddha), weapons, dried fruits, objects possessing a religious
significance, sandal - wood, and so forth, to the aggregate
value of 5000 liang (about £780). T h e principal lama in
the covtige, Garbuin Losang Ghindun, told me that the embassy embraced no fewer than three hundred mounted men,
and that the presents for the Emperor were carried by the
same number of camels. I t takes them three months to
travel from Lhasa to Ten-kar; there they make a stay of an
entire year, and after that resume the journey to Peking,
which they accomplish in two months. In Peking they stay
three months, and rest again four nlonths at Ten-kar on their
way home. Garbuin took me to his house and showed me
the Imperial presents ; and even sold me some of the cloth,
idols, silver vessels, and so forth, so that this time the Em-
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peror would not get all that was intended for him. LVl~ile
the bargaining was in progress we drank tea brought from
Lhasa near a temporarily arranged temple, that was illuminated by flickering oil-lamps, and in front of which two men
intoned prayers and beat gongs.
A t Ten-kar I seized the opportunity to replenish our provision-chests, and during the next few days lived a good deal

C U P , I'IIAYER-I)RUhI, r l S D PI<AVI<I<-\YIIEELS
Which I bought from t h e Dal.~iLama's A~nbassadorin Tcn-kar

upon eggs. T h e governor did not take the trouble to repay
my visit ; whereupon I let his interpreter understand that his
master had thereby failed to observe the rules of both Chinese
and European courtesy.
My hostess gave me several particulars of the revolt of the
Dungans. S h e said the rebels invested the town of Ten-kar
in the summer of 1895, and that the Chinese themselves provoked them to do so. W h e n the insurrection broke out in
the neighborhood of Si-ning-fu, the Chinese in Ten-kar at
once began active preparations for strife by casting cannon,

forging swol-d-blades,and preparing various other equipments
of war. Perceiving this, the Huy-huy, as the Mohammedan
Chinese, or Dungans, were called, concluded that these preparations were directed against themselves. They, too, revolted, and cvithdrew to To-ba, a strongly fortified place on the
way to Si-ning-fu. There, however, after an obstinate resistance extending over several months, during which they subsisted upon the half-starved animals they had in the town,
they were in the end so hardly presscd by the Chinese that
they were compelled to capitulate. The terms upon which
they were willing to yield-namely, that they should be free
to go whither they chose-were
tied to an arrow and shot
over the wall into the Chinese camp. T h e Chinese agreed
to the conditions; but demanded that the inhabitants of the
place should lay down their arms. Yet no sooner did the
latter aet clear of the town than they were surrounded by
?
the Chinese, and most of them beheaded. T h e remnant escaped into the mountains. T h e number of Dullgans who
thus laid down their artns was stated to have been 18,000
men.
These occurrences inspired the Dungans who still remained
in Ten-kar with a sense of their insecurity. They sent a deputation to the governor with assurances of their fidelity,
and pledges that they would in no way countenance or assist
their revolted co-religionists. Just a t this time, when the
feelings of both parties were highly strung, a Chinalnan beat
his wife, who was a Dungan. Thereupon in her exasperation
the wornan exclaimed that on such and such a day the Llungans would come and kill all the Chinese in Ten-kar. T h e
husband went and reported the matter to the authorities ; and
the consequence was that every Dungan within the town,
man, woman, and child, was massacred, till the streets ran
with blood.

CH'APTEK XCV
'THE TEhII'LE 01.' TEN 'THOUSAND IMAGES

I SAID adieu to Mrs. Reinhard, and made a short journey to
To-ba, the place mentioned in the end of the previous chapter.
T h e road still continued to follow the course of the river
Tsunkuk-gol. A t first, after leaving Ten-kar, the valley was
narrow, and the slopes so steep that the cliffs which overhung the stream echoed continuously with the splashing of
the cataracts. In several places indeed the valley was so contracted that it would be quite easy to block it. It is not,
therefore, difficult to understand how it was the Dungan
forces were unable to approach ivithin twenty li (six miles) of
Ten-kar. Several small villages were perched picturesquely
on the cliffs and elbows of rock which jutted out into the
loops of the river's windings. Nearly every one of them was
protected with walls and towers, their loop-holes commanding
the valley on both sides. Long strings of camels, with tinkling bells, moved sedately on toizlards 'Ten-kar, in which
town the Chinese meet the Mongols and Tanguts, and carry
on a lively traffic with them by barter.
Every village beside the road had been completely devastated during the recent war, and presented a melancholy
appearance.
A man of whom we inquired ~ I ITo-ba assured us there
was not a single dezg(rcst-house, or inn) left in the town. W e
therefore encamped in a field outside. T h e place was indeed
simply a heap of ruins. Entire streets were choked with
wreckage and dkbris. In a few places, however, but a t wide
intervals apart, the Chinese had run up a new house or bath.
T h e high rectangular wall of the fortress was riddled with
cannon-balls, and from the top fluttered Chinese flags bearing
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inscriptions, probably some grandiloquent paean of triumph
over the capture of the fort. T h e courage and warlike skill
of the Ilungans was not to be despised, seeing that, though
arnied \vith 1 7 0 better tveapons than lances and swords, they
had yet been able to defy the over~vlielrningforces of tlie
Chinese for such a long period. They were no doubt greatly
favored by the natural strength of the position, wl~ichwas
half encircled by precipitous n~ountainsand protected further
by the river, for they took care to destroy the bridge in time.
T h e walls of the fortress enclosed a handsome Chi~iese
temple, Li-bell-ya, consisting of several small detached edifices, each with the characteristic sagging roof, turned up at
the eaves, and ornamented at each corner with a dragon's
head and other adornments. T h e most imposing was, ho\vever, a pagoda-like tower of four stories. All the buildings
were faced with green tiles of a tasteful pattern. Heaps of
broken bricli-s and fragments of porcelain showed that the
Dunvans had done their best to destroy the temple. But
t:
even in its damaged condition it presented a remarkably fine
appearance, as it rose proudly above the ruins of To-ba, its
enamelled placlues glittering in the rays of the setting sun.
Within the temple precincts were several Chinese, loading
the bricks on the backs of donkeys, to carry them away to
make new houses of.
,.
I he next day I divided my caravan, sending Parpi Bai in
charge of tlie horses and baggage direct to Si-ning-fu, while,
with Islam Bai, Loppsen, another Mongol, and four camels,
I made a circuit to Lusar (Lultsor). Parpi Bai therefore
co~lti~lued
to follow the valley of the Tsunkuk-gol, while
we turned to the south, along a broad valley that gradually
sloped upward. Immediately after entering it we crossed
its stream, which was divided into five arms, and carried a
volume of about 880 cubic feet in the second. Then for a
short distance the road was simply a deep trench cut through
the loess hills, until we came to a side-valley, whence issued
a tributary of the main stream that brought down 2 10 cubic
feet of water in the second. W e passed several villages with
cultivated fields, the principal being Yuan-sail and Ban-sa.
II.-33
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T h e fall of the stream rendered it well suited for milling.
A canal was led off from the river to the edge of a ravine or
hollow in the ground. Thence the water was conducted in a
wooden conduit to a position from which i t could fall six or
seven feet directly upon the float-board of a horizontal wheel,
the axle of which projected vertically upward and supported
the millstones. There were several mills of this description
along the banks. W e could hear the noise of the falling
water and the groaning of the mills long before we reached
them.
T h e valley curved round to the northeast. Hence, leaving
the stream on our right, we ascended a road carved out of the
softly contoured mountain-side, often at a great height above
the valley. T h e town of Lusar clustered on the side of a hill,
the buildinas rising tier above tier like the rows of benches
9
in an amphitheatre. A t first we had the houses on our left
hand only; but farther on they became visible on our right,
or rather their roofs did, for they were several feet below the
level of the road. A t length we reached a triangular marketplace, on one side of which was the rest-house, or inn. There
I established myself in a small hut on the roof, to which my
baggage was hoisted up by means of ropes. Underneath our
feet lay the lanes and court-yards of the town, and on the hills
t o the southeast gleamed the white walls of the renowned
temple complex of Kum-bum, or the temple of the Ten Thousand Images, so called from the number of idols it contains.
Noveinber 20th. In the morning I and Loppsen paid a
visit to the temples. W e went on foot; to have ridden along
the sacred pathways would have been to expose ourselves to
insult or even to stoning. T h e brook of Lusar flowed towards
the east-northeast, that of Kum-bum towards the north, and
joined the former at the town of Lusar. Both streams flowed
in deep trenches among softly rounded, steep-sided hills, on
which the vast complex of the temple buildings was ranged
in gradually ascending terraces. T h e path led up the left
side of the Kum-bum brook to a gateway, which was topped
by a sovuraa, or sphere, surmounted by a pyramid tapering to
?
a sharp point, and with a stone lion a t each corner. Under
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the gateway sat a number of Chinese petty hucksters behind
their small movable stalls, covered wit11 rosaries, gauze kerchiefs, brass bowls, and other articles that play a part in their
religious worship, as well as secular objects like pipes, knives,
dried fruits, etc., all intended to tempt money out of the
pockets of the pilgrims.
W e climbed up several steep hills and stone steps to the
house of the prior, the " Living Buddha." H e was a man of
about thirty years of age, with his hair cropped close, but
without beard, and dressed in a costume of dark-brown cloth,
made without sleeves, so as to leave his arms bare. T h e walls
of the room in which he received us were adorned with innumerable idols, standing in carved and painted cabinets, and
with temple flags and pennons representing various Tibetan
deities. T h e holy man sat on a divan or bench against one
of the walls, telling his bends and gabbling through the eternal " Orz maneh padmeh hliurn." Loppsen took off his cap
and flung himself prone on the ground at his feet. T h e holy
being graciously extended his hands and blessed his worshipper. Then he had tea brought in for us, and inquired about
my journey, and accorded me permission to look over the
temple, but warned me that I should not be allowed to make
any sketches.
Accordingly we left his holiness, the Living Buddha, and
went the round of the temple. T h e heart of the monasteryor rather monkish city -consisted
of a labyrinth of sacred
buildings, surrounding square or irregularly shaped courtyards. T h e principal edifice was the temple of Sirkang, with
a steep sagging roof, projecting and upcurving corners, and
walls cased with glittering plates of gold. Immediately in
front of the entrance, and protected by a wooden fence, stood
a now leafless tree with five stems. This was said every
spring to put forth leaves upon which the holy words " O n
maneh padmeh hum " grow7 of themselves. T h e leaves al-e
sold to pilgrims. A t the time of my visit there was unfortunately not one left. Father H u c states that it is from these
inscribed leaves that the temple derives its name.
T h e tree I saw can hardly have been the same tree that travel-
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ler described: it seemed to me not to be old enough, and was
grou~ingin a different place from the tree Father H u c saw.
As regards the inscribed signs or letters Father H u c writes:
" \Ve examined the leaves with very careful and exact attention, and were in the highest degree surprised and amazed to
perceive that each separate leaf did bear the Tibetan letters
of prayer, and extremely well formed, too. T h e letters are
always green, sometimes darker, sometimes lighter than the
leaf itself. . . . It appeared to us as though the letters belonged to the leaf as essentially as its fibres. . . . W e took
all the pains we could to discover any deceit that might be
r.
practised, but without success. I he occurrence was every
way perfectly natural." Father H u c is a credible writer; in
this case he seems to have been credulous. I myself did not
see a specimen of this marvellous nature-writing. When I
asked Loppsen if he could account for the lettering on the
leaves, he replied that the 1a.mas themselves printed them.
Loppsen was a shrewd fellow.
Along the faqade of the temple ran a veranda, its roof
supported by six ~voodenpillars, all sculpturcd ancl painted
in a way calculated to catch the eye. Some of the planks of
the flooring were hollowed into narrow grooves, deep and
long. These owed their origin to the \vorshipping Tanguts
and lamas. When they thro~zrthemselves prone upon the
ground in the act of worship, they let both hands slide along
the floor in front of them, till they lie at full length, their
forehead touching the ground. After lying in that position
for a rr~omcnt or so, they sit up on their knees, bring their
folded arms to their forchcad and breast, mumble their prayers, ancl again pro.strate tl~emselves,wit11 their arms stretched
out in front of them. 'This performance they repeated time
after time, until I grew tired of watching them.
T h e front wall of the temple was pierced by three doors,
handsome specimens of solid hamn~ei-edbrass. T h e doors
stood open, but the doorways were in part closed by curtains.
W e entered, and found ourselves in a real museum; that is
to say, a noble and lofty hall, reaching up to the gilded roof,
in which the light was tempered to a deep and mystic twi-
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light, so that I was involuntarily put in mind of the Uspensky cathedral in Moscow, which contains similar gilded images, lighted candles, and a silnilar dim, religious twilight.
In the centre of the hall was a colossal figure of the sublime T s u n g Kaba, about thirty feet high, seated, and draped
entirely with mantles, except his head and hands. Silently,
solemnly, contemptuously, the itnage of the god appeared to
gaze down upon the pilgrims who in the sweat of their brows

TEMPLE O F TSUNG KABA IN KUM-BUM

polished the boards with their hard, horny hands. Around
him were a number of images of less holy deities, each enshrined in his favo, a sort of open cabinet or sentry-box, with
ornamental panelling. Five lamps were burning immediately
in front of Tsung Kaba, and in front of them again, but on
the ground, stood half a dozen decorated jodas, each a yard
high, i.e., vessels of brass, in shape resembling drinking-cups,
which contained divers eatables, such as rice, flour, tsamba
(mutton fat mixed with barley-meal), water, tea, etc., all offerings t o the god. Each jola was covered with a wooden lid,
with a hole in it, so that you could see what it contained. O n
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each of these receptacles there was a larnp burning, all of
\vhich added to the mystic effect.
,.
1 he image of 'I'sung Kaba was surrounded by rows of pillars making a square ; and affixed to the capitals of the front
row was a rectangular shield, slightly tilted towards the doors,
and inscribed with four Chincse letter-bigns in gold on a dark
background. T h e effect was remarkably artistic. 'I'hey told
me the iusci-iption signified that that temple was the home
of Edsin I<han, Emperor of China. Ro\vs of shelves or framework, containing innumerable volu~nesof the Buddhist scriptures, were ranged on each side of the god and along the walls
of the temple-that
is to say, a \last number of narrow strips
of parchment enclosed between two loose boards. T h e place
was, in fact, a veritable museum ; and I was astonished to find
so many interesting curiosities collected out there in the
tvilderness, and found myself eagerly desirir~gto purloin the
entire collectio~land carry it off h o n ~ ewith me.
'This temple of Sirkang was encircled by a multitude of
similar temples, though without golden roofs. ?'heir walls
sheltered a host of more or less gigantic idols, n.ith gilded faces and hands, dressed in handsome and costly robes,
and with lamps burning in front of them.
One temple, Tsuggchin-dugun, which stood in the middle
of a series of court-yards, was surrounded on everv side by
colonnades, under which were a number of cylindrical ko?,Zehs,
or prayer-c~lhcels,fixed between two rows of horizontal beams,
and hung on pegs in such a way that they could be m~hirled
around by means of a handle. I he outside of the wheels was
beautifully decorated with gilt Tibetan lettering on a blue or
green background. Certain of the lamas were appointed to
the special duty of perambulating the temple to keep the
prayer-wheels spinning. As nTeapproached the spot our ears
were saluted with a continuous hum. 'Thin strips of paper,
with the holy words, "On mnzeh padmeh hum," printed upon
them in minute and closely packed lettering, were nrapped
round the axles of the \vheels, so that at each revolution hundred of thousands of prayers flew upward to the knees of the
god. Truly a labor-saving business that!
r .
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T h e court-yards swarmed with lamas, all bareheaded, all
with their hair cropped close, all beardless-sombre and lean,
dressed in a sort of red cloth plaid or toga, folded over the
shoulders and twisted round the waist, with the ends hanging
down to the feet. With few exceptions, the right arm was
always bare. Apart from age, the only difference I could detect among this army of temple satellites was that some were
dirtier than others. Some of them had their faces as black
as sweeps or negroes. Either they belonged to a confraternity of black monks, or else it was their duty to trim the
smoky wicks of the lamps. If so, they seldom or never \vasted time in ablutions. I t disgusted me to see those lazy fellows
sauntering about among the magnificent temples doing literally nothing. They were, however, quite friendly and peaceably disposed, though not willing to give me any explanations.
I had perforce to content myself with what Loppsen could
tell me. Fortunately he had on several occasions attended the
great temple festivals at Kum-bum, and knew every nook a n d
corner of the place, and its every secret.
A t the time of the great festivals, when the temples are
visited by multitudes of pilgrims, tea and tsamba are prepared
for them in a huge kitchen called Mantsa-hasun, in which
there is a big brick fireplace with three gigantic pots hanging
above it.
After seeing that Buddhist "kitchen," we went out into a
court-yard,with cloisters all round itland its walls painted with
a whole series of pictures of the gods. Their wrinkled brows,
broad noses, widely expanded nostrils, distorted mouths,
screwed up mustaches, and black eyebrows put me in
mind of evil spirits rather than gods. But these features
were intended to depict the awful and destructive power of
the gods.
T h e Buddhist architecture leaves a peculiar " mythical "
impression upon the mind. It conforms to the rules of Tibetan taste; but in the end it becomes wearisome to a European, who is accustomed to the sound and genuine forms of
the West. In such interiors you cannot possibly experience
that sense of calm serenity and well-being which you feel in
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a Christian temple. Your eye \vanders from one upturned
gable, from one floricl capital, to another. Illliicliever way
~ O L Iturn, your glance encounters the same confusion of
sculptl~ralfor~ns,the salile harsh agglomerations of colorblue ancl green ant1 \.iolet a11 flouriihing in peace and amitv
together. Less than that woulcl be enough to strilte you with
color-blindness. Even tlie legitimate effects of tlie sometimes imposing interiors of the tenlples filled me wit11 I-epulsion, a feeling I ncver experienced in any Alohammedan
mosque I ever n7as in.
What perhaps contributed to awaken this feeling in me in
such an intense degree \Irere the swarms of idle lamas, who
did nothing all day long but grovel on their hands and knees,
muttering their stupid parrot - like repetitions before those
gilded blocks of wood or clay, which they or their fathers
fabricated rvith their own hands. They sat about the cloisters,
and yawned and told their beads. IVhenevcr I stopped to
make a sketch or a drawing, they started like rats out of their
holes, and lurliing-places and s\varinecl tliicltly round me, infesting the very air xvith the ill-savor of their presence. T h e
majority of them were boys between ten and fifteen, who had
been sent to the monastery to be trained and brought up as
full-fledged lamas. In one place a band of lads were singing
with clear, tuneful voices the inmitable prayer, and right
pleasant indeed it soundcd. All the same, it was a real relief
to step outside into tlie fresh air and turn my back upon the
idle riiurnmeries of idolatry. And yet there was much in all
this that is common to IIoman Catholicism, with its monks,
its imagcs of the saints, soft, mystic lighting of its places of
worshil), its gilded and tinscl-decorated churches, its array of
artificial lights, its choirs of singing boys.
A great many houses and walls, all wliite\~~asl~ed,
clustered
on the hills around and above this complex of temples. Seen
f r o ~ nLusar, they lool<ed like long lines of sheets hung out
to dry. T h e town of Kum-bun1 was bigger than either Tenkar or Lusar, especially in the seasons when throngs of pilgrims from Tibet, Tsaidam, Koko - nor, and Mongolia flock
thither for tlie great religious festivals.
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I stayed in Lusar over November 21st and 22d, paving
two or three more visits to Kum-bum to sketch various views.
After dark some of the lamas, who heard that I was buying
temple flags and burkhans, came and offered to sell me
some, and those that were not too dear were packed away
in my boxes. I also bought several bowls for offerings made
of brass, some silver gavos, and a n7amuruh, or prayer-drum,
made out of the crowns of a couple of human skulls.

A BAZAAR

C H A P T E R XCVI
SI-NING-FU A N D T H E DUNGAN 1IEVOLT

ON November 23d nre packed u p our baggage, a task
which took a long time to do, so that it was mid-day before we
got started for Si-ning-fu. W e travelled nearly all day between soft, dusty hills of a reddish tinge, along a road worn
down to a depth of twelve to twenty feet by the continuous
traffic, so that all the time we were in a sort of tunnel, unable
to see a vestige of the country w e were journeying throucyh.
?
A n d for the most part the track was so narrow that it was impossible for two carts to pass. If two vehicles did happen to
meet, one of them had to " b a c k " until it came to a wider
place. Everv brook that crossed the road naturally turned
down it, so tliat the camels repeatedly slipped and slid on the
sloppy ground. A s soon as the sun set the water froze, and
the road became still more slippery. Hour after hour we
rode on, passing caravans, passing villages, crossing brooks.
Twilight came on ; it grew dark-as dark as pitch. In fact,
it was anything but pleasant to ride along a strange road
without being able to see your hand before you. A t last our
guide stopped in front of a wall, pierced by a gigantic gate.
It was Si-ning-fu.
\tTe thundered at the gate with our riding-whips and
shouted to a watchman, who was perambulating the wall rattling a drum. T h e gates of the city were closed early for
fear of the Dungans. I gave the m~atchman to understand
that if he hastened to the Ilao Tai's yamen (palace) and requested permission to admit a European traveller I would
reward him well. H e sent a messenger, while we waited in
the darkness outside the gate. A t the end of an hour and a
half the inessenger came back to say that the gate should be

'
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opened for us-in
the morning ! There was no help for it.
\Ye were obliged to seek out the nearest villatre, and there
?
after considerable difficulty we succeeded in obta~nlngshelter.
I was hardly dressed next morning when I was surprised
in our wretched cleng (guest-house) by the visit of two Englishmen, the Rev. Mi-. Ridley and the Rev. Mr. Hunter. Both
were members of the China Inland Mission, and wore the
Chinese attire, even to the pigtail, so that it was merely their
features that betrayed they belonged to the whitc race. Mr.
Kidley came to invite me to his house; and until November
30th he and his wife entertained me with the most generous
hospitality, surrounding me with every species of European
comfort. I felt quite awltward at having to sleep in a11 ordinary bed with mattresses and sheets ; and I felt it not less
awknrard to sit on an ordi~larychair, and like ordinary folk eat
with knife and fork, for I had been accustomed to recline in
my furs in my tent, and eat out of the rice dish as it stood on
the floor.
Mr. and Mrs. Ridley, and the two assistant missionaries,
Mr. f Iunter and Mr. Hall, had fittecl up a Chinese house,
with a large, square court-yard, in a, snug and comfortable
fashion; and they had svon the warmest sympathies of the
population of the town throucrh the unsparing and devoted
?
assistance they rendered during the Dungan revolt, when
they organized and managed a hospital for the benefit of the
wounded Chinese soldiers. 'I'his disinterested zeal and labor
hat1 no doubt paved the way to success in their evangelizing
efforts. On the Sundav morning I heard Christian hymns
suntr in unisorl by a congregation of Chinese to the accom9
panllnent of a harmonium.
I owe the greatest debt of gratitude to Mr. and A'Irs. Ridley,
not only for their ltindness and generous hospitality, but also
for the many great and valuable services they rendered me.
Si-ning-fu was a notable stopping-point on the long red
line which marks my journey thl-ough Asia. It was there I
proposed to dismiss my faithful attendants from East Turkestan, and send them back all the lontr way to their own
9
homes. There, too, I intended to reorganize my caravan, so as
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to adapt it to Chinese conditions of travel. My first object,
therefore, was to call upon the Dao Tai and obtain a proper
pass for my m e n ; and this was not difficult, for almost all of
them were Chinese subjects. T h e Dao Tai gave me a pass
of gigantic dimensions, well calculated to inspire the profoundest respect in the minds of all Chinese officials. T h e
men travelled back along the great high-road through the
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heart of Asia, via Gan-chow (Gan-chau), Su-chow (Su-chau),
Khami, and Korla. Before they started I called them all into
my room, and we calculated how much was owing to each
man ; then, to their unspeakable amazement, I doubled the
amount that fell to each man's share. And it was by no
means too much, for without them I should have accomplished but little. Further than that,' I made them a present
of the Mongolian horses that survived, with the exception of
I and Islam Bai wanted, and sufficient provisions
t ~ r o which
,
and money to last them the whole journey home. I also
allowed three of the men whom Captain Wellby had engaged
at L,adak and lost on* the way, and whom we picked up a t
Ten-kar, to go with my men, giving them a horse and provi-
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sions. Parpi h i , who had made the journey before, was
chosen leader of the caravan, and I gave him a good revolver,
together with a supply of cartridges for it. All the men were
satisfied and urateful, and we parted mutually pleased with
a, .
one another. I hen they went their ways; and I hope and
trust succeeded in reaching their homes as happily as I
reached mine.
After this big hole had been made in my purse, Mr. Ridley
calculated and weighed the silver pieces (Chinese coin) I had
left. 'There were 770 liang, or taels (about £1 20), amply sufficient to take me to Peking. There was, however, still a
long stretch of road to travel before I should reach my goal.
T h e post-couriers do the distance in twenty-eight days. I t
took me fully three months.
IVant of space forbids me entering upon any detailed description of Si-ning-fu. Suffice it to say that the city is
enclosed within a square wall, which, according to Asiatic
ideas, is wellnigh impregnable. I t has been well and carefully built, is thick and massive, and actually affords room
for a street along the top, on which the soldiers keep watch.
T h e view from the wall is magnificent and commanding.
Looking over the city, you see a rich mosaic of characteristic
Chinese roofs, covered with red pantiles and decorated with
dragon arabesques. All the streets cross each other at
right angles, running exactly parallel with the town walls.
T h e main street traverses the heart of the city, and upon it
abuts the most important yarnens, or officiald wellings and
offices, with their strangely painted signs, their stone lions
and dragons, their doors decorated with rich sculpture. A
few edifices of a similar i m ~ o s i ncharacter
~
may be found in
sorne of thc other streets, having generally been erected in
accordance with some wealthy man's will, to perpetuate his
natnc to posterity.
I cannot, however, leave Si-ning-fu without saying something about the Dungan revolt, of which Mr. Ridley gave me
the follocving account.
T h e revolt, which, like the first uprising of the Dungans
(1861-77), thi-eatened to involve a vast portion of the terri-
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tory of Chinese Asia in the horrors of civil war, broke out in
the district of Salar in December, 1894. In that district there
existed a dogmatic schism between the two sects of Chinese
hlohammedans, the Lao-jao ancl the Shin-jao, i.e., the adherents of the Old Religion and the adherents of the New Religion. T h e Ilao 'rai of Si-ning-fu was so imprudent as to
meddle in these purely domestic religious differences. He
took prisoners five of the leaders of the former, the Lao-jao
sect, ancl had them nailed like dead vermin to the wall of his
city. In retaliation the people of Salnr fell upon a Chinese
force and nlassacred every man. In reply to that the mandarins affixed rocla lam at ions to the gates of the city, saying
that the inhabitants of Salar should be exterminated root and
branch. T h e Dungans saw now the doom that impended
over theln, and resol\,ed to strike the first blo~v. T h e revolt
spread, therefore, like ivildfire from one region to another.
But it was not until July, 1895, that the rebels approached
Si-ning-fu. T h e country folk flocked into the city for safety,
bringing their property with them, so that the population increased suddenly from 20,000 to 50,000. hleanwhile the
Chinese met their revoltetl subjects outsiclc the walls, in the
valleys which converge upon Si-ning-fu. 'The .\vounded soldiers were brought into the town. T h e temples were converted into temporary hospitals, and Rlr. and Mrs. Ridley
worked day and night at tending the wounded and binding
u p their hurts.
For five months the city was closely besieged by the Dungans, and every night four thousand men kept watch on the
walls. Every tenth man carried a lantern, so as to be able to
see if his conlrades were awake, as lx-ell as to see if the Dunqans approached the walls with their scaling-ladders. O n
September 1st the large Mohammedan village of Tung-kwan,
a suburb of Si-ning-fit, situated outside its eastern gate, revolted, and every Chinaman in the place was slain. Meanwhile famine began to make itself felt insidc the city, and
various epiclemics raged among the overcro\vded pop~~lation.
T h e n the fuel ran short. In order to procure fresh supplies
of wood the Chinese began to foray the neighborhood, always
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going out in large companies and exercising the utmost caution. But the Lliingans were too cunning for them. They
placed themselves in ambush and slew all who ventured to
leave the shelter of the walls.
T h e rabble of the town dragged through the streets certain
of the mandarins who urere suspected of lookin- with a too
9
favorable eye upon the rebels, and after torturing them in
every conceivable way beheaded them. It was only with the
greatest difficulty that the governor of the city, the cowardly
Dao Tai, managed to save his life. At the end of the revolt
he was summoned to appear before the Emperor, to receive
the fine silk cord which carries ivith it the ominous command, " G o home and hang yourself." H e did not obey tlie
summons, but put an end to himself in Lan-chow.
hleanwhile it was expected every day that the town ~vould
be taken by the Dungans. T h e Chinese distributed among
their wives large doses of opium, to be taken the instant the
town tvas invaded, so that they might not fall alive into the
hands of the Dungans. Hut the walls were strong, ancl the
Jell Tai, or general it1 command, was a stout-hearted man, arid
Si-ning managed to hold out until January, 1896, when General H o approached with a reinforcement of 2 0 0 0 men, who
had been fighting the Japanese. General H o mras a very
worthy man. H e was still in Si-ning-fu at the date of lily
visit, and I had the honor to make his acquaintance.
It is scarcely possible to conceive the horrors that were perpetrated on both sides. Prisoners nrere t o r t ~ ~ r eind the most
inhuman fasllion, and little children were tossed on the points
of spears. When General Ho's soldiers returned froin a
sortie, brin-iiig in Rfohaninieclan prisoners in chaini, tlie
?
populace falrly howled with delight, and s ~ t ~ a r m e round
d
them ill' fiendish triumph as tliejl were dragged through the
streets to the Jen Tai's yamen to learn their doom. Thei-cupon they were led away outside the city gate, and their
throats cut with blunt Iiui\res. After that their chests were
opened, their heart and liver torn out, stuck 011 the points of
spears, carried i11 ghastly procession to tlie nearest caf6,
roasted, and devoured. This the Chinese did in tlie belief
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that by eating the hearts of their enemies their courage
would pass i n to themsel\.es.
It is estimated that during the revolt 50,000 Chinese perished, and the same number of Dungans. The latter made
brave and capable soldiers, but were wretchedly armed. One
instance ~villillustrate this. When Tung-knran was stornled,
there nras one sentry-post on a tower that was fully exposed
to the Chinese marksmen, n ~ h oshot the sentsics down one
after the other. 13ut as fast as each sentry fell, his place was
,.
taken by a comrade. I his happened six times in succession ;
and when the suburb at length capitulated, the Chinese
found a sentry still ill the tower nailed fast to his post with
an arrow.
T h e Chinese, on the other hand, n7ere arrant cowards. A
large force was besieging a Alohammedan town not far from
Si-ning-fu, and for three consecutive days bombarded the ivxlls
without dnring to deliver an assault. \\'hen they saw no Inen
on the walls, they feared that treachery was at work. Gcnera1 H o mal-ched upon the place a t the head of several hundred men, and after he had b10ivn up the gates, there came
to meet him one blind old tvoman, the last surviving inhabitant of the town. S h e told him all the rest of the people had
retired into the mountains several days before, arid shc wondered what on earth the Chinese were doing outsitlc the walls,
malting such a din with their cannon.
T h e position of the English missionaries during those five
terrible months nras anything but an enviable one. Like the
Chinese, they expected every day that some of the besiegers
would gain entrance into tllc city, fling open the gates, and
so let in their co-religionists like a horde of ravening ~volves,
to ruin and destroy everything, and massacre evel-y living
being. Amid the ullbridletl licence of such a time'the missionaries would of course have been slain along with the rest
of the inhabitants, for they always wore Chinese costumes.
T h e entire five months were a period of pai~lfultension
throughout. i2gain and again n ~ h e nthey heard the Chinese
running, shouting, and screaming through the streets, they
thought that the dreaded moment was come at last. Mi-.
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Ridley ivould then hasten to the walls, where the sentries
were marching up and down with their lanterns and whips
to wake up those who slunlbered on tlieir posts. In the daytime they often saw large bands of the Dungans scouring the
country around. and the slopes of tlie circumjacent mountains sn~armctlwith them to sucli an extent as to seem dotted
all over witli black spots.
Every Chinese temple outside the wall was rednced to
ashes. I visited the ruins of one of these, which had been
built only a few years before at the expense of the merchants
of the neighboring province of Shen-si. What a scene of
desolation ! Heaps of ashes and rubbish, ~vithtlie mutilated
remains of the temple-idols sticking up thl-ough then), humiliating memorials of human superstition !
And what awful sights 1det one in the streets during the
period of the siege ! Hunger, filth, putrefying corpses, all tlie
concornitants of over-population, gave rise to horrid diseases,
every species of privation and suffering. Little chilclre~iwere
flung out into the street before they were really dead, to be
worried by dogs and devoured by swine. 'The missionaries,
however, suffered no want, because the Jell Tai kept them
supplied witli provisions in return for the great services they
rendered his soldiers by amputating tlieir limbs, extracting
bullets, and nursing the sick and ~vounded. I myself saw
certain ghastly evidences of the revolt. 011the gates of the
to\vn there were a number of small wooden cages, each \vith
a label affixed, containing the bleached skulls of the leaders
of the revolt who had fallen into the hands of the Chinese
and been beheaded. Another skull bore an inscription, setting forth that it had belonged to the murderer of Dutreuil
de Rhins; although it was impossible to tell which individual
it was of the band that attacked him who slew the brave and
able Frenchman.

C H A P T E R XCVII
FROM SI-NING-FU TO 1,IANG-CHOW-FU

ON December st, accompanied by my faithful attendant,
Islam Uai, I left Si-ning-fu and the hospitable English missionaries. A s I was unable to engage a Chinese interpreter,
Mr. Hall very kindly sacrificed his time and accompanied me
as far as Pingfan. Mrs. Ridley packed me up a boxful of
dainties-cakes, tarts, honey, and jam. My new caravan consisted of six mules and three men, ~ v h o m I engaged for the
sum of fourteen taels or liang (nearly 45s.) to convey my baggage to Ping-fan. T h e packages and cases were tied once
for all to a bent wooden kame, which was lifted bodily on and
off the pack-saddle; so that I only kept out or easily accessible such things as I was likely to want every evening. But the
mules were tricky and refractory, and one of them kicked his
load off and smashed the packing frarne to pieces. T h e men
were even worse than the mules. They clamored and swore
the whole way, so that I was glad I had not engaged them
for longer than six days.
T h e caraL7an filed along the streets towards the eastern
gate, through a crowd of gaping, curious Chinese, and so on
through the ruins of Tung-kwan. A few new houses and
shops had been built along the main street; there, too, we
saw some miserable Mohammedans, old Inen whose eyes had
been put out by the Chinese, sitting by the wayside begging.
T h e only inhabitants of the ill -fated suburb were rnere
ruffians and soldiers. T h e latter had wedded the women of
the Dungans, and they, it was said, accepted the change of
husbands with tolerable resignation.
When we reached the open country, the traffic gradually
decreased. T h e valley was wide and open and bordered by

gently rounded hills, ~ v i t ha gradual slope, except for a short
distance, where it contracted to a narrow defile into which
the sun never shone, and where the sides of the Si-ning, a
stream of considerable size, were fringed wit11 ice. In this
narrow pass, called Shio -sha, the Dungans kept the road
blocked for a long time between Si-ning-fu and Lan-chow, the
capital of the province (Ican-su).
T h a t evening it was very dark and cold. W e only met one
caravan, composed of an immense number of camels. In
this part of Asia the camel caravans only travel by night, for
the animals graze during the day. Before reaching the large
village of Ping-rung-i we crossed over two brooks, Sa-ku-fueh
and Kwen-yin-tang. W e had hard work to find a room in
the guest-house; every corner being packed with travellers.
Before spreading my sleeping carpets in these places, I always had the bench well swept, to rid it of undesirable intimates of the last person who slept there.
December 2d. T h e valley again contracted, forming the
narrow gorge of Da-sha (the Great Defile), where the stream
(on our left) foamed down a series of cataracts between walls
of granite and black clay slate. But on the other side of the
defile the valley once more expanded, and became thickly
dotted with villages and cultivated fields. After crossing
the river by a ferryboat, guided by a rope stretched from
side to side, we came to the town of Nien-bell. Although it
was dark, the town gates were not yet closed.
O u r next day's journey took us through a region that was
both thickly inhabited and excellently cultivated. T h e road
crossed a number of frozen canals, in which the mill wheels
stood nlotionless in their icy fetters. Apples, pears, apricots,
peaches, plums, and walnuts were grown in the orchards.
T h e fields were being ploughed for the sowing of the next
crop of seed.
T h e road was very deeply excavated in the loess strata, and
both their horizontal and vertical structures could be plainly
made out. T h e roots of former species of vegetation reached
down to the level of the roadway. There, too, the river also
cut its way through a similar formation, crumbling it down a
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great deal at every bend. A t Kao-miotsa, one of the largest
villages along tlie road, we stopped for breakfast at an open
caft:. \\7e met numerous cara\.;tns of camels conveying packs
of wool to Ning-sha or Tieu-thin. \\'e halted for the night
at I,o-ya.
O n 1)ecembcr 4th nre still continued to pus11 on towards
the north-not-tlienst, lcavina on our right the transverse glen
a.
through ~vliichthe Si-ning 1-iver lrladc iti way to the Hwang110,a ~ i dalso ;L ruggccl bj -path leading to Idan-chow-fu. \ITeascendecl to a nii11(1i-pass through a little glen, at the entrance
of which three human skulls were suspenclecl in cages on as
many poles. They were the heads of robbers ~ 7 1 1 0 had attacked, plundered, and slain certain travelle~-s,but who had
been afterward5 seized and beheaded. Then we climbed the
heiahts of I'iug-ko-slian by a ~viiidingz i g ~ a gpath, with exa.
cess~irelysharp turns in it. How I pitied the poor mules
that should toil up those steeps with heavy loads on their
backs !
H a \ ing spent the night i n the solitary guest-house of Pingko-ko, o n the east side of the relatively low ridge we had just
crossed, nre descended the next clay into the \vide open valley
of tlie 'I'ai-tung-110. T h e river came d o w n from the northwest and travet.,ed the valley in tliree arms. LVc crossed the
largest of the tliree with the help of a ferry ; it was about roo
feet ~vitleand j feet cleep. O n its left bank \\*ere numerous
villages ; but no st of them had been I-uined during the Dungar1 revolt. 'I'hel-e was a great deal of traffic on the road.
For instance, \vc met t \ v o or thrct huge companies of Khalk h a Mongols on tlleir \\lay to the approaching festivals at
Kum-bum ; long strings of carts laclen with coal, which was
d u g in the neighborhootl ; carts and caravans carrying provisions to Si-ning-fu, to say notlii~lgof i~iclivitlualtra\.ellers on
horseback and o n foot.
011 December 6th we journeyed froin the cillage of
Shwang-nyu-po t o Ping-fan by at1 e'lsy bridle-path, over
pet another pass. It was, however, a killing road for vehicles, being both steep and narrow, ancl so deeply excavated
that it was impossible for two carts to pass in the contracted
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passages. Hence, some of the drivers were accustomed to
hurry on ahead, uttering loud, long-drawn shouts, and in that
way kept the road clear till they reached a convenient place
to pass. T h e Ping-fan-ho, which was divided into nine arms,
also flowed through a wide, open valley. In summer this
river brings down vast quantities of water, as was easy to see
from the marks on its banks.
I will hurry over my journey from P i n g - fan to Liangchow-fu; the road is sufficiently well known, having been
described by other travellers. O n December 9th I said
'' Good-bye " to Mr. Hall, .and made hinl a present of one of
rriy horses as an acknowledgment of the trouble he had taken
on my behalf. Once more I reorganized my caravan. I
dismissed the mules and their noisy owners, and in their
place engaged two carts of the same shape and appearance
as the arbas of East Turkestan. Into one I stowed all my
baggage, while the other was fitted with a covered roof, straw
in the bottom, and carpets. Each vehicle was drawn by a
mule between the shafts and two horses harnessed in front
of the mule, and the composite teams were driven by two
pleasant Chinese, whom I made to understand thoroughly
that if they got me over the ground quickly, and without
misadventure, I should not forget to give them a handsome
tip. I t was important to be on good t e r ~ n swith these two
men, as I now had no interpreter, but was entirely dependent
upon my own not very extensive acquaintance with the Chinese language.
For six days we drove up hill and down dale, over the
eastern off-shoots of the Nan-shan mountains, over rugged
passes, over brooks, some frozen, some still running freely,
across precarious bridges, and through dark and narrow defiles. T h e carts rattled and shook, rocked and lurched-it
was veritable torture. T h e drivers went on foot, and in
every village we came to they either had something to say
to an acquaintance or they wanted to buy a piece of bread,
\vhich they subsecluently ate on the way. W e started very
early in the morning, generally soon after midnight, and took
a rest during the middle of the day, when we baited the ani-
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mals; after that we did another short spell of travelling in
the afternoon. I t was bitterly raw and cold driving in the
middle of the night; in spite of furs and felts I was always
frozen through when we stopped. Islam rode on horseback
until he nearly got his feet frost-bittten, after that he preferred
to walk. T h e drivers of the carts kept themselves beautifully
warn1 running beside their animals, and my faithful Yolldash
fared first-rate. Two or three times it snowed, and the wind
blew icy cold out of the northwest. In this way we journeyed for six days along the great high-road that skirts the
Great Wall north-northwest~vard to Liang-chow-fu, passing
. ,
on the way the villages of Wo-shing-yl, rha-ku-yi, Lung-gopo, Go-lan-chow, and Cho-dung-po. These were the places
we stopped at for the night; between them there were strings
of other villages.
iVe travelled in company with two Chinese, whb were taking two cartloads of miscellaneous wares to Liang-chow-fu.
It is a great advantage to travel in as large a company as possible on these highways of Northern China,for it is an established rule of the road that when two parties meet in a deep,
narrow passage, such as I have already described, the smaller
party has to give way to the more numerous; also, if anything goes wrong with any of the vehicles or animals, all the
drivers of the party are expected to lend a hand in righting
them. W e experienced the advantage of these arrangements
at daybreak on the morning of December loth, when we
reached the Shi-rning-ho,ivhic1-1flowed through a wide fertile
valley and entered the Ping-fan-110, making an acute angle
with it. T h e river serpentined backward and forward in a
broad, stony channel, and, with the exception of a few narrow
strips of water \vl~erethe current rat1 swiftest, was sheeted
nritli ice. But at the place \vhere the road crossed it the
river was frozen from side to side and the ice covered with a
sprinkling of sand, so that both horses and caravans \Irere
enabled to cross over without the least difficulty.
T h e two Chinese went first with one of their carts, drawn
by three horses. Down they went at full gallop on to the
ice; but the ivheels had barely made one revolution when

they cut into the ice as easily as a razor s!lears through
paper, and the cart stuck fast. T h e load had to be taken
entirelv off and carried across to the other side ; then, after a
great deal of labor, we succeeded by united effort in hauling
out the cart.
T h e men examined the ice higher up. It was everywhere
too thin to bear our heavy vehicles. Then they sought out
a wider place and broke up the ice with their ases, and so
made a ford. But the water was a good three feet deep, and
full of brashy ice and big floating lumps. My baggage-cart
was the next to try its luck. Down it plunged illto the water
and stopped, stuck fast. T w o other horses were harnessed
in front. From the edge of the ice all the four dri~rers
shouted and whooped and cracked their whips. T h e poor
horses, who were standing up to the girths in ice-cold water,
reared, stumbled, and fell, and were very nearly drowned.
T h e n they leaped to one side and tried to scramble on to
the ice, but the men forced them back into the water. One
of our tcvo Chinese associates, a young rnan who Apparently
did not know what nerves meant, stripped stark naked, notwithstanding there were fourteen degrees of frost Fahr. (ten
Centigrade), and jumped down into the water and pushed
away the ice and stones against which the wheel was jammed,
and then ullravelled the reins and traces, which the horses
had got into a thick tangle. It made me shiver to see him
working in the freezing water, for I could actually hardly
keep warm in my furs. Illean~vhile Islam Bai made a fire
among the b~lshesat the far side of the river, at which the
hardy young Chinaman went and warmed himself, while the
other men, after desperate efforts, succeeded in getting the
cart across. T h e same procedure had to be gone through
with each of the succeeding carts, so that it took us four
good hours to get them all safely to the other side of the
river.
T h e road we were travelling on was t,he great highway to
East Turkestan, Urumchi, and Kashgar, via Liang-chow. It
was bordered the whole way by telegraph posts with their
humming wires, and so imparted a touch of civilization to
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the desert. I could not help tl~inkingthat the labor would
have been better spent if, instead of building that gigantic
wall (which indeed now lies for tlie greater part in ruins), the
Chinese emperors had made a good road and built bridges
across the rivers.
O n December 12th we emerged from the mountains into
the level plains, which stretclicd away in every direction to
the horizon, and two days later we drove througli the fine
entrance gateway of Liang-chow-fu. Here again it was my
good fortune to be hospitably entertained by English missionaries, the Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Belcher, of the China Inland
Mission, and to make the acquaintance of their assistants,
Miss Mellar and Miss Pickels. These two young ladies
lived together in a house situated at some distance from tlie
mission station, and had none but Chinese servants. But
neither was in the least degree apprehensive for her safety.
I11 Liana-chow-fu I was detained, against my will, for no
9
less a perlod than twelve days, which severely tried my
patience. T h e cause of this long wait was the almost absolute impossibility of hirina camels for the journey to Ning?
sha. Camels there were indeed in plenty, but none of their
owners was willing to hire fewer than forty a t once. They
refused to divide their caravans; and as Ning-sha lies aside
from the great highway, they were afraid they would not be
able to obtain transport back again, and consequently demanded double prices.
T h e days were lonu and tedious. Still I enjoyed the full
9
sympathy of tlie missionaries; but their church, in which I
was lodged, was bitterly cold. A t the time I arrived Mr.
Belcher was absent in Lan-chow, but he came home on the
second or third day afterwards. T h e first day, therefore, I
sat down to dinner with three charming young Englishwomen, dressed in pretty and tasteful Chinese costumes.
T h e next morning I made my way to the telegraph office,
where one of the clerks spoke Enalisli, and telegraphed home
?
to His Majesty King Oscar, vza Si-ngan, f Ian-kow, and
Shang-hai, being kindly assisted in the operation by Mr. Boch,
Swedish-Norwegian Consul-General in Shang-hai. Seven

days later, just right for a Christmas-box, I received a congratulatory reply from His Majesty. T h e Chinese look upon
the telegraph with great scepticism, and have their o ~ v nexplanation of the way messages are carried. They believe that
the paper containing the message is rolled into a tiny ball
and sent at a stupendous pace along the wires, and that the
insulators on the posts are stopping-places under which the
pieces of paper find shelter when it rains.
Liang-chow is the second city of the province, ranking next
after Lan - chow, the capital, and with its adjacent villages
numbers upn~ardsof ~ o o , o o oinhabitants. T h e city is built
on the usual rectangular plan, and is surrounded by thick,
strong walls, pierced by four lofty gates. T h e main streets
are wide, and full of life and color-carts, caravans, and merchants at every step and turn.
While waiting for a caravan I spent my time sketching,
talking to the English missionaries, who were able to give me
much valuable information, visiting some of the mandarins,
and makina various purchases in the Tien-tsin bazaar, a sort
?
of arcade llnecl wit11 handsome shops. Arnong other things
I bought two sha-Zos, or hand-stoves, shaped like teapots, but
with grated lids. You fill them with ashes, and put two or
three pieces of red-hot charcoal in the n~iddleof the ashes.
T h e sha-lo will then keep warm for a good twenty-four hours.
Had it not been for this appliance, I should have got my
hands frozen more than once while on the way to Peking.
I also paid a visit to a magnificent temple outside the city
walls, and took some sketches. Then I went to the mission
station of the Belgian Catholic Brothers at tlie village of
Sung-shu-chwang, situated t\veiltp-five li (seven miles) east of
Liang-chow-fu. T h e bishop had gone to Pel<ing,but was expected home for Christmas. I was, however, received \~rith
great frie~~dliness
by three of the Brothers, who offered n ~ e
red sparkling wine, cigars, and cakes. Their church, a noble
building, partly constructed in the Chinese style of architecture, and with a high toiver surmouilted by a cross, was
visible from a great distance all round the village. T h e large
window behind the alter was filled with stained glass, and
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there was an image of the Virgin o n the altar, with candles
burning in front of it. It was a strange sight, to see a full
score of Cliillese rustics kneeling on tlie floor of the nave
and offering up their prayers to the God of the Christians.
My Relgian cicerones told me that there were families in the
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place who had been Christians from father to son through
seven generations, and that the community then reckoned
about 300 members. T h e people I saw entered the church
of their ocvn free ivill, as they were going past, making the
sign of the cross and taking off their caps, and they appeared
to repeat their prayers with absolute sincerity of conviction.
T h e Belgian Brothers also carry on schools for boys and girls.
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I peeped into one of the rooms, and saw a score of boys sitting at their desks, poring over the Bible and the writings of
the sage Confucius. T h e library, which was a large and
handsome apartment, was adorned with the portraits of a host
of missionaries, among whom I recognized the portrait of l ~ i y
Kashgar friend, Father Hendricks. T h e Eelmian Brothers
a.
also possess a mission station in the city of Liang-chow-fu,
n~hichthey visit to celebrate mass on the high days and festivals of their church.
I was, however, pained to learn that the Roman Catholic and
the Evangelical lnissionaries do not work amicably together;
in fact, they ignore one another's existence. Yet it is only
natural they should do so, for they preach different doctrines,
and what the one body sows the other does its best to pluck
up by the roots. T h e Chinese may be pardoned if they get
confused between the two. Fortunately there is plenty of
room for both to work in Liana-chow-fu. Personally I have
4
n o complaint to make against e ~ t h e r . T h e Roman Catholic
Brothers were quite as hospitable and quite as kind as the
Evangelical missionaries.
I spent my fourth Christmas in Asia in Liang-chow-fu, and
found comfort in the hope of being able to spend the next
Christmas by my own fireside, among the skerry isles of dear
old Sweden. Christnlas was always a trying time for me, for
then, far more than on any other day in the year, I always
longed intensely for home. This year, too, Christmas Eve
passed as quietly and uneventfully as its three predecessors
had done. T wanted to have a young fir-tree fetched down
from the mountains; but the missionaries thought it was a
heathenish practice. W e sat and talked round the stove, and
I retired early to my nest of furs in the cold church. Christmas Day was celebrated with a11 excellent dinner at Mr. Belcher's, with plum-pudding and Christmas presents.

CHAPTER XCVIII
THROUGH 1'HE DESEIIT O F ALA-SHAN

AT length, on Llecember 26th, I succeeded in procuring
eight camels, with three men, and once more had my baggage loaded up for another long stage, the 290 miles to
Ning-sha. A s ill-luck would have it, it was Saturday, and it
was quite evening before the caravan was ready to start. Had
the next day not been Sunday, I should have waited until the
morning. A s it was, I decided to go on to one of the nearest villages outside the walls of the city, and stay the night
there. But when we reached the gate it was already closed,
and they would not open it for us. \XTe spent a couple of
hours hunting about the dark, narrow lanes, and at length
succeeded in findino a ~vretchedroom in an inn, for I did not
9
of course wish to d ~ s t u r bthe Sabbath quiet of the missionaries.
Ho\vever, we got started in earnest early the next morning,
but had not advanced farther than the open space immediately outside the northern gate of the city when two ragged
Chinese came to meet us, and at once began an animated
conversation with our camel-drivers. Then one of the men
turlled to Islam Bai, and in fluent Turki offered to guide us
to Ning-sha for fifty taels (about £7 16s.). H e said he had
lived several years in Kashgar and Ak-su, and had nine camels, every way better arlilnals than those we were starting with.
A n excellent interpreter in addition to baggage animals--the
opportunity was too good to be let slip. W e therefore waited
in the middle of the road \vhile the two new-comers fetched
their camels, and within an hour the loads were all transferred
to the backs of their animals. This stroke of good luck made
me forget the twelve days I had lost in 1,iang-chow-fu. I was
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not sorry to bid lasting farewell to that sunny, disobliging
city, and to see its xvalls and towers vanish from sight in the
distance.
O U Troute to Ning-sha described a long curve througli the
desert of Ala - shan, first towards the northeast, afterwards
towards the southeast, past the follo~vingplaces, wells, and
camping-stations, bearing partly Chinese, partly h4ongolian
names :
Jung-ja-da-ming
.
Shang-ya-\\la .
Cbing-fan
,
Niu-ba-shing-na-tsa .
.
130-to-gai-tsa .
1,ei-tsa-kho .
Ma-lo-ching .
ICa-to-khoa
.
Lo-cha-ching .
,
Ct'u-geh-san
,
Koko-mijruk .
.
Koko-burtu .
Arten-tollga .
Hashato
Wang-yell-fu .
Jo-jeh-teh-shang
.
Jo-wa
.
L)a-ching .
.
Ning-sha (the hlanchu town) .
Ning-sha (the (:liinese town) .

.
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Each of these names indicates a stopping-place at the end
of a day's journey, and the figures which follow it the length
of the march. W e only passed through t\vo towns-Chingfan, on the western lnargin of the desert, 2 0 0 li, or 58 miles,
fro111 Liang-chow-fu,and Wang-yeh-fu, on the eastern margin
of the desert.
O u r first day's march took us for the most part due north,
past an unending succession of villages, temples, and gardens;
while the Nan-slian mountains on the south, with the scanty
patches of snow on their summits, gradually faded an7ay as
\ve advanced and left them behind us. 'The weather was
splendid. It was, lio~vever,the lull before the storm, for on
IT.
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Llecen~ber28th there blew such a tempest from the west that
it was impossible to put your face out of yourfanza (house),
which for the matter of that was destitute of both doors and
window-panes. T h e sand and dust drove in whirling clouds
across the steppes and along the road, and half filled n1y
wretched cabin.
O n the 29th we continued towards the north-northeast.
T h e camels went first-rate, sure of foot and without refractoriness. It was quite a pleasure to be once more riding on
the back of one of these hardy and splendid animals. But the
ground just suited them, being a hard, level, grassy steppe.
A s we advanced the population gradually thinned away, the
villages grew fewer and fewer; but we still continued to meet
caravans of donkeys and ox-carts, carrying country produce
into the city. W e were rapidly approaching the verge of the
desert; already there were low sand-dunes on our right.
South of the village of Kho - tung - s h i n g - go we travelled
for some hours beside a marsh, crossing a narrow extension
of the same on the ice. Half-way across one of the camels brolte through and fell into the water. Its load was, however, prevented from getting wet; but it cost us a good
hour to get the poor beast back safe on to firm ground.
T h e sun set among banlts of mist, and it turned bitterly
cold (minimum, -- I .go Fahr., or - I 8.8" C.). A t length \ve
caught sight of the walls of Ching-fan; but the gates were
closed, and we were obliged to put u p with a rest-house
outside.
W e stayed one day in the little town, that the camel-owners might provide themselves and their animals with supplies
of food sufficient to last them to the other side of the desert.
T h e governor of the place tried to persuade me to take the
longer route by the south, where I should find people, towns,
and inns. O n the desert road I should encounter nothing
but sand, besides the risk I ran of being attacked by Mongol
robbers. I sent \\lord back to him that the only annoyance I
had had to put up with throughout the whole of my more
than three years of travel in Asia had been occasioned by
Chinese officials, and I preferred my tent in the desert to
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being cooped up within the ~vallsof a Chinese guest-house
with its undesirable parasites.
Accordingly, on January st, 1897, when I was ready to
leave Ching-fan, Mr. Mandarin thought I should not escape
him without some evidence of his authority. Two Chinese
soldiers came to me and said they were commanded to escort
me through the desert, but they could not get their horses
and provisions ready under two or three days. I answered
that I had not asked for an escort, and did not intend to wait
a minute for them ; and at once ordered my men to load up
and get off as soon as they could.
W e reached the outside of the gate, but were then stopped
by a troop of men from the yamen (official residence of the
governor), saying that I must \trait until the next day; my
Mongol pass was not ready, and if I refused to wait they
were instructed to detain me by force. Bidding the caravan
wait outside the gate, I went straight to the yamen, for I was
exasperated by this petty official insolence. T h e governor
refused to see m e ; he was "ill." I was confronted in a filthy
room by a dozen clerks, all smoking opium, and all shouting
and trying to keep me back at one and the same time. A s
soon as I could make myself heard I referred to the passport
I had from Peking, and said that if the mandarin prevented
me from travelling farther I should report his behavior to
Li H u n g Shang through the Russian ambassador, and he
would lose both his rank and his position. This impressed
the recalcitrant official. His interpreter came back with an
invitation to breakfast. I replied with the utmost contempt
that I should do no such thing, and demanded that his master should instantly send me the Mongol pass, and also the
two soldiers as an escort. After this the clerks condescended
to be polite. They laid aside their opium-pipes, and in a trice
both pass and escort were ready. Then we continued our
journey, glad that we should have nothing Inore to do with
Chinese mandarins until we reached Ning-sha.
T h e sandy desert approached quite close to Ching-fan. I n
fact, in some places the people had built short walls to check
the advance of the sand-dunes, to protect the roads, their
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fields, and houses. According to the maps, the protecting
bulwark of the famous Great Wall of China ought to have
barricaded the Celestial Empire just at this place; but although
I tried my utmost to perceive it, I failed, unless the ruins of
certain mud walls \vhicl~we saw in a few places were relics
of it.
Before actually entering the desert, we passed a few solitary
farms, and met numerous carts laden with dung, which had
been gathered off the roads ; for the country was very bare of
trees, and the people had no other fuel. They dry the stuff
in the sun, and in that way get the material for the Ra?tgs or
benches on which they sleep.
O n January 3d we traversed a district that was unusually
well cultivated. I was astonished to find that the river of
Liang-chow-fu extended so far towards the northeast ; it was,
however, at that place called Niu-ning-ho. From it were
drawn several canals, ~vhichwatered a long string of villages,
and \vlletl it gave out the people had two or three wells to
fall back upon.
O n January 4th we travelled for the most part across a
barren waste, the road bending round towards the east. O n
our left we had the stream I have just mentioned, but it had
now dwindled to a mere ribbon, not of water, but of ice, for
it had frozen and the water had flowed away from underneath
the crust of ice. Here Yolldnsh cleverly caught a young
antelope as it was endeavoring to escape across the ice. T h e
ice broke under it, and before it could recover its feet, Yolldash seized it and gave it its quietus. Here again we met
carts and caravans laden wit11 fue1,not of the same character as
before, but various species of steppe plants. O n the left, too,
we saw in the distance a loivspur of hills, but I was unable to
find the lake which is sho~vnon the maps. : was told, however, that at its period of summer high water the river forms
a temporary lake near the point where it comes to an end.
O u r camping station for that day, Ma-lo-ching, consisted of
three small huts, which were surrounded by a ring of fuelcarts. T h e well was six feet deep, the water salt, and its
temperature 37.4' Falu. (3' C.).
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Next day the country was alternately high sand-dunes with
their steep faces towards the east, steppes, level expanses of
salt, and marshes. A t dusk we came across two or three
Chinese squatting round a fire. They told us it was fifty li
(fourteen miles) to the next well and high sand all the way.
W e therefore halted where we were at Ka-to-khoa, where the
well was four and a half feet deep, and its water sweet and
good, with a temperature of 3 3 . 1 ~Fahr. (0.6" C.).
O n January 6th we got well into the heart of the barren
sands, where the dunes were thirty to thirty-five feet high, and
the only sign of vegetation an occasional thistle or withered
prickly bush. T h e landscape was such as awakened both
joyful and painful recollections of the past two years. 1.ZThen
Yolldash ran to the top of a dune and looking towards the
east saw nothing but sand, he barked pitifully; no doubt he
recollected our toilsome marches beside the shores of Lognor. T h e Desert of Ala-shan was not, however, so dangerous
as the Takla-makan. I t did not form one continuous unbroken expanse, like the Desert of Gobi, but consisted of
several separate belts of sand, with steppes and nlarshes between them. All the same. the road was frequently difficult
and heavy; the camel is the only animal that could have
traversed it. Yet despite its drawbacks we had evidence every
day that it was a good deal used. For instance, we met a
Chinese caravan of fifty camels conveying divers commodities
from Bao-to (on the north of Ordos) to sell to the Mongols of
Ala-shan ; it hacl been travelling for forty days. Our two
Chinese camel-drivers were both of them first-rate fellows;
they looked after their camels and my basgage with zeal and
energy, and lzept travelling steadily on without a single nlurmur or complaint.
T h e country presented the same characteristics during the
three following days. T h e lee side of the dunes still continued to look towards the east, proving that the prevailing
winds came from the west. Indeed, every day the wind blew
from that quarter, or else from the northwest, with more or
less violence. W e now began to come across Mongol camps,
and to see solitary noinads guarding their flocks of sheep.

T h e well of Wu-geh-san was quite close to the " Five Hills,"
which had for some days been visible in the distance.
On January 8th the caravan-track wound in and out between the sand-dunes. Sometimes it was not altogether easy
to keep it, for the wind had blotted out every trace of the
road. But a worse evil was that the daylight began to fade,
and we had not yet succeeded in discovering the well. T h e
twilight deepened rapidly. But at length we reached a small
steppe, whereupon our Chinese camel-drivers said they believed we were not very far from the well. They looked for
it in every direction, while I and Islam stayed with the camels,
and made a fire, to serve as a guide to the two searchers. In
the east we heard the bells of a caravan quite distinctly; the
sound came nearer and nearer, then died away in the west.
It was evident we had somehow got off the track. S o we
waited nearly three hours before the Chinese came back ; they
had not found the well. During their absence I witnessed
the most brilliant display of shooting stars I have ever seen
anywhere. A train of meteors of a n intensely light-green
color shot through the belt of Orion, and for some seconds
lit up the steppe so brightly that the fire actually paled before
it. Then it seemed to be darker than ever. But after a
while the moon rose over the silent waste, and enabled us to
see where we were going to. After travelling due east for
about a couple of hours we caught sight of a fire, and thorouwhly wearied out, we crept to the well of Koko-moruk,
P
which the Chinese call Cheh-shell-geh-nian.
Beside the well we found some Mongols, wearing pigtails
and speaking Chinese. Strange to sap, they had never heard
the name of Ala-shan, nor did I succeed in finding out the
meaning of the word. They called the sandy desert Ulanalesu, or the Red Sand, which put me in mind of the Kizilkum of the Kirghiz, for the words mean the same thing.
T h e next day we reached, across an absolutely barren desert,
the most northerly point of the route-namely, Koko-burtu.
During that day's march we met only one solitary Mongol,
dressed in neat blue furs, a dagger at his side in a silvermounted sheath, riding a magnificent long-haired male camel,
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which went along at a grand pace. During the night we
again heard the tinkle of camels' bells, and a large caravan
came and encamped round the well. T h e bales and packsaddles were piled up in heaps, the camels were turned loose
to graze, tents were pitched, fires made, and the Chinese
shouted and squabbled-on
the whole quite a picturesque
scene in the midst of the desert and the darkness of the
night.
T h e camel caravans travelling between Ning-shaand L i a n g
chow-fu prefer this long route through the desert to the far
shorter road on the south, principally to escape the toll-houses,
the rest-house (inn) expenses, and other disbursements which
are associated with a journey through inhabited regions.
Along the more northerly route they are exempt from all
these expenses, for they carry provisions with them for the
whole of the journey, chiefly large bread-cakes, while the
camels provide their own sustenance, browsing upon the hard
dry desert plants. A s a rule the caravans start about three
o'clock in the afternoon, so as to allow the camels to feed as
long as it is light; then they travel all night. T h e men prepare their suppers when they reach the wells; it consisted of
tea and wien, a kind of soup made of dried meat and vegetables, with bread crumbled into it. During the stage to Artentollga across a gently undulating steppe, we caught the first
glimpses of the Ala-shan mountains in the east. Each well
on the ro~ltcwas provided with a wooden trough for the animals to drink out of, and each caravan carried a bucket, made
of woven withes, to fill the trough with.
Then we had a broad hard road, winding like a yellow ribbon across the steppe, all the way to IVang-yeh-fu, which we
reached via the ~vellof Hashato on January 12th. .

C H A P T E R XCIX
TVANG-YI3H-FU A N D NING-SHA

WE gave the camels a day's rest. I had also other business to do in the little town. First I sent back the two men
who had escorted me from Ching-fan : for two others were to
acconlpany me from Wang-yell-fu to Ning-sha. Then I replenished my stock of provisions, and bought some specimens
of Mongol jewellery. Lastly I paid a visit to the Mongol
prince Norvo, who was at the time chief of the town, and
dwelt in an ordinary Chinese yamen (official residence) inside
the walls. H e was a wn;tzg, or vassal prince, under the Emperor of China. H e received me in a very friendly manner
in a large, plain room with bare ~valls,in the midst of a group
of hlongol notables, dressed in the Chinese manner and
wearing pigtails. Norvo was an old man, with a white mustache, and wore a light gray blouse. W e had an animated
talk together, for I managed to get along pretty well without
an interpreter. H e was particularly anxious to know what
country I came from; and to satisfy him I drew on a large
sheet of paper a map showing how Sweden lay with regard
to China, while one of his secretaries wrotc down on the
map all the names that were essential to give the true position of my mother-land. But the geographical knowledge of
these Mongols was not very extensive. They were only
acquainted with the names of two places at a distance, Lhasa
and Khotan ; and none of those who were present had been
to either place, though rnost of them had paid visits to Kumbum and Urga. Norvo wondered if the King of Sweden was
as porverful as the Tsagan Khan (White Tsar). H e remembered Przhevalsky quite well, and called him Nikola (Nikolai
~~ilihailovitch).He said Nikola had visited him many years
ago.
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Wang-yeh-fu boasts of a plethora of names. T h e Chinese
also call it Fu-ma-fu and Ding-yuan-ying. T h e hlongol
names for it are Noyin, Ala-sha, Ala-sha-wang, and Yamendolo, the last two indicating that it is the residence of the
prince. T h e town lay about a dozen miles from the foot of
the Ala-shan mountains, which stretched from north to south,
though they were scarcely visible owing to the clouds and
the dust. There was a by-path over them to Ning-sha, but
we thought it better for the camels to make the circuit round
their southern extremity. 'The little town was said to have
between 2 0 0 0 and 3000 inhabitants, one half Chinese, the
other half Mongols; but it is not without importance, being
the principal emporium of the Ala-shan hlongols, the place
where they barter their raw produce for household appurtenances, clothes, je~vellery,flour, etc., brought thither by the
Ch'inese.
In the neighborhood of LVang-yeh-fu the country was rather
broken. A stream winding through the hills supplied the
town with water, and in the season of flood was said to terminate in a lake. Nobody knew anything about a p e r i ~ ~ a n e n t
lake in that part of the desert. 'The nomads were encamped
beside the streams ~vllichcrossed the steppes in the vicinity
of the town. Most of the hlorlgols I saw in MTang-yell-fu
wore a half-Chinese, half-Mongol costume, that is to say, over
their furs they wore colored Chinese \vaistcoats, with giltplated buttons. ?'he town possessed a handsome Chinese
temple built in the usual style. Its pagoda and tower rivalled
in height the larches that were planted round about it. T h e
fact of their embowering their temples amid larches says a
good deal for the artistic sense of the Chinese, for the broad,
sweeping branches harmonize well with the 11ollow upcurving
roofs, and consequently make an agreeable background.
O n January 14th we did a short stage, past several villages
and cultivated fields, to the lonely guest-house of Jo-jell-tellshang, which the Mongols call Yikeh-bashingto. During the
night I was awakened by the house creaking fearfully, vilhile
showers of sand and rubbish rained down all over me, ancl the
dust whirled in giddy eddies round the hut. I t was blowil~g
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a violent gale from the south. Nevertheless the two Mongols, whom Norvo sent n-~efrom his yamen t o act as my
escort, voted for maltina a start. They rode mules, and were
?
both pleasant fei~ows,In spite of their decidedly cutthroat
appearance, for one of them had a nose like a potato, while
the other had no nose a t all. W e travelled south with the
storm dead in our faces. A t two o'clock the weather underwent an extraordinary change. T h e wind suddenly moved
round to the north, and we were enveloped in a thick, blinding snow-storm. I was very glad to have my sha-lo to warm
my hands in, perched as I was high up on the back of a
camel. When we reached Jo - wa (the Mongol Torgon)
camels, riders, and packages - all were smothered with
snow.
Beyond that point the road curved gradually to the southeast, keeping alongside the brook of Toli. Then we entered
a wide gap in the Ala-shan mountains, and ascended by long,
easy gradients to the insignificant pass of Tomur-oden, and
descended on the other side down an equally gentle slope to
the guest-house of Da-ching. Thence the country fell away
at the same easy slope all the way to the Hwang-ho (Yellow
River), while the road inclined towards the northeast, so that
we now had the Ala-shan mountains on our left hand. After
spending the night in the Manchu town of Ning-sha, which
was just like any ordinary Chinese town except that the women were somewhat differently dressed and had their feet undistorted, we went on, on January 1 8 t h ~to the Chinese town
of Ning-sha, where I steered my course straight for the house
of the Swedish missionaries.
It was a real pleasure to meet my own countrymen-Mr.
and Mrs. Pilyvist and three assistants, two of them young
men, the other a young lady, as well as to rest two whole days
in their hospitable house. What a lux~lryto sleep in a wellwarmed room, and actually in a bed ! No need that night
to cover myself with a heap of furs, to prevent myself from
being frozen to death. I t was not hard to think I was resting on a piece of Swedish soil in a far-distant land.
Missionary enterprise is carried on in Ning-sha with energy

and success. There was a comn~unityof thirty Christian
Chinese, and Bible readings were held both morning and
afternoon. Tlie Evangelical Scriptures written in Chinese
characters mere scattered broadcast, in the shape of fly-leaves,
through the streets, and these had tempted many Chinese to
the mission-house, in most cases, no doubt, simply to gratifv
their curiosity. Mr. Pilqvist rented a hall in one of the principal thoroughfares, and there held services, nrhich passers-by
used to stop and listen to. It was grand to watch Mr. I'ilqvist preaching of an evening in his own house in the purest
Chinese. T h e congregation \Irere ranged on narrow benches
in front of the table at which the missionary sat ; and preach
he did, with such energv that the very walls shook a t the
thunder of his voice a n d i h e hanging of his fist on the table.
Tlie Chinese sat like statues, hardly daring to breathe-no
fear of them dropping off to sleep and not hearing what was
said !
Mrs. Pilqvist told me she very seldom met a Chinese woman of twenty who was unmarried. They frequently marry at
twelve or fifteen ; and even when they are tiny children they
beg their parents to cramp their feet, and look forward with
eagerness to the time when it can be done. They know perfectly well that no youth will look at them unless they have
tiny feet. 'The operation takes place, as a rule, when they are
five or six years old. An incision is made in the foot between the big toe and its nearest neighbor. 'Then by sheer
strength of hand the four smaller toes are forced back underneath the foot, and there they are kept by strong bandages.
T h e shoes are always made separately for each foot ; it is for
this reason you never see ready-made shoes in the boot-makers' shops in China. \/\'hen a Chinese woman walks, she
balances the w2ight of her body on her big toe, which is
driven right into the point of the shoe, and upon the upper
sides of her toes turned in underneath her foot, while her
heel is a long way off the ground. I t is inipossible to form
the faintest conception of the torture which such a nionstrous
fashion occasions. In some cases, for years after the completion of the operation, the poor girl is unable to leave her
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bed, while during the night the unhappy victims moan and
weep with pain, which becomes ten times worse every time
they move. More t11a11 that, the nails very often grow right
into the flesh ; no wonder, then, the gait of a Chinese lady is
the exact reverse of graceful. S h e waddles like a duck, or,
rather, like a barefooted person walking over pins or stingingnettles. In consecjuence of the excessively small amount of
exercise they take, the limbs of the Chinese women grow as
thin as rods. And all this torture, all this indescribable suffering, simply to get married !
Tliere is another custom which is far more widely spread
among the Chinese than is commonly believed, that is, the
exposure of newly born infants by their parents \\.hen they
consider their means will not allow them to rear them. T h e
tiny creatures are usually left in some corner outside the
town wall, where they are devoured by dogs or swine, though
it is true they are sometimes drowned. This cruel practice
is all the more astonishing, seeing that the Chinese generally
treat their children with the most touching tenderness as
soon as they are able to walk and talk. Previous to that
stage they are looked upon as animals that possess no soul ;
and if they die they are not buried in a coffin, but simply put
in the ground rolled up in grass.
T h e niissionaries at another Swedish mission station, which
I subsequently visited, n7ere once able to save a newly born
infant immediately after it had been deposited in the moat
outside the wall. There lay the tiny creature, crying bitterly.
T h e missiollaries picked it up, nursed it, and took care of it,
and in the course of two or three years it grew into a very
dear little tliing. Then came the parents, and begged and
prayed the missionaries to give them their little one again
Their prayer was, of course, granted.
In another case an old female servant in a Swedish missionary's family exposed nine of her children, one after the
other, as soon as they were born, and did not keep a single
one alive. Possibly this inhuman and barbarous custom is a
result of the peculiar social circumstances.
In addition to sowing the seed of the Christian faith, the
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missionaries tramp many a mile on errands of pure benevolence. i l u infant life or two saved, and a few young wonien
persuaded to loosen the bandages which so horribly distort
their feet, so that they may grow back into their natural position-what are they amid all the vast multitudes of the yellow
race ? W e may reply : " T o say the least, the example is
ennobling."
How many a time, too, did I not hear of missionaries
using the stomach-pump, and so saving the lives of would-be
suicides who had taken an overdose of opium! More than
once, while resting in the mission stations, I have been awakened in the middle of the night by a loud knocking at the
gate. In such and such a house a man lay dying. H e had
just taken a dose of opium. Off went the missionary in hot
haste with the stomach-pump, and so saved the man's life.
Sometimes the victims were grateful for having been snatched
from the jaws of death ; but, in general, gratitude is a virtue
which the Chinese do not manifest to any exuberant extent.
Suicide by opium is commonest among women who are unhappy in their marriage. Sometimes, if a man beats his wife
or speaks an unkind word to her it is sufficient to send her
to the opium, almost out of sheer spite, as it were. T h e
habit of opium-smoking is fearfully common, and quite as
much practised by women as by men. T h e number of children who have died from having crcpt up on their parents'
opium sofa and sucked at their pipes is little short of appalling.
Previous to the first Ilungan revolt, Ning-sha was a large
town of some 60,000 inhabitants ; but the revolt was a serious
blow to it, a blow from which it has not even yet recovered,
for its present population is only between I 2,000 and 15,ooo.
It is only the middle of the town that is occupied; the outer
quarters next the city walls are deserted-no inhabitants, no
shops, no traffic. T h e revolt broke out in Ning-sha in consequence of the imprudence of a mandarin. A t the time
when a large Mohammedan force lay encamped outside the
town, a mandarin told his Dungan servant that on the following day the Chinese intended to slay all the Dungans within
the town. When night came the servant stole out to the
11.-37
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camp and told the Dungan chiefs what he had heard, and
then stole back again into the town the same way he had
gone out. Then he and his coreligiouists inside burst open
the gate and let in the host of the rebels from the camp outside. T h e invaders found entry through " the little northern
gate," which is now walled up to prevent any Dungan from
storming Ning-sha that way in future.
T h e same gate perpetuated another ghastly memory.
When the Dungans got inside the town they raged like
wild beasts, slaying every creature they met. Out of the
total population not rnore than ttvo thousand Chinese were
left alive, and most of these only saved their lives because
they went over to the side of the rebels. T h e numerous
ruins still existing in Ning-sha witness to the destruction
that was wrought on that fatal day.
A t the present time the feeling between the Chinese and
Dungans is, a t any rate outwardly, a feeling of repressed
hatred. In Ning-sha the Chinese are entirely in the power
of the Dungans, for the latter, owing to their cspacity and
enterprise, have not only possessed themselves of the most
profitable occupations, they have got also all the cultivable
soil into their hands. It reads like the irony of fate that the
Dungans, who are XIohammedans, should keep vast herds of
swine and grow opium on a more than usually extensive
scale and thus produce two of the standard commodities
without which the Chinese can scarcely exist, namely, bacon
and o ~ i ~ i rwhile
n,
they themselves never touch either the one
or the other. But then their coffers are full of silver pieces,
and they suck the Chinese as dry as oranges.
T h e district of Ning-sha also yields in great abundance
rice, wheat, millet, beans, pease, vegetables, apricots, apples,
pears, grapes, melons, and peaches. T h e gardens are watered
by long irrigation canals drawn from the left bank of the
river. Ning-sha is also an important centre in the lively
traffic in wool that is carried on between the interior and
the coast. In summer, however, the wool is transported
down the Ilwang-ho in boats.
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remaining portion of my long journeyings, namely, from
Ning-sha to the coast, lay through a country that is tolerably
well knoxvn. Hence I will merely touch upon one or two
incidents, and hasten on to the close. Before reaching China
proper I still had another desert to cross. Throughout the
whole of my travels in Asia the passage across Ordos was
one of the hardest pieces of work I did. I was weary of my
loneliness, and of the hardships and fatigues of travel. T h e
740 miles which still remained to be traversed were done in
forced marches: I was going back to civilization, I was going
back to rest!
There are several routes fi-on1 Ning-sha to Bao-to. In
summer the most coilvenient way is to go down the Hwang110 by boat.
During the colder seasons the traveller has the
choice between the "longer road," which follows the left bank
of the river, and one of the several tracks which cross Ordos,
or the region between the northern loop of the Hwang-ho
and the Great Wall, a region inhabited by Mongols. T h e
shortest of the routes across Ordos effects a saving of five
days, but exposes the traveller to all the inconveniences of a
difficult desert journey. T h e subjoined list of stations and
distances indicates the direction and rate of my journey from
Ning-sha a:
To Li-ngan-fu
.
" Ping-lo .
,
" Hwang-chu-cho
" Shi-tsueh-tsa
" Camp No. I. in Ordos
" San-yueh-fing
.

.
.

143 miles

18
9+

173
.

8
IS+

"

"

ii
6:

"
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T o Camp No. 111.
"
Bao-yeh-ching
" Camp No. V.
I'
Khara moreh
"
Uorot chitteth
" Carnp No. VIII.
'' Da-ya-kheh .
Shwan-shin-gun
" Wa-ta-shian .
*'
Ho-jeh-to
.
'. Ha-ching-yo tsa
" Hao-to .
"

.
.
.

16% miles
IG

"

21

lL

g&

.

.

6,

.
.
.

IS

"

20

"

.

17$

13

"
GG

.
.
.

21

"

16
7Q

"

"

Or, in all, 267 miles in eighteen days.
I started on January 21st, and was accompanied a portion
of my first day's journey by the missionaries. T h e first four
days we passed through a string of villages, all standing beside irrigation canals led from the Yellow River. I still had
the nine camels which conveyed me and my belongings all
the way from Liang-chow-fu. W e crossed the Hwang-ho a t
Shi-tsueh-tsa, on ice so strong that it never once cracked
under the weight of heavy camels. T h e river was 374 yards
wide, and cvhen we .were in the middle of it appeared to be of
vast size; but it flowed through an extremely desolate and barren region. For some distance the right bank was bordered by
a low chain of hills, the summit of u7hich afforded an unbounded view towards the east.
O u r very first stop in Ordos was rnade in a howling wilderness, where there was no well and not a drop of water to be
h a d ; only, fortunately, we had taken the advice of our Dungan guide, and brought two or three sacks of river ice with
us. A t nearly every other halting-station, however, there
was a well of excellent water; the wells being bricked round
and very deep. For instance, on January 28th we rested at
the well of Bao-yeh-ching, 134 feet deep, cvhich contained
water with a temperature of 42.3' Fahr. (5.7' C.), though it
was no doubt cooled a trifle during the long process of being
hauled to the surface. Certain Mongols, who were also staying the night in the satne place, affirnled that the well was
four thousand years old.
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T h e road was first-rate all the way-hard and smooth and
straight, the surface being almost as dead level as the ocean.
I t bore every indication of being much used, although we met
very few caravans; but then, most of the Chinese were at that
season at their own homes for the New-Year's festivals. Besides, the route we had chosen was by no means the only
road across Ordos. One route, somewhat longer than that by
which we travelled, was principally used by carts; the others
chiefly by camel caravans.
T h e northern parts of the country were excessively thinly
populated by h'longol nomads. W e did not pass more than
two or three encampments in districts where there was a little herbage. Northern Ordos is to a great extent desert, and
a barren desolation cliaracterized the major portion of the
country we travelled through.
I t was not, however, the absence of inhabited and cultivated regions-for of such we were pretty well independent, having brought ample supplies of rice, bread, and mutton with
us-it was not this that made the journey across Ordos so
extremely trying; it was the abotninable weather we experienced. Almost every day, without exception, a storm raged
out of the northwest, and this, combined with the great cold,
froze us to the marrow. I do not mean mere gales in the ordinary acceptation of the term ; I mean veritable hurricanes,
which swept across the wide, unprotected plains of Ordos with
aln~ostirresistible violence. I frequently felt as though every
moment I should be lifted clean out of my saddle, or as
though the camel tvould be blown bodily over. Furs and
wrappings afforded very little protection ; the wind pierced
through everytlii~g. Many ri time, whcil we came across a
few dry steppe plants, n7e stopped for a few minutes to set a
light to them, and in that way thawed our numbed and
frozen limbs.
O n January 31st it blew the hardest from the west of any
hurricane we had yet experienced. Travelling was absolutely
out of the question. UTe happened to be encamped beside
the well of Kl~ara-moreh(the Black Horse), in the middle of
the open steppe, with not so much as a foot of cover to pro-
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tect us from the fury of the tempest. My tent blew over,
and I feared it would be rent to tatters. T h e men made a
kind of circular rampart of packing-cases covered with felt
carpets, and there they sat crouched together all day long. It
was impossible to keep warm. Everything was icy cold. If
you spilled a few drops of tea down your furs, they instantly
froze and became like stearine. My ink was a solid lump,
so that I was obliged to enter my notes with n pencil. A
violent wind like that we had on February st, in conjunction
with thirty-one degrees Fahr. of frost ( - I 7' C.j, may easily
be dangerous. You have to be careful you do not get frostbitten. Had it not been for the Chinese hand-stove I have
mentioned, I do not know in w l ~ a tcondition my hands would
have been. In the daytime I carried the stove on my knee
on the camel's back; and at night, when I lay down to sleep,
I took it in bed beside me. Nor is it any pleasure to ~vash
yourself when the very water freezes on your skin unless you
are remarkably quick over it.
T h e severest cold occurred in the beginning of February.
During the night between February 1st and 2d the minimum
was -22' Fahr. (-30° C.), and on the following night - 27.q0
Fahr. (- 33" C.) ; at the same time the minimum inside the
tent was - I 6.2" Fahr. (- 26.8" C.).
On February 6th we reached Ho-jeh-to, the first village on
the northern edge of the desert ; and on the following day we
crossed the Hwang-ho, at a spot mihere the river measured
420 yards from side to side.
O n February 8th we arrived at
Bao-to, where I met with a friendly welcome from the Swedish
missionaries, Mr. and Mrs. Helleberg. They had gathered
round them a little community of ten baptized Chinese and
kept a school for boys, and were devoted heart and soul to
their work. I never met pleasanter people anywhere. Along
with sixty other Swedish missionaries, they belonued to the
?
American Society of the Christian Alliance, whicll maintains a chain of mission stations all the way from Peking to
Bao-to.
But now my patience was utterly at an end ; and, I fear,
my readers' too. Leaving my caravan and Islam Bai in
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trusty hands, I started on February 12th alone, with one
Chinese driver, in a little two-~vl~eeled
cart drawn by mules,
and travelled east through the towns of Sa-la-chi, Diir-chi, and
Beh-sia-chi, until I came to Kwei-hwa-chung, or Kolto-klioto.
I11 each of these places I had the great pleasure of meeting
my own countrymen; indeed, in the last-named I found no
fewer than eighteen Swedes, one Norwegian, and one Dane,
all members of the American Christian Alliance. Klveihwachung is the centrc of the society, where new aspirants
to mission labor learn Chinese before being sent to t11cir
several stations.
From Kwei-hwa-chung I drove in eight days through Meidar, Cha-kha-bu-lo,No-bo-sha, To-do-go, Wo-ja-wa, and Jo-jellchong to Jan-ia-khu, or Kalgan, where the Great Wall ~vinds
up and down ;he crests of the hills that shut in the town on
both sides. In Kalgan, too, there were Swedish and American missionaries ; but I had no time to stay, I was nowr within four days of Peking.
A t Kalgan I hired a t o j o (palanquin, or sedan-chair) and
two mules to carry it. Then, accompanied by my servant, I
travelled through Shwen-hwa-fu, Do-mo, and Nan-kho, halting for the night at each of these places. After that we descended from the Mongolian plateau to the plains which
stretch right away to the \valls of Peking, threading the border mountains through the valley of Nan-kho. Once down
in the lowlands (March 2d) we passed innumerable villages
and temples, crossed innumerable canals, and met crowds
of travellers along every part of the road. I was not insensitive to the peculiar soleinnity of that day, the last of my
long journeying through Asia. T h e time dragged with painful slowness; the mules had never moved so sluggishly.
" W e shall soon be there !" cried my Chinese servant again
and again. But fresh villages, fresh temples, fresh gardens
kept continually coming into view, and we were constantly
losing our way in the long, crooked lanes. For more than a
thousand days I had been travelling through A s i a ; but that
last day seemed to me longer than all the preceding days put
together. A t last-at last I caught a glimpse of something
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between two aroups of trees looking out gray in the distance.
?
" Peking!" cried my servant. H e was right. I t was the
great city wall of Peking-the goal and object of my long
journey across Asia !
T h e feelings with which I rode in through the southern
gate of the city were such as my pen refuses to describe. For
over an hour my mules trotted along the stone-paved road
which runs round the western and southern sides of Peh-jinching, or the Northern Capital, skirting the city walls. Gray
and of imposing strength, they reached the height of over
forty feet, and compassed tlie city about four-square. Rut a t
length we entered the Chinese town, and approached the
"Gate of Heaven," with its massive square projecting tower
and lonu tunnelled archway, through which a swarm of peo?
ple, carriages, and animals were going backward and forward like ants in an ant-hill.
It was only a short distance from the "Gate of Heaven " to
the street of the European Ambassadors, in which I knew
there was a French hotel. Owing to the long journey my
clothes showed terrible signs of wear, and my outer man was
altogether so unkempt that I thought it would be wiser to
stay in the hotel ilzcoggzito for a few days, until I got myself
made presentable. But my palanquin had not advanced very
far down the street of the ambassadors when my eye fell
upon a large whitewashed gateway, outside which stood a
couple of Cossack sentries. I called to them, asking whose
house that was. 'They told me it was the Russian legation.
These words had such an effect upon my ears that I instantly
jumped out of the palanquin and went in. A t that moment I
cared not one jot about niy appearance, or that the Cossacks
were incomparably better dressed than I was. I passed my
hand hurriedly over my disordered beard, shook off tlie
thickest of the dust, and passed between the astonished sentries. T o reach the Russian ambassador's dwelling I had to
cross a garden by a stone-paved path. I rang the bell. A
Chin2se servant came and opened the door, and asked in
Russian : " Whom do you want ?" I inquired if Mr. Pavloff,
the char& d'afaives, would receive visitors, for I knew that
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the ambassador, Count Cassini, had recently left Peking. Mr.
Pavloff did receive visitors. H e received me at once, and
with the greatest possible cordiality. H e had been expecting me a long time, having been instructed from St. Petersburg that I was on my way t o the Chinese capital. A couple
of rooms had been got ready for me and had beer1 at my disposal for a month past.
This, then, was my incog~zito-a handsome room, furnished
with 41 the refinements of European luxury-costly carpets
on the floor, Chinese silk embroideries on the walls, antique
vases standing in niches and on pedestals, and - glorious
sight !-actually a bed, in which I did not even dream of the
wretched guest-houses in which I had spent the last few nights
of my journey. T h e table in the middle of the room contained a perfect mountain of letters and newspapers from
home, the oldest dated fully thirteen months back. How I
devoured their precious contents, while the English-speaking
Chinese tailor measured me for a new suit of clothes !
I subsequently called a t the various embassies, and was
everywhere received with flattering hospitality. England's
representative, Sir Claude MacDonald; the French ambassador, M.G6rard, and his secretary, the Comte d e Sercey; Baron
von Heyking, the German ambassador; the American, Mr.
Demby ; and Mr. Knobel, the Netherlands envoy, whom I had
previously met in Teheran-all gave me the friendliest welcome, and congratulated me upon the successful accomplishment of my journey. I also received a congratulatory telegram from King Oscar.
But years of lonely wandering among the savage and semisavage tribes of Asia cannot fail to have some effect upon a
European. I soon grew weary of the gay feastings, and felt
awkward and out of place amid the splendid throng. T h e
change from the lonely deserts of Tibet, of Tsaidam, of Gobi,
was too sudden to suit me.
After a rest of twelve days I said adieu to my many new
friends and turned my face homeward. Mr. Pavloff very
kindly undertook to look after my baggage, and have it transported right across Siberia free of expense. I had three

routes to Europe to choose between. T h e shortest was via
Vancouver and New Y o r k ; the most comfortable, by the
mail-boats touching at India and going through the Suez
Canal; the third, the longest and most fativuiiig, was the
a.
overland route t h r o u g l ~Mongolia and Siber~a. This was
nevertheless the route I selected, so that once more I travelled across Asia, though this time it was under very different
conditions. I rode in a two-wheeled Chinese cart, at express
speed, across the endless plains, deserts, and steppes of Gobi,
through Sair-ussu and Urga, to Kiakhta.
T h e cart was drawn by four mounted Mongols, by means
of two ropes fastened to the ends of the cart-shafts. A crossbar, thrust through loops in the rope near the shaft-ends, was
held by two of the men on their knees ; while the other two
men tied the ends of the ropes round their waists ; and away
we went a t full gallop across the steppes, the cart rattling and
jolting so that I was almost shaken to a mummy. You can
only travel a t this express speed under the authorization of a
special pass from the Tsung I,i Yamen. Couriers are sent
on in advance at each stage, so that you always find horses
waiting for you. There are twenty mounted men to each
stage. As soon as one set of four are tired, another set take
their places; and the change is made so swiftly and so deftly
that the traveller scarcely notices it unless he happens to be
looking out of the front window at the time. There is no
well-defined track, and there are no stations except the tentvillages of the Mongols. This circumstance, that we were
dependent upon the nomads for horses, explains why we were
unable to follow any well-known path. Each relay of Mongols rode straight for the next encampment, across steppes,
over ravines, up and down hills. O n some of the stages in
northern Mongolia the ground was covered with deep snow,
so that camels were used instead of horses.
A t Urga I paid a visit to the temple o f Maidari, the future
Buddha. There, too, I parted from my ever-faithful attendant, Islam Hai, ~ 7 h ohad travclled across hlongolia in my
wake in a second cart. H e was very anxious to go home
with me to Sweden; but that could not be. It was, however,
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hard to part from him. 12r. I,uba, the Russian consul in
U r p : took charge of him, and for his own safety's sake sent
hinl in the capacity of a Russian post-courier to Uliassutai;
thence he travelled via Uruinchi to Kashgar, and thence to
Osh. in Fergana, where, as I subsequently learned from Captain Saitseff, he arrived safelv, and was warmly ~velcomedby
his wife and family.
Thanks to the kind courtesy uf Mr. Pavloff, I had an
escort of Cossacks all the way from Peking to Kiakl~ta.
From Kiakhta I travelled by tarantass, sledge, and telega
through Uaikal and Irkutsk as far as Kansk; and from
Kansk a nine days' journey by rail took me to St. Petersburg.
It was on the 10th of hlIay, 1897, that I at last saw the
spires and houses of Stockholm peeping between the islands
of the Skargird. What a thrill of pure, unalloyed pleasure
to plant my foot once more on Swedish soil, after travelling
for three years and seven months in the heart of the vast continent of Asia !

UUI<IEL, A N C I E N T T O W N I N TIfE DESERT

INDEX
Abad, 632.
Abdal, 661, 862, 867, 886.
Achick-daria, 831, 833, 836.
~ d s i n s spirits,
,
I 123.
Afghan Commissioner, 690, 697.
Afghans, on the I'arnirs, 95.
Afridis, 675.
Aghil, sheepfold, 79.1-795.
Ahmed illerghen, the hunter, 613, 624, 625 ;
fincls c,amel, 620 ; accompanies author
across desert, 773, 794; views on wild
camel, 812 ; in the desert, 826, 828 ; returns home, 833 ; steals autl~or's goods,
910-915.
A-K, Iridian pundit, xo-11.
Ak-alkhar, 389.
Ak-baital, pass, 167-168, 176.
Ak-balik, 389-390.
Ak-ber~li,204.
Ak-chakkil-tagh, steep cliffs, 944.
Akhun, an attendant, 60.
Ak-julpaz, 47, 48.
Ak-lengher, 729-730.
Ak-sai, 46.
Aksakal, agent, 639.
Aksak-maral, 4 jo.
Ak-su, town. 607, 616, 620, 635, 636.
Ak-sn, white water, 796.
Ak-su. See Rlurghah, river.
Ak-su-claria, 632, 635. 642, 869.
Ak-tam, 161, 163.
Ak-tash, 172.
Ak-tuya, camel, 476, 610, 633.
Ala-ayghir, 451.
Alai' mountains, 113, 114, 117, I 2 1 ; passes
over, 114 e t srp.
Alai' valley, 126- 142, 127, 131, 141, 170,
172.

Ala-kum, steppe and desert, 455.
Ala-shan, desert of, 1212, 1219.
Ala-shan mountains, 1220, 1221.
Alexander III., of liussia, 428.
Alichur, 172.
Alikhani-gol, 1106, 1108.
Alim Altliun, 917, 925.
Allik-bashi, chief of fifty men, 206.
Altitudes-Ak-alkhar,
395 ; Ak-baital, 167;
Alai' passes, I 14 ; Alai' valley, I 26 ; Arpa-
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tallak, 702 ; Aral (Lake), 48 ; Bassyk-kul,
310; Dalai-kurgan, 931; Gedyack-belez,
426; Kandahar, pass, 693; Great Karakul, 156; Little Kara - kul, 310; Kashka -su, 257 ; I<atta - kok - moynak, 269;
Kaufmann Peak, 136; Keng - kol, 255 ;
Khara- kottel, 1153 ; Khunser - ab, 669;
liityick-kok-moynak, 269 ; Kizil-art, 149;
Koko - nor, 1140; Kotsh korchu, 313 ;
Kwen - lun, passes, 931 ; Lakshak, pass,
687 ; hferkeh, 426; hIus - tagh - ata and
glaciers, 217, 220, 222, 318, 330, 334,
337, 344. 350, 351, 370-371; Pamir
passes, 176, 257, 258, 269, 274; Fort
Pamir, 184 ; Pasrabat, 258 ; Saitseff, pass,
389; Sarik - kol range, 339, 392, 691;
Sarik-kol, pass (Kmen-lun), 932 ; Sughet,
426; Tagharma, 271; T e r - a r t , 257;
Northern Tibet, 961 e t sep. ; Tokkuzdavan, 931; Tsaidani, 1074, 1103; Tuyakuyruk, 425; Ullng-art, 662; Ullug-rabat.
274; Wakjir, 670; Yappkaklik, 945 ;
Yeshil-kul, 390 ; Yikeh-tsohan, 1071.
Altun-tagh. 948.
Altyn-darah, 170.
Altyn-tagh, 9, 948.
Amban, governor of a town, 248.
Amba.;\ador, 'l'ihetan, 1157.
American Society of Christian Alliance,
1233.
Andijanliks, 636.
Anglo-Russian Boundary Commission, 66q6'36.
Antelope$, 1009, 1152; one caught by Yolldash. 1216. Compare also boghe, maral,
yurgheh.
Arabakesh, cart driver, 436, 453.
Aral, Lake, 48 et sep.
Arba, or araba cart, 55, 247, 429, 433. 831.
Archa, juniper, 106.
Arghan, 854, 867.
Aris, river, 62.
Arka-daria, 836, 845, 847.
Arka-kbll, 857. 858.
Arks-tagh, 948, 970 q . , 955, 989, 997.
Arkhan, camel's-harr rope. 366.
Arpa-tallak, pass, 696, 702.
Artistic relics, Rorasan, 747-760,
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INDEX
Aslr, pillau, 639.
Ashbaz-khaneh, kitchen, 444.
Ash-khaneli, larder, 417.
Asia, Central, exploration in, 5 e t seg.
Comp. also Uonvalot, Carey, ICozloff,
Littledale, Prince Henry of Orleans, etc.
Geography of, 4, 13, 175-183, aud
pnssi~t?.
Ass, wilcl. See I<liulan.
Astun-tagh, 948.
Aul, tent-village, 33, 267, 664, 666.
Aulia, saint, 150.
Austan, 102-105, I I I .
Avullu-kvll, 871, 875.
Avvat, 632.
Ayag, wooden platter, 606.
Ayag-art, pass, 656.
Ayran, hererage, 417.
Ayvan, veranda, 711.
Babai, camel. 476-524.
Hagrash-kiill, 841-845.
Bal, rich man, 266.
Baiga, mounted sports, 171, 278-289.
Bai-khan-kiill, 456.
Bala-khaneh, upper house, 692, 780.
Balik-masar, 389.
Balta, axe. 606, 795.
Bao-to, 1230, 1232.
Barkhans, sand-hills. 47.
Base-line, for rate of travel, Prrfrrce, 482.
Bashlik, hood, 542.
Bassyk-kul, lakes, 210-211, 302, 304-312.
Bazaars, 79, 469, 637, 639, 6-13> 655, 71%
919 ; bazaar-day, 902.
Bears, 1036, 1069, 1113, 1114.
Beg Hulat, 421-322.
Beg Kuli I k g , 75.
Ueglik, bcklik, administrative division, 468.
Uelbagh, girdle, 606.
Belcher, Kev. Mr. and Mrs., 1218.
Beldir, villages, 692.
Beles, pass. 510.
I3elgian Catholic Brothers, 1205, 1206.
Bendersky, 672.
Bikar-yilga, cul-de-sac, 944.
Hirasana. See Isorasan.
Birth customs, among Kirghiz, 413.
Biskent, 75.
Boat, makeshift, 397 eb seq., 401, 405 ; Lopmen's, 865, 877, 887, 895.
13odhisatvas, 7 56.
Ilogdai, wheat, 441.
I$ogdanovitcll, 12.
Uoghak, throat tumor, 712.
Boghe, deer, 613, 974.
Boghra, camel, 477, 485, 610.
Boka, yak, 1064.
Bokali-kopa, marshes, 56, 85.
Bonvalot, 11, 940, 1011.
Borasan, 744-760, 765.
Bor-doha, 145, 146.
Boundary Commission, Anglo-Russian, 669686.
Bower, Captain, 13.

British, 011 the I'amirs, 96, 671-686.
Buddha, images of, 756-760, 780-785, 1081,
1173; incarnations of, 1151, 1169.
Buddha, Living, I 169.
Iluddhist architecture, 1177; festivals, 762763, 1177; temples, 1164, 1181, 1204,
~ z 7.o See also L,anias, O l ~ o s etc.
,
Bukhain-gol, 1137-r 140.
Rudlihaneh. shrine to liuddha, 1065.
Ilukseni, 605-623.
Bulak-bashi, 1':astern I'amirs, 265-266.
Uulak-bashi, Nortllern 'I'il~et, 947.
Uulun-kul, 204.
Burans, snow - hurricanes, 97, 463, 71 7.
Srr also Storms.
Buried tolv~is,441, 444. 447 ; Ho-lao-lo-liia,
767; lcara-dnng, 799-803 ; Nasar, 7227 2 j ; Shalir-i-lcatak, 465, 836; Taltlamakan. 778-788.
Iiurklia, Caucasian cloak, ror.
13url:han l3uddlla >!Iountain, 1100.
llurliha~is,images of Iluddlia, 1081-1083.
Iluru, dog, 938.
Burn-koss, pass, 656.
Caldrons, a1 shrine, 458-461.
Calotte, felt cap, 278, 1066.
Camels, tame, lieads of, 814, 815, through
Ala-shan, 1202, 1210 ; driving, 47-49 ;
crossing Koncheh-daria, 859 ; for 1 . 0 ~ nor jonrncy, 773; pricesoof, 452, 476, 929 ;
racing. 677; riding. 483, 465. 774, 901902 ; wearing stockings, 1036; for 'I'aklamakan journey, 476 ; in desert, 538 et seq.,
539, 543, 609. 610; in Northern Tibet,
929, 938 et sey.; death of \vliite camel,
633 ; one runs wild, 6 2 0 ; at sight of wild
camels, 824.
Camels, terra-cotta, 745, 748.
Camels, wild, 9, 811-824.
Canlp of death, 552-564, 571.
Caravans. Dr. fletlin's, througl~Ala-shan,
1202, 1210; for Lop-nor journey, 707.
773-7 74; over Pamirs, 99-102 ; from I'itigfan, 1194; from Si-ning-fu, 1192; across
l'akla-makan, 476-480 ; through Nol.th
,1 ibet, 737-939; through Tsai(ian1, 1081.
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Carey, 6, 13, 480-481, 1051.
Catholic Brothers, lielgian, 1205, 1206.
Central Asia.
See Asia, Central.
Central depression, region, 175-183, 204.
See also Lop-nor, l'saidatn.
Chalierem, measure of length, 721-22.
Chakker-aghil, 664.
Chalimak, a steel, 606.
Chakmakdea-kul, 670. 6 7 4
Chal-tumak, glacier, 343-348, 359.
Changpas, 7. See Jzirlher l'aghliks.
Chao Dariii, 205.
Chapan, cloak, 472, 606.
Chappgan, channel through reeds, 893-894.
Cha~q>s,
ravines, 927, 929.
Char-chak, river, 840.
Chareck, of iron, 253 ; of rice, 441 ;of wheat,
266 ; of wool, 616.
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Charkl~lilt,862, OOI-908.
Cliarlung, glen, 256-259.
.
.
1231-1232,
Chayan, river, 839.
See Trade.
Commerce.
Cliegghelili-uy, 862, 8 70, 855.
Comlnission, 13oundnry, Anglo - Russian,
Chellek, iron tailk, 460.
06n-686.
Clieraylili-tograktasi-Id. 451.
Cossacks, 30-31~49, 5 j , 192, 674, 676, 660,
Cherchen-daria, 868, 869.
708.
Clietvorka, four~in-hand,38.
Curtius, 755.
Chichekli, 269.
Cl~iggeh,rushes, 831.
Dalai-liurgen, 931.
Cliihil-gumbez, z j 7.
I)algleisli, 6, 13, 1051.
Chinllient, 62.
Dainaruh, prayer-drum, 1181.
China Inland Rlissio~i,1185, 1202.
Chinese, admillistration, 474, 1148, 1151; Ilao Tai, Chinese official, 233-231.
coius and inoaey, 253, 475, 482, 739, 741, I larah, level tlepression, 520.
1064, 1143, I z o z ; peculiarities of count- Daraut-kurgan, 123, 124-125, 126, 170.
Ilarius, I'ersian king, 752.
ing, 2 j j ; cowardice, 1190 ; dishes, 240241,734; etiquette, 238 etseq.; ge<)g~.aphy. Iliisl~t,level steppe, 485.
Ilastarkliaii, ~ o j .
468-469, 85-853, 906 ; officials, 224-225,
Ila-tien, bronze coins, 253, 462.
246-249,710, 715, 845-846, 902-90?, 900917, 918, 921, 1212-1215; 011 the I amirs, Ilavail, pass in sand-dunes, j 77.
96, 2 0 4 , ~js eZ.reg.; soldiers, 20 7 , 275-276 ; Ilavali-ltu111,sand-pass, 520.
arbitrary action of, 846-848; suspicion, 1)avassun-nor, 1098.
Ileatli, among I<irghiz, 420-423.
203, 207, 249, 305, 381-382, 392-393,
903-907, 1212-1215 ; and telegraph, 1202; Ileath, Camp of, 552-564.
Ileep Briilge, Chultknr-kiipriulc, 109.
\vatch -houses and garrisons in I'aniirs,
204, 205, 257, 258, 266, 270, 276; in Bast Ileng, I-est-house, I 160.
'l'urkestan, 440, 639, 846, 904 ; women, I)ervish, 44 j ; telling stories, 709.
Ilesert Rlan. See Tollchi.
small feet, 716, 1223.
Lleserts-i\la-slian,
121-1219: I<ara-kum,
Cliitig-fall, 1215.
47; Orclos, 1231 ; 'l'akla 111akan ((;obi),
Chin~ieli,chiria basin, 417.
443-584, 776-833 ; Northern Tibet, 960Chircliick, river, 84.
1068 ; 'I'saidam, 1089-1103.
Chisslik, steak, 291, 610.
I
)
i ~ ~ n e r - ~> aAndijanlik,
rt~
639 : C h i ~ ~ e s e ,
Chivillik-k611, 854, 867, 8 72.
238-245;
Etlglish, 683; Russian, 69, 673Cllokltalik, pass, 931, 935.
674, 682-683.
Chong-kum, sa~~d-hills,
488.
I)ivaneh, dervish, 817.
Chong-sarik, camel, 476, 610, 620, 6 3 4
Iloff, drum, 472.
Cliong-tura (Przhevalsky), 883, 889.
Christian Alliance, America11 Society of the, Dolons, 440, 470.
I)onkhur, 11 56-1157.
1233.
Chrlstrnas Eve, at Kargalik, 71.1 ; at liash- Dorcheli, Rlongol, 1066, 1067 et seg.; guides
the expedition, 1070-1094 ; attempts to
~ - 1209 ;
gar, 428-430 ; at L i a n g c I ~ o \ \fu,
explain, 1088; returns hotne, 1094.
at 'l'ashkend, 66.
Diiolatsa~i-nor,1098.
Chu, river, 844.
1)ua-tagh, 726.
Chuggatai, pass, 176, 203.
Duck, ~vild,195, 589.
Chugin, cau, 417.
Chukkur-lcii~~~.iul;,
or the Deep Ijridge, 109. Dnlan-gol, I 123.
Dulan-kitt, ~ 1 3 2 .
Chullak-lenglier, 721, 848.
Dulan-yung, 1123, 1127.
Cllum - kar - kashka, glacier, 3 58-361, 393I)o~igans,revolt of, 1186-1191, 1138, 1144 ;
39-1
at T e n - kar, :158- 1159; ill Ning -sha,
Chum I i a r Kashka llater, 215, 222.
1227-1228; courage of, 1163, 1190.
Chomuch, spoon, 606.
'
Dutara, musical instrument, 255, 799.
Chnrok, boots of yakskill, 1021.
Dutreuil de 1<11ins, murder of, 429, 1114,
Clay terraces, in desert, 522.
1191.
Climate-Alalvalley, 126-142; North China,
I 198, 1201 ; I'ort l'amir, I 78 ; Kashgar,
245: Iiazalinsk, 55; l<oshlengber, 718; Earthquakes, 381, 667.
hlerket, 468 ; Ortlos, I231 ; Orenburg, Emiii Mirza, 959, 1048; reads chronicles,
3' ; I'amir.4, 97, 181 : Tagharma, 271 ; 1036, 1087; in danger froni wild yaks,
1070.
1 altla-makan Ilesert, 486 et seg., 774 e t
seq.; Northern Til)et. 942 et seg.; Trans- Eminstvo, commune, I 72.
Alai, 143-150: Turgai, 40; oases of East English officers of l3oundary Commission,
671-686.
Storms, Tem'I'urkestan, 718. See LZISO
Eski-shahr, 446.
perature.
Exorcising spirits, 472-473.
Coal, North China, 1194.

F'aizabad, 434-435.
I;a~~za,
hou>e, IZIZ.
Father of the Ice hlountains. See hlustagh-ata.
Ferry, over Syr- daria, 85 ; over Raskandaria, 698-701.
Fish, at 13alik-masar, 390; in 1.op-nor, 890894.
Flight-routes, birds, 195, 837-838.
Floocls, 265, 654-656.
Fone Shi. 021. od? : suffers from mountains i & n e ~ s , ' ~ ~ 6 , ' 953-954.
~~1,
Food, of Chinese, 240 - 241, 734 ; of Iiirghiz, 417 ; of Rlongols, 1065-1066, 10751076. See also ash (pillau), chisslik, dinner-party.
Forests, of Keriya-daria, 793-797, 804 ; of
Khotan-daria, 584 e t sey., 587, 593, 599,
617; of Tarim, 831 e t sey., 863.
Forsvth. 6.
fort'^". 2 (Karmakchi), 56.
Fort Pamir, 96, 169, 184-197, 384-387.
Foxes, 39. 828, 831, 912, 1153.
Fuel, various kinds, 39-40, 152, 302, 515.
946, 981, 1216.
Furniture, shepherds of Keriya-daria, 799 ;
of Khotau - daria, 606 ; K i r g h i ~ , 41 7 ;
Rfongola, 1065 - 1066, 1086; Tanguts.
1128-1131.

Gobi, Desert of. Set- Takla-makan Desert.
Gold.mines, 908, 941, 944.
Gorkak, sore-throat, 472.
Gorumdeh, glaciers, 314-318, 315.
Gosudarstvenny sbor, " fee to the crown."
34.
Great Icara-kul. See Icaka-kul, Great.
Great \Val1 of China, 1216. 1233, 1235,
(;rombtchevsky, 6, 12.
Griinwedel, 747, 751, 755.
Grvtch. rlce. bar.
~ & a m ' ~ o h k r i d iKhan,
ii
675, 683.
Gulatsh, fathoms, 532.
Gurna, 719, 721, 722, 727.
Gumbez, dome, 390, 444.
Gundi, 132.
Gurnnldi. See Ghunt.
G u r u n ~- serai, soundings at, in Syr-daria,
66, 91.
Gush, quality of jade, 741.

Hadick-gol, -842-845.
IIahn, Dr., quoted, 813.
Ilakini Khan 'lura, 421-422.
IIall, Rev. Rlr., 1185, I 192, I 197.
Ilamdan Hai, 939, 964, 972 ; pursues Taghlilts, 976-978 ; leads the wrong way, 982983, 986 ; dismissect, 1076.
Ilammam, hot I)atlis, 78.
Ilamrah, dog, 433-434 ; tlisappears, 514.
Gabristan, burial-ground, 440.
Ilangheitt, white gull, 1007.
Galkin, Colonel, 672.
Ilarato, 1074-1077, r o j j .
Ganchur, 1134.
[{attar, river. 1097.
Gangtse Lama, I 148.
Haoz, reservoirs, 712.
Garbuin Losang Ghindui~,I 157.
Hazrett-i-Musa, Mus-tagli-ata, 214.
Garden, in Ak - su, 639 ; in Khotan, 917I leads, of camels, 814, 815.
921 ; in Kashgar, 243-244.
IIeads, terra-cotta, of apes, men, 749-752;
Garuda, 765.
of lions, 752-753.
Gates, of to~vns,440, 709, 735, 1182, 1184,
Iledin, Dr. Sven, portraits, Frontispiece
1187, 1199, 1225, 1228.
Vol. I. and facing p. 666; plan of journey,
Gauman, macaroni, 466.
18 et seg. ;travels across Russia, 29-35 ;
Gautaina Siddhartha, 759-760.
across the Kirghiz steppes, 36-65 ; winter
Gavo, case for Burkhan, 1081-1085 ; shrine,
journey over the l'aniirs, 93-169 ; from the
hlurghab to Icashgar, 201-229; attempts
1173.
Getlyick, oar, 876.
to ascend Rlus-tagh-ata, 219-224,332-341,
350-355. 365-375 ; returris to the I'amirs,
Gedyack, violin, 399.
246-3 I 2 ; revisits I*'ort Pamir, 380-396 ;
Gedyack-l~elez,426.
adventures on l i t t l e Icara-kul, 397-412 ;
Geese, wild, 195, 202, 409, 503, 837-838.
returns to Icashgar, 425-430; visit* the
Gems, from Horasan, 765.
Geographical notnenclature, 182-183. 1108 ;
hlasar-tagh. 443-445 ; the shrine of Ordan
Padshah. 455-464 ; ill and "exorcised,"
parallels, 180 - 181 ; regions, Von 12icht.
472
; starts to cross the Takla - inakan
hofen, 175-183.
Gerard, General, Xouudary Con~missioner,
desert, 47G484 ; seeks a passage through
the sand-dunes, 528-529, 535 ; overcome
671. 677, 675, 684
by despair, 555 ; chief moments of his
Ghalin, harp, 470.
life, 556 - 559 ; recovers, 560 ; abandons
Ghez - daria, 181, 225 -- zzy. Ste uhu Ikehis baggage, 562-564 ; and the caravan,
bel-su.
571-574 ; desperate march for the IchotanGhunt, river, 180, 183, 301-392.
daria, 575 - 589 ; f i i ~ ( l ~ ~ a t589Ghush-bakshi, falcon as exorciser, 473.
e r , 591 ;
Glaciers, of hlus-tagh-ata, 313-379 ; Ullugcarries water in his l~oots,593,592-596 ;
saves Kasim, 599; falls in with shepherds,
art, 664 ; near Uprang, 672.
603 ; lives with them, 605-623 ; travels
Glass, fragments of ancient, 725 : 111aking
down the Khotan-daria, 624-633; returns
of, 762.
again to Kashgnr. 645 ; recovers revolver,
Gnats, 872.
646 ; again travels to Pamirs, 650- 695 ;
Goat, wild, 150, 206, 298.
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with the Anglo-Russian Boundary Commissio~i,670-665 ; once more leaves I<ashgar, 707 ; travels to lihotan, 707 - 732 ;
visits buried cities, 773 - 787, 799 - 804 ;
journeys tlo\r~ithe Keriya-daria, 798-810;
crosses desert to l'arim. 811-834 ; visits
I<orla aud Bagrash - kiill, 841 - 849 ; in
1.011 - liar region, 850 - 898 ; returns to
Khotan, 809-go8 ; recovers his property,
gag-917; crosses the Kwen-lun hlountains,
92 5-932 ; traverses Northern Tibet, 9321062 ; learns Chinese, 921, 943 ; ~)ilnishes
the 'l'aghlilis, 978 ; in dangcr fro111 \vil(l
yaks, 1054; among thc Alongols, 1064I124 ; learns Mongolian, rohg-io7o; has
a narrow escape, 1072-1073 ; cr\)s\esTsaidam, 1089 - 1124 ; among the Tanguts,
1108 - 1156; visits Tangot tent, 11271131 ; in T e n - k a r , 1156-1159; visits
]<urn- bum, 1164- 1181; at S i - n i n g - fu,
1182 - 1191 ; travels to I,ia!ig- clio\\r - f u ,
1192 - 1209; across the llesert of Alashan, 1210-1228 ; theuce to Peking, 12291237 ; home, 1238-1241.
ITellel~erg,Mr. and Mrs., 1232.
IIendricks, Father, 231-232, 429, 1209.
Henry, Prince, of Orleans, 11, 862, 940,
1011.
IIindus, in East Torliestan, 251, 482, 632.
Hlakin~to,obo of, 110;.
H o , General, 1189.
Hogberg, Mr., 429-430, 649.
110-lao-lo-kia, 764, 767.
Hol<lich, Colonel, 671, 685.
Hollussun-nor, 1098, 1106-1108.
Holuin-go], 1106.
Horsemanship, Kirgliiz, 283-287.
Horses, I<irghiz, I 16 ; hlongolian, 1143 ;
prices of, 42, 46, 55, 99, 641, 653, 1143;
breeding, 1186; loss of, 109-110, 662663, 1031 e t sey., 1048 ; terra-cotta, 745.
Hnc, Father, 6 ; on Koko-nor, 1148 ; on
inscril~eilleaves of liuni-bum, 1170.
Huli, right to execute justice, 1148.
Hunter, Rev. Mr., 1185.
Hussein and IIassan, 794-797.
Hwang-110, 236, 11jq, 1228-1232.
Hwen L)arin, 845-846.

908. 941, 944 ; hardu~are,81 ; horse-breedlng, 1086 ; iron, 252 ; linen, I 128; milling,
4-11 ; muskets, 1020 ; silk, 738 ; swords,
1131, 1144; talismans, 1081; tanning,
738 ; wool-cleansing, 738. See, furthcr;
l'roducts, Sheep.
Infanticide, in North China. 1224.
Informatiou, collecting, 742-743.
Inscriptions, on clotli, etc., 1097, 1107;
grotto-walls, 1134; stones, 211, 390, 10571062; temple shield, 1174; tree-leaves,
1170.
Instruments, scientific, 26, 73.
Irghiz, 44.
Iron, smelting, 252.
Irrigation - lieriya, 796 ; Shamnl, 449 ;
I<okand, 81 ; Kutaz-lengher, 926; hlaralbashi, 441 ; Merlcet, 468; Ning-sha, 1228;
in Ordos, 1230; 'l'erern, 456, 463 ; Utchturfan, 643,
Isfayran, valley of, 9j-120, 107-111 ; river,
106 ~t st?.
Ishall, holy man, 214.
Iskender, Mirza, 742.
Iskender, the 'l'aghlik, 1017, 1051.
Islam Akhun, of Iceriya, 939, 976-978,
1137,
Islam Bai, 100-101, 201; portrait, frontispiece, Val. 11.; on Mus-tagh-ata, 376, 394 ;
buys stores, 453, 466; I~uyscamels, 477;
leads the caravan, 519-520; beats Yollchi, 549; \.olunteers to push on, 55.4;
prepares a nauseous rlraught, 562; is 111,
569 ; saved by merchants, 607-608 ; rejoins Ilr. Hedin, 609; his story, 6096 1 0 ; returns into desert, 614-615, 619;
shoots \vild camels, 822-823; beaten by
Chinese, 8 4 6 8 4 7 ; on Lop-nor, 876, 897;
at Ichotan, 91 7-922; stalks antelopes,
929 ; caravan leatler, 939; suffers from
mountain - sickness, 946, 960, 962-966 ;
shoots a bhulan, 1003-1006; shoots wild
yaks, 1013-1019, 1054-1057; sets u p the
stove, I I I I ; pursues the bear, I I 14 ; pursued by l'anguts. I I 14-1115 ; in Northern
China, 1198, 1 2 0 1 : returns home, 1241.
Issyk-bulak, hot sl~rings.260.
Issyk-kul, problem of, S 4 4

Ice lakes, 165.
Ice mountains. See hlus-tagh.
Ice slides, 109-1 10.
Ice volcanoes, 165-1 66.
Ignatieff, Adam, 231, 240, 241.
Ike~bel-su,293-310, 425. .See also Cheerlnria.
Ikon, holy image, 33.
Ilchi. See Khotan.
Ilek. See Konctleh-daria.
Images, temple of 'I'en Thousand, 11641181. Ser n h o Ruddl~a,Burkhans.
Inchiclteh-daria, branch of Ichotan-daria,
62 5-626 ; of 'I'arim, 839.
Industries-carpets,
738 ; cotto~i,78; fishing, 31, 49, 451, 890-894; goltl-mining,

Jacobite Christians, 771-772.
Jade, 733, 741.
Jafer Sadilt, Imam, 770-028.
Tam. \vooden platter. 608.
Jambau, coin, 47 5.
Janaidar, city of I~liss,216.
Jan 1\11 Emin, 137.
Jan llarin, 204, 206, 399 ; insolence of, 224.
309.
Javab, guitar, 606.
Jaxartes. See Syr-daria.
Jighits, S a r ~couriers, 98, 193,
Jing, of iron, 253; of oil, 453; of rice, 441.
Jipptili, pass, 114, 136, 170, 172.
Jol~annes,Christian convert, 232, 443, 471,
483.
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well, 530-533; beats Yollchi, 549 ; steals
water, j50;nccotnpanies Dr. Iletlin, 573586;saved I)y Ilr. Hedin, 596,599;stays
jui51;, 57.
bellind in Kashgar, 653.
Jura Beg. 69-73.
Kasim Akhun, honter, 773,800; shoots a
Justice, East Turkestan, 473-475 ; Cliinese,
wild camel, 818-819;returns horne, 833;
915-917; of 'I'angut chief, 1148-1151.
steals author's ~ ~ r o p e r t 9
y 10-91
,
5.
Icasim Akhun, of Yanghi-liissar. See YollKaimak, yak's cream, 417.
chi.
Kaisak, I i i r g h i ~ 40.
,
Katak, district, 804-805.
Kalgan, 1233;daggers from, 1239.
Katta-kok-moynnlc, pass, 269.
Kalim, dowry, 413,475.
Katta-mal~iiliah,large town-qnarter, 78.
Kalta-davan, 176.
Iiaufrnann, Cieueral, 69-70.
Kaniarensky, dance, 196.
Kanfmann Peak, 136.
Kamish, reeds, 579. See, fzi~thev,Reeds.
Kamper-kishlak, glacier, 220, 319,326,329- Kaumuss, musical instrument, 133,289.
Kayindeh-masar, 273,397
330
Kazalinsk, 51-55 ; soundings at, 83.
Kan, gold-mine, 908,941.
Kazan, cooking-pot, 417.
Kanat-baglagan-kvll, 894.
Kazang, wooden platter, 606.
Kandahar, pass. 693.
Icazan-ltlianeh, caldron-house, 458.
Kang, Chinese sleeping-bench, 1216.
Iceble11-nameh, compass, 541.
Kanjutis, 676,677
Kemi, canoe, 876,877,887,895.
Kapak. gourd, 606.
Keng-lioi, glen, 254-257.
Kaptar-masar, 731.
Keng-shevar, 302,687.
Kara-buran, lake, 857,861,863,901.
Kara-buran, storm, 97,718-721. Cotrzjare, Icerim Jan, 773,776.
Keriya-(laria, 792-810;compared with Khofurthe!; Storms.
tan-daria, 805.
Kara-butak, 43.
Ketmen, Sart spade, 532,795.
Kara-daria, 85-88.
Khaidik-gol, 842-845.
Kara-dash, 833.
Khakir, Imam, masar of, 730.
Kara-dung, buried town, 799-803.
Khalats, Kirgl~izcoats, 102,164
Kara-kasik, pass, 114.
Khamal, wind, 130.
Karakesh, owner of horses, 258,
Khan-arik, 456.
K a r a - k i p , I 16.
Khandi-arik, 463-464.
Kara-koll, 857,872,873.
Khanekah, prayer-liouse, 443,836.
Iiara-korum, of Rlus-tagh-ata, 394.
I<ara-koshun, Lop-nor, 857,861,863,890- Khan Kbodiar, 70,95.
Iihan Khoja, 215-216.
898.
Kara-kul, depressio~~,
178;eniinstvo, 172. Khara-kijttel, pass, 1152,I I54.
Iiara-knl, Great. I~I-169,
153, 156, 157, Kliara-nor, I I 13.
Kliara-~lssu,1099.
161.
Kara.kul, Little, ZIT, 289-304, 292, 310 ; Ichari-khanell, hlohamtneclan schools, 78.
Ichoat Beg, 281-283,284.
boating on, 397-412,
Khodiar, Khan of Kukantl, 70,95.
Kara-kul, stream, 297.
Khoja, the Sart, 207, 228.
Kara-kum, desert, 47.
Ichoja, Khan, 215.
Kara-muran, 946-049.
Khojent, britlge at, 76 ; soundings at, 83.
Karaol, watch, watch-house, 106.
Ichotan, 733-738 ; history of, 761-772;
Kara-shal~r,845.
route to, 708-709.
Kara-shahr-dariasi. 842-845.
Khotan-daria. bed of, 586-589,593, 625Kara-su, l~lacliwater, 796.
628 ; compared with Keriya-daria, 804Kara-su, Alal valley, 126,143.
805 ; scenery of, 617; relations to l'arim,
Kara-su, Tagharma, 271,272,665.
870 ; compared with Yarkand-tlaria, 621Icara-teghin, 126, 170.
622.
I<ara-yilga, 262,263.
Khulan, mild ass, 945, 1001,1003-1006,
K n r ~ a l i k .714-716.
1005,1058,1062,1063.
I<arn~akclii,56.
I<ashgar, aothor's first stay in. 230-245; I<hunser-ah, 669.
return to, 427 ; further stay in. 645-649 ; Iiibitlta, tent, 47.
left for last time, 707- 708 ; gate of, Kighiz, felt carpet, 563,1011.
Icing Oscar Mountain, 1023,1025.
646.
I<inshal, dagger, 206.
Kashgar-daria, 436,440,441,445.
Kirghiz, 171,182,195,255-256, 279,2853
Kaslika-w, Pamir aul, 134,170.
382, 38?, 414 415. 419, 4233 6437 659,
I<ashka-su, pass, 256-257.
676 , baiga, 282,278-287,z&), 677 ; cusI<ashnia, felt, 105.
toms,
etc., 277-288,413-422; on the paKasli tnsh, jade, 733.
mirs, 96 and passiril; of 'I'agharma, 272 ;
Kasim ilhhun, of Alt su, 478-479 ; digs the
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grazing la~vs,313 ; their household goods,
417 ; tents, 74, 665, 666 ; tribes of, 170 ;
keenness of vision, 41, 163 ; wolf-torture,
146; \vorldly circutnstances of, 40 e t seg.
Iiiseritsky, Slr., 747.
ICishen Singh, 6.
I<ishkintai-mahallal~,little town-quarter, 78.
Kishlak, \\-inter .;ettlement, 105, 170.
Kishmish, currants, 615.
Kitab-khaneh, balcony, 77.
Kitchkerim, shout distance, 204.
ICitt, temple, 1132.
ICityick-kok-moynak, pass, 269.
Kityick-tura, Little Master, 943,
Kiyick, wild goat, 202.
ICizil-art, pass, 148-149, 176.
ICizil-ji-khanem, 456.
Kizil-su, affluent of Icashgar-dar~a,129, 869.
Kizil-su, in Alai' valley, 126-129, 134, 182;
crossing it, 138-140.
Kizil-unkur, 133, 170.
Kobeko, Mr., 427-428.
Kodai-daria, 444.
Kokand, madrasas at, 77-81; khans of,
95. 184.
Kok-balnak, iron mine, 252.
Kok-chai, green tea, 835.
Koko-nor, 1139-1151, 1145.
Koko- nor ranges, 1106, 1108, 1139, 1152.
Co?n$are, also, Tsun-ula.
Koko-shili Mountains, continuation of, 988,
996, 1024, 1051.
Kok-sai. 151.
Kok-SU,151, 170.
ICok-uy-bel, 179, 183.
Kiill, reservoir, 718; lake, 800.
Konak, maize, 441.
Koncheh-daria, 839-844, 851, 855. 859, 857870, 877. Cowlpore, furlher, Tarim.
Konstantinovskaya, 48.
ICopa, 908, 929.
Korla, 841, 846-849.
Korleh, prayer-wheel, I 174.
Kornei-tarti, 168.
ICosh-kemi, double canoe, 885.
Kosh-lengher, 717, 848.
Kotsh-korchu, 31 3.
Kottek, dead forest, 797.
Kourok, saksaul, 830.
Kovneh-sefit-potai, old clay pyramid, 737.
Kovneh-shahr, ancient city, 722.
Kozloff, P. K., 12, 867-869.
ICrishna, Indian pui~clit,10-11.
ICtalc, 465. 836.
Kuk-darah, 172, 183.
Kul, lake, 800.
Kul Malnetieff, 168, nor. 205-206, 225.
1<ul Mohammed, 841, 848.
Kum-boyan, 946, 947.
Kurn-bum, temple of, 1164, 1181, I175 ;
town, 1130-1181.
Kum chappgan, 862, 870, 889
1Cu1n-chekkeh, 876, 890.
ICum-daria, 867, 868.
Kumiss, and kumiss brandy, 290, 1085.

Kum-rabat-pashahim, 730
Kutlchekkan Beg, 864, 875, 886-889.
ICunchekkish-'rarim, 854, 867.
lCunchi, taniler and saddler, 1021.
Kungan, can, 417.
Kurban, the hunter, 880.
ICur-bashi, burgomaster, 78.
Kurchin, double wallet, 563.
Kurlyk-nor, 1097, 1106-1108.
Kurlyknin-ula, 1097.
Knrruk-akhin, 797.
Iiorruk-lengher, 702-703.
Kurrnk-tagh, 843, 850.
Kuteybeh Ibn Muslim, 770.
ICutshka, avalanche, I I 6.
Kuznetsoff, Captain, 172, 173.
Icwang Tsii, Emperor of China, 451, 846.
Kwei-hwa-chung, 1233.
Kwen-lun Mountains, 4, 726, 931.
Kynchyr, chaff of sesame seeds, 453.
Lailik, 452, 466-467.
Lakes, Aral, 48 et sep. ;Xagrasli-ko11, 841845; Uassyk-kul, 210, 302, et seg.; Issykkul, 844; Great Kara-kul, 151-169; Little
ICara-kul, 215, 290-312, 397-412 ; Kokonor, 1139- 1151 ; Lop - nor region, 850902 ; Illongolian lakes, I 103-1 108 ; Rangkul, 175, 201-203; Shor-kul, 201-202; in
Takla-makan, 501, 505, 508; in North,
1011,
ern Tibet, 968 el seg., I W ~ 1010,
1029,1040,1041,1043,1044,1045; Yeshilkul, 391~392.
Lakes, Aslatic, charm of, 408 -412, 11051106.
I.ama-chimin, 935.
Lamaism, lamas, 1062, 1132, 1147, 1157,
1161; at Kum-bum, 1177, 1178.
Langar, 110, 111.
Lanza, troop of 120 men, 270, 639.
Larches and Chinese temples, 1221.
I.assa. See Lhasa.
Leaves, inscribed, at Kum-bum, I 169-1 170.
Legends. of boghak, 713; image of 13uddha.
764-767; burans, 718 ; wild camel, 817818 ; the desert, 447, 449, 4Gj ; I<oltonor, 1140 ; Mus-tagh-ata. 214-217.
I.engher, near Ordan Padshah's masar, 4 5 6
l.engher, \'arkand-daria valley, 696.
Lengherchi, custodian of a lengher. 731.
Lhasa, l<uropean atte~nptsto reach it, 5 etseg. ;
industrial products, 1081-1085, I rjr,1144.
Li, measure of distance, 236, 850.
I.iang. money, 1064, 1127.
Liang-chow - fu, 1202 - 1 2 q ; gate, 1203
temples near, 1203, 1207.
1,i-bell-ya, temple at To-ba, 1163.
Li Ilaloi, 841. 846-848.
I,i Ilarin, of Charkhlik, 903-907.
Li Darin, of Ksrgalik, 729.
Ling I)arin, 905.
I,ittlerlale, hlr., 429 - 430 ; in Northern
Tibet, 964, 972-973. 982-983, 986.
Little ICara-liul. See I<ara-kul, Little.
Liu Darin, 734-737, 774, 913 ; restores to

.
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Namaz, Mohammedan service, 60.
Nan-shan mountains, 1154, 1197, 1211.
Napchitai-ulan-muren, 1034, 1051.
Naren, sun, 1064.
Naryn, river, 8 5-92.
Nasar, ancient city, 722-7725
Nasbet, pear, 849.
Nephrite, jade, 733, 741.
Nestorians, 771-772.
Nevra Khan, 414.
Nevrus-dung, New Year's Hill, 711-712.
Niaz Beg, of Khotan, 848.
Niaz Beg, of blerket, 467, 470 ; administer
ing justice. 473-475.
Niaz-kbll, 861, 684.
Ning-sha, 1222, 1225-1228; gate at, 1225.
Nishan, " sigo-post," 1058.
Niya, 768-769.928.
Niya-daria, 928.
Nokkoten-kvttel, I 134.
Norvo, Mongol chief, 1220.
Kumet I3eg, 864.
Nur, lake. 1064.
Oases, varieties of, 926.
Obo, religious monument, 1058, 1063, 1094,
1104 ; Hlakimto, I 107-1109; Koko-nor,
1148.
Ob, tent-pole, 327, 397.
Oksali, masar. 164.
On-bashi, chief of tell men, 7 1 4
Opium-smoking, 668, 1227; suicide by. 1227.
Ordan Padshah, 462, 788; shrine of, 455462.
Ordos, 1220-1233.
Ordu, castle, 737.
Orenbnrg, 29, 35, 37. 38.
Orgo, Mongol tent, 1086.
Orleans, Priiice IIenry of, I r , 862,940, 1011.
Orongo, antelopes, 1009.
Orsk. 38-39.
Ortani, I 123.
Oruss, Russian, i.e., European,. 305, 1153.
Oscar, Icing of Sweden and Norway, author's memorandum to, 4, 23 ; besto\vs
medals, 101, 225; Vasa star on Mr. Petrovsky, 645 ; telegrams to and from,
1202, 1237 ; toasted, 169, 683 ; mountain
named after him, 1023, 1025.
Oshur Beg, 282, 298.
Ova-togoruck, 1098, 1101.
Pagoda, at 1,iang-chow-fu, 1213.
Paintings, mural, 779-783.
Palevan, hero, 21 j.
Pamir, Fort, 96, 169, 184-197, 185, 189, 193,
196, 355-387.
Pamir Question, 96, 669-686.
Pamirs, 95-96, 380-300; geography of, 175183 ; population, 170-174 : eastern ranges,
254-269, 653-670, 687-697.
Panatiditl, Mr., 672-673.
Pan Darin, 710.
Panj, river, 180.
Panther, 826.

Parallels, geographical, 180-181.
Parman, fiindu trader, 632.
Parpi Hai. 939, 940, 965 ; buys camels, 929 ;
pursnes l'aghliks, 976-977 ; on Tibetan
lake, 995 ; pnrsuesa khulan, 1004 ; makes
saddles, 1081 ; in conflicts with 'Sanguts,
1114-1117 ; in charge of sentries, 1119;
sent on with caravan, 1163; returns home,
1185.
Pasi Akhun, 604, 610, 611, 614.
Pasrabat, stream. 258, 260, 266.
Passes, in ~Zlal mountains, 114 e t seg.;
Arka-tagh, 961 et seg.; Iiwen-lun, 931 ;
Mustagh Range, 656 et sep.; Pamirs, 176,
203 ; Trans-Aii. 149.
Patyorka, team of five horses, 51, 52.
Pavalo- Shveikovsky, General, 82, 98, 671,
678, 684.
Pavan, hunter, 1020.
I'avloff, Mr., 1234, 1237, 1241.
Peking, 1234-1236.
Peresh, spirit, 817.
Peri-bakshi, exorcisers, 472.
Peripl~eralregions, 175-183, 204.
I'etrovsky, Consul - (kneral, 230, 242 - 245,
645-646, ,747,. 925;
Pheasants, 111 Klrghiz steppes, 57.
Pialeh, china l~asin,417.
l'ialrna, 729, 7 6 4
Picltels, bliss, I 202.
Pievtsoff, General, 12, 19, 468-469.
Pigeons, 731-732.
Pilgrimage, Iludtlhist, I 117, 1169, 1177 ;
Rluhammerlan. 456, 457, 770, 928.
Pilqvist, Mr. and Rlrs., 1222-1223.
Pi-ma, 764.
Ping-fan, 1195, 1197.
I'iser, posting-clerk, 33.
I'ishtak, vaulted faqade, 59, 710.
1'010, RIarco, account of Great Desert, 545,
769 ; of Khotan, 771 ; of Lop-nor region,
466, 864; acconnt of Niya, 768-769.
I'oplars, in the desert, 492 eb seg.; of Ichotan - daria, 584; the three poplars, 580;
near buried city Takla-makan, 778 ; near
Tarim, 828 ct seg.; at I'anghi-hissar, 251.
Populations-of Ak-su. 635 ; I<azalinsk, 51;
l<hotan, 733 ; Kokan~l,78; Liang-chowf u , 1205 ; Ning - slia, 1227; Orsk, 38;
Russian Pamirs, 1 7 e 1 7 4 ; TVang-yell-fu,
1221; Yarkand, 710.
Post-Chinese, 439; Iiusian, 36.
Posting stations-through Central Asia, 439;
in Iiirghiz steppe, 33. 42. 58.
Potai, " mile-sto~~es,"
721-722.
Pottery, fragments of ancient, 725-726, 762.
Prayer-drum, 1157, 1181.
I'rayer-\vl-heels, 1 I 57, 1174
I'rodncts (cereal?, fruit, etc.)-Aksak-maral,
450 : Ak-su, 635, 649; Avvat, 632; Faizal~ail,434 ; Shamal, 449 ; Iillotan, 733 ;
Korla, 649 ; Leugher, (near Iiashgar),
696; Maral - baslii, 441 ; Merket, 468 ;
Mongolia, 1087, 1097; Ning-sha, 1228;
Sang-uya, 726 ; Shah-yar, 835; Tagharma,
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272 ; Taushltan-ciaria valley, 644 ; Upal,
656.
Przhevalsky, and \vilil camel, 812-813; Lopnor problem, 15-17, 8 j3, 861 r t srq. ;hlasar-tagh, 480- 481 ; travels of, 7 - 1 0 ; at
\$'ang-yell-fu, 1220.
Rabat, rest-house, 119.
I<atliation, 296, 352, 466-467, 503.
Katikotr, hIohammed, 738, 925.
Rahan, learned man, 764.
Itailway journey across Russia, 28-35.
Ran, goddess. 159.
I<ang, goat, 202.
Itar:ga, sedge, 202.
Kang~kul,eminstvo, 172.
Rang-kul, lake, 201-203, 175.
Itaskan-(laria, 697-702, 699, 869. See,/urthrr, Yarkand-daria.
Reeds-as boilcling material, 779, 807 ; beside ICeriya-daria. 794 ; Khotan-daria. 592
e l srg.; in Lop-nor, 871-876, 873, 893898; in Mongolia, 1106, 1108; used to
cl~eclcsand-dunes, 462 ; in 'l'akla-maltan
Desert, 501.
Rehim 13ai, 99, 132-133, 201, 206-207.
Keinhartl. hlrs., I 157-1159.
lthins, Dutreuil de, 429, 1114, 1191.
Itichthofen, Baron von, and Lop-nor controversy, 15-17> 853 e t sey., 867 ; his geographical zones, I 75-1 83.
Ridley, Iiev. Mr. and AIrs , 1185, 1186,
1191.
Righistan, market-place, 239, 636, 735.
Rivers -- Ak - su - daria, 632, 635, 642- 643,
869 ; Alikhani-gal, I 106, I 108 ; Hulthaingo], 1137-1140; Ghont, 180. 183, 391-392;
Hwang-110, 236, 1154, 1228, 1232; Ikebel-su, 293 -310, 425; Isfarran, 95 - 120;
K a m - tlaria, 85- 88 ; Kashgar-daria, 436,
440. 441, 445 ; Keriya-daria, 793-810 ;
Khnra - usso, 1098 ; Khotan - daria, j86589. 593, 617, 621 - 628, 804, 869 ; Kizilsu (AlaI), 126 e t sey., 182 ; Kizil-su (Kashgar-daria), 129. 869; Iconcheh-daria, 639877 ; Alurghab, 182, 183, 385 -387 ; Naijin-go], 1066, 1003, 1098; Napchitai-ulaamuren, 1034, I051 ; Niya-daria, 928 : I'asrabat, 258-259, 266 ; Raskan-daria, 697701, 869 ; Syr-tlaria, 53, 56, 83-92; 'l'arim,
17. 833, 836- 898 ; 'l'aushkaii-daria, 642,
644, 869; Tisnab, 468 -469, 714; Tsunkuk-gol, I 154-1156, I 160; Ughen-[laria,
836-839 ; Yarkand-(laria, 181, 444, 453,
621 -622, 631, 697 r t sty., 833; Yikehtsoha~i-go],1075-1088 ; I'urun-Iinsh, 741,
025-926.
Roatl.l~osts,56, 61, 717, 722.
12oads-in iZ1a1 n~ountains,110 ; in Northwest China, 1103, 1123, 1182, 1194-1 198;
in Ordos, 1231.
Rol)orovsky, 12, 1117.
Rockhill, 11.
l<oof of the World. 95, 169 ; festivities on,
680-686.

Ruins .of former cities, 446, 447 ; Borasan,
744 - 760, 765 ; Eski - shahr, 446 ; I<aradung, 799- 803 ; Merdek-shahr, 8jS; ATasar, 725 ; Shahr-i-Katak, 465, 836; Taklamakan, 778-787 ; \Vashshahri, 907.
Iiussia, characteristics of, 28.
Iiussians, on the Pamirs, 95-96, 184-197 ;
Boundary Commission, 671-686.

Sahr, money, 741.
Sai, gravelly talus, 926-927; river-bed filled
with stones, 944.
Saitseff, Captain, 169, 172, 187, 192, 386389.
Saitseff, pass, 389.
Sak-salt, saksaul, 830.
Saksaul ( A ~ t n b n s i sAn//itocfrrettc(ran), 39, 830.
Sakuska, ante-tahle, 682.
Sal, ferry-boat, 698.
Salar, I 186.
Saleh Peygamhar, 713.
Salt~gatherers,504, 507, 1123.
Sand, preservative power, 530-531.
Sand-dunes, sand-hills, 508-580, 513, 514,
515-516, 525 ; estimatiiig height of, 537;
movements of, 788, 791, 799, 822, 825871.
Sa~;dstorms,489, 493, 515 - 516. 517, 541,
628-629. Co?2pare, f u r t h e r , Storms.
Sang-nya, 726.
Sarez, 172.
Sarik-bnran, yellow storm, 463, 787.
Sarik-kar, yellow snow, 130-131.
Sarik-kol, range, 203, 204, 274, 691, 701;
pass, 392 ; valley, 209.
Sarik-kol, in Knen-Inn mountains, 932-935.
Sarik-kolis, 174.
Sarik-mogal, pass, 114.
Sarik-tnmshuk-masar, 290.
Sarimek. glacier, 318, 319, 330 ; pass, 318.
Sari-su, river ant1 marsh, 82, 89.
Sarts, 45, 60, 89, 435.
Sattma, reed hut, 794, 807.
Schlagintn~eit,6, 247.
Scorpions, 615. 902.
Serafshau (Yarltand-daria), 697-702.
Serkeh-nor, I 120.
Setar, zither. 252, 470.
Seytl Akhram Bai, 910-915.
Shatli Ileg, 69.
Sl~ahr-i-I<atak,46j, 836.
Shall-yar, 834-836.
Shakhand, ferry, 85.
Shall, partdy, 441.
Sha-lo, hantl-stove, 1205, 1232.
Shamal, 449.
Shang, L)ao T a i of Icashgar,
234-237, 235,
7oj.
Sheep, as beasts of burden, 6 ; in Iceriyadaria forests, 793 e t seq.; IChotan-daria
forests, 604 r t srq.; hlongolia and Tsaidam, 1129, 1139 ; on l'amirs, 255, 263,
266, 267, 272 tt ..reg.; on 'Takla - inakan

INDEX
journey, 486, 520, 561 ; beside Tarim. 833 ;
on Northern Tibet journey, 938 et seq.;
price of, 797, 1064, 1127; wild, 146.
Sliel~herds,of I<eri!.a - daria, 794- 809, 801,
805, 807 ; of IChotan-daria, 603-607 ; of
Tarim, 838-839.
Sheriet, Mohammedan canon law, 915.
Shibhtiks, spirits, 1107.
Shi Darin, of Charkhlik, 909-907.
Slli Ilarin, of Su-bashi, 275, 276.
Shi Fa Hian, 762, 768-769.
Shi-ming-ho, 1198-1202.
Shindell-yilga, 666, 687-688.
Shir, the jighit, 161-162.
Shirgheh-cliappgan, 858, 868-884.
Shor, saline depression, 830.
Shor-kul, on I'amirs, 201-202.
Shor-kul, in Takla-makan, 445.
Sliorpa, soup, 639.
Shrines, at Guma, 721 ; Kum .bum, 11641181 ; Imam Jafer Sadik, 928 ; Ordan
Parishah, 457-462 ; in Tashkend, 459 ;
domestic, among Mongols, 1065, 1086.
Conc$are aLso Masars.
Siddhartha, Gautama, 759-760.
Sign-posts, roads, masars, etc., j6, 61. 717,
722, 1103, 1132.
Sil, inundation, 6 5 4
Si-ning, river, I 193-1 194.
Si-ning-fu. 1182-1191; during Dungan revolt, 1186-1191 : gates, 1184, 1187.
Sirit, back of wild yak, 1021.
Sirkang, temple, I 169-1 174.
Sltersky, hladame, 385.
Skobeleff, General, 70.
Snow, in the AlaY Valley, 115 et sep., 129 et
seq. ; camels in, 135 ; section through,
148 ; in 'I'akla-makan Ilesert. 825.
Sobor, governor's house, 39.
Sogot, lake, 867.
Sokha-bashi, garcien, 639.
Solonets, salt lagoons, 49.
Sonum, hlongol chief, 1085.
Soundings, in l<ara-daria, 87 el seq. ;Great
Icara-kul, 156-161 ; Little Kara-kul, 407;
1,op-nor, 894; Naryn, 87 e t seq.: Rangkal, zoz ; Syr-daria. 83-92.
Sovurga, sign of temple, 1132, 11h9.
Spirits, exorcising,472-473. See ulso Adsins.
Splingaert, I'aul, 905.
Sports, athletic, on I'amirs, 675-679, 684.
Springs, Balik-masar, 389; Issyk-bolak, 260261 ; near shrine of Ortian Padshah, 461.
Stages of travel. Dr. Iiedin's, 99, 1211,
1229-1230 ; in East Turkestan, 439.
Staresta, starshina, master of posting-station,
33-34.
Station-l~ouses,in ICirghiz steppes, 33, 48 ;
in Takla-n~akan,439.
Steppes- North China, 1152, 1212, 1 2 2 1 ;
Kirghiz, 37, 39 et .rey., 50 ; of Russia, 28:
Tsaidam, 1093. 1113, 1120.
Storms (hail, rain, sand, snow, wind), 97,
115. 141; on Little Kara-kul, 403-407;
in Khotan-daria. 622, 628-629; Lop-nor

..

region, 879-884, 900-901 ; Ordos, I231 ;
'rakla-malian I)esert, 463, 489, 483, 515516, 517, 597-598 ; Northern 'I'ibet, 967968, 991 - 992, 1036 - 1037, 1045 et sep.,
1231.
Stove, for tent, 1111-1112, 1144.
Su-l~ashi,274-276, 294.
Suchis, ferrymen, 698-701, 926.
Sughet, 426.
Sultan Ali Arslan Khan, 462, 788.
Sumeh, 390.
Sunsets, 58, 152, 291, 1009, 1087, 1104.
Supeh, man-servant, 458.
Surkhab, or Icizil-su, 126-129, 134, 138-140,
182.
Sut, milk, 407.
Swans, I 104.
Syr-daria, river, 53, 56, 83-92.
Syzran, bridge at, 29.
Sz6clienyi, Count, I I.
'l'aliak, \vooden dish, 417.
'l'ael. Chinese money, 1064, 1127.
'l'agharma, plain, 270 et .reg.
Tagharma-su, 270, 665.
Taglldumbash, valley, 665, 688.
Taghliks, 7, 908, 931, 949; their treachery,
935, 939, 975-979, 996; hunters of wild
yaks, 1020; dismissed, 1081.
Tai-tlising-i-tuna-tshi, 761-764, 770.
Tai-tung-710. I 1 ~ 4 .
Tajiks, 173, 182, 272; of Eastern Pamirs,
642-646;
as rock-climbers, 180; tent, 691:
,
,
women, 347.
Takla, 769. See nlso Takla-makan.
Takla - makan, buried city, 441-432, 773787, 781. 785.
Talila -makan Desert, 443-584, j r r , 7 7 6
833 ; legends of, 447-449, 465--466, 469.
Talkan, toasted flour, 466. See nlso tarangurill.
Talldik, pass, 114. 172.
Tamarisli, in d e s e ~
t , 576-579, 577, 776, 871.
Tamast~ah,sveciacle show. 105,
- 278
. et sea..
675-679, 684.
Tamga-tash, ~nscribedstone, 211, 390
Taoguts, 1097, 1120, 1135, 1161, 1!49;
threaten the caravan, 1114-rrz1 ; chiefi,
I I ~ I1153;
,
dress. 1127-1128; tent, 1128I 131. 1129 ; deceived by stove- funnel,
11~&4-1147.
l'anlta, temple banner, 1094, 1095, 1165,
1167, 1171.
l'aran - gurill, burnt flour, I 123. See a J ~ o
talkan.
Tarantass, travelling by, 32-82, 49, 52, 5859. 62.
T a r l~ashi,265.
Tarim, 16, 833, 836-898, 865 ; basin compared with basin of T s a ~ d a m ,1077; sys
ten1 of, 869-870
Tash, measure of length, 252, 721.
Taslikend. 63-7 j
71'asli-kurgan. 666-667, 688
'I'au\l~kaii-daria,642, 644, 869

Tavek-kel, 775, 910-912.
Tayek-ltiill, 857.
Tazgu~i,valley, 254.
Tegermetch, tent, 155.
Tegherman-su, 394-395.
Tekkes, wild goats, 293.
Telegraph, in China, 1201, 1205.
Telesmat, \\,itchcraft, 441, 541,
Telpek, slieel~skincap, 606.
T e n ~ i rBeg, 835.
Tem~~eratures-Ak-haital, 168; Ak-lengher,
730; XlaP valley, 136, 141, 144 ; Alashan, 1217 ; Ralik-masar, 291 ; Uordoba.
148 ; China (North), 1201 ; Cllaggatai
pass, 203 ; Chust, 92 ; Ghez valley, 2 2 j228 ; (;itrum- serai, 8 6 ; ice lakes, 165 ;
ice volca~ioes,166 ; Isfairan valley, 105 ;
Issyk-buiak, 260-261 ; Jipptik, 136 ; Iiarakul, stream, 297 ; Great Kara - kul, I 50,
160, 163; Little Kara-kul, 290, 291, 296,
397, 408 ; Kaptar-masar. 732 ; Kashgar,
245 ; Icazalinsk, 55, 83 ; lihojent, 83, 90 ;
Khotan, 91 8 ; Iihotal~- daria, 626 ; Kirghiz steppes, 43, 46, 501 Icizil, 730; Koko-nor, 1140, 1153 ; Kok-sai, 151 ; Koncheh - daria, 849 ; I,ailik, 454, 466 - 467 ;
Lop-nor, 872, 880, 901; Mitt valley, 940,
942 ; hfus-tagh-ata, 222, 324, 340 e t stg.;
Namangan, 92 : Naryn, 87, 90; Ordos,
1230, 1232; Orenburg, 36, 37 ; Fort Pamir, 178; Pamirs, 97, 148 c t seg., 202,
203, 222, 290 e t s q . , 324, 340 et scg., 390,
391, 397, 408, 662 ; Pasrabat, stream,
259; Kang-kul, zoz ; snow, 148 ; Sumeh,
390; Syr - daria, 83, 86, 90, 92 ; 'Tagharma, plain, 271 ; 'Takla-111aka11Desert, 486,
495 ef ~ c t / . .532 c t set/., 774, 778, 819 eC
sty.; Tashkend, 65, 7 j ; 'Tegherman-su,
395; Northern Tibet, 951, 905, 971, 984,
999, 1007, 1028 r t scq.; 'Tsaidam, 1087,
1094, 1108, 1112; Ullug-art, 662; Urtak,
141 ; Yappchan, 248; Yappkaklik, 945,
946 : Yeshil-kul, 390 ; Yurun-kash, 926.
Tengeh, money, 283, 605.
Tenghelik~gol,1097.
Tenghi-tar, glen, 260 e t set/.
Tenghiz-bai, pass, 114-125, 172.
Tengri-khan. 642.
Ten-kar, 1123, I 156-1 159.
Tent-Dr. Hedin's, 486; jighits, 193 ; Iiirghiz, 33, 47, 74, 105. 155, 327, 664, 666;
Mongol, 1064- 1065, 1085 - 1086; Tajik,
691 ; Tangut, 1128-1131.
T e n t furnishitlg-shepherds of Iihotan-daria, 606 ; Kirghiz, 41 7 ; lIongo1, 106j1066, 1085.
T e n T h o u s a ~ ~Images,
d
temple of, 1164I 180.
Ter-art, pass, 257.
Terek, poplar wood, 642.
Terek-davan, pass, I I 5.
Terem, 45 5-356.
Teresken, shrub, 152.
Terglien-bulak, glacier, 347. 361-363.
Terraces, clay, in desert, 522.

Terra-cotta antiquities, 747-756, 745-749,
753, 757 ; burkhans, 1083.
Teselt, dried yak dung, 302.
Teshiltan, a rodent, 1009.
Teskereh, chronicles, 770, 1087.
Tibet, exploratio~lof, j et seq.; Northern,
944-1073.
Tibetan ambassador, I I 57-1 I 58.
Tibetan language, 1128.
Tiger, 452, 806.
'Tikkenlik, 850, 854. 867.
Tillah, money, 77.
Tisnab-daria, 468-469, 714.
To-ba, 1159-1 163.
Toclt-terek, pass, 274.
Togda Bai, 605-606.
..
'Togda llai Beg, 343, 345, 347.
Togda Heg, of l'avek-kel, 910-915.
Togda Kliodia, 470.
Togda Slohamnied Beg, 929.
Togdasin Beg, 212-213, 275, 278-286, 312,
381, 392 ; and the boat, 399-401.
Togdeh-gol, 1094.
Tograk, poplar, 484.
,
1 o-jo, palanquin, 1233.
Tokhari, 769.
Toklruz-davan, pass, 931, 962.
Toleh, 1097.
Tolga, iron bnsket, 1086.
Tollan-khoja, 927-928.
Tong, 693-697.
Tonkuz-basste, 799-801.
Tossun-nor, 1103, I 106.
Towns, ruined, legends of, 444, 447, 766767 ; I3orasan, 744-760, 765 ; Eski-shal~r,
446 ; Kara-dung, 446 ; Kasar, 722-725 ;
Shahr-1-Katak, 465, 836; 'Taltla- makan,
441, 773-787 ; hlon11t 'rumshuk, 446.
Trade, of Ak-su, 636; Avvat, 632 ; Faizabad, 434-435 ; Icara-sllahr, 845 ; Khotan,
733, 738; I<orla, 849 ; hlcrket, 468 ; Ningsha, 1228 ; Ofenl~urg,37, 38 ; Shah - yar,
836; Si-ning-fu, 1086, 1097, I 154; 'Tenkar, 1123, 1160; Terem, 4 5 j ; Utch - turfan, 643 ; W a n g - yeh - fu, 1z21 ; I-anghihissar, 251 ; Varkand, 713 ; Valley of Yarkantl-daria. 697.
Trans-tZlaT Jlountains, 121, 143-150.
Tra~lsitiot~al
regions, 175-183, 177.
Travel, plat~sof, 18-25, 649, 688, 773-774,
834-835, 1241.
'Troika, team of three horses, 34, 38, 44.
Tsagan-nor, 1133.
Tsaidain, I~asinof, 1077 ; desert, 1089-1124.
l'samba, hlongol dish, 1075-1076.
Tsohan-ula, 1057, 1089.
Tsuggchin-clugu~~,
temple, I I 74.
Tsun-kaba, temple ant1 image. 1173-1 174.
Tsuukuk-gol, I r 54-1 I 56, I I 60.
Tsnn-ula,1ro8, I 140.
Tit, mound of offerings, 273.
Tuff, 957, 991.
Tugh, bunches of horsehair, etc., on sticks,
60.

.
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Tukhari, 769.
l'ulum, inflated goat-skin, 466, 698.
Tumshuk, Mount. 446.
Tundnk, smoke-\kii't[ 365.
Tung-ltwan, 1186, 1190, 1192.
Tura. gentleman, 867 ; l'r~hevalsky,880,883.
T u r a Iielldi Sargan, 205-206.
Tur-bulong, 425 ; Iiirghiz, girl of, 415.
l'urgai, climate of, 40.
Turkestan, town, 5 9
Tuz-darah, I 70.

419,423 ; at Rlerket, 471 ; PvIongol, 10651066. 1062 ; Tajik. 347, 693 - 694 ; 'Tangut, 1127-1128 ; at Yanghi-hisser, 251.

Yagatch-nishan, sign-post, 487.
Yagli, sesame oil, 453.
Yak, domestic, 219 et sep., 337; for mountaineering, 316, 353, 375 ; racing, 677.
Yak, wild, 1014- 1022. 1015, 1018, 1021;
hunting, 1054-1057, 1074-1075; beef of,
1065.
Yakhtans, boxes, 101.
I'akka-chapp, 930.
Ughen-daria, 836-839.
Yakub 13eg. 75, 458, 848.
Ula, mountain, 1064.
Ullug-art, pass, 656, 657, 663; crossing of, Yam-bulak, glaciers, 222-223, 321-327, 369,
660-663.
371, 380.
Yamshtchicks, post-drivers, 33, 37.
Ullug-masar, 443-444.
Yangal, forest, 435.
Ullug-rabat, pass, 273-274.
Yaughi-arik, irrigation canal, 88.
Upal, 653-656.
Yanghi-hissar, 248, 2 5 ~ 2 5 1 .
Uprang, 670. 672.
Yanikkeh, 290-201, 298.
Ural, river, 39
Yappkak, plant, 946, 960.
LJrga, 759, 1241.
Yappkalzlik, pass, 935 ; valley, 944-945.
Urna, Huddl~iststigma, 7j1.
Yarkand, 709-714.
Urtak, 141-142.
Yarkand-daria, 181, 444, 454, 631, 697-702,
Utcheti, 691-692.
703, 713, 833 ; compared with KhotanUtch-kurgan, 101-102, 115.
daria, 621-622. See aLo Tarim.
Utch-turfan, 643.
Yehim Bai, 308, 376-377, 382.
Uy, Kirgliiz tent, 105.
E'esl~il-kul, l'aniirs, 216, 390-391, 392.
Uyasd, district, 170.
Yeshil-kul, in Takla-malran, 491.
Uyasdny natyalnik, officer of a district, 44.
Yeylak-sarik, yellow grass, 993.
Yeylau, yeylik, summer camp, 171, 445.
Valeukis, Russian felt boots, 321.
Yikeh-gol, 1093.
Vannofsky, Captain, 97, 98.
Yiiteh-tsohan-davan, 1071.
Vase, copper, 768.
Yikeh-tsollan-gol, 1078-1088, 1075. i079.
Vayenny natyalnik, commandant, 44.
Yilzeh-ulan, 1144, 1151.
Vayenny sobranye, military club, 386.
Yilgas, lateral valleys, 310.
Volast, arrondissement, 172.
Yok-kanali-koll, 894.
Volastnoi, district chief, 102.
Yoll, measure of length, 721.
Voles, 959, 1137.
Yollbars, dog, 938 ; pursues khulans, 1002.
Vrevsky, l b r o n , 66, 96, 98.
Yollchi, dog, 106, 144.
Yollchi, 479; on the desert geography, 487,
Wahab, Colonel, 671, 675.
498 ; takes spite against Islatn Uai, 492,
\Vakhsh. See Kizil-su (Alal).
495 ; sus~~'icioi~s
behavior, 531-532 ; mocks
Wakjir, pass, 670.
at the compass, 541 ; steals water, 547.
Wall, Great, of China, 1216, 1233, 1235.
549 ; is ~nissing,550; demands water, 561 ;
\Tang, vassal prince of Cllina, 1220.
goes mad, 562, 565 ; left dying, 566.
\Vaiig-yeh-fu, 1220-1221.
Yollrlash, dog, 290-291, 343, 384-385, 537.
\Vash-slialiri, 768, 907.
\lTatchhouses and garrisons, Chinese, in Yolltlash, on L o p - n o r , 879, 897 ; warns
authur, ~joz; a t Khotan, 921 - 9 2 2 ; in
Pamirs, 204, 205, 257, 270, 276, 382 ; in
camp, 943 ; pursues khulans, 1000; is lost.
East Torkestaii, 440, 639, 847, 905.
I~OCYIVOI ; catches an antelope, 1216.
Wellby, C a p ~ a i n ,1157, 1184.
Wells- Ala- shan, 1217, 1218 ; in clesert Yonnoff, Colonel, 96, 98.
oases, 729, 732; Ordos, 1230; Takla- Younghusband, Captain, 13, 233.
n ~ a k a n492,495,
,
531-533, 776, 820 et sep. Yularneilta, tent, 201.
Yulgun, tamarisk, 766. See also Tamarisk.
Wheel, symbolism of, 760.
Yumulag-daria. See Tarim.
Wild ass. Ste Khulan.
Wild camel, duck, geese, goat, sheep. See Yurgheli, antelopes, 1009.
Yurt, tent, 33, 74, 327.
Camel, Duck, Geese, Goat, Sheep.
Yurun-kash, river, 741, 925-926.
M'ind, abrasive power of, 948.
Wolves, in Alai. Valley, 145-147 ; Tsaidam, Yussuf, merchant, 607, 910.
Yfl-tien, jade, 733.
1119, 1133, 1139; East Turkestan, 452.
Women, Chinese, 1223 - I224 ; a t Kliotall, Yuz-bashi, chief of one hundred men, 205,
253. 714.
737; Kirghiz, 388-389, 414, 415, 418,
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